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Dear reader, before we get to the really exciting stuff - the pretty pictures 
and the inspiring trip reports - let me open with a bit of reflection. The annual 
publication of this journal is a great opportunity to pause and look back. Do-
ing so provides us with many reminders of what makes the VOC such a great 
club, and will hopefully inspire you to get more involved. It’s a truly rewarding 
experience.

For many of us, the VOC is more than just a club - it’s a great family, linked 
together by our love for the outdoors in all its facets, be it on rock, snow, ice 
or water. I met most of my Vancouver friends through the club, and have had 
the best experiences of my life on trips with these amazing people, whether 
on serious adventures with lots of type-2 fun, or on ventures altogether light-
hearted and silly. What makes trips great and memorable are almost always 
the people you share them with, so let me say “Thank you!” to all of you for 
making the club what it is.

Our club has always benefited from the past and provided for the future, and 
this year was no different. Building upon the trail work initiated by Christian 
Veenstra, Ben Singleton-Polster, Jeff Mottershead and many more, the Har-
rison Trail is now in great shape, and even has a properly engineered bridge 
which replaced a sketchy log crossing. Brew Hut has firewood for years to 
come, and the Harrison Hut got a big overhaul with a new steel cladding. 
It’s incredible to see how much work a group of dedicated volunteers can ac-
complish, and I think the best way to say “Thank you” is for all of us to go out 
there and enjoy these places. Climb the peaks around Harrison Hut, sample 
the skiing at Phelix, have a cup of mulled wine at Brew, or check out the 
beauty of Sphinx Bay from the Burton Hut. Of course, new work comes up 
all the time, so I invite you to try out how much fun it really is to get things 
done as well.

A Note from the President

•

Clemens Adolphs
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A big part of our club is teaching, and introducing new members to the ac-
tivities which we do as a club. I’m very grateful to everyone who dedicated 
their time to teaching. Everything I know about rock, ice and snow I learned 
within the VOC, so I’m forever in debt to those who taught me. Giving back 
by teaching others feels great. Few things compare to the proud feeling you get 
from watching your former students go on their own adventures, and think-
ing to yourself, “I played a part in this”.

Our membership spans all skill levels, from those who’ve been at home in the 
mountains for many years, to those who might see snow for the first time in 
their lives on a VOC trip. What keeps this cycle going are those of you who 
organize our beginner-friendly trips to take new members onto their first for-
ays into the mountains. Without you, the club wouldn’t be able to exist. And 
if you have never organized a beginner-friendly trip, I highly encourage you to 
do so. It’s not as hard as you might think, and witnessing the joy and stoke of 
someone on their first scramble, their first snow-camp, or their first time on 
rock, more than makes up for any hassle. 

Another thing the club can’t do without is its Executive Committee. I have 
been very lucky this year to have had an enthusiastic and capable team. Many 
of you have done much more than I’d have expected of you, and thus made 
my job that much easier. Thanks to you, I was never short on wise counsel and 
helping hands. If you like the club, consider running for an exec position next 
year. It’s not just about giving back; it’s actually rewarding in its own right and 
you get to have a say in the direction the club takes. 

Unfortunately, a reflection of the past year also includes a great tragedy. On 
January 11th, 2015, three young and wonderful people died in a climbing ac-
cident on Joffre Peak. Two of them were from the VOC: Stephanie Grothe, 
our previous President and a great source of inspiration and joy to all of us, 
and Neil Mackenzie, a true Scottish hardman and never-ending fountain of 
stoke. With them was Elena Cernicka, beloved wife and mother of two. We 
have dedicated a section of this journal to their memory. While reading about 
them is a poor substitute for having known them and having been in their 
presence, I hope that their legacy will inspire you as they inspired us.

Every accident, every tragedy, forces us to come to terms with the risks we 
take, and the choices we make. Every one of us has to answer for themselves 
whether the beauty and joy of nature outweighs the toll it can sometimes take. 
The memorial section offers several points of view for you to reflect on.  

It is in difficult times that a community like the VOC shows what it is really 
made of. I will never forget how people came together to support each other, 
and put on a moving memorial ceremony to celebrate three remarkable lives. 
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The closing song was Monty Python’s “Always Look on the Bright Side of 
Life”, and this is exactly what our three friends would ask of us. I’m certain 
that they would highly approve of how we ended the night with a dip in the 
cold waters off Wreck Beach.

So now I leave you to browse through the following pages, whether in the 
comfort of your home, a warm hut, or hunkered down in a tent sitting out a 
storm. I wish that you may feel the sense of awe and wonder that we feel on 
our journeys, that you get a good laugh out of our silly antics, and that you 
will get excited to go out there and explore.

All the best and lots of hugs,
Clemens Adolphs
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Amanda: Inspiration for this edition of the VOC Journal came about largely 
through a chance meeting. It was the night of the memorial for Neil, Steffi 
and Elena. The service was over, and people were socializing in the lobby. I was 
minding the refreshments. 

Kasia: I was also there, wedged next to the coffee machines. The friend who was 
with me abruptly left, leaving me talking to... Amanda!
 
It didn’t take long for me to realize that here was a person who could make 
my life complete. She had a basic knowledge of cutting and pasting in Adobe 
InDesign and knew all the secrets of formatting.
 
I was thrilled to make a new friend and quickly agreed to do all the work necessary
to make a beautiful VOC Journal together with Amanda. 
 
We both went on the Burns ‘n’ Turns trip in the final weekend of January. It 
was a celebration in true Scottish style in the beauty of the Tolkien range (you 
can read about the trip on page 95). Skiing out from the Phelix Hut was excit-
ing, but the slope was steep and the trees were many. 

So we took lots of breaks, sharing snacks and ideas. First I shared my trail mix with 
Amanda and then she shared her Hershey bar with me. We had a lot of time to 
think about the journal while alone in the glade, left behind by the rest...  
 
We shouldn’t complain, Kasia, we weren’t carrying the accordion!  
 
As the journal deadline came closer, our meetings became more frequent and our 
friendship blossomed. We started sending texts and emails, and occasionally even 
made phone calls. We thought, ‘‘We can do this!”.
 

From the Editors

•

Amanda Johnson & Kasia Celler
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Next came the two editing parties, where we sat with fellow VOC exec and 
friends to agonize over the correct placement of commas, debate the use of 
foul language in this noble publication, and to enjoy a steaming pot of Cle-
mens’s banana-leek soup. The journal editing parties were productive and ef-
ficient with everyone working as a team. 
 
 

And finally, there were the two nights where editing took us into the wee hours of 
the morning.  Fueling ourselves first with beer, then water, then coffee, we struggled 
to put together this enormous publication.
 
Reading about your adventures made this gargantuan task rewarding. We 
were dazzled by the number of trip reports (nearly 60!) and the quality of 
your submissions. We hope you fancy all 380 pages of this 57th edition of the 
journal. It’s our baby, and it’s a big one!

    Your Friendly VOC Journal Editors,
                      A.J. & K.C.

Journal-editing party. “So this is what they do in the VOC?” Photo: Tobias Klenze
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In Memoriam
•

On Sunday January 11th, 2015, Stephanie Grothe, Neil Mackenzie, and 
Elena Cernicka set out on an endeavour to climb the majestic Joffre Peak 
via its Central Couloir. Unfortunately, they did not come home. For reasons 
which we will probably never know for certain, the three friends took a roped 
plunge from near the top of couloir, and fell about 600 m to their deaths.

This edition of the Varsity Outdoor Club Journal is dedicated to their 
memories.

Stephanie, or as most of us knew her, Steph or Steffi, was a hardy mountaineer 
with an incredibly soft heart. Steph was VOC President in the 2013 – 2014 
academic year, and a member of the VOC Executive Committee for three 
consecutive years. She was the essence of what is great about this Club – she 
came, she learned, and she gave back. She led countless beginner friendly 
VOC trips, organised many work-hikes to Club huts and trails, and instructed 
at numerous Club events. To her own climbing partners she was a trustworthy 
companion always beaming with enthusiasm for the next venture, but never 
hesitant to turn around when doubt arose. Steph was also a pillar of environ-
mental consciousness, and shone by example everywhere she trod. 

Neil was a passionate climber and adventurer whose irresistible personal charm 
made him the focal point of many friend circles, and the central character 
of endless ventures into the outdoors. Neil pursued split-boarding, climbing 
rock and ice, surfing and rafting with unrivalled verve, and his energy for life 
could have inspired a rock to hop. His smile brightened people’s days like the 
morning sun after hours of starlit boot packing. Neil joined the VOC a mere 
year and a half before his untimely death, however in this short period he grew 
to be a best friend to many, and accomplished disproportionately much in the 
way of summits, routes, waves and rapids. 
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Elena was a loving wife and a caring mother who found a true sense of be-
longing in the wilderness. Although never a VOCer, she could not have been 
more closely affiliated with the VOC in spirit. She was an enthusiastic climber, 
biker, backcountry skier and mountaineer, never shy to lead the way when 
leadership was needed. Nevertheless, Elena’s smile lit up the most when she 
was playing with her two sons: Martin and Jakub; whether it be in the park 
on a short hike, on Grouse Mountain skiing, or simply on a bike ride around 
their home.

These three remarkable individuals leave a great emptiness in our hearts, and 
very large shoes, or rather, ski boots, for us to fill. 

This chapter gathers our fond memories of them, and aims to say not so 
much goodbye, as thank you.

•

We invite you, the reader, to learn more about our departed friends from these 
pages, and hope that we captured a least a glimpse of what they meant to us in 
the articles and photographs included in this Journal.

Photo captions and credits ~
In Memoriam, pg. 15: On the summit of the Black Tusk, December 25th 2014. 

 Stephanie Grothe’s camera.
Stephanie Grothe, pg. 16: On the summit of Tantalus. Photo: Piotr Forysinski
Neil Mackenzie, pg. 17: Neil at a belay on the new route ‘The Wreckage of Petit Pi-  
 mousse’ on the North Nesakwatch Spire. Photo: Jens Vent-Schmidt
Elena Cernicka, pg. 18: ‘St. Vitus’ dance’, Squamish. Feeling great after a day climbing   
 with a good friend. Photo: Jordana Meilleur
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For Steph

•

Clemens Adolphs

I want to begin by thanking everyone who shared their memories of Steph 
and Neil in this beautiful memorial. Seeing all those contributions and hear-
ing how those two have touched and inspired you is truly moving. Let me now 
tell you a bit about her, and hopefully I can give you an idea of what kind of 
person she was.

My history with Steph actually goes all the way back to the final year of high 
school, over 10 years ago, in the small German town we both grew up in. 
There, I fell in love with her cheerful, uncomplicated nature, with the way 
she embraced life and found joy in small things, and with her kindness she 
showed towards others. I don’t know how I managed it, but we ended up 
together and I got to share some of the happiest years of my life with her, and 
even though we went our separate ways a year ago, we always remained close 
friends.

A 19-year-old Steph back in Germany, cheerful as always. Photo: Clemens Adolphs
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Back then, neither of us was a mountaineer or climber; Steph actually came 
from a family of sailors, but she always found more joy in moving around on 
her own legs. We spent much time running in the forest, lost in deep conver-
sation, and I could always tell when it had been too long since our last run. 
Steph always needed to keep moving.

We first experienced what the mountains had to offer when we went to spend 
a year at the University of Otago in New Zealand. Steph was immediately 
hooked. We started out as inexperienced day hikers in the local outdoor club 
and soaked up everything we could. We quickly learned to appreciate what we 
jokingly call type-2-fun, these things that might not be fun while you’re doing 
them - wading through deep mud or thick brush, being tired, cold, mosquito-
bitten, wet and just overall miserable, maybe even scared - but that make you 
feel alive in a way like nothing else can. 

Steph lived for those experiences, and the spark in her eyes when describing 
them made you want to drop everything and go join her on an adventure. 
After returning to Germany, it quickly became clear that we couldn’t go back 
to a life so far from wild nature. So when looking for PhD positions, that was 
always the first criterion. In fact, Steph researched the VOC before she re-
searched the physics department, and while UBC’s reputation certainly didn’t 
hurt our decision, it came second to the promise of a vibrant outdoor com-
munity in a place close to the mountains.

Steph, overlooking Milford Sound from Gertrude Saddle in Fiordland, New Zealand. 
Photo: Clemens Adolphs
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That being said, Steph did enjoy working in her research group. She cared a lot 
about her colleagues and always spoke fondly of them. She’d come home with 
excitement, telling me about how they had achieved atomic resolution with 
their STM or how their measurements had revealed another undiscovered 
feature. She was a very modest scientist, always wondering whether she was 
good enough, or did enough, but the numerous publications she played a part 
in speak for themselves. 

Still, her true passion was the VOC. The club took us in when we arrived 
in Vancouver without any friends and became like a family to us. We spent 
every possible weekend with them. Steph would seek out every opportunity 
to learn more and quickly rose through the ranks of the club’s rock climbing 
curriculum. And then, with that same passion and fervor, she would give back 
to the club by teaching and passing on what she had learned. She also served 
on the club’s executive board, most notably as president in 2013/14, with her 
main focus on making the club more accessible, inclusive and welcoming to 
newcomers. She would always lead by example. In 2013, she received our 
Roland Burton award for organizing the most beginner friendly trips. Many 
of her former students would go on to become her good friends. 

Steph was always fun to be around, but it was on trips that her character really 
got to shine. We all let ourselves get infected with her excitement and energy, 
getting up early in the morning, with a long and glorious day ahead; walking 
along side her when the pure joy of being outside made her burst into song or 
when she gave her unmistakable signature shout, the high-pitched “woupdy”.

Steph climbed mountains not for 
records or recognition, but out of 
love for their beauty. Her recent 
ascents, the Black Tusk, Shuk-
san, Tantalus, Matier, are among 
the most aesthetic peaks we have 
nearby. Thus, I can say without a 
doubt that Steph died doing what 
she loved most. On that tragic 
day, there would have been no 
other place she would have rather 
been than on her way up awe-
inspiring, beautiful Joffre Peak in 
the company of dear friends.

Steph in her element on the Nesakwatch 
Spires. Photo: Julien Renard
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In closing, let me ask you to celebrate Steph’s life. Not just today, but everyday. 
Celebrate her life by celebrating life itself, by seeking out nature’s beauty and 
by sharing its wonders with others. Remember the joy she brought to all of us 
and try to pass it on. Steph leaves a big hole behind and will be deeply missed 
by all those whose lives she touched, but if we strive to be a bit more like her, 
we can make sure that she won’t be forgotten.

Steph enjoying the summit of Cypress peak. Photo: Clemens Adolphs

Photo captions and credits ~
Page 25: Steph stoked to be inside a crevasse at G2, Wedgemount, September 2013. 

Photo: Stephanie Grothe
Page 26: Split-boarding into the sunset – Rainbow Mountain, December 14th 2015. 

Photo: Piotr Forysinski
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This obituary combines parts of several testimonies provided by people who knew 
Neil well, starting with his mother Margaret, his former post-doc advisor Dr. Vicki 
MacRae from the University of Edinburgh, long-time friend David MacFie as 
well as his friend Fiona Elder and the author, who lived with Neil in the “Jungle 
House” from September 2013 to December 2014.

Neil Charles Wallace Mackenzie
September 29, 1983 - January 11, 2015

A rugged mountaineer with a soft heart
Your eyes and your smile are full of life, 

and indeed you did live life at its utmost fullest.

Friend, you are dearly missed.

For Neil

•

Written and adapted by Elliott Skierszkan
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I had the great fortune to live with Neil Mackenzie for the bulk of his time 
here in Vancouver, where he encouraged me squeeze every ounce out of life, 
where he taught me how to laugh at myself and what the word adventure real-
ly means. How to choose the right words to pay homage to such a charismatic 
character who has touched so many lives?  It is no small task, but I will give it 
my best in these pages. Let’s begin by retracing his steps back to his childhood 
in the Scottish Highlands...

Neil was raised, along with his older sister Caroline, by their parents Angus 
and Margaret in the tiny village of Flichity, near Inverness, northern Scotland. 
His love affair with snow came early, at the young age of four months. His 
mother went into his room in the early morning and found that the overnight 
snow had been so fine that it had found its way through the old window 
frame, and that his crib was covered with a light dusting of snow! While Mar-
garet fretted about what the authorities might have said upon finding such a 
scene, the stage was set for Neil’s love affair with snow, which would continue 
his whole life throughout. 

His primary school in Flichity had a class enrolment totaling two; both pupils 
called Neil. At secondary school in Edinburgh, his fellow classmates quickly 
warmed to his sociable and jolly character. Neil loved to socialize, he loved a 
drink and a laugh and was noticed for his way to prioritize life above all else. 
That enthusiastic nature stayed with him as he grew older, contagiously af-
fecting those around him. On the other hand, his teachers worried about his 
lack of interest in writing and literature, complaining that he couldn’t string 
together a cohesive sentence. His mother knew that he simply had a hyper-
active mind that was quickly drawn elsewhere if he wasn’t interested in the 
classroom.  Indeed, he hadn’t read a book until he was 16, when he read Train-
spotting. Very quickly after that he became a keen reader: by the age of 19 he 
had read Tolstoy’s epic War and Peace.  Although during his high school days 
he was not the studious scholar which one would have inferred from his im-
pressive academic CV later in life, he nonetheless found a way to make a path 
for himself: Having not got the grades required to get into Glasgow Univer-

sity, he got on the phone and 
bluffed his way in! He shared 
an interest in history and sci-
ences, choosing the latter for 
his university education.

The tiny schoolhouse in Flichity 
where Neil’s academic career started 

off. Slowly.
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By the time he arrived at Glasgow 
University for his undergraduate 
studies in virology, he was de-
scribed as a nineteen-year-old “7 
stone skinhead with not a hair on 
his chin, a complete disregard for 
exercise and a total love of late 
nights and debauchery”.  Hard to 
believe for those who only knew 
him later in life, as a “massively 
bearded Viking complete with 
long hair and a stacked climber’s 
body”. While he certainly kept 
up his social life in university, this 

period was also when he and a few pals became interested in rock climbing, 
and Neil was instantly hooked. It didn’t take long before he was travelling all 
over Scotland’s most remote locations in search of climbs. Back at university, 
his network of friends grew rapidly in no small part due to his good-nature. 
Said his university friend David MacFie: “Both during and since University 
[Neil] selflessly introduced more people to each other than anyone I know 
and whether deliberately or not (probably not, knowing his expertise with 
women) has acted as Cupid on numerous occasions leading to babies, mar-
riages and long term relationships. Not only this though, he has been the 
catalyst for so many friendships that would never have happened if he hadn’t 
been who he was.”

After friends, drinks and the moun-
tains, Neil was also fond of his van, 
named Eric. Within a week of getting 
his driver’s license (in his late 20s, no 
less) he had acquired a long-wheelbase 
high-top transit van and he was off 
exploring the snowy peaks of Scot-
land with friends in search of turns, 
or scouring its rugged coastline in 
search of surf. Despite its somewhat 
questionable state, it became an iconic 
part of the Highlands mountaineering 
community over the years.

After finishing his studies at Glasgow, Neil’s inquisitive nature lead him to 
complete a PhD under the supervision of Prof. Bruce Whitelaw at the Ros-
lin Institute at the University of Edinburgh where he researched transgenic 
technologies. During this time, he continued to pursue his outdoor interests, 

Brin Rock, the hill behind the Mackenzie resi-
dence in Flichity where a young Neil and his pet 

dogs would roam and explore.

Eric the Van: Neil`s first car and faithful 
companion on many Scottish adventures.
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and upon completing his doctorate he was contemplating leaving science to 
become a climbing instructor, while also expressing interest in a post-doc-
toral position in Vicky MacRae’s laboratory, where molecular biologists are 
researching the pathways of bone and soft tissue mineralization. After some 
debate, he ended up taking on the post-doc position, only after securing a 
three-month stint to explore the Canadian Rockies.

His post-doc with Dr. MacRae would 
end up being incredibly successful, al-
though Neil would have never bragged 
about it himself. He managed to pub-
lish an impressive 11 papers and won a 
number of awards, including a travel-
ling fellowship to do some work at a 
bone lab in San Diego and an invita-
tion to speak at Hokkaido University 
in Japan. In 2014, he was awarded 
the John Haddad Young Investigator 
Award by the American Society for 
Bone and Mineral Research for his 
work on mineralization in tissues. To 
his delight, this meant his attendance 
was expected at a scientific conference 
in the resort town of Snowmass, Colo-
rado. Of course, whether in Colo-
rado, California or Japan, Neil always 
did his best to ensure that work trips 
would be combined with some form 
of mountaineering! 

A successful grant application to the Canadian 
Institute of Health Research brought Neil to Dr. 
Dieter Bromme’s laboratory at the UBC Faculty 
of Medicine’s Centre for Blood Research. Neil 
was thrilled about being given the opportunity 
to come to Canada once again to pursue his 
work and while exploring the country’s endless 
mountains. Before initiating his work at UBC, 
he made sure to set time aside for mountaineer-
ing, joining a British-led expedition attempting 
an ascent Mount Marcus Baker, in the Chugach 
Mountains of Alaska. While the attempt was un-

Neil and friend David MacFie.

Neil at work.
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successful, the trip was a highlight 
in Neil’s mountaineering career. 
Of course, he and climbing part-
ner Matthias Danninger were the 
last in the group to turn around 
after the attempt.

In the Bromme lab, Neil not only conducted his own research but also became 
a devoted teacher of undergraduate students in the laboratory and a key part 
of the research group. 

My first encounter with Neil was when he came to visit our shared house, 
coined the Jungle House, in the quiet neighborhood of Dunbar, looking for 
a room, shortly after starting his postdoc with Dr. Bomme. We were having 
a potluck that day and he seamlessly fit right in to the motley crew of folks 
hanging around on that nice summer day. Being the social bee that he was, it 
wasn’t long that he befriended us all. 

Our first of many adven-
tures together occurred 
right in our backyard, when 
housemate Peter had got-
ten us some fresh salmon 
from a local fisherman at a 
good price. One thing led 
to another and very quickly 
there we were out in the 
backyard after dark, Neil in 
his housecoat and me with 
my headlamp, attempting 
to do a neat job of carving 
fish but being totally clue-
less as to how to do this. After some difficulties, but part of which involved 
me spilling some fish innards into Neil’s housecoat, we successfully filleted 
the fish and enjoyed a lovely barbecue. This was a more simple testimony to 
Neil’s philosophy on life: in his mind, anything was possible. No matter how 
complicated the task at hand and how little he knew about getting it done, he 
would enthusiastically take up any challenge, and almost invariably would he 
come out successful. 

Neil and childhood friend Lewis Lurken 
returning to base camp after a three-day 

summit push on Mt. Markus Baker, 
Alaska. Spring 2013

Neil and Elliott wrestling with fresh BC salmon in the 
backyard of the Jungle House.
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One of his first action items after settling in Vancouver was to acquire a truck 
to get around, now that (and to his chagrin) he had parted ways with the 
legendary Eric back in Scotland. He ended up finding a beat-up beige ‘92 
Toyota 4Runner with well over 300,000 km on the odometer, which came 
to be known as Snow White. The headlights barely worked, the back door 
didn’t want to stay shut, the rear windshield would slide ajar in the middle 
of a downpour. It was a standard transmission with a non-functioning park-
ing brake, and when we took it on trips an issue with the heating meant the 
driver and passenger would strip down to tee-shirts and have the windows 
open while the passengers in the back had on their down jackets, struggling 
to stay warm. No matters though, Snow White would end up going through 
many makeovers and touchups, and was Neil’s faithful companion every sin-
gle weekend for the last year and a half of his life.

Around the house Neil’s arrival was always 
announced by either one of two sounds: it 
was either Snow White’s powerful roar out 

on the street, or it was his endless collection of Scottish grunts and greetings. 
‘’Aw’ right lads! Yo! Aaarrggh! Eeeh whaaaat! BOOM! ‘’ and so on. We hosted 
many potlucks and he was always the last one standing, pulling out a bottle 
of fine scotch whiskey as guests began to leave and sharing it generously with 
anyone bold enough to stay a while longer and tackle it with him. This would 
typically result in a later morning start for Neil, while his counterparts would 
be found asleep on our living room couch, having failed to make it home 
the night before. Breakfasts at the Jungle House were a wonderful fixture: 
Neil and I would share the simple joy of a pot of coffee and some food while 
conversing about our upcoming day at work or scheming an upcoming trip 
on the weekend. That would 
usually involve pulling out 
our beloved collection of 
maps and guidebooks and 
delay our departure for work 
by several minutes. 

Snow White taking us to the mountain on the last 
weekend trip I did with Neil and Stephanie Grothe, 

November 2014.

Life at the Jungle House:  
Housemates Elliott, Mirkko, Peter 

and Neil around a backyard 
BBQ fire.
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Neil’s contributions to the Varsity Outdoor Club were lasting. A soft-hearted 
but chiselled mountaineer, he happily embarked on trips with people of all 
skill levels, making them feel comfortable and patiently teaching them the 
ways of the hills which he knew so well. He was renowned for his gentle abil-
ity to push us beyond our comfort zone just enough, and never too much. He 
volunteered on numerous instructional VOC trips, patiently passing along 
the hard-earned skills he himself had learned mostly without the safety of an 
instructor or guide, but just by setting off into the Scottish Highlands and 
taking on the challenges and lessons of the Mountain as they came. Such was a 
testament to his adventurous nature. On more challenging climbs, Neil always 
kept his cool and would selflessly volunteer to take the sharp end of the rope 
and scout a passage to safety for others at his own peril.

In his last months, Neil had an in-
creasing awareness and safety on 
mountain trips. Part of this came as 
a result of an accident he had on Mt 
Currie in the spring of 2014, which 
resulted in a helicopter evacuation 
and a broken shoulder. During my 
last trips with Neil, it was obvious he 
had a sharp eye for safety above all 
else which makes the accident on Jof-
fre even more difficult to grasp.

His love of the mountains was second 
only to his love of time well-spent 
with friends. As any true mountain-
eer knows, getting up well before the 
sun on a Saturday morning is never a 
problem when the Mountain adven-
tures beckon. But Neil was excep-
tional in that if there was a party on 
Friday night, he would be there, no 
matter what. He could return home 
at 2 or 3 am after a Friday evening of 

socializing, spend an hour packing his gear for a trip, and then wake up after 
an hour or two of sleep and still be blazing his way ahead on a trail leaving oth-
ers panting behind. Similarly, he could come home at 3 am on a Sunday and 
have no problems waking up for work Monday morning. He was endowed 
with a drive and a desire to live life to its fullest which amazed and inspired 
day in, day out. If his life was cut short at the young age of 31, he certainly 
managed to squeeze more out of those 31 years than the average person does 
in a hundred.

On the sharp end of the rope: Flying Circus 
(5.10a) at the Squamish Smoke Bluffs on a 

chilly late-November morning.
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While his thoughts were often consumed by the 
mountains, deeper inside what really counted 
were his friends and family, in particular those 
back home. He would diligently Skype with 
his parents in Scotland, and always loved to see 
his little niece and nephew who he cared about 
deeply. As much as he was happy with his life 
in Vancouver, he missed his mates back home 
greatly and was elated to go back for a wedding 
last spring. 

From endless stories that are centered around Neil, we remember him for all 
that he was: A life-loving, adventurous, and modest friend with an incredibly 
large heart. Part of his legacy is demonstrated by looking at the connections 
and friendships which were created in his wake: in his departing, people from 
all walks of life which Neil had introduced together came together and joined 
in mourning and in celebrating the life of this tremendous character.

Neil Mackenzie: adventurer, friend, teacher and mentor

Neil, we are terribly sad to see you go. We shall continue to grow thanks to all 
of the lessons about life and friendship which you have taught us, and hold-
ing on to all of the memories, good times and laughs that you have given us. 
You have climbed beyond what any of us can reach and we take comfort that 
you are watching us from wherever you are, encouraging us to chase our own 
dreams and, I’m sure, sitting there with a smile and a drink, ready waiting for 
when we shall meet again.

Elliott Skierszkan
with words from 

Margaret Mackenzie, Fiona Elder, David MacFie and Vicki MacRae

Neil’s niece Isla playing with uncle Neil’s climbing gear and 
who knows, finding a new passion?
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Today for the first time, someone I know really closely died in the moun-
tains. Before, it had always been my parents’ friends. But now it’s mine, they’re 
my friends. She’s my Stephanie, with whom I went on trips at least once a 
month. The one I once taught how to build climbing anchors. And the one 
that, together with two others, surpassed me in no time due to her record-level 
keenness. Today I miss her, and others miss her with me.

And we talk, and it’s good. We go around in circles realizing it helps us. We 
talk about how much to risk… whether it’s worth it. Sometimes it’s said that 
the mountain takes people from us, that it owes us. It doesn’t. Mountain is just 
there and we go and look for it because we want to play with it. It’s not luring, 
waiting to ambush us. It doesn’t kill us; we die on it. And that difference is one 
of the few consolations I have to mitigate this pain.

I realize that one of the reasons I didn’t go into mountains more deeply it’s 
because I grew up with these stories. Coming from a mountaineering family, it 
was clear that the more seriously you take the mountains and the more ambi-
tious your objectives are, the more likely it is that the numbers will eventually 
turn against you. And I didn’t want that for myself or my family. 

Someone points out how selfish one is risking our lives without considering 
how others will feel losing us. As much as I am in pain right now, I think it’s 
a personal decision. I can’t blame Steph for how I feel. She took the risk of 
going up that couloir and I took the risk of befriending her. Maybe the same 
can’t be said for family. I also wanted her to be doing what she wanted at any 
level she wanted. I don’t want my family to receive the same news, that’s why 
I never planned to climb 8000m peaks. But I also don’t want them to know 
that I live unsatisfied in a 3 by 10m room, looking at the window with nostal-
gia. My mom once told me that she’d rather pick my smiling body from the 
mountains than keep me locked at home. Same goes for my friends.

For Steph

•

Jannu Casanova-Moreno
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That’s why I still roll the dice, I still go out. But I try to roll them slowly, care-
fully, aiming for low numbers, in the hope I can beat the odds. And maybe 
I will, and maybe not. While you were in trouble, I was also kicking steps in 
steep snow, only 60 km away, feeling unusually comfortable with the expo-
sure… maybe too much.

For now, see you later Stephanie. I said it before and I say it again. Your 
company accomplished something hard, making the mountains an even more 
beautiful place. Last time we were in the mountains, I told you how special 
places mean special people to me. In those places, I can talk to people, I can 
talk to you. I’ll go to Joffre before I leave the country and we can have one 
more last talk. And then I hope I can get more of those needed tears that my 
poor heart, now in shock, doesn’t dare to shed. You’ll forgive me. Sometimes I 
get paralyzed when something this big happens. In Spanish I call it “choncho”. 
Something so big that surpasses pain.

But anyways (turns out I always use this phrase when I get sentimental), on 
that same last trip, on the way down from Saxifrage, when I was waiting for 
you, for some reason thoughts about the possibility of my death in the moun-
tains came and started picturing how people would react. I kind of see it now. 
And I’m sorry, but if it happens, I would certainly like someone with more 
heart than a cop to tell my family about it. Such a load for my friends. 

I’m not sure I wanted to make a letter to you out of this, but this is how it 
turned out. You will be missed; you are missed. I hope you didn’t suffer. Here 
we all have a bunch of open hearts for you in case we meet again. I can’t wish 
you to “rest in peace” because that is just not you. You can’t rest, not for long. 
Instead, I wish you to frolic in joy; that’s more like it.

Until then,
Jannu

Photo captions and credits ~
Page 37: Steph displaying her best Mountain Leprechaun form. 

Photo: Jannu Casanova-Moreno 
Page 38: (Top) Elena and Neil in Joffre’s Central Couloir - their last photo. 

Photo: Stephanie Grothe
(Bottom) Neil at Wedgemount Lake with paddling vessel.

Never take yourself too seriously. Mountains + pack raft = fun guaranteed!
Photo: Joane Elleouet
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A Few Words About Steph and Neil

•

Piotr Forysinski

I have been a part of the amazing community that is the Varsity Outdoor 
Club for the past eight years. It is by no means an exaggeration to say that the 
Club has been an integral, if not defining, part of my life for all this time. The 
first four years of my time in the club I spent on the VOC Executive, in the 
role of quartermaster. As such, I rented out gear from our club arsenal of skis, 
avalanche safety equipment and climbing paraphernalia to club members who 
would come to the clubroom to borrow it, free of charge.

Over the years, I spent a lot of time down in the VOC clubroom, in the dark 
basement of the SUB at the UBC campus, absorbing snippets of information 
about the Club’s history, and about the people who had been part of it in days 
past.

I vividly remember the portrait of Rob Driscoll, VOC President 85-86, who 
died in a large avalanche in 1998.  And reading about legendary VOCers Guy 
Edwards and JohnKim Millar, who died during an attempt on the Northwest 
face of the Devil’s Thumb in Alaska in 2003. I always admired them, was in-
spired by them, and wondered what it would have been like to know them in 
person. And what it would be like if something similar were to happen to my 
own climbing friends, or to me. 

Unfortunately, two of my best friends, Stephanie Grothe and Neil Mackenzie, 
as well as their friend Elena Cernicka, did die in a climbing accident on Janu-
ary 11th this year. They were climbing the incredibly alluring Central Couloir 
on Joffre when something went terribly wrong, and they fell 600 m to their 
deaths.

I had the honour of being a close friend to Stephanie Grothe and Neil Mac-
kenzie. Steph and Neil were both remarkable individuals who enlightened the 
World around them wherever they went. 
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Steffi was an outstanding young woman who I knew for many years, and 
who I shared countless trips with – from large VOC club trips, to many oth-
ers where just the two of us ventured out into the wild together. She was 
the embodiment of all the best things about the VOC – enthusiasm, energy, 
motivation, the desire to go out and do stuff, anything, as long as it is outside. 
Pure stoke.

She organised and participated in countless VOC trips – beginner friendly 
trips, work-hikes to build trails and maintain huts, advanced trips to climb re-
mote summits. The listing of her trip participation history is staggering – she 
was tireless; always moving forward. 

Despite her high output on trips and outstanding motivation, however, it is 
another quality of Steph`s that stands out clearly in my mind. Steph was a 
strong, determined woman, but she had a very kind heart and a soft smile. 
She touched the lives of everybody she was around; not a single person I know 
didn`t appreciate her friendship. She was direct, truthful, righteous, occasion-
ally to the point of slight naïvety, honest, and had an air of pure good around 
her.

I can`t help but recount an example of how Steffi walked right through barri-
ers of social awkwardness without missing a heartbeat, and helped two stub-
born guys get over years of meaningless mutual apathy triggered by an ancient 
argument. Jeff Mottershead and I had grown apart after an argument over a 
tree and a rope, which were players in the endeavour of cleaning Europa, a 
climbing route on the Squamish Chief. Following the unresolved argument, 
which took place sometime in early 2007, we grew apart, and didn`t really 
interact for many years.

One day, in 2013, Steffi was organising a trip to work on the new Harrison 
Hut trail, on which Jeff was going to be working on a bridge, and I was go-
ing to be doing some trail work. Sensing my hesitation during trip planning, 
Steph cornered me and demanded to know what the story was. Upon hearing 
it from me, and I believe, on a separate occasion, from Jeff also, she told me 
that we were being stubborn old gits, and that we had to make up and hug 
it out.

My knee-jerk reaction was that my personal space had been violated, and that 
Steffi had slightly overstepped her boundaries. Later that night, however, I re-
alised that I was being a stubborn old git, and that Steph was completely right. 
Jeff and I had a chat on the trip, and decided to bury the proverbial hatchet. 
Such were the powers of Stephanie Grothe.

Some of my most lasting memories of Steph will be those of her on our trips 
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together. Mountains have a unique way of creating deep bonds of friendship 
between people who venture out into them together. And the Coast Moun-
tains, where the sea meets the sky, are a truly magical corner of our Planet 
which I had the pleasure of exploring with Steph. Together, along with other 
friends, we did trips like the Outrigger - John Clarke traverse above Princess 
Louisa Inlet, the Misty Icefield Traverse from Pitt Lake to Lillooet Lake, and 
climbed summits like Robie Reid above Stave Lake, or Breakenridge above 
Harrison Lake. The two of us also traversed the Tantalus Range together, and 
climbed Athelstan, all the way to the true summit. It felt like we were on top 
of the World that day. Steph had won the rock-paper-scissors game over who 
got to lead the final roped pitch over the bergschrund. 

Being on a trip with Steph was always refreshing, and always fun. On the way 
down from Mount John Clarke we were running late, and still had a very long 
drive out Sims Creek ahead of us. On the descent, the route goes past a magi-
cal little pond called Bug Lake, which at the time was shimmery green and still 
mostly covered in snow.  Steph commented - “we’re going to be stupidly tired 
and home stupidly late no matter what… so let’s just stop and go for a swim 
anyway!” It was so worth it.

These happy memories of Steph, a hardy mountaineer with an incredibly soft 
heart, and a soul full of infectious enthusiasm and contagious stoke, will stay 
with me forever. No earthly event could ever wipe them away from my mind, 
so long as I live.

Neil Mackenzie hailed to us from the Scottish Highlands. Scotland is where 
I had completed my undergraduate degree, and perhaps, more importantly, 
where I had discovered the wonders of the outdoors. The Heriot-Watt Univer-
sity Mountaineering Club embraced me as a green beginner who had never 
set up a tent before, and in four years turned me into a half-decent climber 
and adventurer. The North Face of the Ben is where I swung tools into ice 
for the first time; the various crags around Edinburgh are where I placed my 
first trad gear - those were sweet times of discovery and excitement. Beyond 
the climbing itself, however, it was the wide open spaces in the Highlands, 
the Munro-bagging ventures and the cycle touring trips in the Hebrides that 
made me appreciate what wonders the World really has to offer if you go out 
of your way to find them.

Neil’s ancestral heritage pre-disposed us to becoming steadfast friends. But 
there were further factors yet. Neil had been friends, climbing partners and 
housemates with a chap by the name of Andy Main, who had also come 
through HWUMC at a similar time as I did, and we had done a fair number 
of trips and climbing together. When Neil informed Andy he was heading 
out to Canada, Andy told him to keep an eye out for a guy called ‘Piotr’, who 
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might be kicking around in the mountains somewhere. Sure enough, when 
Neil arrived in the VOC and asked about a guy called ‘Piotr’, he was surprised 
to find that I actually existed and was readily findable.

The first time we actually met was on the trail along Wedgemount Lake – Neil 
was just coming back from a spot of alpine ice-lake swimming with tools and 
crampons. It wasn’t until about a couple of months later that we really hung 
out, drinking shite beer at the PIT at UBC one night. Artem Bylinskii was try-
ing to convince Neil to scrap his other plans for the November long weekend, 
and come rafting in the Fraser Canyon with us instead. Many beers deep, Neil 
agreed. The next morning, he didn’t change his mind. 

That rafting trip ended up being one of the highlights of our years, and the 
beginning of a great friendship. Neil would often reminisce about the trip, 
saying that he was hard-pressed remembering another time when he felt so 
much stoke and energy condensed into one time and place. I couldn’t agree 
more. Everything just came together that time – the craft, the crew, the spec-
tacular canyon, the teeth-clenching rapids and the frothing, raging, whirl-
pooling white water. 

Neil and I spent a lot of time together after that, skiing, scrambling, exploring, 
rafting, drinking whisky. Once I gave him a ride back to his place on Dunbar 
and 30th from UBC on the rear rack of my bike, because I had successfully 
convinced him to stay for one more beer, which meant he had to miss his last 
bus home. We slept in Snow White together one night in Chilliwack, sans 
sleeping bags, waiting for the Canadian Tire to open so that we could get a 
grinding wheel bearing replaced. Recently, we went on an exploratory trip 
towards Whitecap Peak by Seton Portage, which despite getting us absolutely 
nowhere, was another highlight for me. Not only because of my first close and 
wild grizzly encounter, but also the fact I was out exploring obscure Coastal 
peaks with somebody who was as keen on the concept as I was myself.

Neil was an accomplished climber and adventurer, but above all, he was a 
great friend. He was always humble, always caring, always happy to help, 
always willing to listen. He had a grin that emanated enthusiasm and energy, 
and whenever you saw it, you knew your day was about to get better. 

If there is anything to ease our mourning hearts, I think it is the knowledge 
that Steph, and Neil, and Elena, died doing what they truly loved, what they 
were endlessly passionate about, and that they did so in the best company 
imaginable.

Nevertheless, they leave behind a gaping hole in my heart, and in the hearts of 
the endless people they touched during their lives. A gaping hole which will 
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take a very long time to heal, and can never completely close.

Despite what happened, I will have to go back to the mountains, as I did 
before together with Steph and Neil, in search of meaning, in search of con-
nection. Only that now I have to go without them. However, I know they 
wouldn`t have had it any other way. And when I stare at the sunset over 
distant snowy peaks, or gaze at the reflection of the World in crystal clear al-
pine ponds, I will always be reminded of two beautiful people I once had the 
privilege of sharing life with.

Neil, my friend, thanks for everything.
Steffi, my dear, I will miss you more than words can say.
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Poem for Neil

•

Christoph Schilling

A Scottish man once brought me a beer,
He looked a bit weird but full of cheer.

I clearly never met him before
Not that it bothered him, he talked even more. 

He talked about nature, mountains and snow,
Passion and enthusiasm, his eyes full of glow.

In water we found even more common ground,
Canyons, waves and rivers, it was very profound.

I never met a person, not that I knew,
Very honest and kind, cheerful and true. 
He felt like friend, right from the start,
A good man, with an even greater heart.

We sat and talked for quite a while,
Having more beer, possibly a whole pile.

It never seemed he had something else in mind,
But listening to me, and being more than kind. 

We had some ideas and made up a plan,
For a friendship that had just began.

When I finally walked home, not in a straight line, 
He toasted goodbye, just he seemed perfectly fine.

Today with those thoughts coming around,
I finally realize what I had found.

An honest friend, for real.
This was the day, I met Neil.
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Epitaph on my own friend, Robert Burns

An honest man here lies at rest,
As e’er [ever] God with His image blest: 
The friend of man, the friend of truth;
The friend of age, and guide of youth:
Few hearts like his, with virtue warm’d,
Few heads with knowledge so inform’d:
If there’s another world, he lives in bliss;
If there is none, he made the best of this.

•

Here’s to our friends – in the hopes that they, wherever they are, are drinking  
to us - to Steph, Elena and to you my friend.

Cheers man!!!
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With the heaviest of hearts we bid farewell to Neil Mackenzie. He passed 
in a tragic mountaineering accident along with Stephanie Grothe and Elena 
Cernicka, falling, roped-up, down the entirety of the Central Couloir on Jof-
fre Peak. The true circumstances of their demise will never be known and I will 
not speculate or draw lessons on their actions. I am sure their decisions were 
sound and that they proceeded with utmost safety.

I did not know Steph or Elena that well, but Neil was one of my closest 
friends. Oh, how crushing it is to say “was”. His audacious delusional opti-
mism is unmatched and is what bonded us so tightly. I could not personally 
come up with an idea daft enough, that he would not get psyched about. 
Whatever plan or objective came up, the more obscure, ridiculous, far-fetched 
the better, he would be the first person I called. In every discipline. In our 
way-too-short-a-time together we’d gone rock and ice climbing, mountaineer-
ing, resort shredding, backcountry touring, canyoning, rafting, and drinking.

No trip together was of the ordinary. That will stand out forever. Going climb-
ing in the sport climbing mecca of Skaha, we’d seek out the only dirty slimy 
trad climbs. Attempting to climb the semi-frozen Shannon Falls to have them 
literally fall on us. Plodding through waist-deep powder up the Triple Cou-
loirs on Dragontail peak, all the while embracing the whipping spindrift and 
scratchy tool placements. Being too cheap to pay for resort skiing at Lake Lou-
ise and skinning up and around the side to poach. Biting off way more than 
we could chew trying to summit Currie and ski the Pencil in a day, then hav-
ing Neil flown out by helicopter and the “day” lasting close to 35 hours. Send-
ing a canyon first descent, accidentally, on just his second time canyoning, in 
a rainstorm, no less. And on just his first time rafting, tumbling through Hell’s 
Gate on the Fraser River on a homemade cataraft, which to this day remains 
the greatest wildest water I’ve ever seen. Not to mention celebrating Robbie 
Burns day by playing cricket on a frozen lake and thinking of drinking white 

Team Bad Idea Loses 
a Member & a Friend

•

Artem Bylinskii
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gas once all the whisky ran out. Just to name a few.

I am deeply saddened by how little time we’d actually spent together. A trip 
every weekend and a weekly night crushing pints at the pub is swell over a 
lifetime, but insignificant over only a year and a half. Even whilst dirtbag-
ging it for a year on a different continent, we continued scheming. We had 
grand plans and grander ambitions. Everything from questionable weekend 
adventures, to buying a boat and starting a business together. And just like 
that – gone. In an instant it all collapsed.

I am at a loss for words. More so, I am in a very complicated state of denial. 
The tragedy happened the day I hiked in to climb in the remote valley of 
Cochamo and unplugged from the matrix. I came back 3 weeks later and was 
inundated with a barrage of emails of sorrow, sitting on my backpack in the 
middle of a shitty port of a shitty town in the middle of nowhere. All alone. 
I managed to call some friends back home on a shoddy internet connection, 
but by then they’d already had 3 weeks and the memorial to cope with the 
matter and drown away their sorrows. I was thus forced to catch up to their 
emotional state and missed the shock and grieving periods. Somehow, not 
having the chance to deal with it, cry in someone’s arms about it, or be sur-
rounded by it, makes it not real. Maybe it will only hit me that moment when 
I conceive another delirious plan and ring up my partner-in-crime to only 
hear a dialtone. I dread that moment.

People invariably suggest that “at least they died doing what they loved”. That’s 
bullshit. Let’s not sugar coat it. They are gone and that sucks. No matter how 
you cut it. No matter which fucking angle you look at it. It SUCKS. I will 
never get to adventure with Neil again and that blows my wickets. But will I 
stop adventuring – not a chance. The loss of life brings our whole discipline 
into question. What’s too far? What’s too high? What is too much risk? What 
reward is worth that risk? Everyone has their own limits and this accident 
should not affect them. They did not cross any line or push any boundaries, 
and the climb was relatively benign. It was a freak accident. That does not 
shake the foundations of what we do. The longer you are in the game, the 
more people you know who no longer are.

I will carry on Neil’s torch and proliferate his spirit. We coined MEGA-
STOKE together and I will forever more charge into battle with that cry. As 
our friends gathered at the Phelix hut to give our fallen comrades a proper 
sendoff, I gave him my own by crashing through the waters of the Futelafeu. 
With every succeeding rapid, I yelled harder and louder. Every roaring wave 
brought back a different memory. The splashes hiding my tears. A strange 
emotional seesaw of two most opposing extremes. But mega-stoke will perse-
vere, as they will in our hearts.

Adieu my friend, adieu. I’ll see you in hell.
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My Blankie

•

Phil Tomlinson

I would rather die young, in the mountains, doing what I love than live long 
enough to die slowly, bearing the indignities of age and dementia. Let me go 
when I can still embrace the exhilaration of the mountains, when I can still 
remember my friends’ faces and feel my love for them. Let me go when I still 
look forward to adventures, not when I struggle to remember them. Don’t let 
me die slowly in a hospital bed, dependent on others take care of my every 
bodily function, nothing more than a pile of slowly failing organs and hazy 
memories of youth.

That’s what I tell myself when I’m confronted with my own mortality. It’s 
probably all bullshit. It’s probably just a lie that I’ve repeated to myself so 
many countless times while staring into my soul on the skin track that I al-
most believe it. Just like that bullshit line we tell ourselves about how the 
drive home is the most dangerous part of our weekends. I’ve lost people in 
the mountains, I haven’t lost people in car accidents, but it feels better to tell 
myself that what we do in the mountains is no more dangerous than the risks 
everyone else takes without thought.

I’ve lost the immortality of youth. The realities of death have been thrust into 
my face enough times that I know and accept that I will die and that it could 
happen any time. It isn’t just some far off spectre that I can ignore. I tell myself 
I’m okay with that. But I’m not, I’m terrified.

I have accomplished so little. There’s so much more I want to do. How can 
you actually ever be okay with dying? Maybe if I live long enough to be el-
derly, I’ll reach a point where I feel like I’ve ticked enough boxes on my bucket 
list that I can accept my own death, but right now there’s way too much still 
to do. Right now, I’m just a scared little boy wrapping himself in a blankie to 
protect himself from the monsters.
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I tell myself the ‘I would rather die young’ lie to protect myself from the fear. 
What we do in the mountains is fraught with danger. That’s part of the allure. 
We push ourselves. We intentionally get ourselves into situations where we 
have to decide: are we soft or are we hard? Climbing, we commit to our move. 
Skiing, we commit to our line. We trust in ourselves that in this moment, 
where either we are going to slam into that tree or we’re going to shred our 
line, that instead of freezing up with terror – and blowing it – we’re going to 
stay calm and relaxed. We will flow through our mountain playground. We 
find perfection in both ourselves and in those moments of perfect flow, where 
we have quieted that voice of fear.

Sometimes though, sometimes bad stuff happens.

In one week from the day that I write this – on February 12th, 2015, I will 
mark the tenth anniversary of my Dad’s death while skiing. Some days it feels 
like it happened yesterday. I still catch myself thinking ‘I can’t wait to tell 
Dad…’ or ‘I should get Dad’s advice on this…’. Other days, I feel like he’s 
been gone almost forever. My Dad was my best friend and doing the thing 
we both loved most took him away from me. That was the first time I lost 
someone in the mountains.

We, the VOC family, just lost some amazing people. For many of us, this 
is our first mountain loss. For too many of us, it isn’t even close. I didn’t re-
ally know Neil or Elena. I knew Steffi though. We weren’t best friends, but I 
climbed and skied with her a bunch of times. We worked in the same building 
at UBC. She was a fellow VOC President. We had common ties. We shared 
experiences, friends and passions.

Steffi was strong. She could fight back the fear. Maybe she fought it too well. 
Sometimes that fear keeps us alive. The circumstances of Neil, Steffi and Ele-
na’s deaths don’t really matter. Piecing together the events of that shitty day 
isn’t going to bring solace. Figuring out what mistakes were made, doesn’t 
unmake them. They’re gone and we can’t bring them back.

So we gather our mountain family. We laugh, cry and remember. We console 
ourselves that they died young, doing what they loved instead of wasting away 
in a hospital bed. We do our best not to think about the fact that any one of 
us could have been in Steffi’s place that day.

My biggest fear in the mountains is not of me dying or being injured. It’s of 
losing a friend. It’s not altruistic, it’s blatantly selfish. I’m terrified of having 
that loss so directly shoved in my face. The thought of digging one of you out 
of a slide and realizing that I wasn’t fast enough, that the slide was too violent, 
of having to look into one of your lifeless faces, that scares me more than 
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anything. I could run away from Steffi’s death. I refused to go to the memorial 
because I just didn’t want to deal with the hurt. I didn’t want to look at a sea 
of your faces and wonder which of you I will lose next. If I lose one of you out 
there with me, I can’t run away from that.

The thing that many of us love more than anything – the freedom of the hills; 
it just bit us. Hard. That thing that we love most just robbed us of our friends. 
For many of us, it robbed us of our immortality. Even for those of us who have 
lost before, it has reminded us how fragile we are and worse yet, how fragile 
our friends are. That blankie, the only thing protecting us from the monsters, 
just got shredded. We were just reminded that bad things don’t just happen to 
other people. They can happen to us too. We have to accept our own mortal-
ity, the mortality of friends. We have to accept the risks of what we do. We 
have to decide anew if that risk is actually worth it.

For now, I will lick my wounds, I will gather up the shredded remains of my 
blankie and I will start to weave my tattered shield back together by repeating 
my lies over and over again.

Is sliding on snow or bagging a peak worth dying for?

It is for me.

As long as you or I don’t die.

Photo captions and credits ~
Page 51: Steph collage

Top left: Phelix bridge building trip, July 2013. Photo: Julien Renard
Top right: Matier West buttress, August 2014. Photo: Stephanie Grothe

Bottom left: Runner peak, November 2014. Photo: Stephanie Grothe
Bottom right: Nesakwatch Spires. Photo: Julien Renard

Centre: Washington Pass. Photo: Julien Renard

Page 52: Neil collage
Top: Neil at Phelix Creek. Photo: Alexandra Pogue

Centre left: Paul Ridge on Christmas Eve; Neil attempting to ski, on telemark, for the first time 
in 15 years. Photo: Nicole Ong

Centre right: Neil leading trad at Golden, Colorado, April 2014.  Photo: Magalie Castelin
Bottom left:  Neil split-boarding on a traverse of Wedge Mouuntain, March 2014. 

Photo: Antoine Bard
Bottom right: Neil on Shuksan; “No more berries on white salmon glacier” 

Photo: Alexander Westbye
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The outdoor community lost three of our brightest stars this year, one of 
whom I had the privilege of going on some incredible and funny adventures 
with. Though I had only gone on a select number of trips with him, Neil Mac-
kenzie made an impression on me that very few others have in my lifetime… 
and he did so in such a relatively short time. Mountains and adventure are 
funny that way, having the ability to forge an indescribably strong bond be-
tween people that is nearly impossible to attain anywhere else. Neil’s person-
ality however, created something stronger than that with whoever he shared 
adventures with, which is why I will miss him immensely. 
 
Neil will forever be present in my mind as the kilted Scottish Hardman, who 
introduced me to haggis in the best possible way: by drunkenly cutting into it 
and reciting a Scottish poem with his ice axe in hand. On the Robbie Burns 
trip last year, I was introduced to his infectious enthusiasm, incredible cha-
risma, phenomenal sense of ridiculous humour and adventure… He instantly 
inspired me, and with our shared sense of humour I knew we would be friends.

We all stayed up late into the night during that trip, debating the differences 
between cookies, biscuits, pies, muffins and cakes, and nearly started a full 
on war had there not been a governing body called the ‘Small Carbohydrate 
Council’. I still have the recording of that ridiculous conversation on my 
iTunes somewhere and every day during my time tree planting this summer, 
the conversation would hilariously interject the stream of techno beating into 
my ears. I’m so glad I forgot to delete it from my iPod. 

That debate, fueled by copious amounts of whiskey (which, when that ran 
out, almost turned to white gas) went well into the wee hours of the morning. 
After some absolutely terrible skiing conditions that day, I remember Neil 
deep frying absolutely every last morsel of food we had (the Scots had brought 
a GALLON of cooking oil up with them in order to deep fry some Mars bars). 

Remembering Neil 

•

Colin Pither
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We played a game of cricket on a frozen lake, and laughing at the ridiculous-
ness of everything, skied down to where we piled into his car (which had quite 
a bit of trouble starting for the ride home). Neil’s ridiculousness and fun lov-
ing style was infectious to everyone and he was a perfect embodiment of Team 
Bad Idea with his alias of Daftman. 

I remember talking with Neil about going on more awesome adventures, yet 
during the coming months, it seemed that our schedules never really synced 
up properly… and I regret not having gone on more trips together. We man-
aged to poach Whistler once, ate spoonfuls of honey that his housemate had 
ladled out of a gigantic bucket onto a plate, and had a ton of discussions over 
beer about going on epic adventures... It saddens me that we did not get to 
do some of these - but I will keep his memory alive and give him a little salute 
whenever I’m on future adventures. His ideas and objectives always had the 
perfect blend of humour, challenge, dirt-baggery and adventure… the perfect 
combination which is often hard to find when going into the mountains. Yet 
despite his appetite for adventure he was always sensible and knew when to 
back down... something that made me respect him immensely. 

Neil’s spirit shone with an intensity that is extremely hard to find. Though 
smaller in stature, he was a giant of a man, and truly left an impact on the lives 
of everyone he met. I regret not having more time to have gone through with 
our big plans, like going on ridge runs, and going on more rafting adventures 
dressed up as silly things… but such is the way of spending a life in the moun-
tains. I cannot say Rest in Peace to Neil, because that is just not who he was. 
He was always on, always willing to go on an adventure, so instead, I have to 
say “Climb in Peace”…

When you are part of the mountain community the thought of mortality al-
ways lingers in the back of your mind, yet you can never truly be prepared for 
when it happens, especially when such gems are taken away. I hope to climb 
and ski many more mountains, Neil, and with each one, I know your spirit 
will help me reach new heights… because that’s what you gave to everyone 
you met. I’ve always found it incredible how mountains bring people together 
so strongly and quickly. This is what I felt like with Neil… though we didn’t 
spend a lot of time on trips together, the ones we did spend together felt as 
though he had been a friend for years…

Neil, I hope you have an eternal supply of Haggis, deep-fried Mars bars, whis-
ky, pizza, perfect ice, aesthetic cracks, waist deep powder and rough granite… 
and I hope that when we do meet again, we’ll be able to realize those dreams 
we conjured up together daydreaming over too much beer. I’ll miss you bud-
dy! Team Bad Idea won’t be the same without you, but we’ll make sure it lives 
on... because I know that’s what you would have wanted! 
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I learned from [Steph] that life begins outside of my comfort zone.  
 - Amin Aziznia

On a trip with Neil two things were for certain, good laughs and unmatched 
adventure.  - Ian Dusome

Steffi’s constant enthusiasm, willingness to help, and eagerness to just start 
getting things done was truly awesome.  - Christian Veenstra

Neil was a person of and in the present.  - Ted Angus

Steffi, we never thank[ed] you enough for your dedication to the club and for 
encouraging all of us to enjoy the outdoors wisely and safely.  - Joane Elleouet

On the 2014 Robbie Burns trip, I was introduced to [Neil’s] infectious en-
thusiasm, incredible charisma, phenomenal sense of ridiculous humour and 
adventure.  - Colin-Anthony Pither

When I ask why I’m awake at 5:00 am on Saturday morning, I’ll think of 
[Steph’s] passion. When I want to sit the fuck down and rest, I’ll think of 
[Steph’s] grit.  - Sam Viavant

[Neil] was known as the Mountain Troll for his endless stock of energy and his 
toughness in the mountains… [though] he preferred Mountain Elf. 
 - Elliott Skierszkan

Well Steph, I finally organized a few trips. It’s the best way I know how to 
honour your life.  - Spencer Rasmussen

Though smaller in stature, [Neil] was a giant of a man, and truly left an impact 
on the lives of everyone he met.  - Colin-Anthony Pither

Passing Thoughts

•
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Of the people I’ve known, Steph truly lived; lived with joy and cheer, and 
inspired it in those of us lucky enough to have shared times with her.  
 - Diego Ribas-Cadle

I wanted to see [Neil] slicing the haggis with his ice [axe].  -  Jens Vent-Schmidt

[Steph], a true mountain woman, with such grace and strength. -  Doris Leong

[Neil’s] infectious enthusiasm for the great outdoors easily convinced others 
that life was at its best when spent outside.  - Alexander Westbye

In time, we will learn to live without Neil, [...] but the void will never be filled. 
Neil was one in a million. He was one of the best. 
 - Reinier Luken (father of Neil’s best childhood friend)

Where to start! The total outpouring of emotion about him, the loss to every-
one and the utter devastation is testament enough to [Neil’s] popularity and 
influence from wherever he’s been in his life. His complete modesty means 
that in Canada I’m not sure everyone realizes how many people he knew, how 
many people loved him and how many people experienced the best time of 
their entire lives in his company. [...] I would love to mention all of Neil’s 
friends [...], all of the people he touched whether that was in Aviemore, Skye, 
Edinburgh, Glasgow, Inverness, Manchester, London, Vegas, Vancouver but 
it would be impossible. So many people have been affected by this truly truly 
awful tragedy and life has lost one of its greatest characters. My life will never 
be the same, nor will the lives of so many who knew him but [...] he would be 
so upset that people are mourning him because he’d just want us to all live our 
lives to the absolute fullest because that’s what he always did himself. 
 - Neil’s mate from uni, David MacFie

There is a Gaelic proverb which I think was almost written with Neil in mind;
“ Tha Anam nan Gàidheal air Mullach na Beinne -The Soul of the Gael is on 
the Summit of the Mountain.”

Although I have lost a great friend, I know where I can find memories of him.
  - Kenny Wright, Inverness. 
 One of Neil’s old mates and climbing partner in Scotland

Photo captions and credits ~
Page 57:  (Top) Carrying out the broken door from the Burton Hut, April 2013. 

Photo: A Good Samaritan; taken with Steph’s camera
(Bottom) Steph at Bug Lake on the descent from Mt. John Clarke. 

Photo: Piotr Forysinski
Page 58: (Top) Elena and Jakub enjoy the day out up on Grouse Mounatin skiing. Selfie.

(Bottom) The nicest moments are those you share with the ones you love. 
Elena and Tomas, Mt. Seymour. Selfie.
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•

We believe readers of this journal may wish to know what happened on 
the tragic weekend of January 10 – 11th, 2015, and what sequence of events 
led to the fatal consequences which ensued. This article is not, and does not 
intend to be, an accident report. As such, it only presents information which 
we obtained with certainty, but is devoid of any assumptions and conjectures 
about what happened in the couloir itself. An official accident report will be 
filed with Accidents in North American Mountaineering. 

•

The original plan of the group was to climb Mt. Fee. A group of five went out 
that weekend, including Neil, Steph, Elena, her husband Tomas, and their 
friend Oskar. Elena, Tomas and Oskar were friends of Neil’s. They had just 
met Steph, but felt they would become fast friends. 

Snow low down on the Roe Creek forest service road caused them to change 
their plans, because they couldn’t drive as far up as they had anticipated. Steph 
sent a text message to Clemens and Piotr, her SPOT Messenger emergency 
contacts, to inform them that the group was changing plans. They would now 
head to Keith’s hut to climb Joffre instead, perhaps up “The Couloir”. They 
skied into the hut on Saturday. During the ski in, Neil broke his splitboard 
bindings, which lead to a very Neil-style improvisation - making snowshoes 
out of shovel blades.

Following the change of plans, all group members were interested in climb-
ing something on the North Face of Joffre, however options included Joffre 
Couloir, Twisting Couloir, and the Central Couloir itself, as well as splitting 
up the group into two parties and taking different routes. However, Oskar had 
forgotten his helmet at home, and Tomas took the wrong crampons with him 
from the car, meaning they would not fit his ski boots well.
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At 5 am on Sunday morning, Neil, Steph and Elena headed up towards the 
Central Couloir of Mt. Joffre. Steph left her skies in the hut, probably because 
Neil had broken his splitboard. Elena took her skis with her. Tomas and Oskar 
decided to go ski Mt. Matier together.

Both groups planned to likely meet up at the top of Joffre, around 3 pm at the 
latest. Tomas and Oskar were to ski the NW face of Matier and then ascend 
the Aussie Couloir, whereas the three climbers would climb the Central Cou-
loir to the top. The skiers would then ski down the Aussie couloir and prob-
ably ski home. If they were early, everyone would go home together, otherwise 
Steph and Neil agreed they would  find their own way home by hitchhiking, 
as they would be a lot slower coming down from the summit without skis.

Tomas and Oskar skied up and down Matier, and then proceeded to hike up 
the Aussie couloir. After getting half way up, and finding it wasn’t really worth 
skiing due to snow conditions, they skied back to the hut to wait for the oth-
ers to return.  

The climbers headed up to the couloir, roping up for the glacier travel. They 
stayed roped up during the climb. From the pictures that Steph took during 
the climb, and which were later recovered from her camera, we know they ar-
rived near the top of the couloir around 10 am. They had climbed very quickly 
and efficiently. They took a tea break and continued to climb. It was early, and 
they had a lot of time to make it to the summit, although the hardest part of 
the climb was still ahead of them. 

Around 10:46 am, they fell. They were roped together and could not arrest 
their fall. They were found about 600 meters below the highest tracks in the 
couloir, which from photographs taken from a helicopter the next day, ex-
tended to within 20 m of the top of the couloir. In the coroner’s opinion, 
based on injuries they sustained, none of them could have survived the fall, 
even if a helicopter had been waiting for them at the bottom.

Tomas and Oskar were waiting for them at the hut. When the climbers did 
not arrive, they skied out towards the couloir to look for headlamps, but saw 
nothing. Assuming the climbers had topped out and were on their way back, 
they skied back to the hut to wait a bit more. When they couldn’t wait any 
longer, they skied up to the base of the couloir. There they came across Elena’s 
helmet, and then Elena’s body, as she had ended up further down the slope 
than Neil and Steph.  After calling out for the others and not finding them, 
Tomas and Oskar skied back to the hut, and out to the car. They were con-
cerned about getting back to Vancouver, and to Tomas and Elena’s children.  

Once they reached Pemberton, they were within cell phone reception and 
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were able to contact 911 and, eventually, after some difficulties, also SAR. The 
SAR helicopter took off at sunrise the next day, and returned to Pemberton 
around 1 pm. The CBC published an article about the SAR operation before 
9 am on Monday morning.

Masses of emails and texts flew around the VOC network in Vancouver. We 
had seen the news report, but a number of specific details didn’t match up. We 
didn’t know for sure, but we worried, and we hoped we were wrong. Numer-
ous phone conversations with RCMP and SAR yielded no conclusions, be-
cause officials were not allowed to release the identities of the deceased before 
their next of kin were notified. By the afternoon, Piotr, Daniel (a friend of 
Neil’s from UBC) and Caitlin were driving north to Whistler or Pemberton, 
hoping to get answers. Piotr met with a Whistler RCMP Officer to submit a 
mandatory missing person report, but we then managed to talk to Sergeant 
LeClaire, who was coordinating the RCMP effort. Sergeant LeClaire made it 
clear to us, without actually mentioning any names outright, that our friends 
were gone. 

We were stunned, in shock, crushed. How could this have happened? We 
drove home mostly in silence, spreading the word to others that all our hopes 
were dashed; that the worst outcome was the true one. We still didn’t really 
know who Steph and Neil’s trip partners were (Tomas, Oskar and Elena), 
but we had their names from an email Steph had sent Piotr and Clemens. A 
thorough scan of old emails revealed Tomas’s email, and we made contact with 
them the next day.

What happened next? We gathered, we talked, we hugged, held each other 
close, we cried, and we remembered. 

As you read these articles, tomorrow, and years from now, remember our 
friends and love your own. We don’t always get second chances, so make the 
most of everything you have.
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•

May it be recorded in the annals what came to pass following the deaths of 
our friends.

•

The week after the accident, the UBC Centre for Blood Research and the 
Laboratory for Atomic Imaging Research organised a memorial ceremony in 
the East Atrium of the Life Sciences Institute. Neil’s supervisor Dr. Dieter 
Bromme, Steph’s supervisor Dr. Sarah Burke, and Neil’s friend, co-worker and 
fellow VOCer Alexander Westbye spoke at the event.

Steph’s supervisor, Dr. Sarah Burke, arranged for Steph to be posthumously 
awarded her PhD degree, the degree she was so close to obtaining in life, and 
wanted to complete so badly.

UBC lowered the BC flag at the intersection of Main Mall and Agronomy 
to commemorate Steph and Neil’s  deaths on the day the memorial was held.
Later that same evening, the VOC organised a memorial ceremony to cel-
ebrate Steph, Neil and Elena at the Old Auditorium at UBC. The theatre was 
full; Graham Waley played the bagpipes, Clemens, Fiona and Tomas delivered 
speeches. Brody Grainger played the accordion, Caroline Jung the xylophone. 
Solenne, Philippe LeBillon’s daughter, played Dreamcatcher on the piano. 
Jannu, Elliot, Piotr and Christoph spoke of their friends; Neil’s housemates 
sang Auld Lang Syne, Lena Rowat played the harmonica.  A VOC ensemble 
musical group played We Will Meet Again, and finally, to close, Always Look 
on the Bright Side of Life.

Following the ceremony, no less than 50 VOCers walked down the stairs to 
Wreck Beach on a drizzly, dark January night to run into the cold waters of 
the Sea, to celebrate life.
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A couple of weeks later, the Burns Night VOC trip, called Burns ‘n’ Turns, 
and organised by Neil before his death, came to fruition as a memorial trip. 
Home-made haggis along with many kilograms of neeps and tatties, and 
many bottles of fine whisky, were carried up to the Brian Waddington Memo-
rial Hut at Phelix Creek. A record number – 57 – VOCers huddled in the hut 
for the “Address to a Haggis”, and the food, music and dancing which ensued.

Tomas Cernicka, Elena’s husband, through his friend Alan Formanek, organ-
ised for a slideshow about Steph, Neil and Elena to be played at the Vancou-
ver International Mountain Film Festival, which is taking place in Vancouver 
between February 13th-21st, 2015.

May our friends be forever remembered, and continue to inspire all those who 
are thinking about putting a little extra enthusiasm into what they are doing, 
to put a little extra yet.

So long.

Photo captions and credits ~
Page 65: Steph descending off the shoulder of Mt. Carr above Sphinx Bay. 

Photo: Clemens Adolphs
Page 66: Neil on the summit of Mt. Matier. Photo: Mirkko Flecken
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To Our Friends

•

 Der ser jeg min far,
 der ser jeg min mor,
 der ser jeg linjen av mitt folk
 som strekker seg tilbake til begynnelsen.
 de kaller til meg og sier,
 ‘komme med oss
 til hallene av Valhalla
 hvor di tapre vil leve for altid’

 There do I see my father, 
 there do I see my mother,
 there do I see the line of my ancestors
 stretching back to the beginning.
 they call to me, and say,
 ‘come with us
 to the halls of Valhalla
 where the brave will live forever’



                    Sharing Stories
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Thursday, January 8th 2015, 8:23 PM

Hi Piotr,

here is my Mt Athelstan TR. Don’t worry reading it now if you’re busy. But when 
you have the time it would be great if you could let me know of any suggestions for 
improvements, things I should add or things I should remove.

Thank you!!

Have fun this weekend and see you next week,
Steph

Sunday, January 25th 2015, 2:07 AM

Dear Steph,

I love your trip report. It makes me cry every time I read it. I’m pretty sure I told 
you this, but our Athelstan trip, together with our Tantalus trip, were definitely my 
best summer trips, not necessarily only of this year. Thank you. And thank you for 
writing this cool trip report - it brings back so many happy memories. Memories of 
days which make everything else worth it, days we live for.

Now you’re gone, though, the memories are bittersweet. There are so many more 
mountains we could have climbed together, so many more valleys we could have 
visited, so many more icefields we could have traversed... I know we would have 
done a lot more exploring together, and you would have made it all better with 
your sweet smile and bottomless enthusiasm. 

I suppose I have to go on without you, for I have but that choice. However, it’ll 

Mt. Athelstan and the Obscure
September 13th-14th, 2014

•

Stephanie Grothe
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always be one shade greyer down here without you.

“Mt. Athelstan and the Obscure” is a very fitting title for your article, and I had 
to resist re-titling it “Mt. Athelstan and the Top of the World”. I fact, I kept almost 
all of your text completely intact – it’s perfect as it is. 

Without further ado, here is your Athelstan trip report, now published in the Var-
sity Outdoor Club Journal, where it belongs.

Love, 
Piotr. 

•

Another weekend was ahead of us - there always seems to be one coming up - 
and Piotr Forysinski and I wanted to summit something. 

Piotr, who has been in Vancouver for many, many years, has already climbed 
everything I’ve seen or heard of, usually several times and in various seasons 
with various combinations of people. So nowadays he is looking for the ob-
scure, and that was also the subject he chose for the series of emails: “The 
Return of the Obscure”. I, on the other hand, prefer to climb things I’ve heard 
of, so that I can tick them off my mental to-do list, preferably with a short 
approach but technical, because I like ropes. Therefore, I got a little scared of 
that email subject. To me, this sounded like 40 km of serious bushwhack up 
some bump I’ve never heard of, without any need to caress a single tricam 
along the way. No one he emailed wanted to or could join us, so it was just 
the two of us again. 

We hadn’t really decided on a location by the time I went to bed, but places Pi-
otr mentioned were Athelney Pass, Ethelweard or Delilah; all places I’d never 
even been close to. I tried to convince Piotr to go to Samson - this one at least 
I’d heard of - but the season wasn’t right, apparently. But Piotr knows that I 
like ropes and technical gear, so we decided to bring that in the car anyway. 
At night, I dreamt of being stuck in slide alder and being scratched by devil’s 
club, before crossing hip-deep, icy creeks on the other side of which I would 
have a stand-off with bears. To be fair, most trips I’ve been on with Piotr were 
amazing, despite his reputation for slogging and bushwhacks. In the past, we 
were always lucky with the weather, and we usually made it up the summit 
with no problem, with but a giant smile on our faces - the most amazing trip 
being the Tantalus traverse just a few weeks earlier. But I was still scared this 
time; scared of the obscure.
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After picking me up, Piotr surprised me by suggesting we climb something 
technical that is so popular as to even be in Alpine Select. A 5.7, six to twelve 
pitch route with the cool name “Moonraker” up a mountain with the melodic 
name Mount Athelstan. And this would come with a super short approach, 
and even the potential for a ridge bivi and a glacier crossing followed by a 
scramble up a proper pointy mountain! That immediately got me hooked and 
fully stoked.

The approach was indeed quite short, maybe about two hours. There was no 
logging road hiking, just driving, parking - and up the forest we went. Even 
though we quickly lost the sparsely marked trail, the forest was fine and only 
a few logs had to be hopped over or crawled under, and only the occasional 
branch tried to scratch our faces. After getting out of the forest, we scrambled 
up a nice boulder field - partially very loose with lots of rocks sliding and mov-
ing, but still very enjoyable.

Soon we saw our route in the distance, which did actually look like a moon 
sickle, and, to make things complete, there was a little creek at the bottom that 
provided us with cold and fresh water. Okay, the first pitches were a bit shitty 
climbing-wise; very easy but lots of loose stuff. We encountered some pulling 
on shrubs and turf, not the best gear, and long sections of rather boring but 
loose 3rd and 4th class in between slightly more interesting 5.6 sections. But 
at least we were climbing, managing not to kick rocks onto each other, and we 
could simul-climb long sections. 

When we reached the top of the first wall, the nicer and more enjoyable climb-
ing began on generally less loose rock. Piotr led the first (and hardest?) pitch, 
and I led the next one. Since I climbed a little faster, I also led the last two 
pitches in a row so that we could (hopefully!) make it to the top before dark-
ness set in. Just before it got dark, I reached the top of the ridge, just in time 
to get a glimpse of the beautiful Mt. Athelstan on the other side of the glacier, 
and then belayed Piotr up.

Lucky as always, there was a 
beautiful bivi spot just a meter 
away from my anchor. We just 
had to dig out and remove a 
few rocks, and ready was our 
bivi, where we had dinner and a 
great night under the stars. The 
northern lights that were fore-
cast weren’t visible, but every-
thing else was perfect; even the 
wind didn’t pick up.

Piotr lacing up for the summit push on Sunday 
morning, at our wonderful bivy spot. 

Photo: Stephanie Grothe.
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The next morning, we woke up before it got light, had breakfast, and got ready 
to go down the ridge towards Mt. Athelstan. The other, east side, of the ridge 
we had camped on was quite remarkable, because it was in part a giant sand 
dune with lots of pumice rock everywhere. Pumice rocks are those super-light 
porous rocks that float (!) and that people use to clean themselves under the 
shower. There is even a pumice mine in the area further down the logging 
road. What is quite remarkable is the transition from sand dunes with chunks 
of pumice, to shiny blue glacier. To make this sheer beauty complete, the sun 
was rising right beside the very fine looking Mt Athelstan.

At a glacial creek, we filled 
our water bottles, put on 
our crampons, roped up, 
and walked up the glacier 
which only had a few minor 
crevasses. Now, we had to 
decide whether to go up the 
easy way over the bumpy, 
rocky ridge on our right 
heading towards Athelstan, 
or gamble a bit and see if we 
could climb the bergschr-
und straight ahead. We both 
got hooked on the idea of 
climbing over the bergschr-
und, so there we went. Piotr 
explored it first and discov-
ered that the gap wasn’t too 
bad, and the climb on the 
other side not so high, but 
worth protecting. After do-
ing rock-paper-scissors, I 
had the honour of leading 
the bergschrund pitch us-
ing both of our ice axes. We 
didn’t have much gear, so I 

could only place two screws. From the second screw, I lowered one of the tools 
back down to Piotr, so that he could use it for the ascent. I went up the rest of 
the ramp until I ran out of rope, and made a super redundant snow anchor to 
belay Piotr up. Piotr, with only one ice axe instead of two at the steep section, 
had a much harder time. To come up, he had to place one of the ice screws 
repeatedly as a hand hold, but eventually he made it up.

Steph leading up and out of the bergschrund, toward the 
high col just below the summit of Athelstan.

Photo: Piotr Forysinski
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The final scramble to the summit was very enjoyable with really solid, good 
looking and good feeling rock, interesting giant boulders and more patches 
of sand. From the summit we could see the Meager group in the South-West, 
and in the North-East we saw Mt. Athelney, Mt. Ethelweard, Guthrum, Ice-
maker, White Cross and many other beautiful and pointy peaks which now 
don’t seem obscure anymore, but instead got added to my to-do list. 

At the top we discussed taking some other way 
down instead of the long descent gully recom-
mended in Alpine Select, because Piotr had heard 
terrible stories about loose rock in that gully. 
However, since the other options would have tak-
en much longer, and since we didn’t even know 
if they were any better, we decided to go for the 
standard gully after all. I wasn’t worried anyways - 
everything seemed perfect on this trip.

We scrambled down from the summit and this time, instead of returning to 
our bergschrund, we scrambled over the ridge, which had a mixture of white, 
glittering rock, more characteristic sand dunes, and some plants that were 
stubborn enough to grow in this weird place. At the end of the ridge, we went 
back onto the glacier and walked towards the gully. Everything in the gully 
was indeed loose and just waiting for an opportunity to slide, roll or bounce. 
Piotr was rather unhappy about this ubiquitous looseness, and muttered lots 
of swear words that I should not share with the reader. My general foolishness 
preserved my stoke even in the gully, and I kept taking pictures of everything 
I could see. Near the end of the gully was a steeper, more solid section that 
lacked any holds, so we decided that it was time for a little rappel. Piotr placed 
a piton, but since it didn’t make the perfectly pitched sounds while he was 
hammering it in, I added some back-up rock pro that was attached to the 
piton anchor with some slack. Since the piton held Piotr’s weight just fine, I 
removed the other rock pro before I rappelled myself. Shortly after, we were 
back at the base of the route, crossed the scree slopes, hiked down the forest, 
and reached the car well before dark.

As always Piotr drove us home safely while I, despite my greatest efforts, wasn’t 
even able to stay awake a single minute without falling asleep again. Dreaming 
of sand dunes next to glaciers, dreaming about the next adventure, and, not 
at all scared this time, dreaming of Ethelweard, Guthrum and Athelney Pass.

Steph ascending a sand dune somewhere along the high 
Northwest ridge of Athelstan. Photo: Piotr Forysinski
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In the early mists of time, when the world was but a primordial soup, Alex 
and I made a plan to go climbing. As the months drew by Alex suffered many 
a sleepless night (due to the arrival of his son, Amund, not from fear of the 
coming adventure!) and I was sure that this arrangement would never come to 
pass. On my part, I made a good attempt to renege on this promise by severely 
twisting my ankle, but it healed quickly and Amund behaved himself to allow 
his dad out for his first mountaineering trip of the year. Steph had been keen 
for another attempt on Shuksan so, as a merry band of three we headed down 
to Washington to climb what Fred Beckey describes as ‘the crown jewel of the 
Cascades’ by the uber-classic Fisher Chimneys.

Much had been made of the potential for epics on this mountain, and good 
route finding was critical at all stages. With this in mind we spoke to veterans 
of epics, studied every trip report we could lay eyes upon and carried a small 
librarys’ worth of pictures and descriptions up the mountain. Armed with 2 
GPSs and an altimeter, 2 maps (admittedly one was for Duffey Lakes) and a 
compass we felt over-qualified to deal with anything the mountain threw at 
us! To our surprise, all it had to throw at us was a path. Yup, we found a well 
worn path all the way from the trailhead to our bivy at the top of the chim-
neys. It was that easy; we just walked, stopped for a swim and scared some 
tourists at the lake by baring our white arses to all that couldn’t get away in 
time, walked some more, ate berries, scrambled on awesome rock to the top 
of the chimneys. Sweet, what was all the fuss about? In fairness the conditions 
were great – there was no snow in any of the gullies and visibility was 100% 
under glorious September sunshine – but it was almost disappointing how 
straightforward it all was.

After watching us knock over the pan spilling half the water, Steph took over 
my cooking duties which left Alex and I plenty of time to do nothing and 
enjoy an awesome sunset over Baker and the North Cascades (thanks Steph!!). 

In Search of Epic on Shuksan

•

Neil Mackenzie
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One useful thing we did was contemplate the meaning of the empty tent that 
was sharing our bivy site with us. We came to the conclusion that its inhabit-
ants were having an epic on the mountain, and since we could do nothing 
about it we went back to enjoying the sunset. It turns out that our musings 
were indeed correct This we learned when two enthusiastic young mountain-
eers stumbled back to camp at midnight boasting of having spent a totally 
awesome 17hrs getting to the summit and back. Mmmm, more bad tidings, 
we could only assume that we were too late in the season and the glacier was 
totally broken up and we’d have to worm our way round miles and miles of 
open crevasses. None of us felt motivated enough to either get some useful 
information out of them and/or tell them to shut up. Instead, we just lay 
listening to their bromantic tales (punctuated with the occasional hugs) about 
how they were lucky to be alive and how they would sleep so well after such 
an adventure. Eventually they did and we got back to our intermittent sleep 
between swirling gusts of wind.

With a worse night sleep than even Alex was used to, we rose a wee bit later 
than planned and discussed the impending doom that we were about to lead 
ourselves into. Hey-ho, we’ll just have to go and have a look – we had hints 
that our bivy companions were quite inexperienced, and since we were car-
rying two GPSs we surely couldn’t fail! With a hop, skip and a swing of my 
ice tools we were up Winnies slide and confronted by a group of a gazillion 
people camping on a second perfect bivy site looking directly across the seracs 
of the Upper Curtis glacier. We greeted them as we passed through their camp, 
wished them a pleasant day and before they could say hello we were climbing 
onto the Curtis and admiring the incredible scenery of the mountain. Too 
much gazing at the jaw-dropping crevasses was not advisable as we were soon 
forced to jump a few cracks and climb in and out of a few smaller gaps, all 
of which Steph led us through without any mishap. We then dropped down 
towards Hells Highway which was indeed one hell of minefield – but on the 
plus side pretty much all the snow bridges had collapsed so the holes were 
obvious. We climbed a steep snow slope on the right-hand edge of the High-
way which wasn’t really protectable by ice-screws or pickets, and Alex pointed 
out that we really should have some Scottish winter pro, like a buried whisky 
bottle!

Without further ado, we were passed the second crux and the summit pyra-
mid was in view – a mere 3hrs after leaving camp. How, we asked ourselves, 
had it taken those muppets 17hrs? As if just for adventures sake we eventually 
screwed up our route finding and gained the south ridge of the pyramid way 
too low, learning just how time can disappear when you get lost. We observed 
two obvious pinnacles, discussed how it could be tricky to pass them, and 
then ignored this and casually aimed to join the ridge below them, as it looked 
less steep than anywhere else. Not only were we mindful of the difficulties 
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we may encounter but there were other parties amassing under what looked 
like an obvious gully system leading directly to the top – pah, what do they 
know!? Clearly a lot more than we did. What started with nice scrambling 
soon turned into sketchy down climbing and traversing, after which we found 
ourselves under a steep pile of choss that gave us a few moves of 5.6ish to the 
top of the second pinnacle. From here we made use of rap tat left by others 
who had obviously fallen into the same trap, and dropped back down to where 
we could traverse into aforementioned obvious gully to the top! What fol-
lowed was 100m or so of top notch scrambling on sound rock and a beautiful 
summit.

Then a long descent, where we down climbed the two steep icey sections and 
remained roped up all the way back the bivy. We had a quick stop at camp to 
pack away our gear and have a blether with some aspirant guides who were 7 
days into their final assessments and hoping to finish with some sweet routes 
on the north side of Shuksan. The scramble down was fairly uneventful, ex-
cept for when Stephs eagle eyes spotted the one berry left by the crowd of 
guides, which she duly devoured. We had to rappel one 10m section and from 
the bottom of the chimneys booked it back to the car, stopped for blueberry 
pies at Grahams in Glacier and boosted back to town content with our en-
deavours, though slightly disappointed it was all so straight forward!

Great views of Baker from the summit. Photo: Neil Mackenzie
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At the very end of August, Artem Babaian, Clemens Adolphs, Stephanie 
Grothe and myself had decided to explore the beautiful area called the En-
chantments, near Leavenworth (WA). What follows relates the memorable 
hike I did with Steph on our last day.

After honing our navigational and survival skills on a nameless notch in the 
vicinity of Mt. Stuart, the tough guys had somewhat depleted their stoke re-
serves for alpine missions and were more inclined to explore the beautiful 
cragging areas around Leavenworth, indulging into short approaches, beer 
and hot showers. Steph didn’t share our enthusiasm, but being the minority 
she easily surrendered and offered to wash the dishes while we enjoyed various 
fermentation by-products around our campfire.

Not quite. After we received some reports indicating a stunning weather win-
dow for our last day in Leavenworth, Steph’s ever active (overactive?) stoke 
dispenser engaged at full speed for one more mission, deep in the Core of the 
Enchantment area: Prusik peak. That particular mountain had been on our 
list in the early planning stages of the trip, but was dismissed due to its loca-
tion, far away from our previous camping area in the park and 20 km from the 
nearest access road. Yet, Steph was hooked instantaneously; after all, we had 
seemingly missed our chance to stand on the top of the world (it always feels 
like this) the previous days and any other chance to experience this incompa-
rable feeling seemed well worth the effort.

Steph’s approach to recruit people for epic adventures despite a general (some-
times overwhelming) reluctance has always been simple, remarkably effective 
and at times morally ambiguous: if you keep asking people, no matter how 
hesitant they seem, they will eventually say yes. To be fair, the situation this 
time didn’t (entirely) require such stratagem. Artem did not feel fit enough 
to go and Clemens had injured his leg in a fall earlier that day. I was on the 

Day-Trippers on Prusik Peak

•

Julien Renard
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fence between some harder technical climbing in the area and another alpine 
adventure in the back of beyond. While my lazy inner self preferred the for-
mer option, Steph had always managed to convince me otherwise, often to my 
utmost satisfaction and this time would not be any different.

Since we were lacking a permit to camp in the park, we needed to climb Prusik 
peak and hike out the same day. The 20 km hike (and 1800 m of elevation 
gain) would bring us to the base of the peak. A four pitch, 5.7 route would 
bring us to the summit. After that, it would a race against time and tiredness. 
Luckily, we had hiked part of the trail earlier that year and knew that it is 
maintained to standards well above our usual expectations (people could ride 
a wheelchair on it).

After Artem kindly dropped us off at the trailhead (around 6am, I believe), 
we started our not-so-slow ascent toward the Enchantment lakes. This area 
well deserves its name. Its beauty stems from the majestic arrangement of 
deep blue lakes and alpine meadows surrounded by imposing granite peaks. 
Words (at least mine) hardly do it justice and pictures do not really fare any 
better. The weather looked very promising and the air felt pure after the rain 
of the previous days. Which is why I was wondering what caused Steph to 
keep coughing and emitting cavernous sounds. It turns out that she had been 
gently nursing a cold for the past couple of days, but this information had 
somehow been lost in the debate the night before. Meh! Nothing that a little 
jog in the park wouldn’t cure anyway. We kept going.

We passed many campsites along the way, and while we felt a bit jealous to be 
denied the right to camp in such scenic places, we also considered it a blessing 
that strict regulations preserve this fragile environment. As soon as we reached 
the alpine zone, we got a glimpse of our objective and did not fail to appreciate 
its pointiness. The trail was remarkably easy to follow, until we had to leave 
the main trail to hike toward Prusik peak. My highly developed route-finding 
skills incorrectly deduced our current location (it is amazing how holes in the 
ground filled with water can look alike) and a goat trail allowed us to indulge 
in a bushwhacking exercise without which a trip is not complete.

We reached the base of the climb around 1pm. The usual excess of gear that 
seems that accompany Steph and I on all our climbing trips was taking its toll 
(not to mention our extra half-rope). Luckily, the West ridge of Prusik proved 
to be an easy, relaxing and extremely enjoyable climb. The crux pitch happens 
to be on the narrowest part of the ridge and provided a nice, somewhat airy, 
feeling. We had to wait behind another party on the climb, but that left us 
with some time to enjoy the stunning views of the Enchantment lakes and 
the surrounding peaks. Steph’s to-do-list significantly increased at each belay. 
Once at the top, we could finally take in the views of the entire area. Standing 
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there for a minute made our efforts well worth it, and it is quite reluctantly 
that we prepared our first rappel soon after.

The descent was straightforward and we quickly got back to the base of the 
climb to retrieve our hiking gear. We found the correct, retrospectively obvi-
ous trail on the way down, on which we encountered a small family of moun-
tain goats. The first time Steph had a close encounter with mountain goats 
was at Washington Pass, a year earlier, and I had never, ever seen her that ex-
cited. This time was not different. The excitement registering on her face was 
priceless, and she immediately drew her camera and started inching forward. 
Judging from the ballet that 
followed, I estimate the per-
sonal space of mountain goats 
at about 5 m (unless you hap-
pen to cover yourself with salt, 
in which case you are probably 
the one who should run). A 
few more pictures of an ador-
able baby goat in the bag and 
we resumed our descent toward 
the valley bottom, leaving the 
beautiful sunset colors behind 
us as we entered the forest.

Steph and Julien on top of Prusik peak. Photo: Good Samaritan

Cute mountain goats. Photo: Stephanie Grothe
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I soon found myself struggling to keep up with Steph, who seemed to be fly-
ing down the trail, without a headlamp or any concern for her ankles. A quick 
inquiry revealed that having recently followed Piotr down the Lake Lovely 
Water trail had left her amazed at his night vision capabilities, and she was 
now trying to develop her own by jogging over roots and small boulders in 
the dark. I lasted until we crossed a creek by walking over a log, at which point 
my pants caught a branch and nearly granted me the bath I was longing for. I 
managed to convince her that it was time to provide artificial illumination and 
our headlamps came out of our packs. As a result she started to actually run 
down the trail, giggling the whole time. I followed as long as my knees lasted, 
at which point I was considered restraining her with the rope. Continuing 
at a slower pace, we went past the Snow creek wall, exchanging memories of 
another climbing epic we had had earlier this year, and finally made it back to 
the trailhead. We couldn’t reach either Artem or Clemens on their cell phones 
and traffic was non-existent at this late hour. Luckily, a fellow hiker was about 
to go to sleep in his car, in the parking lot, and kindly agreed to drive us back 
to town, where we joined Clemens and Artem for a beer around the campfire.

This was a very fine and immensely rewarding day in the alpine, which I 
wouldn’t have enjoyed except for Steph’s unique ability to make me go a bit 
further.

To Steph, with love,

Julien.
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As sunny September skies give way to the ominous rainy dark days of October, 
murmurs and whispers of a new word can be heard throughout hallways, din-
ner tables and offices of Vancouver: Skiing. Ah skiing, that lovely six-lettered 
song which slides off the tongue so easily, and which gets us all dreaming 
about graciously sliding down a mountain slope in an endless chain of linked 
turns through infinite powdery snow. This year was no exception, as Arran 
Whiteford, Neil Mackenzie and I (Elliott Skierszkan) anxiously waited for 
temperatures to drop and for the mountains to be coated in inviting white-
ness. Here I was in anticipation, prowling my usual selection of mountaineer-
ing websites to find trip reports signaling that the new ski season had arrived. 
In my keen search for encouraging reports, all I came across were legendary 
photos and stories of past Octobers and Novembers, where keen skiers were 
shredding in the classic early-season hotspots of the Coast Ranges. While these 
tales increased my excitement, there was still nothing out there for 2014 and 
I was feverishly following weather forecasts, searching for the fluff. Rumours 
of an El Niño event and anomalously warm recent weather weren’t helping 
the case. However, a recent storm system had passed through with some snow, 
and Arran, Neil and I could wait no longer: we had to get out there and get 
some turns! The freezing levels were high and snow was supposed to ease into 
rain, but we figured we’d be able to find some good stuff. After all, if in past 
years people had skied in October, we really expected we would find snow in 
November.

After the usual flurry of emails, it was agreed upon that we would hike in to 
the Elfin Lakes shelter on Friday night, and ski the Gargoyles or something 
in the area. Our huge level of excitement to kick off the season gave us blind 
faith that up there high enough, we would find snow. Around 8 pm, Neil and 
I took off in his ever-faithful Snow White (4-Runner truck) and picked up 

Early Season Turns, at Any Cost
November 7th-9th, 2014

•

Elliott Skierszkan
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Arran en route to Squamish. We stopped for some samosas at Bisla’s in Squa-
mish, as usual, and debated about how many to carry up the mountain and 
whether we should have bothered at all to prepare meals when such cheap and 
calorific food was available at the classic Indian restaurant. Sometime after 9 
o’clock, we were finally at the Diamond Head trailhead, hoisting heavy packs, 
weighted down with boots and skis, ready to roll. As we hiked up to Red 
Heather meadows, discussion was centered on when we might start skinning. 
On and on we went, through forest dry as a bone, with not a sign of snow to 
be found.

An hour-and-a-half later, we were at the Red Heather day shelter, with still 
nary a sign of the white stuff. It was probably around this point when we 
began questioning the sanity of our whole affair, and whether our stoke for 
skiing had totally blinded us to the obvious fact that it was just too early in 
the season. All of my labmates certainly thought I was crazy when I told them 
on Friday that my weekend plans were to go skiing. In any case, we pushed on 
past the day shelter and followed the summer trail below Paul’s Ridge. The sky 
was clear and we enjoyed a full moon which cast an amazing light upon the 
glaciated giants around us: we could clearly make out Tantalus, Mamquam 
and Atwell despite the late hour. On and on we marched, and our conversa-
tions regarding skiing evolved in a manner I have witnessed before in such 
early-season silliness: “Well even, if there’s no snow it’ll be good training for when 
we are actually able to start skinning, won’t it?’’ As if we were trying to justify our 
foolish optimism. After another hour of walking past Red Heather, we turned 
a corner and there we saw it, on the flanks of the hills behind Elfin Lakes: the 
snow line! We all gazed in wonder at a white patch of what appeared definitely 
skiable, glistening in the moon’s soft light. We’d found it! Hey boys, we’re 
gonna SKI!

Around midnight, we finally busted into the Elfin Lakes shelter, where a few 
hikers were holed up for the night. One of them woke up to use the toilet, and 
was looking at us like we were madmen, having hauled our skis and boots this 
whole way in the middle of the night with winter clearly late in its arrival. We 
wolfed down some more of those delicious samosas which we had stashed in 
our pockets at Bisla’s, and went to bed dreaming of the morning turns.

Around 6 am, we woke up: no time to sleep in when turns were to be had! The 
weather forecast was also calling for clouds in the afternoon, and we figured 
we ought to ski the slopes before any fresh snow would cover the numerous 
poky rocks threatening our beloved skis. After a quick breakfast we got outside 
and looked hopefully towards the mountain, but we were devastated by what 
we saw: that sweet snow patch we had deemed skiable the night before was 
nothing other than the small Diamond Glacier, not a patch of nice new snow. 
No way were we going to be getting onto an icy glacier full of exposed cre-
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vasses without glacier gear just in the name of turns. Shit! Now we really felt 
like fools. All of this way with skis on our packs for nothing. Nonetheless, we 
looked up to the Gargoyles, which rise a few hundred metres above the Elfin 
Lakes shelter, and bore a gentle sprinkling of dust on them. 

With our hopes for turns at an all-time low, we set off, again hauling our boots 
and skis on our packs rather than on our feet, where they wanted to be. A 
couple of hours of hiking and we reached the saddle between Columnar Peak 
and the Gargoyles. Sure, there was snow out there, about 20 cm of it on top 
of sharp jagged boulders. Just when we were sure that our skiing weekend was 
set in stone to become a miserable heavy-pack hiking one, we looked over the 
other side of the col and there it was: a 200 m slope to the west, definitely ski-
able although with considerable rock-dodging. “Yeeha boys! Boots ON!”

With excitement all around, we ditched our hiking boots and slipped into 
our skis. Arran led the way, gliding smoothly through the snow between the 
rocks in his big fat powder skis. Neil followed on his splitboard, and I came 
in last, definitely rusty and less graceful than my two more skillful mates. 
Hoots and hollers were heard miles around as we slid down the slope. I bet 
you those hikers from the night before who thought we were totally nuts were 
woken up by our hoots in their bunks at Elfin Lakes, and we rejoiced in self-
congratulatory pride that our stubborn blind faith had paid off in the form of 
actual, real skiing. 

But the best was yet to come, as our descent on the western slopes of the Gar-
goyles took us to the base of Little Diamond Head, which was totally skiable 

Neil and Elliott, beginning to feel like idiots as they carry the skis and boots up the green grassy 
meadows near Elfin Lakes Shelter. Photo: Arran Whiteford
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(and mostly rock-free) between about 1800 m and its 2056 m summit. We 
hastily slapped on our skins, and made our way up the mountain. As we raced 
to the summit, the only hiccup on our trip occurred when Arran was getting 
ready to bootpack the steeper final stretch to the peak, and his brand new 
ski helmet somehow unbuckled from his pack and slid down the slope. As it 
glided on the snow towards me, I reached out to catch to with my ski pole, 
but missed my swing. Arran let out a curse as we all watched it slide down 
the steep ridge and drop down several hundred meters down the cliffs below. 
Arran actually saw it bobbing in the snow and bouncing on the rocks all the 
way to the treeline below. So much for that piece of protection, she’s a gonner! 
(The kicker is that after calling MEC and explaining that the helmet was lost 
because the buckle failed and somehow became disengaged, Arran actually 
managed to get a new one for free!). As we reached the summit and removed 
our skins, we got to enjoy wonderful 200-300 m laps down a rain crust which 
had softened into some great corn. We went again and again for some more 
laps until the clouds came in and visibility deteriorated, content like toddlers 
in a puddle on a rainy summer day. 

After these very enjoyable turns, we skied back to our stash of hiking boots at 
the Gargoyles-Columnar col, Neil and I insisting to ski the whole way back 
to the boots without bootpacking at all despite areas of highly questionable 
snow coverage. Over the course of the day, the crowd of hikers at Elfin had 
grown, and we enjoyed some good company and card games in the evening 
before tucking in. By the time Sunday morning came around, a fresh 20 cm 
of tempting new snow had fallen, but we opted against skiing the new snow 
because of all of the hidden ski-wrecking rocks that were out there. We were 
fortunate enough that enough snow had accumulated to allow us to skin back 
to Red Heather. By noon, we were back at the shelter. Neil and I were getting 
ready to transition back into bootpacking to hike down to the trailhead, while 
Arran had other thoughts: seeing that a fire was lit in the shelter he took off his 
skis and told us he would do the transition in the warmth of the. Fine enough, 
we thought, let’s do that too. Well what was supposed to be a quick transition 
turned into a two-hour feast by the fire where we proceeded to eat all of the 
extra food in our packs. Compared to our gung-ho approach on Friday night 
and our full day of boot-packing and ski-lapping on Saturday, the Sunday 
return to the car would turn out to be completed at an incredibly leisurely 
and gastronomic pace! We got back to the car around two, and returned to 
the city fully satisfied that our considerable hike along Paul’s Ridge and to the 
Gargoyles had successfully led to some skiing and anxious to brag to all of our 
doubtful friends back home that we did indeed go skiing that weekend after 
all.
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We heard from some friends who had gone up the previous weekend that 
the hike in was fairly long (about 4 hours, steep, warm, no water after the 
creek) and thought that leaving on Friday night, early enough to hike it before 
dark, would make sense.

Neil picked us all up around Vancouver and we were on the highway by 7 pm. 
Snow White, Neil’s truck, had a tendency of wobbling above 80 km/h due 
to some rusty stabiliser linkages so we set a slow pace along Highway 1 and 
arrived in Chilliwack around 10 pm as the sun was setting. We reviewed the 
plan and Anne pushed for sleeping at the trailhead and getting up early. We 
grabbed food and beer, and headed off for the Slesse FSR. The truck’s clear-
ance and 4WD was nice and we were at the trailhead in no time. After some 
beer, we finally went to sleep a bit after midnight.

Alarms were set for 7am and we started up the trail at 8 am, with Neil setting 
a breakneck pace. We stopped at the creek to fill up water and quench our 
thirst, and then further up we went. Anne set the pace after the creek and the 
guys were happy to follow it, chit chatting about international politics. We got 
to the bivy rocks in no time, by 10:30 am.

We had a nice thirty minute break before settling our respective objectives 
and setting off. Everyone was interested in the South West Ridge of the North 
Nesakwatch Spire. Neil, Yan, and Jens suggested trying a new way up the 
north side of the ridge, letting Marcin and Anne have a go at the regular route.

•

Climbing the SW Ridge of the North Nesakwatch Spire
Anne Vialettes, Marcin Mirski. 

Climbing North Nesakwatch Spire
August 9th-10th, 2014

•

Marcin Mirski, Neil Mackenzie, Jens Vent-Schmidt and 
Anne Vialettes
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Marcin was pretty stoked to have a full day to run up a pretty nice looking 
route. We took off towards the base of the climb, scratched our way through 
some unnecessary shrubbery, made an emergency bathroom stop, and finally 
flaked out the ropes. The pitches were fun and flowy, and on a couple of oc-
casions Marcin shied away from some more entertaining but harder-looking 
cracks. Surprisingly enough, there was only one route finding problem on the 
entire way up. Marcin at one point found himself trying to get into a slippery 
chimney protected by a #5 Tricam a few meters below his feet and decided to 
look for a less tricky way up.

While walking across a large flat section along the ridge and then climbing the 
later portion of the route, we heard some yelling from the other group, some 
swearing, and at one point a loud holler of “roooooooock!!!” Hopefully they 
were doing alright...

We climbed the last pitch in the fading sunlight and down scrambled to the 
col by headlamp. Neil’s, Jens’, and Yan’s headlamps showed them nearing the 
bottom of their rap off of the ridge. Two rappels later, we were back on the 
ground after a very enjoyable but longer-than-expected day out, and eager to 
hear what all the swearing had been about.

The Wreckage of Petit Pimousse 
(180m 5 pitches; 5.10+, 5.10+/A0, 5.7, 5.10+/A0, 5.9) 
Neil Mackenzie, Jens Vent-Schmidt, Yan Pennec. Written By Neil Mackenzie.

“I think we should call you Petit Pimousse, small but strong”; Yan was refer-
ring to the old French advertising campaign for some potent little candies. 
I took this as a dubious compliment, but by the end of the day it was clear 
this was a curse, for on this day the world was given The Wreckage of Petit 
Pimousse. It is a rare pleasure when one is faced with a beautiful clean face 
of granite which has, according to all available details, never previously been 
breached. We were standing below the centre of the West Face of the North 

West Buttress of North Nesakwatch Spire, our line bisects the face and the west ridge can be 
seen on the right and the north comes in from the left. Photo: Neil Mackenzie
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Nesakwatch Spire, and our eyes were drawn to an obvious corner system sug-
gesting a weakness in its defences. We had intended to climb the South West 
Ridge of the North Spire, but Anne and Marcin had got there first, so Jens, 
Yan and I looked for other options, and it looked like we had stumbled across 
a hidden gem. As I was carrying the gear it fell to me to take the first steps, 
and with some trepidation I agreed to give it all I had. Our keen eyes told 
us the lower corner system would lead quite easily to a ledge, whereby either 
a steep splitter could be reached on the right, or a more broken blocky line 
could be taken on the left. Indeed, the first few moves were relatively easy, but 
from this point on it occurred to me that I hadn’t been inducted into Team 
Bad Idea for nothing!

The corner was steeper and the crack thinner than they looked, and my arms 
weaker than Yan was inclined to believe. I was going slowly and resting at 
every possible spot but the climbing was stellar and after a very long hour and 
a half I had reached a small ledge 45 m up and was happy to set up a belay. 
This was tough, and the terrain got steeper above. Whilst my battered ego was 
relieved to see the others struggling with the first pitch it did not bode well for 
the rest of our route.

I set off again, first up steep laybacks, then into a very thin crack that was 
filled with earth and lichen; by now I was under no pretences – the only way 
I would get up this was by aiding it. So little by little I heaved my sorry ass 
up the thin crack cleaning it as I went, revealing perfect thin finger holds and 
moving my three smallest cams up in rotation. Attempting to get out of the 
crack, I nervously half mantled the ledge and half weighted a dubious block. 
Steady now. Before I could reach the ‘thank god jug,’ the block moved and 
suddenly I was 3 meters lower down, with the block crashing into my knees, 
trying desperately to push the offending rock to the right of the fall line where 
my petrified belayers were cowering. Thankfully, it hurtled harmlessly down 
the cliff face and once I had shaken myself off, I was pleased to see my little 00 
cam holding fast and that the fallen block had revealed a hefty clump of grass 
which tenuously allowed me to reach the jug and gain the safety of a big ledge.

My wits at an end, I gratefully handed the gear over to Yan following a brief 
discussion regarding the merits of continuing the route. The access to the 
splitter we had seen from the base was out of the question, so we moved left 
and although the next pitch was easier, the terrain was awkwardly blocky, con-
siderably looser, and protection was marginal. Yan did well to keep his head 
and push us towards the final upper corner system which would hopefully 
provide us with a viable exit. 

By now we were getting tired and the tension was palpable as all of us were 
anxious as to whether the route would actually go. Above us loomed a large 
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corner with a very thin crack in the apex and a steep off-width on the left 
hand wall, both leading to a blank upper wall. Yan took the gear again and 
set off on a somewhat harrowing pitch of aid. Unlike the earlier pitch of aid, 
digging with a nut-key failed to yield anything more useful than a placement 
for a quarter of a micro-nut. With a barrage of abusive French power screams, 
he willed the gear to hold and his body to propel him upwards. Thankfully, 
both obliged and he had gained a flake which would lead to a more feasible 
exit corner. Unfortunately said flake was hollow and with the state of the gear 
below it was far too dangerous to continue, so a marginal belay was built on a 
less than comfortable ledge.

When I came off whilst seconding the steepest section of this pitch one of 
the nuts in the anchor blew, forcing a hasty repair job and emphasising the 
precarious nature of our position. Once we were all up, I set off to traverse 
the flake and gain the exit cracks.  After to-ing and fro-ing a couple of times 
I made the committing traverse and got into the steep cracks. By this point, 
I was wrecked, my brain was skittering about like a decapitated chicken, and 
my arms felt like a pair of wet noodles. All I had left was my eloquent use of 
the English language: “fuckin slack man”, “slack on blue ya fuckin bawbag”, 
“jist gie me some fuckin slack boy!!!!!” Poor Jens was the butt of our abuse 
for the second time within an hour. He was as as tired as we were – he hadn’t 
asked to be in this situation after all. On top of that, it was only his third 
alpine route and I’d promised to take him up something mellow! During one 
of my numerous volleys of unwarranted nonsense, Yan helpfully pointed out 
that panicking was counter-productive and if I’d only screw my head back on 
we could get off the face and back down to the camp for a cigarette and some 
whisky. This somewhat calmed me down and when I actually started climbing 
the burly 5.9 again, it felt considerably easier than what the devil in my head 
had been making it into. We were glad to top out just as the full moon was 
rising over the summit of Rexford.

We had decided to descend the East face from where we topped out on the 
ridge following a system that Yan had previously climbed, leaving our anchors 
for collection the next day. So after scoffing down some food and water we 
promptly set up an abseil and started to descend in the encroaching darkness. 
True to Murphy’s Law, the rope got stuck as we were pulling it, but as we were 
already committed to returning up this route in the morning we just tied it off 
where it was and single lined it to the bottom of the face, returning to camp 
some ten hours after we had started. The route had barely been toasted with a 
dram of the good stuff when Marcin and Anne returned from their adventure 
and we all sat down to a well earned bowl of bacon, mash and cheese! After an 
awesome bivy under the stars, we awoke to the prospect of another adventure 
to retrieve the ropes and gear and I was somewhat jealous when Jens decided 
to join Anne and Marcin in scrambling up Rexford. However, once we were 
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on the move, Yan and I were faced with some scrambling and then 3 pitches 
of steep but awesome 5.9 climbing up chimneys, cracks and corners to regain 
the ridge. Unfortunately the stuck rope was completely jammed and slightly 
off our route, so we had to descend from the ridge down a second corner sys-
tem to retrieve it. The bonus of this was that I got to top-rope another sweet 
burly finger crack (probably 10a) before we headed off up to the summit of 
the South spire and back down to camp for a late lunch.

Postscript
Following further investigations it appears that this route follows a similar line 
to the Nuefeld/Struthers route which they did in 3 pitches and graded at 10b.  
They continued straight up where we moved left then up, and they probably 
took a similar exit.

•

Conquering Mt Rexford
Anne Vialettes, Marcin Mirski, Jens Vent-Schmidt. 
Written by Jens Vent-Schmidt. 

I’ve now been climbing for 14 years and I had never experienced such a hum-
bling situation as our ascent up “The Wreckage of Petit Pimousse” the day be-
fore. I reconsidered life choices during several occasions and promised myself 
to sell all my climbing gear and never get onto vertical rock again.

Once descended from the mountain, and after some whisky and a good nights 
sleep, it was clear that I couldn’t fool myself, and that I would never stop 
climbing. Awaking to the amazing scenery of Mts. Baker, Slesse, Rexford and 
the Nesakwatch Spires definitely fuels one’s stoke. Being still tired from the 
day before, I decided to join Anne and Marcin up Mt. Rexford for an enjoy-
able day of mostly scrambling and a little bit of climbing. Neil and Yan were 
to climb up the North Nesakwatch Spire to summit and to retrieve the gear 
we had left the day before.

After a relaxed breakfast all of us headed out to our respective objectives. My 
team made it through the boulderfields in no time. The way described in 
the guidebooks leads you a bit up the slope and then into a small couloir to 
gain the ridge. This seemed more heinous and full of loose rocks and snow, 
so we decided to follow the full skyline of the ridge. We ended up close to 
the false summit in no time, without having to take out the rope. The route 
followed up and around and soon we arrived at a spot where we decided to 
rope up. While technically easy, a fall would have been deleterious and none 
of us wanted to accept the consequences. Marcin had all the gear sorted in 
his way, so we decided he should go ahead and lead the roped pitches. Two 
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pitches separated by a short scramble later put us onto a small ridge separating 
the true and false summits. This is when we first made contact with a small 
group of flying ants seemingly intertwined in the play of love and we quickly 
descended to the start of the final summit pitch. Looking up to the summit, 
we noticed a raven picking its way through the air. Upon closer examination, 
it came to our mind that the whole summit was topped up by one massive 
buzzing cloud. We reconsidered, but there was no way we weren’t going to 
summit now that we got into spitting distance.

Marcin took out the gear again and led the final exposed pitch. As he topped 
out, a loud rumble filled the air, prompting us to turn around. We couldn’t 
believe that we were seeing the pocket glacier of Mt. Slesse sliding down. It 
went in three parts, each triggered by the previous slide. The air was filled with 
rumbling and the valley beneath Slesse was hidden behind a cloud of fog. A 
natural spectacle of amazing beauty happening once a year; and we were for-
tunate enough to witness this. Unfortunately we couldn’t take a video, since 
I was still belaying Marcin and Anne didn’t carry a camera. I did take some 
before and after pictures though. Once the glacier finished its slide, Anne 
and I ascended and joined Marcin on the summit. We were engulfed by the 
buzzing cloud of lusty flying ants. All of us jumped onto the summit cairn to 
take the obligatory picture and we quickly rappelled back down. We retraced 
our steps until we hit the couloir described in the guide and decided to set up 
a rappel and to descend via loose rock and snow. This took a bit longer than 
anticipated, but all of us came down safely. As we had perfectly planned, Neil 
and Yan returned from their route at the same time and we met at camp to 
pack up and relax in the shade behind our massive bivi-boulder.

After about an hour or so of hanging out, we started our descent. The hike 
in went over quite fast and I had forgotten how loose the ground was. The 
hike out was heinous and didn’t want to end. My team-mates must have been 
annoyed at the end by my constant cursing and reminding them how badly I 
hate loose rock. To be fair, a large boulder did roll over my foot the day before 
which dropped my confidence a bit. Nevertheless, we made it to the river for 
a break with tasty fresh water and soon after arrived at the car. Two warmish 
but glorious beers waited for us at the car; time to wind down after an event-
ful weekend.
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It was mid January, just a week before the “Burns and Turns” weekend. Burns 
and Turns, or B&T, is the VOC version of Burns Nicht, just like “Nicht” is 
the Scots version of “Night”. Burns Nicht is a Scottish tradition that celebrates 
the birthday of the nation’s most beloved poet, Robbie Burns, with a Scot-
tish culinary pinnacle called Haggis. Burns’s poem “Address to a Haggis” is 
recited along with many others, haggis with neeps and tatties is consumed and 
washed down with gallons of whisky; songs are shared and everybody dances. 
Neil Mackenzie, a true Scot from the Highlands, was the original trip organ-
iser. Unfortunately Neil, along with Stephanie Grothe and Elena Cernicka, 
left us in a tragic mountain accident earlier in the month. It was only natural 
for us to decide to turn B&T 2015 into a memorial trip to celebrate the lives 
fully lived by those three, who went into the mountains.

Sourcing quality haggis in Vancouver is not easy. The last two VOC Burns 
Nicht trips, albeit epic, suffered from a lack of quality in the store-bought 
haggis. In fact, there seems to be a general agreement among VOC Scots that 
Vancouver haggis is all “shite,” which is, to my understanding, a very strong 
expression of one’s disgust in the Scottish language. The exhaustive yet failed 
quest for tasty haggis in previous years dictated that the only way to have 
good haggis in Vancouver would involve making it from scratch. To explain 
to those who have never seen or heard of one, haggis (pl. haggii) is an intestine 
or stomach stuffed with minced sheep offal and oats. VOCer Stephen Mullen, 
a.k.a. Muffin, who used to work for a family butcher in North Vancouver, 
kindly shared their recipe with us. It seemed fairly straightforward to follow. 
An English Chef, Allen, of Home On The Range Organics, described it this 
way: “they cook the sheep offal until it goes black; then mince it until it loses 
shape completely; then mix the minced offal with all the other ingredients; 
stuff it all in an intestine; and cook it for a bloody long time. Are you making 
it? Are you crazy? Oh, it’s not difficult. You can’t really fail – it’s a failure in 
itself!”. It’s aw-ffal.

Haggis-Making 2015
& the Birth of Haggamuffins

•

Noriko Okamoto
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Allen was kind enough to inform me that someone in Chilliwack had some 
pasture-raised lamb offal in the freezer that I could purchase. I emailed the 
news to, and asked for some help from Elliott, who took over the duties of 
organising the B&T trip. He wrote me back - “it’s all getting a bit crazy!”. 
Two people had now described my idea as crazy, and I knew that’s exactly how 
Neil would have wanted it. Now convinced of the righteousness of my quest, 
I drove to a farm in Chilliwack on Saturday afternoon, said “hi” to some cows, 
helped the boys feed goats and calves, chased hens, enjoyed the pigs’ enthusi-
asm, and picked up some lamb offal for haggis.

On Saturday evening, I came home with half-thawed lamb offal: six hearts, six 
kidneys, two livers and two tongues. It all weighed in at around 5 lb. After it 
thawed, I had to clean it. The quality of any offal dish depends on this criti-
cal step. All blood clots and veins must be removed. Of all the offal I went 
through, the kidneys were the most tricky, and required intense dissection to 
minimize the aroma. In fact, six is as many as I would want to process at any 
one time. Then, I poured boiling water on the cleaned offal and drained it im-
mediately. I placed it all in the largest pot I had, added enough cold water to 
cover it, threw in a medium piece of ginger, a small onion and a dried shiitake 
mushroom (they minimize unwanted flavour), brought to a boil, removed 
the foam, and simmered for about half an hour. Then the offal was rested in 
the broth overnight (by then it looked dark brown). My small apartment was 
saturated with lamb smell.

On Sunday afternoon, Elliott and I met up at Piotr’s king-size kitchen for 
the creation of haggis. On my way there, I ran into Windsor’s Butcher in Mt. 
Pleasant to get two cow intestines, and 2 lb of beef suet. When I arrived with 
the pre-cooked offal, the black broth and groceries, Piotr’s kitchen was filled 
with sweet chocolate smell. Meghan, another VOCer in the house, was bak-
ing a chocolate cake for her own Birthday. I helped her by licking a chocolate 
covered bowl clean. 

It turned out that the offal had to be cooked for two more hours, so it went 
back in the broth and on stove. At Piotr’s kitchen, we quickly learned that we 
had an access to a food processor which belonged to Meghan. Fantastic! Five 
minutes of zapping and, voila! We filled half a mixing bowl the size of a baby 
bath tub with shredded onions. While Elliott and I were working on the on-
ions, Piotr and Meghan figured out that they had most of the necessary spices 
in the kitchen, except “mace”. Mace is the ground shell of nutmeg. Meghan 
happened to have brought back nutmeg shells from Southeast Asia, which 
Piotr attempted to grate, but to no avail – the stuff was rock hard.

Piotr and Elliott went out shopping for pre-ground mace and other ingredi-
ents for various mashed food items. Meanwhile, I cleaned the cow intestines 
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both inside and outside with cold water, savouring the aromas of the sim-
mering offal as I did so.  Piotr and Elliott came back home with a ridiculous 
amount of potatoes (tatties), rutabagas (neeps), turnips, and yams - a West 
Coast touch to the mashed food arsenal. We peeled and chopped them all, 
and started cooking them using all the pots that we could find in the kitchen.

By then, the offal was almost ready for mincing. We added a wee bit of black 
broth to it, and used the food processor to fill the baby bath tub with warm, 
gooey, minced sheep offal. We then added the other key ingredient - steel cut 
oats. We were very cautious about the amount of oats. In earlier email corre-
spondence, Ross the Scot had criticised store-bought shite haggis for contain-
ing too much oats, and not enough pepper. Thusly warned we cut down on 
the oats to one quarter of the recipe, and bumped up the pepper substantially. 
Beef suet was also added into the mixture. More black broth was then added 
until “a texture that’s a bit thinner than a medium-thick oatmeal porridge” 
was achieved, according to Muffin’s recipe. 

At this point, we decided to bake a small pilot haggis as we were just a bunch 
of newbies. Over-stuffing haggis is a very common mistake amongst  the inex-
perienced. Oats expand while cooked, so you have to give them a lot of room. 
Some recipes call for a pre-pricking of the intestine, but Muffin strongly sug-
gested wrapping the intestine with tinfoil instead of - heaven forbid - pricking 
anything, so that we could still retrieve all the haggis in case it exploded. We 
chopped one third of a clean intestine off, closed one end with some cotton 
string and a few reef knots, filled it with haggis stuffing about two thirds full, 
and then wrapped it with tinfoil.

The oven was preheated to 180˚C (350˚F), with a deep baking dish filled with 
water about a third way up. The haggis was cooked in this hot bath. The recipe 
calls for 45 minutes of initial baking, followed by 45 minutes of reheating 
just before consumption. We decided to cook for an hour and a half straight, 
and devour the product immediately. Meghan’s Birthday potluck was about 
to start. Funnily enough, it was also the exact day of Robbie Burns’s Birthday. 

The time finally came, and the haggis was brought to the table amongst other 
delicious potluck contributions. Only a tiny bit of stuffing was peaking out 
of one end of the swollen intestine. Elliott quickly looked up and recited the 
“Address to a Haggis” and cut it up with Piotr’s ice axe, just as it’s supposed to 
happen at VOC Burns Nicht. It was delicious. The moist texture with an ac-
cent of oats was irresistible, and the flavour of the offal was heightened to the 
next level with the concoction of spices and coarse ground pepper. The haggis 
was gone in ten minutes. We were all excited about the fruit of our team work!

On Monday after work, I came back to Piotr’s place to help stuff the rest. We 
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still had 90% of what we had made. After five more haggii, we ran out of in-
testines. Then, we used cheesecloth to make two more haggii. Then we ran out 
of material for the casing entirely. While the first batch of the intestine-clad 
and cheesecloth-wrapped haggii were cooked in the oven, an intense discus-
sion was had on what to do with the rest of the haggis filling. We still had a de-
cent amount left. The wafting deliciousness from the oven sparked a brilliant 
idea from Piotr -  “let’s make a lot of baby-sized naked haggii in muffin tins!”. 
He quickly named them “haggamuffins.” We stuffed two regular muffin tins 
to make 24 haggamuffins. We also took this opportunity to play with extra 
pepper, and mace, and actual cayenne pepper to create some variety amongst 
these naked baby haggii. At this point, there was nothing to do but wait until 
all the adult haggii and the baby haggamuffins were done.

Haggis-making is straightforward, but, just like reading this article, surely 
takes “bloody long.” It’s actually not too bad, as long as you have great friends 
to work together, and hopefully a food processor to save you from onion tears. 
In fact, the time shared is great, and during two thirds of it, your kitchen is 
filled with the warm, irresistible aroma of lamb and spices! At the same time, 
it reminded me that it is already a bloody miracle that I have so many precious 
friends through the VOC, who share the passion for life, and admiration for 
the wilderness. Sometimes life has its own way. So don’t hesitate to share your 
precious moments, joy and fun of whichever types. And make sure to let your 
friends know your appreciation with some hugs and haggamuffins!

•

Now for a more concise version of the recipe:
Ingredients - 

3 Lamb offal - 5 lbs before cooking - 6 hearts, 6 kidneys, 2 livers, 2 tongues 
- thoroughly cleaned, simmered for 2 h; broth saved for later. Some ginger 
added to the broth seems to reduce/improve odours.

Haggamuffins.
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3 Onions - about 3 lbs - finely chopped or mechanically graded

3 Steel cut oats (not rolled, like in porridge) - about 1.25 lbs - lightly toasted 
in an open pan (10 min)

3 Beef fat (“suet”) - 2 lbs - looks like little white worms

3 Salt - 4 tbsp (TABLEspoons)

3 Coarse ground pepper - 4 tbsp ++

3 Dried coriander - 6 tsp (TEAspoons)

3 Mace - 6 tsp

3 Nutmeg - 6 tsp

3 Beef intestine - you would need 4 for all this; we didn’t have enough so we 
made cheese-cloth haggi and haggamuffins. The cheese-cloth haggi got a little 
too soggy in the cooking process.

What to do with’em - 
 1. Drain the offal, grind to smooth gooey steaming reeking mush.  
 Save the broth in a separate dish.

 2. Mix all the ingredients in a giant bowl (or baby bath tub), add  
 broth and (more) oats as necessary to get a thicker, mushier, tastier  
 consistency.

 3. Stuff stuffing into intestine; lengths of about 30 cm work well. 
 Tie ends off with cotton string.

 4. Haggii pre-cook: 1 h 20 min @ 180 ˚C (350 ˚F); plan to re-heat  
 for another 45-60 min just before serving. Wrap the haggii in 2 lay-    
 ers of aluminum foil, DON’T prick, immerse to half-depth (of the  
 haggii) in water in a pyrex dish.

 5. Haggamuffins pre-cook: 1 h at same temp as above, with Al foil  
 on top, in a bath of water as well. The water bath can be precision  
 engineered by using a second, identical muffin tray underneath, fill 
 ing it with water, and using beer caps as spacers between the two tins.

Above quantities made 6 intestine haggi, 2 cloth haggi, and 24 haggamuffins, 
i.e., a lot. Bon appétit.
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The chefs in action.

All the ingredients mixed together.

...And the intestines stuffed.
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Following the success of last year’s International Convention on the Defi-
nition of Small Carbohydrates (see Colin Pither’s trip report from January 
2014), the International Robbie Burns and Haggis Appreciation Committee 
(IRBHAC) decided to emulate their strategy in order to maximize poetry 
recitation, haggis consumption and scotch quaffing, and minimize, as Robbie 
Burns put it, “French ragout” (or, more commonly, pansies). We would carry 
up vast quantities of haggis, neeps, tatties, whisky, and a heavy silver platter 
into the mountains in order to prove that we are rich in “Ye pow’rs wha mak 
mankind.” We would wear tartan (which would, perhaps, turn out to actually 
be a girl’s school uniform), for “if ye wish her gratefu’ pray’r, Gie her a Hag-
gis!”. We would faff for “As lang’s my arm” in Pemberton, since the Scottish 
way is an unhurried, yet purposeful way. We would help flip any rolled cars 
we saw on the logging road, showcasing our knowledge of- or at any rate, our 
ability to argue about-  both theoretical and applied physics. We would choose 
a destination with a skin-up logging road and a bootpack up icy switchbacks, 
because “Auld Scotland wants nae skinking” pansies who won’t work for their 
Robbie Burns day celebrations. We would toast to the haggis, the lassies and 
lads who are such a “glorious sight, warm-reeking, rich!”, and the fanny. Most 
importantly, we would toast to the lives of our friends who we love and miss, 
but who, on nights like these, it becomes clear we haven’t truly lost. It seems 
that whenever we seek out the mountains and each other’s company and song, 
they are with us as much as ever. On this night, with the help of haggis, neeps, 
tatties, whisky, and the heavy silver platter, we would celebrate lives lived. 
All parties would arrive separately to the Brian Waddington hut, where the 
convention would take place, but upon arrival all attendees would be united 
as one: accomplished by greeting each skier, snowshoer, and bootpacker with 
a shot of whisky upon arrival at the hut.

And so it was we celebrated Robbie Burns day.

Burns ‘n’ Turns
the Rustic Haggis Fed

•

Katie Cullen
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Ross Campbell (the honorary Scottish member of the IRBHAC) described 
haggis as: “meat and oatmeal, in a pig’s stomach, with an absurd amount 
of pepper in it.” Elliot Skierszkan brought up extra pepper, in case Noriko 
Okamoto, who made the haggis, didn’t put enough in, but according to Ross, 
Noriko is now officially the truest Scottish Japanese woman in existence, 
as her haggis was impeccable. Piotr carried the majority of the really heavy 
things, including the platter, and Caitlin bore the platter with the haggis on it 
as Ross recited the Ode to the Haggis.

Ross proclaimed that 
the Ode to a Haggis is 
“complete gibberish” 
- and yet impressively 
memorized all 8 verses 
of it in a single week. 
We were all grateful 
for his brief synopsis 
before reciting: Burns 
explains what haggis 
is, how great haggis 
is, asks how you could 
not like haggis, makes 

fun of the French for eating posh food, and finishes by proclaiming the Scots 
to be the mightiest people, as they are fuelled by haggis. This was helpful, as 
then we knew to go fan-girl crazy at “But mark the Rustic, haggis-fed” as we 
knew them to be us, and we were proud. Even without the summary, however, 
we would have been certain to go wild yelling, hugging, and toasting with our 
still mostly-full bottles of Scotch when, upon finishing the ode, Ross drove the 
ice axe he had been gesticulating with through the haggis (and also the heavy 
silver platter supporting it). 

The Ode to the Lassies was recited by Jack Montpellier. This ode must be 
composed by the reciter, as it is meant to reflect not only Robbie Burns’s love 
of the lassies, but also the feelings of the men at the gathering. Complete with 
some of Robbie Burns’s own poems, and discussion of how VOCers could 
best attract a lassie, Jack’s ode also taught us what might be learned from the 
lovely lassies.

Toasting, quaffing (of now half-empty scotch bottles), and eating continuing, 
Joane Elleouet got up to recite her Reply to the Laddies. Again composed 
by the reciter, as Robbie Burns likely got a variety of reactions from various 
lassies, the content can change depending on the gathering and the lassie in 
question. Joane did an amazing job. She had us hooting, hollering, and gig-
gling at the jabs and jokes.

Bringing in the haggis. Photo: Derry Lappin
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Further toasts followed, 
but there was still one 
speech left. Elliot, the or-
ganizer of the IRBHAC 
gathering, announced 
the final ode - to the fan-
ny - as eloquently as pos-
sible: “A fanny, for those 
of you who don’t know,” 
he said, “is a woman’s 
willy!” This was followed 
by some confusion, but 
Arran Whiteford, reciter 
of said ode, quickly got 
up to explain: “A fanny,” 

he said, and the rest must be paraphrased (for completely non-scotch related 
reasons the record of the IRBHAC gathering isn’t sure what he said exactly), 
“is a person you all love, but that you also all love to make fun of.” We’ve all 
been mourning, he explained, but now we’re all together to celebrate, and so 
instead of dwelling on the sad we should try to remember the good, and there 
was nothing that Neil liked more than a good laugh, even at his own expense, 
and so the fanny in question is, of course, Neil. 

This ode was followed by the heartiest cheer, and largest scotch consumption, 
as Neil was a friend to all of us, and it was him who originally planned this 
gathering to celebrate the life and contributions of Robbie Burns. He, along 
with Stephanie Grothe, another good friend who would also have been cel-
ebrating with the rest of us, and Elena Cernicka, a friend of Neil’s, perished 
on January 11th in a mountaineering accident. Thus, this night was now not 
only about celebrating the life and contributions of Robbie Burns, but those 
of Steph, Neil, and Elena as well.

Once the speeches were over, the music began. Noriko brought up her fiddle, 
Brodie Granger his accordion, and the hut guitar was played by many. Song 
books were read by some, and choruses were sung with gusto by others . The 
party continued into the wee hours of the morning.

For me, the night ended at around 1am, when I fell asleep at the table for a 
couple of songs. When I woke up, I figured that signaled bed time, so I said 
goodnight to the 15 or so Robbie Burns enthusiasts still awake, and left the 
hut to make my way to my tent. It snowed more that evening than it had in 
almost all of 2015 combined, so upon getting outside I took one step, sunk 
in up to my knee, fell over, and briefly contemplated just sleeping there. I 
almost convinced myself to do it too, remembering fondly an occasion when 

Jack Montpellier recites the Ode to the Lassies. 
Photo: Elliott Skierszkan
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Neil, also having thoroughly enjoyed his whisky, proclaimed that “beds are for 
pussies!” and slept in a ditch on a climbing trip to Skaha in November. Reason 
won out though, and I went back in and got help to make the arduous, 50 m, 
several minute long posthole journey to my tent. I wasn’t the only one who 
needed help getting to their sleeping quarters that night. 

The morning after an IRBHAC gathering is always a rough one, and being 
up at the Waddington Hut did not alleviate this in the slightest. I woke up 
early enough to see people who were actually going skiing. When I went back 
to my tent to pack up, my sleeping bag looked so inviting that I ended up 
going back to sleep for another hour. The next time I woke up, all the other 
late night conventioneers were also just rousing themselves, and this time I 
actually packed up my things. A large group of us then set off to ski back 
across the lake and down the icy switchbacks. At the bottom, we skinned out 
of the valley and finally got to actually ski down something. The logging road 
was actually pretty filled in, and skied like a really long groomed run in April. 
It was fun zooming past all the snowshoers who had made much better time 
than us on the switchbacks. At the cars, the final, straggling members of the 
IRBHAC gathering said their farewells. 

Some estimates as to the consumption of various things: 20 pounds of haggis, 
another 30 of neeps and tatties, around $1000 worth of Scotch. All of the 
alcohol brought to the convention was drunk, and several kilos of vegeta-
bles were also brought up for a large communal salad. Ross carried up several 
pounds of some fantastic Scottish meaty cake thing, Caitlin shared her shticky 
toffee pooding, and many others contributed a dessert. I don’t think we’ll have 
fully recuperated until next year, when the IRBHAC will meet again.

The IRBHAC owes many heartfelt thanks to Neil Mackenzie for setting this 
meeting in motion; Elliot Skierszkan for taking up the mantle and execut-
ing the convention on his behalf in all of its intended glory; Piotr Forysinski 
and others for carrying lots of heavy things; Noriko Okamoto, Elliot and 
Piotr, for making the haggis; Noriko again for bringing up her fiddle; Brody 
Granger for bringing his accordion; Jack Montpellier, Joanne Elleouet, and 
Arran Whiteford for composing and reciting odes; Ross Campbell for memo-
rizing and reciting the Ode to the Haggis, as well as being our honorary Scot-
tish member and consultant on all things highland; and everyone else who 
attended the convention. Every contribution small and big was necessary to 
make this night: “Weel are ye wordy of a grace.” Next year’s IRBHAC is going 
to have to work hard to top this. 

Note: All Quotes Taken from Robbie Burns’ “Ode to a Haggis”.
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Contrary to other recent Alpine successes documented in this fine publica-
tion, this tale recounts pretty much nothing, so feel free to do something more 
productive with your time than reading on.

Whitecap’s Legendary North Face

Don Serl once gave a talk in Seattle that inspired some hardy Americans to 
come up to Whitecap, to find epically big alpine routes on its North Face. The 
hardy Americans ended up writing a trip report describing their ventures, es-
sentially amounting to “Hardy Americans Go Nowhere”, which I (Neil Mac-
kenzie) found online. I was instantly stoked. All that they describe is bush, 
more bush, and the discovery of a fierce bear-eating-bear’s den. In need of an 
adventure, I misinterpreted this post and concluded that going to score the 
first ascent of a big line on Whitecap was a fuckin’ awesome idea. Luckily for 
me, Piotr was easily infused with the enthusiasm, and SnowWhite was rearing 
for some action after her recent clutch replacement surgery.   

To provide the reader with the appropriate backdrop to the venture, it is nec-
essary to point out where Whitecap is actually located. Whitecap is located at 
the edge of the Known Universe, by the mighty township of Seton Portage, 
which is reached by driving many kilometres north on the non-tarmac High-
Line Road along Anderson Lake from D’Arcy. From here you head up the 
Whitecap creek road, which is in surprisingly good shape for a little while. 

A washed out bridge, however, eventually signals the end of the road. From 
here, on the October long weekend of 2014, Piotr and I tramped off towards 
the mountain on foot, following the GPS track of the old road detailed on 
bivouac.com.

“Hey there Piotr, this -road- looks surprisingly like a creek, and it’s kinda steep 

Going Nowhere
Neil Mackenzie

edited based on a rough draft of the 
author’s by Piotr Forysinski
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and bushy…”

“Shut up Neil! This ain’t Scotland; we’ve got real bush ‘round here. We’re right 
on track based on my GPS and Robin Tivy’s GPX file… man up and let’s 
keep going!”

A near-infinite number of slippery boulders and alder bushes later, we saw a 
clearing up ahead. Hallelujah – things must get better out there! The clear-
ing, however, was an old burn. It was peppered in deadfall, with young bushy 
bushes everywhere between the logs. Tasty.

We kept commenting that it looked better on the other side of the river, but 
given that the grass is always greener on the other side, we thought we were 
being duped, and decided to stay on the south side of the river. Climbing over 
and crawling under burnt logs as we went. This was already mistake number 
two.   

When we did eventually cross the river, we actually found a beautiful meadow. 
The going sped up as we followed game trails into the land of the bear-eating-
bear. This didn’t, however, last very long and we were soon engulfed in head 
high stinging nettles (seasoning?) and savaged by lurking remnants of the 
summer’s Devil’s Club explosion (devil’s claw is good for arthritis, apparently).  
After crossing the river a second time and repeatedly suspending ourselves off 
the ground on slide alder, we realised we were not getting anywhere near the 
alpine that day. It was time to find a place to sleep amongst the thicket and 
marshes.  

Another log crossing... Photo: Piotr Forysinski
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At some point we came across a flattened piece of grass that had clearly served 
as home to another animal, perhaps as recently as the previous night. We 
immediately dismissed it as a bad idea for a camp-spot. However, after a thor-
ough survey of the surrounding mud, puddles, bog, logs and rocks, we con-
cluded that the animal, probably a deer and not the bear-eating-bear, had 
about as little choice as we did in terms of comfy lodging, and decided to put 
our tent on top of its flattened patch. We convinced ourselves that we were 
being cautious by putting the flattened patch under our vestibule and feet, 
instead of under our heads, and made our nest for the night.

The next morning brought greyness, but our spirits were still (naïvely?) high.  
We spent a further four hours swimming and cursing our way through alder, 
and traversing on steep and slippery blueberry bushes to reach a small ridge-
line in the trees. From here, we could see a rocky gully just beyond our ridge, 
which would make for an easy route to the sub-alpine. Finally! Satisfied that 
we might actually get somewhere, we stopped for lunch. It was then that we 
heard crashing and falling rocks in the gully.

Hmm, interesting. How about another bite of sandwich?

More falling rocks.

Hmm. Something’s out there. How about standing up and taking a look?

“Neil! It’s a grizzly.”

There he was, just like they have’m in the books, shiny golden brown fur and 
hump, all super-sized, some 30 m away from us.

Neil in his element – on the way up towards Whitecap. Photo: Piotr Forysinski
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“Oh shit, yeh, a big bugger too!”

•

OI YOU, PISS OFF, WE’RE TRYING TO HAVE LUNCH HERE!

The bear looked up: What’s that? What are they doing here? 
Is that a big friendly bear with a scrawny cub?

WE ARE HUMANS! PISS OFF! WE ARE TRYING TO EAT LUNCH!

Huh, they’re not very friendly…. What are they doing in my territory? 
Best make myself look big and scary. 

Holy shit, he’s big! Is he supposed to be staring at us like that, Piotr?

Mmmm. I don’t know Neil, but he’s close and he looks aggressive. 
Kinda big too!

What should we do? If he charges I think we are probably fooked!

Don’t be so negative Neil! Just put your helmet on and grab your axe!

Who are these humanoid retards..??!

Shizzle ma nizzle! He’s coming towards us!

Get some ammo – 
WE THROW ROCKS, WE THROW ROCKS, WE THROW ROCKS! 

Why is he not scared of us Piotr?

These silly fools ... which one should I eat first? The wee one looks pretty 
chewy and probably only good for a starter. The big one looks a bit better, but 
he could hurt me – he’s waving that pointy thing... I guess it can’t be riskier 
than that Blackie I ate last week…

C’MON, SHOW US WHAT YER MADE OF YA BIG HAIRY FANNY!!!!

•

After 5-10 long minutes (effectively, half an eternity) of staring down the 
beast, he got bored and actually wandered off into the bush above us, and 
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we anxiously waited, axes at the ready, for the hungry bear to come get his 
lunch. Thankfully, he had more important things to do and places to go. 
Given that we didn’t have a hope in hell of climbing anything, and we didn’t 
really want to camp in the valley again with that dude around, we figured the 
safest place to go was the pub. Piotr claimed that knowing there were “grizzly 
bears” “somewhere in the valley” was one thing, but knowing that there was 
*this one grizzly bear* in *this valley* was another.

We descended to the creek bed we had earmarked to go up, but instead fol-
lowed it back down into the valley. We continued blabbering loudly in Polish 
and Glaswegian, in the belief that these were more threatening tones than the 
Queen’s English.  It is amazing how fear motivates you to move faster - what 
had taken us a day and a half to get in, took only about five hours to get back 
out! Admittedly, we found a much better route on the north side of the river, 
which required far less bushwhacking. It also happened to lead us to where 
the road actually was – Robin Tivy had mistaken a creek for the road when he 
used satellite imagery to create GPS waypoints. It couldn’t have helped that 
the road followed the river closely for a little ways, and was washed out numer-
ous times, making it essentially invisible on satellite photos.

We let out a sigh of relief upon crossing the old rusty bridge and re-uniting 
with SnowWhite, and drove back down to Seton Portage in quest of tasty 
alcoholic beverages. 

Sure enough, the grand township of Seton Portage had a large building with 
a glowing red sign which said “PUB”. All was dark and quiet, but we parked 
SnowWhite in front of the building and walked in. The large, dimly lit room 
had many tables, but only one was occupied, by the two women who worked 
at the pub.

“Would we perhaps be able to buy some beer?” Piotr asked timidly.

“To go?”

“Ehm, no, actually, we’d love to have them here, if that’s OK.”

“Sure! Budweiser or Kokanee?”

And so we toasted our success at getting nowhere. The Bud tasted pretty good 
that evening. 

Later that night we drove over to the local campground, but on the way there 
SnowWhite scared a black bear and her cub, who ran along the road with us 
for a while. We decided to sleep inside SnowWhite that evening, somehow.
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The next morning we treated ourselves with a skinny dip in the chilly waters 
of Whitecap creek, just below the little waterfall sign-posted at the camp-
ground. Thusly refreshed, we decided to drive home the scenic way, up and 
over through Lillooet, inspired to get to know this cool part of the world a 
little better. The road took us past South Shalalth, high over Mission Pass 
and down to Carpenter Lake, and then along the Bridge River to the Mighty 
Fraser, and Lillooet. And home. To start dreaming about the next place we 
would go to go nowhere, or perhaps, even, one day, to go somewhere.

Neil appreciating a quiet drink of water once we were on our way back.
Photo: Piotr Forysinski.
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Good and bad ideas are a relative concept. There is however, a fine line in 
mountaineering, particularly when pushing for big objectives. The overbear-
ing lines off the North face of Currie were our objective, via the new West 
Currie trail and the summit of this monolithic mountain. Before I tell the 
tale of what happened I would like to express my gratitude to the Pemberton 
SAR for their professionalism and Nick Gobin, Artem and Sam McCoy (and 
his parents) for dealing with my sorry broken soul! I hope people can learn 
something from our adventures. Mistakes were made but in the end everyone 
got home safe and happy having in some part completed our objective!

After a combination of a delayed departure, car faff, and forgotten boots, we 
were standing at the trailhead looking at our watches wondering how it was 
already 8:40am. We were pleasantly surprised by the quality of the new trail 
and followed it easily until a heli-logging clearcut was encountered. This we 
followed the upper edge of until we re-gained the trail and a creek, and then 
started to gain altitude. Once we got near the snowline the trail was gone and 
the only thing for it was to posthole through isothermic snow until we could 
get the skis on! It was only 4 days since I was swearing I’d never do this again!!!
We made fair clip once we were skinning but this huge mountain seemed to 
eat up time before us as we toiled endlessly up the 2200m ahead of us. Sam, 
who also had to go back home to get his boots earlier in the morning, had for-
gotten his beacon and decided before we were too committed that he would 
ski back down the way we had come. It was already 3pm and the thought 
crossed my mind that perhaps I should go with him. I was tiring a little and we 
were still a ways off the summit of Currie, let alone the top of Pencil Couloir, 
our main objective of the day. But I dismissed this, figuring it could not be 
too far to the summit and we would be able to descend at least the top half of 
the couloir in daylight – besides, if we always took the easy way out we’d never 
get anything decent done!

Team Bad Idea Pencil-In Currie

•

Neil Mackenzie & Artem Bylinskii
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Our pace slowed yet again as the angle increased and poor visibility hid the 
way. Taking breaks at every switchback we plodded on, until a final bootpack 
was valiantly cleared by Artem and the summit was breached. It was 5pm. We 
could not see anything, but we had reached the summit of Currie.

With no time or reason to enjoy the summit we shook hands, I (as usual) 
screwed up the simple task of taking a photo and we geared up for descent. 
Slowly, we edged our way through soft snow into the bowl between the sum-
mit and NE2. Dropping through the cloud base we enjoyed sweet turns and 
headed as close under the cliff band as we could towards the ramp up to the 
couloir. This was sidehilling terrain, and this was where it started to go sidey-
ways!

I took off my board and split it, put on skins and ski-crampons and started to 
follow Nick and Artem. It was not easy going, this south facing slope had a 
generous icy sun crust and was bisected by several medium sized debris lines. 
I was struggling to get my edges in and was glad to have my ski crampons on. 
Momentarily I considered it would be easier to descend to the bottom of the 
bowl and skin up from the lake. We were well behind time, so this was not 
really an option, and I had already encountered plenty of the dreaded side-
hilling earlier in the day so figured it would be fine. Maybe I should extract 
my ice axe, I thought, but then it would be a pain in the ass to plant my poles, 
ah whatever – Artem and Nick were waiting and we needed to get to the top 
of the couloir before dark!

I pushed on, trying to angle my skis slight-
ly uphill to aid the bite of the crampons, 
but suddenly I lost one edge and started 
turning backwards. The other ski started 
moving and before I knew it I was slid-
ing backwards down the hill, fast. Really 
fast. I let out a tirade of obscenities only 
befitting a Scotsman. Shit, was I moving 
fast! The slope was smooth ice and noth-
ing was gripping, I tried to stand up on 
a ski, a crampon bit and sent me into a 
cartwheel. Then I tried in vain to use an 
elbow to stop myself, but by this point I 
was well out of control. There was about 
200m of exposed slope beneath me and I 
was hurtling down. My hands were the last 

resort. I flailed wildly at clumps of old avalanche debris that were smoking 
past my body in an attempt to catch something and arrest my fall….. then I 
smashed my head, did one last flip and collapsed like a sack of potatoes. Each 

Photo: Artem Bylinskii
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time I moved my right arm or my torso there was an acute pain in the back, 
centred around the base of the shoulder blade. Painful as it was I could still 
walk and my head and neck were not damaged, so I considered myself lucky!

(Interjection by Artem)
As I saw Neil sidehilling across the slope, I thought to myself he should really have 
an ice axe out. Stupid splitboarders. Right before Neil fell, he went out of sight into 
a little depression. As he fell, all I could hear was profanities, and metal scraping 
on ice. With bluffs all around us, I was pretty certain we were doing body recovery. 
Man have I ever been so happy to find someone sucking on a fag.

A discussion ensued about how we could extricate ourselves. It was already 
6pm and the couloir was the easiest way out – but I was in no fit state to ride 
it. The other options: back over Currie the way we had come, or down Gravel 
creek through the infamous bushwhack. Neither of these were tempting and 
given my injuries we decided, with sincerest apologies to Nicks parent’s, to 
activate the SOS on his Spot. We did this on the understanding that in the 
(very likely) event the Pemberton SAR could not fly in with the fast dwindling 
daylight, we would have to spend the night shivering our balls off! Artem 
heroically struggled back up towards the ridge to make phone contact with 
SAR and with Sam, who by now was drinking warm tea in the comfort of his 
home in Pemberton. Nick collected my scattered stuff, and descended to the 
lake whilst I slowly but surely climbed down the long snow slope constantly 
glad that I had not tomahawked all the way down! Once down it was clear 
that the helicopter was not coming in. Nick had prepared a landing site, but it 
would not see use. He then built a wall to protect me from the wind and left 
to go back up the hill to make sure Artem was alright. Artem was alright, but 
the communication skills of the RCMP were driving him insane as they con-
stantly failed to comprehend the situation and delay the quite simple patch 
to Pemberton SAR. Eventually he made contact with a chap called Martin at 
the local SAR and arrangements were made for an early morning evacuation.

Booting up to the ridge was one of the most demoralizing plods of my life. As I 
left, we’d made vague plans to potentially meet Nick at the top of the Pencil in 
case they could only fly Neil out, thus I took all my stuff. Some ways up the slope, 
I came across the other half of Neil’s splitboard. A sensible man would have left it. 
I told myself I’d be super irked if my friend left one of my skis and so strapped it 
to my pack and carried it on up. Heavy bastard. I only had about 400 meters to 
gain, which normally should take little more than half an hour, especially in such 
an adrenaline filled critical moment. It took me nearly 2. With over 2000 meters 
already in the sack, lack of sleep and skipped lunch had my energy completely 
drained. I kept reminding myself how my good friend was hurt and that I needed 
to get to the ridge as soon as possible and get help, but just could not move. Breath-
ing techniques and really close and shortening targets kept me moving forward. At 
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points I found myself taking a break after every couple of steps. It was incredibly 
disheartening. I wanted to fall over, but I had to get my friend help, so I soldiered 
on.

Getting to the top of the ridge I immediately called 911 to get to SAR. They told me 
Pemberton doesn’t have Search and Rescue (right) and that they would patch me 
through to RCMP. After answering some entirely irrelevant questions they told me 
they would call me back. I thus called Sam to get SAR’s actual number. I explained 
him the situation and he said he would make some calls. In the sunset, I called our 
families to let them know we are generally ok and might not make it home that 
night. Calling Sam back, he said he got through to someone and they would call 
me back. I waited. And waited. And waited. I called 911 again and rehashed the 
same useless conversation. They kept patching me to some useless dickhead of an 
RCMP officer who knew absolutely fuck-all. All I needed to do was talk to SAR 
guy in charge of the rescue and tell them the injury, our location, and our course 
of action. On the fourth call to the Whistler RCMP they said they found that SAR 
guy and the RCMP officer was talking to him and they would call me back. Which 
they hadn’t done a single fucking time. The only person the SAR guy needed to talk 
to was me. I kept trying to tell them that I was on top of the ridge, now at night, 
in strong wind, freezing my balls off and didn’t have time for all this bureaucratic 
bullshit. That didn’t sink in through their thick skulls and they kept telling me to 
not go anywhere and wait to for the call them to call me back. Which they still 
didn’t. With an intermittent phone call to Sam to pass time and keep up morale, 
and a hilarious phone call to Diego who I’d promised to meet in the morning as 
he was leaving the country, I’d passed about 2 hours shivering on the spectacular 
Currie ridge. At least the view of the city was nice. To Diego’s credit, he offered all 
the help he could provide ranging from researching the injuries and survival tech-
niques to driving down with Phil and bushwhacking in to carry Neil out. That is 
is the definition of a great and an invaluable team member.
On my lost-count-of-how-many-times-I-repeated-myself call to the RCMP they 
finally asked me if I wanted Pemberton SAR’s director’s personal number. That’s 
after telling me that didn’t exist every other time I asked for it. Fucking finally. I 
am keeping that number saved in my contacts. I called Martin who turned out to 
be a super sensible chap. He asked me all the necessary questions without any other 
horseshit and confirmed receipt of the SPOT signal. He gave me a realistic time-
frame for the chopper and some contingency plans. Five fucking minutes. FIVE. 
The one and only conversation I had to have this whole time. I spent two hours 
shivering on the ridge.

As soon as I hung up I was out of there, not too happy with the prospect of skiing 
down steep isothermal slush turned bulletproof ice all by myself. Exhausted, cold, 
and by headlamp. I took it extra carefully in order to not end up like Neil. This 
involved mostly tenuous side-slipping with whippet in hand. About two thirds of 
the way down, and ironically right around where I’d picked up Neil’s halfboard 
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I ran into Nick who was coming to look for the bloody remains he figured I was, 
seeing as I’d been gone for almost four hours. With a friend at my side, I relaxed a 
bit and made it down safely.

Artem and Nick sketched their way down in the dark to find me sleeping in 
my hole and somewhat confused by the rant of abuse Artem was directing 
towards the RCMP. However useless they were, it would not make much dif-
ference to us now, we had to bivy down for the night and we decided to head 
to tree line to find shelter, bedding and firewood. We skied across the lake 
and stopped at the first stand of trees, where Nick started to build our shelter 
and Artem started to dig for water. Excavating a 2 meter hole all he found 
was ice. 30 cm and a broken ski tip later all he found was ice. I just mooched 
about aimlessly, feeling completely helpless. I tried to make myself useful by 
collecting firewood, but breaking sizable boughs with one arm was not easy 
so I amassed a large pile of small twigs and lit a fire that lasted all of about 20 
minutes. This was however enough to give a homely feel to our snow shelter 
and bed of fir. Several sips of water were melted in a shovel blade. Once the 
fire was out and that homely feeling was blown away by the oncoming snow 
shower, and we were just left to cuddle each other for comfort!

The largely sleepless night was brought to an end by an early sunrise, and pros-
pects of an airlift were good. The sun was shining and spirits were high. The 
major question of the day was ‘should Artem and Nick ski the couloir?’ For 
most folk that would be a daft idea, but within this company it seemed more 
daft that we needed to ask the question! Artem had whipped out his uneaten 
lunch from yesterday so we breakfasted on dried fruit, avocado and trail mix. 
If the helicopter brought in water, they would be fit to go and should be down 
in Pemberton by lunchtime, all being well!

All being well, as if – this was a bad idea going sidey-ways! As I was sitting 
in the chopper, glad as I was to be getting out and keen to get my shoulder 
seen to, my over-riding regret was that I’d have to mission up here another 
day to ski the couloir and the boys would get to do it today! Martin and the 
Pemberton SAR crew did a sterling job, slightly delayed by cloud in the valley, 
and had me at the clinic drinking tea by 9am – thanks so much to everyone 
involved! As the day wore on, my regret at not being with them faded as I slept 
my way through the pain and fatigue.

And so the story turns to the very reason this whole trip started out:

The only concern for us going to ski the Pencil was having absolutely no water at 
our disposal. But we figured SAR would bring some. They did. Half a litre. That’s 
enough, right? An hour and a bit to the top of the couloir, and 20 minutes down 
to the shuttle car right at the bottom of the avalanche gully. Right? Wrong. Dead 
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wrong. As we would later find out. Expressing this to the SAR guys, they looked 
at us funny, but didn’t say anything. Should have been a sign. We thought it was 
because no one in their right mind would turn down a free chopper run to go ski 
some line after spending a night out in the winter cold with only daytrip gear. 
But we aren’t named Captain Epic and Lieutenant Questionable Judgement for 
nothing. They only later told Neil in the chopper that the gully cannot be skied in 
its entirety and there was a miserable bushwhack to get out. Somehow everyone 
failed to tell us that. Sam as well. And so we watched the helicopter pull away, fist 
bumped, and were on our way.

(Interjection from Neil)
The incredulous looks didn’t end with the SAR guys; at the clinic the nurse 
(who was one of the main trail builders of the awesome trail that got us up 
there) told me I’d be waiting all day, if not into the night for my friends’ re-
turn. Although he was mightily impressed by their determination!

We made awesome time to the top of the Pencil, to our dismay to find that there 
is massive fuck-off-cornice and no goddamned ride-in into the couloir. Thanks 
Sam. Thanks for ensuring us that we should leave our harnesses and rope in the 
car. Thanks for forgetting your beacon and bailing on your trip to spend a cozy 
night at home while we shivered through the night. Thanks for allowing us to turn 
down a free chopper ride only to be faced with the 6 hour Gravel creek bushwhack. 
Angry and despaired, all we could do was swear at the world. Yet by some miracle, 
the previous party to ski the couloir had gotten their rope stuck on the side of the 
cornice. Hopelessly stuck and abandoned. If only we had harnesses, or even just a 
sling. Examining the situation further, and faced with the prospect of the bush-
whack, we decided to handline down the rope.

Chopping through a bit of the cornice and dropping a massive chunk of it down 
the couloir, we had somewhat of an entrance. Tying off the rope at the anchor, we 
would wrap a strand around each hand and slowly work our way down. As you 
would move one hand, the other was still securely tied off. Although I wanted to 
recover the rope, this was necessary as we descended powder on icy slab. But we 
made it into the couloir! Relieved, we got psyched for skiing the object of our desires 
for so many years. With about 40cm of powder, we were fortunate to have dropped 
the cornice in and avalanched most of the couloir. With snowbed in the middle, 
yet still glorious faceshots on the sides, we leap-frogged our way down, momentarily 
forgetting the entire ordeal we’d been through. It was fantastic! Everything I imag-
ined and more. Perfect grade, giant vertical walls, and champagne powder. Bliss! 
No better feeling than dropping a knee all the way down the couloir.

As soon as we busted out of the couloir and out of avalanche terrain, we stopped for 
a break and downed our half-liter of water. At this point we called Sam to make 
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sure the getaway car was still waiting for us at the bottom. I mean we’d be there 
in 15 minutes, and wouldn’t want to wait for him to drive down to pick us up. 
How pathetically wrong we were. Yet again he failed to mention that we were to 
cut right and bushwhack and under no circumstance ski the gully. And so we went 
down. Down avalanche debris turning to isothermal mega-slush. Until we cliffed 
out. That’s right. There is a fucking cliff in the middle of our nice easy run straight 
back to the car. After contemplating ultra-sketchy downclimbing, we figured we 
were in the wrong branch of the gully and proceeded to posthole up titty-deep slush 
for about 100 vertical meters to where we could see into the other branch. It was 
even more cliffy. With constant rockfall. Fuck. Were we boned? Back down we skied 
to the first cliff to re-contemplate downclimbing it. At this point we were both at 
the bottom of our energy reserves. With our last lick of sense and a daunting look 
down the gulley revealing multiple more cliffs, rockfall, and water crossing, once 
again titty-holed back up.

Scanning satellite imagery on Google Earth, we found a right-trending ramp that 
would seemingly take us out of the gully system and into the forest. As we would 
later find out, that is the only correct way to escape the Pencil. Somehow neither of 
us got a sense of that reading all of the other trip reports. So let me make it clear: 
do NOT ski down the avalanche gully. NO. It may seem trivial from the car, but 
it does not connect all the way. It is dangerous and impassable. As soon as you leave 
the couloir, trend right and follow open shelves until they run out, then get into the 
forested ridge and follow it down to a boulder field. Descend that and pick up an 
overgrown logging road until it pops out at the logging road. Also know your route 
before you set out on such an adventure.

After some acrobatic aldery contouring, we made it onto the snow ramp. Difficult 
slush skiing brought us to the forested ridge. Be warned, this is no walk in the 
park. This is some of the steepest bushwhacking you’ll find yourself doing. Multiple 
spots bluffed out and involved sketchy downclimbing. I was certainly glad to have 
my whippet out and used it on multiple occasions. Lots of slippery misery later, we 
made it to the boulder field, which turned out to be much longer than expected. 
When would this day f*cking end? Demoralized yet again, we forged on, making 
it back to the car almost 4 hours after we last talked to Sam and told him we’d 
be having beers in 20 minutes. All on no sleep, no food, no water. Relieved at the 
car, it dawned on us that we made it! We summited Mount Currie and skied the 
famed Pencil! But at what cost… We picked up Neil from Sam’s house, filled up 
on MacDick’s and motored our way back to Vancouver, only an entire day behind 
schedule. What an ordeal, a lesson, and an adventure!

PS. Being carelessly released from the Pemberton clinic and not advised to go to 
Whistler hospital, Neil finally got an x-ray at the UBC hospital. Turns out he 
fractured his scapula (shoulder blade). Apparently that is incredibly hard to do and 
comes with a serious risk of puncturing the lung from bone fragments. He is unbe-
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lievably lucky to not have broken his skull or anything else. Likewise, he managed 
to tumble down one of the only avalanche paths into the valley with giant cliffs on 
either side. By all counts, he should not be with us any more. I can’t even begin to 
tell you how glad I am to not have lost my very good friend that day. Since, Neil 
has made a quick full recovery and is back getting himself scared on rock, in the 
mountains, and in furious whitewater.
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Someone asked me the other day what mountaineering meant. I responded 
that it’s getting seriously scared while climbing a technical line on a big moun-
tain. And this reminded me that I hadn’t gone out to get epic-ed in quite some 
time. To rectify the situation and uphold my name, a plan was born to go 
climb the Triple Couloirs on Dragontail Peak and possibly the Stuart Glacier 
Couloir on Stuart Peak in the Southern Cascades. Seeing as our earlier plan 
for another failed Judge attempt got weathered out, Daftman (Neil Macken-
zie) and Schoolgirl (Marcin Mirski) would join me on the adventure.

Team Bad Idea Tame the Dragon

•

Artem Bylinskii

Photo: Artem Bylinskii
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We left Vancouver at an ungodly 4:30 in the morning to avoid the long week-
end border lineups, only to find that few windows are open before 6:00 and 
thus spent an entire hour in said lineup. The rest of the drive was smooth with 
a few stops along the way for food and such. Getting to Leavenworth, a Ba-
varian knock-off joke of a town, we were not in much hurry as we’d wrongly 
assumed the hike in would only take a couple of hours. We bought our grocer-
ies for the weekend and had a massive Mexican meal which some of us would 
later regret. Losing another hour driving back and forth deciding whether to 
get the park pass or not (we didn’t) and a further hour gear faffing, we were on 
our way by 16:30 - only 12 hours after we’d left our homes.

Sadly, Eightmile road was gated right at the bottom, which added 4 miles to 
our approach. That doesn’t sound like a lot, but man do miles count down 
slowly. Having written the Slogger’s Guide to Slogging, I took it in fair stride. 
Pro tip: eating a pear whilst keeping up a high clip uphill is incredibly dif-
ficult. Eventually, we got to the trailhead where the trotten icy snow started, 
but the walking was quite easy. We were right on pace. But then we got to the 
boulder field.

Let me tell you - we’ve never been this beaten and utterly demoralized by 
something this silly. A shallow snowpack, isothermal slushy snow with a thin 
crust on top, and random holes in the boulder field resulted in you sinking up 
to your balls every other step. But you would never know when it would hap-
pen. It was a fucking minefield. You’d take a step, load it, start moving your 

Photo: Artem Bylinskii
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other foot, and... disappear. We moved maybe 100 meters in an hour. At this 
point, we decided to sit for a bit and let the crust thicken. That didn’t happen. 
Needing to get to camp, we plodded on with frequent cursing, yelling, and 
whimpering. At times we reduced to a crawl just to spread our weight more 
over the snow. We’d heard multiple reports that no floatation was required 
to get to the base of the route, and we wouldn’t take the skis on the techni-
cal climb anyways, so we’d left that brilliant method of transportation in the 
car. Foolishly. And Marcin was wearing tele-boots anyways. To make matters 
worse, we later found out that even though we were following tracks, we were 
way off the correct and problem-free trail. Three hours and much despair later, 
we made it to Colchuck Lake and camp. By the time we had dinner and went 
to sleep, it was 1:00, which entirely killed our intention to get an alpine start 
of 2:00 to go climb our route. It would have to wait.

After a casual sleep-in, we got up to a 
bluebird skies and gorgeous scenery. We 
were quite irked with how we’d wasted 
the previous day and that we weren’t do-
ing anything, but decided we’d rest up 
and eat lots for the day, to then make an 
attempt on the route that night. This is 
when a storm rolled in. Sideways snow 
and howling winds meant our line was 
getting ravaged. All the wind loading 
would make the objective hazard of be-
ing in a couloir all day way too high. 
The thought of getting avalanched en 
route is somehow unappealing. Neil’s 
quarters being just a bivy bag and a 
summer sleeping bag, he joined us in 
the tent to hide out from the storm with 
our fingers crossed that it would die out 

by nightfall. It didn’t. It was in fact so miserable that we couldn’t even be 
bother to get out of the tent to make dinner. Here we’d spent all day sitting 
around camping doing nothing, and we didn’t even manage to make dinner. 
We were really screwing this trip sideways.

For the second night in a row we’d missed our alpine start wake-up time being 
scared of the wind. By dawn it subsided and the skies cleared, but by this point 
it was too late to start such a long, committing, and hazardous route. We’d 
have to settle for a consolation prize of the North Buttress on Colchuck peak, 
which proved rather enjoyable. An extended snow plod brought us up to the 
buttress proper, where icy 3rd/4th class scrambling ensued, with intermittent 
snow plodding thrown in for good measure. A section of low 5th put me on 

Photo: Artem Bylinskii
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lead with some aid and a tool for hooking. Later I inadvertently stole Neil’s 
lead by starting up a section of sketchy looking scrambling, to only request 
the rope part way up. More plodding and scrambling took us to the summit. 
The weather was gorgeous and the views were stunning. It’s awesome to be 
in unfamiliar terrain and observing a new scenery. The Cascades prove to be 
spectacular!

The descent consisted of much post holing down through some amazingly 
cold and light snow. Once again we’d regretted not bringing skis with us. A 
brief discussion at the Dragontail-Colchuck col as to whether we should just 
bag Dragontail up the easy West Ridge had us b-lining back to camp due to 
the unattractiveness of yet another big snow slope we’d have to ascend. Get-
ting to camp at a reasonable hour, we finally made a dinner and packed it in 
for the night.

For the third night in a row, we’d woken up with our alpine start alarms, 
only to immediately zonk out and get up later than intended. We were up 
and moving by 3:50. Marcin decided he would sit this one out as he had 
some trouble with the mixed-climbing and would slow us down too much 
on the more demanding Triple Couloirs. By this point, me and Neil were still 
unsure if we were willing to commit to the route fearing the snow loading in 
the couloir and our lack of ability to move quickly over technical terrain. We 
decided we would decide on the walk across the lake. Not a single word was 

Photo: Neil Mackenzie
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uttered all the way up to the base of the route. It was grim. We were both in 
our own personal head spaces evaluating our questionable decisions. We were 
both absolutely terrified. I must have been more scared then, than any point 
on the route itself.

With my policy to not back-off a route until I’ve kicked the route, we dawned 
our gear and started on up the first couloir. The 45 degree slope consisted of 
firm snow bed interspersed with desperate sugary wallowing. We made good 
progress and were at the base of The Runnels by 6:30. These are supposedly 
3 pitches of AI3 and easy mixed climbing, which proved to be mostly snice 
and rime with only the occasional hook or actual ice. These turned out to be 
much easier than expected and tensions eased. This is the section we carried 
all the heavy gear for, but only ended up placing one picket, one piton, and 
not a single screw. The rock gear was most useful seeing us place many nuts, 
cams, and of course the worth-their-weight-in-gold tricams. With Neil lead-
ing the other two pitches, I got the crux pitch with a few moves up rime on 
slab, which were a wee bit spicy, but quite alright. I’ve learned that hanging 
around being scared and thinking of our moves is a lot harder and worse than 
to just keep moving up and figure it out along the way.

Gaining entry to the second couloir, we reached the mental crux of the route. 
At about 50 degrees and maybe 4-5 rope lengths, it was so, so much longer 
than it appeared. The plodding was about knee deep or worse the whole way 
up. Given the exposure, we opted to simul-climb this section. Given the effort 
required to coil away the half-ropes, we went ahead with both of them, out to 
their full 60 meters. This was a huge mistake. Placing only the occasional piece 
of gear, there was still a heck of a lot of rope drag and weight, which did not 
make the plodding easier. The trouble with plodding isn’t that it’s so difficult 
or tiring, it’s just mind-numbing. Step after step you just repeat the same mo-
tion over and over again. And every time you step high, only to have the snow 
collapse below your boot, a little piece of you dies.

All this brought us to a belay and much needed snack break by about noon. 
One more pitch would take us to the bottom of the third couloir. This was 
Neil’s lead and proved equally spicy. The angle was quite positive, but with a 
light covering of snow on boulders and slabs it was quite scratchy. Neil stacked 
his nuts well and was ever so happy to have regained more snow plodding. 
That excitement lasted all of 30 seconds as he took the next few steps.

Even though the third couloir wasn’t any less steep or exposed, we opted to 
put away the ropes and just solo on up. The snow held quite well and it wasn’t 
an issue. Our previous worries of unstable snowpack disintegrated as every-
thing seems to just blow straight out of there. Another hour or of plodding 
had us on the summit ridge. Plodding or not, it was an incredibly cool envi-
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ronment to be in. As we hit the ridge, the winds picked up significantly. As 
Neil de-geared to relieve himself, his helmet blew right back down the couloir 
and there was nothing we could do about it. 

The last bit to summit was a wee unnerving. There appeared to be an omi-
nously loaded wind slope we had to cross that was directly above a massive 
cliff. After some deliberation. we went straight up it and over what looked like 
a cornice to reach the summit, where we were again greeted with wonderful 
views. Much to our relief, we had finally made it! And it was only 15:30 as 
opposed to the darkness we expected.

The descent was once again just a lengthy posthole down exceptional snow 
we should have been skiing. As we lost elevation, it turned to uber-sluch and 
completely soaked our feet. For good measure, Neil punched through the ice 
and into the lake as he was attempting to get water. He figured it would hap-
pen, but as much as he figured, he thought he could avoid it. Crossing the lake 
back to camp was interesting as it changed dramatically and at this point was 
mostly bare ice and slush with shooting cracks and sounds of seeping water. 
Back at camp. we took a much deserved rest and finished the rest of food, 
beer, and whisky supplies. The hike out quite uneventful, was just an extended 
slogathon. Though it had started to rain. After a couple of victory beers and 
gear de-faff, Marcin the trooper that he is having left the tent only once briefly 
that day, drove us out to civilization.

In the end, the route turned out to be not nearly as hard or as scary as we’d 
built it up in our minds. Sometime you have to just use your fear to propel 
yourself forwards, upwards, and onto the climb. That said, it was still the big-
gest and most technical line I’ve climbed to date and is the first serious North 
Face. Certainly has me itching for more alpine! As we reached cellular recep-
tion, I received a message from that person asking me what mountaineering 
was, now asking that if you weren’t scared, were you doing it wrong? Were 
you still mountaineering? I guess by that, we just took the gear for yet another 
memorable stroll.   
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Standing outside my house early on Saturday morning, my pack fully loaded 
with gear, I was struck by how quiet and serene the city is in the early hours of 
the morning while most normal people are still in bed. This serenity, however, 
was soon unashamedly shattered by the roaring of a truck chugging up the hill 
in my direction. Before I even saw the vehicle I knew for sure that this would 
be my ride. Only VOCers would be blasting country tunes out of a truck with 
a broken muffler that sounded like an elephant with gas, at 6 in the morning. 
Two hours, several country albums, and a Timmies stop later, we pulled into 
the Wedgemount Lake car park. With 22 VOCers on the trip we were a big 
group; but everyone was stoked and ready to send some mountains. 

 The 7km hike from the car park to the lake was fairly uneventful, but getting 
to know new people made the constant elevation gain pass quickly. There was 
Ian Johnston, the seasoned VOCer who knows every peak in BC, Chris Sil-
lars, the Kiwi (or was he Aussie?...) who waited for no man, Malin Jakobsson 
the Swedish exchange student who is just waiting for the ski season, Nick 
Hindley, one of very few first years who join the VOC, Reuben Schulz, the 
chocolatier who brought enough chocolate to feed a small army, and Kevin 
Wilson, who was just stoked on life.

An early morning cloud had more or less blown off by the time we reached 
Wedgemount Lake, giving beautiful views of the lake with the summit of 
Wedge in the background. Tent pads were claimed and lunch became the 
order of business as people filtered in at their own pace. It seemed like we had 
hardly caught our breath before Ian and Chris were bouncing about and itch-
ing to get to the top of something. This inspired action from those of us who 
had already been at the lake for a little while and soon there was 8 of us ready 
to lead the charge up Mt. Cook with another group of VOCers who were go-
ing to follow us up a little later. 

Scraping Up the Scree
Beginner-Friendly Scrambling at 

Wedgemount Lake
Nathan Willett
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While we were all super keen, no one really had a very good idea of the best 
route up to the top, but we pointed to the peak and started in that direction. 
After about an hour of pristine alpine meadows, we were met by the first op-
pressive looking scree slope. Instead of walking around to the back side for a 
much gentler incline, we were lured into heading straight up what must have 
been the steepest section of slope in search of the shortest route to the top. 
With our Kiwi Mountain Goat running up ahead of us, Tobias Hermann, 
Malin, Reuben, Nick, Ian, Kevin, and myself slogged up the loose and shaley 
slope, trying not to send large rocks hurtling in each other’s direction. When 
we finally got to the ridge we were greeted with fantastic glacier and mountain 
views, and within 20 minutes we were at the summit. Mt Weart and Wedge 
kept poking their peaks out of the cloud long enough for everyone to snap the 
necessary photos, with only a few shameless selfies. The hike down was much 
like the way up, instead of taking the time to find the easiest route down, we 
ignored the cries of our knees and navigated the steep slope, stepping from 
one loose rock to another and doing our best not to drop any on anyone’s 
head. 

The sunset cast a brilliant golden red light on the mountains as we all trudged 
back into camp; but few people were thinking about that. It was time for what 
I had been looking forward to ever since we started hiking that morning: din-
ner. One of the most enjoyable things about beginner friendly trips is seeing 
what everyone has brought for dinner. There will inevitably be the hardened 
experienced trekkers who have the art of camp cooking mastered, and then 
there will be those who have yet to earn their stripes as a backcountry culinary 
artist. I have to say I was quite proud of mine and Reuben’s butter chicken 
(with a chocolate fondue to finish) but it was quite soundly beaten by Ian’s 
curry made from scratch and Kevin’s commitment to minimalism with his 
dehydrated dinner. The same cannot be said, however, for Nick’s packet of 
pasta sidekick’s, washed down with two cans of Pabst Blue Ribbon. After din-
ner, the commitment to a 6am start was set, and so I headed off for an early 
night, collapsing into my sleeping bag, stoked to get up Weart the next day.

Scramble. Photo: Nathan Willett
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When my alarm went off at 6am it was still dark, and the alpine air had quite 
a chill to it! I wriggled out of my sleeping bag, threw on all the layers I had 
brought with me, and groggily stumbled out, asking myself if I really wanted 
to do this. Some warm porridge quickly got the energy levels up, however, and 
by the time the sun was starting to cast some light on the peaks I was raring to 
go. There were 15 of us who headed out from the campsite at about 7:30 and 
made our way around the lake to start the climb round the back side of Weart. 
Nothing wakes you up quite like a scree slope at 8 in the morning and before 
long we were all stripping jackets and sweaters in our attempt to cool down. 
From the top of this slope, the short flat walk to the next behemothic pile of 
loose rocks became a game of ‘the floor is lava’ as patches of mud threatened to 
swallow our boots whole! From the top of the next talus slope we could finally 
see our destination; the peak of Weart, bathed in glorious sunshine with no 
clouds in sight. It was beautiful; except for the fact that it was still at least 500 
metres above us. As we waited for everyone to regroup, discussion broke out 
over alpine pooping techniques. Each person seemed to have their preferred 

method yet it was generally agreed upon 
that hanging onto a rock in front of you 
and squatting with your ass pointing slight-
ly downhill was a good idea. Discussion 
then turned into a new business venture 
as Thea Rodgers and Anne Darby debated 
the marketability of ‘She-Wees’ shaped like 
penises’. All the talk of pooping sent Ian 
behind a clump of rocks while everyone 
else started reaching for their final Cliff or 
Nature Valley bars. The grumblings for hot 
and wholly unhealthy food was starting to 
be heard and there was a divide beginning 
to form between Alchi Anne, who wanted 
to go anywhere there was beer, and Chris, 
who wanted burritos. 

The next section of the scramble was my favourite by far. The terrain was 
dominated by large slabby boulders that made scaling it more like climbing. 
The brain buckets were an essential at this point as the near vertical slabs that 
we were climbing were showering small bits of gravel on those below. The 
top of this section left us with one final push to the summit; but not before a 
stop to admire the beautiful Weart glacier, the summit of Wedge, and a host 
of famous BC Mountains in the background. From our position the final sec-
tion looked like a very loose, exposed, and altogether sketchy final scree slope 
to the summit, but as we began to make our way up it we discovered that it 
wasn’t nearly as bad as it looked. We fell into a rhythm. Hand, foot, hand, 
foot; at this point stopping was not an option, we had one goal, and it was 

Keith Lennig pointing out 
the summit of Wedgemount.

Photo: Thea Rodgers
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to stand on top of the second highest peak in Garibaldi Park. Exhausted, we 
finally reached the summit and the views that met us were absolutely spec-
tacular. 360 degrees of mountains with visibility as far as Vancouver Island. It 
was a busy peak! With 15 of us reaching the summit, but we all had a chance 
to take a few photos, before it was time to start making our way down. Bur-
ritos were definitely the theme of the descent with all thoughts on getting 
home and getting food. It was a fairly uneventful return to the campsite, and 
we packed everything down in short order, only stopping long enough for Ian 
to break out his espresso maker and make a brew.

The hike out from camp to the cars always feels longer in reverse and this trip 
was no different. The downhill seemed relentless, but finally we all safely got 
back to the cars. With around 3000m of elevation gain and close to 30km of 
distance covered, I was so thankful that all the 22 people on the trip safely 
made it back with no serious injuries to speak of. No one was lost and a mas-
sive shout-out has to go to the awesome and lovely Anne for sorting out and 
organising all the boring faff that has to be done to make sure everyone gets 
there and back ok! There was time for a quick game of President while the 
last couple VOCers made it down the mountain, and then we all piled into 
our cars to make the trip back to Vancouver… With a stop at Mag’s 99, for 
burritos. 

Weart Summiters! Photo: Nick Hindley
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We set off early in the morning after a late night of packing and a little nap 
before adventuring off to the great wild Meager Creek. The crazy creatures of 
Meager creek greeted us on our way - including some deer, a black bear, two 
crows fighting each other, and a LYNX (whose identity has been confirmed 
by a thorough google search)! With much big-cat inspired excitement the first 
two car groups headed up the logging road better suited to foot travel than 
to our not so sturdy cars. Up and up and up we hiked… who needs 4-wheel 
drive anyway? 

At the trailhead all the groups met and happily entered the forest, which is 
always preferable to logging roads. Before too long we had hiked up to the 
lookout, conveniently located after a short uphill stretch, for lunch, group 
selfies, and a little bit of mid-hike mingling. With happy and full bellies we 
continued on and soon reached the first stretch of clear cut. Over and across 
trees, around hints of our bear friends, past wiggling tent caterpillars we hiked. 
Along the side of the mountain it was incredible to glimpse the giant landslide 
from all angles! With the trail sometimes heading up and sometimes heading 
down we remained at generally the same elevation up above the river, until 
winding up at another logging road. 

The Great Wild Meager Creek

•

Hannah Fiegenbaum

On the way to Meager Creek. Photo: Hannah Fiegenbaum
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Happy to be heading exclusively down, on a road with easy footing, we trekked 
along the last stretch of the hike. We sped down the road with excitement for 
a relaxing evening of nude spring soaking! Arriving at the signs signalling the 
abandoned springs, we were filled with eerie amazement at this hidden spot 
that didn’t feel hidden at all as we passed picnic tables, old trash cans, and the 
lasting out-house! After a much earned rest and tent set-up everyone eagerly 
dipped their toes and maybe torsos into the hot hot spring. Eek, it was (not 
too surprisingly) very hot! 

After some exploration and waiting for all the pools to fill, everyone found 
themselves much more comfortable in a more mildly tempered pool. We all 
settled in for a nice long soak, some sips of port, sangria and beer, and lovely 
hot spring chit chat. However tired some of us may have been on the hike in, 
we were all quite pleased with this beautiful spot and friendly company. We 
dragged ourselves out of the spring for dinners/feasts/found potatoes/delicious 
chocolate desserts and soon after slipped back into the pool for more night 
time soaking. The night was filled with floating candles, nudity, swigs of port, 
guitar serenades, snake attacks, cold river dunks, and hot spring bouldering 
attempts! Pretty damn great. 

With a lazy morning and breakfasts accompanied by leftover desserts it was 
time to hike out. Three of us headed off to get a head start on our old friend 
the logging road… but bear scat, beetles and mossy trees led to slight distrac-
tion. Soon (or not so soon) we began to realize we had entered a maze of 
logging roads that was not meant for us! An angry grouse and her in-the-way 
baby shrieked and flapped at us as we passed their territory. If only we spoke 
grouse we would have known they were also telling us “wrong way!” (also, “get 
your big boots away from my fuzzy baby”). Without too much ridiculousness 
we figured out our mistake and headed up the correct road, only slightly late. 
We held our fingers crossed that the rest of the group hadn’t made it too far 
ahead thinking we were even farther ahead! Alas, that is exactly what had 
happened. 

Meanwhile the rest of the group had met up, realized we were indeed not 
ahead of them, and began making plans for our rescue, involving logging road 
search parties and rushing to Pemberton to call search and rescue, and prob-
ably snacks and sing alongs - I’m not sure, I wasn’t there.

Still, we had a happy trek back along the trail, happy as ever to be off the 
logging roads and back with our moss friends that were bright and green and 
bushy in the sprinkling rain that accompanied us. We revelled in what won-
derful weather we had up until the rain, and still happily hiked in the rain like 
good pacific northwesterners! As we worried about how late we were, right 
on cue we heard voices! Some of the guys had run back to check if we were 
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alright, but we were reassured we couldn’t have been too far behind the rest of 
the group when they told us they’d only been running back for 20 minutes. 
We should have remembered that they’re speedy cheetahs, and little did we 
know they had run back from the trailhead! 

Eventually we arrived at the end of the trail, prepared for our last leg of our 
now old friend, the logging road. But, hooray! Ian was there to speed us down 
the mountain in his deluxe home/truck! Happily returned to our vehicles, we 
were greeted by everyone sitting and having a sing-a-long, all good natured at 
the ridiculousness of how long they must have all been waiting. What a won-
derful group! We all headed back to Pemberton (to fill our bellies with burgers 
instead of calling search and rescue!), with only one more hiccup along the 
way to change a flat tire. Cheers to a beautiful weekend and the great com-
pany!
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Being native to what most VOC’ers consider a foreign suburb (Burnaby), I 
was fortunate enough to be picked up at an ungodly hour by Martin the Skier 
(there were two Martins on this trip), who hails from the even more distant 
Surrey. We met with some others at Ben the Skier’s place (there were also two 
Bens on this trip) and off in Derek’s minivan we went. It was a sunny Satur-
day morning. We soon arrived in the Rubble Creek parking lot to begin our 
adventure. I wasn’t quite sure what I was in for, this being my first overnight 
hike. Nevertheless, this trip had been labelled “beginner-friendly” which I 
hoped to be a good thing.

The trail to Taylor Meadows  trail was fairly well-maintained. It switchbacked 
to the campground in Taylor Meadows. The snowline didn’t appear until we 
were about 2 km from the campground. We stopped for lunch on the way, 
and the whole hike wasn’t too bad (albeit a little dull in the scenery aspect). 
Whoever set the pace set a brisk one as we finished the hike in about 3.5 hours.

The Taylor Meadows campground was buried in snow.  We had a beautiful 
view of the Black Tusk, which proved to be as far away as it looked. We all set 
up camp. I found shelter with Roland and his wife Carla, who were infinitely 
helpful all weekend.

We ditched our heavy packs, and went on an expedition to the Black Tusk. We 
sloshed through the snowy meadows for what seemed like an eternity.  After 
a break at a junction, we began the hike up the steep, vast mountain of snow 
towards the Tusk. I kept pace with the main group for some time, motivated 
by the fear of being left to die.  Just when I felt I couldn’t take another step, I 
realized that there were slower hikers bringing up the rear, and I gratefully fell 
into pace with them. Some time later, Christine and I became the only ones 
left in Team Slow (or more affectionately known as Team Faster-Than-You-At-
Other-Things).  It was peaceful. The view was absolutely gorgeous, and only 

Beginner-Friendly Intro 
to Scrambling

•

Crystal To
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got better the more steps we took upwards.

When we finally reached the base of the actual Tusk, there was a group wait-
ing for us. Jens, who organized the trip, stuck to the beginner-friendly motto 
about not leaving anyone behind.  He was always waiting at the next mile-
stone. He talked through what we were going to do next, and let us all decide 
whether or not we wanted to continue further. The next part was a scramble 
atop scree at the base of the Tusk to reach the easiest-to-climb chimney on the 
other side. At the base of the scramble, we were given another chance to turn 
back, by which point we were all pretty much committed to finish this d*mn 
thing already.

The scramble was great fun. It is often described as a “chimney,” which is quite 
accurate as you are always surrounded on three sides by rock, meaning little 
exposure and a decreased psychological fear of falling to your death. There are 
also mini platforms throughout the climb on which you can stand for a bit, 
relax, and think the next part through. After emerging at the top, we scram-
bled up more scree to reach ... the summit!

We had an unexplainable 360 view and the feeling of victory. It was all pretty 
rad. Jens broke out a celebratory flask of maple whiskey, and we all took a 
well-deserved break.

It was getting late, so we hurried back down the chimney and hiked down. We 
had a lot of fun sliding down the snowy slopes that had been torture on the 
way up. The most exciting slide was that of German Ben (not Ben the Skiier), 
who whipped out a giant poncho to use as a sled! The hike down was vastly 
more enjoyable than the trek up, and after another eternity of hiking through 
the meadows, we were back at camp.

Food, glorious food! We all had dinner in the shelter, and with 20+ VOC 
members present, we filled the place with excited conversation. The highlight-
ed meal was Frank’s masterpiece. Frank whipped out a ton of fancy ingredients 
(including a can of coconut milk and a tupperware of cantaloupe – “I can get 
away with carrying a heavier pack on beginner-friendly trips”) and concocted 

Everyone’s still alive. Photo: Ben Schultz
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a delicious curry. I was lucky enough to share food with Roland and Carla. 
Carla brought a delicious dinner of pasta soup followed by hot tea and a 
gingerbread-Kahlua-infused pudding dessert.

I believe the party went on for much longer that night, but I retired early to 
sleep. The night was cold, but not unbearable, and it became wonderfully 
warm in the morning when Roland and Carla woke up and threw their sleep-
ing bags on me before leaving the tent.
On Sunday morning, a group of hardy hikers, unaffected by the previous day’s 
activities, hiked for a second time up to Panorama Ridge. The skiers left to get 
a few more runs in. The rest of the stragglers either slept in or mulled around 
camp relaxing in the sunshine. Everyone left camp at a slightly different time, 
but no one hiked down alone. I believe we all made it out alive.

In summary: It rocked! Thanks to Jens for organizing, to Roland and Carla 
for shelter and food, and to everyone else for a good time. It was one of the 
most exhausting things I have done and I’m still surprised I ended up going to 
the top. I can’t stress enough just how worthwhile it all was. This was my first 
VOC trip, and I am already looking forward to the next one.

Summit Selfie. Photo: Rouven Volkmann
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There is something beautiful about the places that draws us back to them 
again and again. This was not our first trip to the Rockies (VOCJ54 & 55), 
and rest assured, it won’t be the last. But every time we make the long drive, 
past numerous lakes and rivers, over mountain passes, and basically across the 
province to reach that beautiful area known as the Rockies, I know it will be 
well worth the effort. Even if in the beginning the sun does not shine on our 
faces, and the mountains look sad and sometimes are well hidden behind a 
thick wall of clouds, I know that in the end all will be worthwhile.

Gili Rosenberg and I decided to take it easy so we stretched the drive over 
two days and when we finally reached the Rockies the weather was gloomy. 
Despite the grayness, the spiky mountains were still impressive and we found 
a nice, but noisy campground close to the highway.

During the night it didn’t stop raining for a second. I found it quite relaxing to 
be all tucked away in my sleeping bag inside the tent while a storm was raging 
outside, but it would have been nicer to wake up to a sunny morning. Alas, 
the morning was just as gray and wet as the night before and we reluctantly 
packed and made our way to the Lake Louise Visitor Centre.

We had to make the arrangements for our hike in Kootenay National Park, 
such as reserving the backcountry campgrounds and deciding if we’d stick to 
the original plan, to start on that same day. When we realized that our options 
were either to do a day hike somewhere in the rain, or start our six day hike 
in the rain, we decided to put on our game faces and brave the storm, and so 
we did.

We started at Painted Pots trailhead, admiring the bright red soil around us. 
Since our start time wasn’t exactly early (around 3pm), we hiked no more than 
two and half hours on that day to reach the first and smallest campground at 

Braving the Storm
& Hiking the Rockwall
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Helmet-Ochre Junction. At first we thought we lucked out and that we were 
going to be by ourselves for the night, but we were soon joined by a group of 
boys from Millar Bible College in Salmon Arm.

At night the rain continued, but by the time we emerged from our tent in the 
morning, the rain had stopped. We had our breakfast and off we went. We 
crossed a few small bridges over wild rivers and when we sat down to have our 
lunch we noticed how muddy our rain pants were. A few kilometers later we 
reached the second campground of Helmet Falls. By this point the “Rockwall” 
was already quite visible: an impressive 30 km long piece of rock, a chain of 
steep sided mountains. Our hike pretty much followed the Rockwall, and we 
saw it from many different angles.

At the campground we found the most isolated site, set up camp, had a nice 
nap and went to explore Helmet Falls nearby. On the way we noticed a group 
of mountain goats up high on a steep rocky cliff. When we were having din-
ner the sky turned blue and it seemed that maybe the weather was changing. 
Maybe.

On the third day we crossed our first of three passes, Rockwall Pass, finally 
some flat terrain after half a day of ascent. The sky was somewhat gray, but the 
views just got better. We were very close to the dramatic Rockwall - and we 
only met two other people the entire day.

At first sight the Tumbling Creek campground did not look appealing. It 
seemed dark and in the trees with no real views. Gili went to scoop around 
and discovered a whole different section of the same campground with stun-
ning open views towards the Rockwall from the dining area. We managed to 
find the one and only site with a view - somehow they do a very good job in 
those campgrounds to make sure that (almost) no sites have a view...

The Rockwall. Photo: Gili Rosenberg
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Since the weather seemed like it was improving we didn’t bother hanging the 
tarp that evening. And of course, while we were having dinner it suddenly 
started to pour so we hid in some nearby trees. Gili discovered that our camp-
site was turning into a pool, so he dug very impressive channels around the 
tent, which made me feel like our tent was a small fort. All we needed were 
some alligators in the moat. Of course by that time it stopped raining, and 
those were the last drops of rain we saw on that trip.

We woke up to a frosty morning, the tent was covered with ice on the inside 
and outside. When we opened the tent door we saw the most beautiful blue 
sky and the Rockwall right in front of us. I could almost imagine a dove with 
an olive branch telling us that the storm passed and it is safe to leave the tent 
now. It took a while for the sun to reach camp, and since we knew that we had 
a short day ahead of us, we weren’t in a rush.

We climbed to Tumbling Pass, which again was an open area with great views. 
I finally could enjoy a first nap in the warm sunshine and it wasn’t long before 
I was fast asleep dreaming about beautiful mountains and rocky cliffs, but the 
dream seemed like reality and reality felt like a dream. From the pass we had 
a long descent to Numa Creek Campground. We were the first ones to reach 
camp, but by dinner time the camp filled up with many people.

On a longer hike you develop a routine and life is very simple, focused on the 
present. Hiking in the Rockies is very spoiling, every campground has a food 
cache and Gili didn’t have to struggle for an hour to hang our food from a 
tree or a cliff. The luxury of taking our time on this hike also allowed us to get 
much needed sleep and we slept for 10-11 hours a night, which was heaven.
The next day was definitely the highlight of the hike. We climbed our way to 
Numa Pass, the highest point of this hike (2,355 meters). On the way we met 
two groups who made a point of telling us that we’re not even close and how 
far we still had to go. Only the last group was much nicer - they told us to “get 
ready to be amazed”. When we finally got closer to Numa Pass the views were 
indeed amazing. We could see the Rockwall in all its glory, and after climbing 
to the Pass we could see a turquoise jewel known as Floe Lake, our destination 
for that day.

We had a long lunch break and a nap at the pass from where we descended to 
Floe Lake campground. Despite it being a weekend, the campground was not 
busy at all, and we only saw two other tents. We found a nice spot overlooking 
the lake and spent the last hour of sun relaxing on the beautiful shore, before 
the sun disappeared behind the impressive Rockwall.

From there it was all downhill and we passed through a forest of dead trees - 
there was a fire in the area a few years ago. The advantage of this fire was the 
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abundance of raspberry bushes all along the trail, making our progress quite 
slow.

After a few hours we crossed the Vermillion River, which had the bluest and 
purest water I’ve ever seen. We just needed to cross one more bridge and we 
were done! An amazing six day adventure was coming to its end, and despite 
the gloomy weather in the beginning, this was a picturesque and fulfilling 
hike. The fact that we enjoyed a few sunny and beautiful days definitely aided 
our feelings of happiness and accomplishment.

•
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At 1:00pm on May 12th, 2014, Gabe Frame, Carly Peterson, Stephen Bar-
tlett, Nathan Starzynski and I all set out from Kitsilano for the West Coast 
Trail. We ferried to Nanaimo then dove to my place in Comox to pick up my 
truck, have dinner, and debate about how much food to bring (this became a 
frequently rehashed topic.) We then shuttled cars to Port Renfrew, where we 
arrived at around midnight. We dropped off the car and piled into the truck 
to drive on to Bamfield, where we were planning on sleeping at the trailhead. 
Nathan, Carly and Gabe all promptly fell asleep in the back, leaving Stephen 
and I to swear at the GPS, which we affectionately named ‘Janice’. After about 
an hour on logging roads, we essentially decided that Janice was wrong and 
that we’d arrived. We pulled into a random campsite and set up our tents, 
but I could only deceive myself for so long as clues, such as cell reception, the 
fancy campground, and the fact that we only drove for an hour, all made it 
pretty obvious that we were actually on Lake Cowichan. The next morning 
we got up early and drove there, making it on time for the 1 pm orientation 
session and thus setting in motion the theme of late starts that would persist 
throughout the trip.

DAY 1: Bamfield • Michigan
 
We got to the West Coast Trail office at around 11:00am, and as the orienta-
tion wasn’t until 1:00pm, we headed to the beach for a picnic lunch. It was a 
beautiful day out, so as 30 seconds into the backcountry is still the backcoun-
try we figured it was reasonable to get naked and go swimming (we continued 
to do this at least once a day). After our orientation, the tide was too high 
for us to do the first day on the beach, so we started in the forest. We all got 
very excited about our first ladders, filling our bottles at the first stream, and 
“gaitering-up” for the first time. We stopped a few times, including at the 
lookout point over sea lion rock where we watched the hundreds of sea lions 
rolling around generally being large. We also stopped at the first lighthouse, 

Hiking the West Coast Trail,
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which Carly and I agreed felt like stepping through the looking glass – one 
minute you’re on the trail, and the next you’re walking around a pristine gar-
den near two adorable little houses. We got into camp at Michigan River at 
around 7:30pm, where we found a site and threw down our packs; we were 
all quite sore after our first day. We all gave and received massages, which also 
became a recurring ritual each evening. When I took out my stove to cook 
dinner however, I learned that it had been mysteriously broken. This ended up 
not being an issue, as it was dry for the whole trip so we were able to cook all 
of our food on campfires (I now have a dedicated fire pot.)

DAY 2: Michigan • Tsusiat Falls

We all got up by 8:00am, and spent the morning leisurely making oatmeal, 
drinking coffee, and exploring the beach. While we were sitting around our 
morning fire, I looked out and saw a spout of water about 100 meters off 
shore -- whales! We watched them for a bit, and finally left camp at around 
10:30am. We walked a couple of kilometers along the beach then came to 
the Darling River. At its mouth is a lovely little waterfall, which Nathan and 
I went swimming in. We stopped for lunch at the Patrol Cabin a little further 
along the shore, where we also went swimming in the surf –the waves were so 
big they sometimes knocked you over! It was really hot out, as well, and we 
all burnt the bottoms of our feet on the hot sand. This ended up being not 
too much of an issue for hiking, but made walking barefoot at camp rather 
painful. After lunch, we travelled in the forest to the first cable car. The cross-
ing wasn’t too hard with all five of us helping, and before long we were on 
the other side and on the last stretch of trail before Tsusiat Falls. Nathan and 
I sped ahead of the others, and after setting up camp, jumped in the water 
and swam over to greet the others. While exploring the pool we also found a 
neat little cave behind the falls. After a delicious dinner of backcountry pizza, 
Stephen read the Lord of the Rings out loud to us as the full moon rose over 
the ocean, illuminating the waterfall.

Stoked to set out from the trail head at Bamfield! Photo: Nathan Starzynski
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DAY 3: Tsusiat Falls • Cribs Creek

We went swimming in the falls again before cooking breakfast, and ended 
up not leaving until even later than the day before. We made good time on 
the beach though, and it only took us a couple of hours to get to the Nitinat 
Narrows, the first ferry crossing. On the other side were eight hikers going in 
the opposite direction, all indulging in the freshly caught and cooked crab and 
fish you could buy from the fishermen at the ferry. It looked and smelled de-

licious - we all ordered our 
own immediately. This was 
our first serious instance of 
getting stuck – we acciden-
tally spent over two hours 
at the docks, and didn’t get 
going until almost 5:00pm. 
We then had to hustle, as we 
still had another 10km to 
cover before our camp. We 
didn’t realize how scarce wa-
ter would be for the first few 
kilometers after the river, 
but just as I was beginning 
to get rather concerned we 
found a nice stream where 
we could all refill. Consid-
ering our late start, getting 
to camp at around 8:00pm 
didn’t seem unreasonable to 
us. We were all exhausted 
from the long day though, 
and after a quick dinner, all 
passed out immediately.

DAY 4: Cribs Creek • Walbran Creek

Thanks to our continuing late starts we met two guys, Nate and Lander, trav-
elling in the other direction who came and joined our morning fire. They 
didn’t have a plan for getting back to Victoria from Bamfield, and since we’d 
all be finishing on the same day we offered to meet them there and give them 
a ride to the highway. Once we got on our way, we went the 4km on the 
beach and forest to Chez Monique’s, the burger shack located at km 42 on the 
trail. Everyone else got massive hamburgers, and I bought a mango and some 
marshmallows to roast on the fire. This stop also changed the game for Gabe 
and Carly, who, in their light packing enthusiasm, ended up not bringing 

Walking along the beach, 
hoping the seaweed wasn’t hiding any pools. 

Photo: Nathan Starzynski
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enough food for the week. Monique overheard us discussing this (as I said, it 
was a common topic,) and offered them several meals that a group that had 
brought way too much with them had left there a few days before. I’ve never 
seen either of them look happier. After leaving, we came to another cable car 
crossing a little further down the beach. I thought the river looked pretty shal-
low and fun to ford. I was partially wrong - it came up to my belly button, but 
it was fun. Gabe, Carly and Stephen all decided they’d found a shallower spot 
and tried to cross, but all got just as wet as I did. Because of this, we spent the 
rest of the day hiking pantsless, with our pants hanging from our packs to dry. 
This day also included the longest beach walking stretch of the trip: for 5km 
we all walked along the endless surf in silence, for what felt like could have 
been anywhere from ten minutes to ten hours. Right before camp there was 
another river crossing, but this one was actually shallow (although Gabe did 
manage to throw his shoe in it, which Carly chased after and rescued). After 
dinner it started to rain, and we battened down the hatches and convened in 
my tent to play cards. We were worried this would be the end of our good 
weather, but it ended up being the only rain we saw on the whole trip.

DAY 5: Walbran Creek • Camper Bay

Day five featured our latest start of the trip – we didn’t set out until 1:00pm, 
just after another group arrived and claimed our spot. We were in the forest all 
day, and it was quite muddy, with lots of fallen trees to climb over and across. 
There were also three huge sets of ladders to navigate, the first of which had a 
suspension bridge at the bottom. I really enjoyed the hiking this day - it was 
quite interesting, and a little more physical than the rest of the trail had been. 
Nathan and I once again took off ahead, and when we got to camp dropped 
our packs and went and explored the point. After a slippery river forge, we 
found some cool surge channels and sea caves. The others had arrived by the 
time we got back, and we all made dinner and read more Lord of the Rings 
by the fire. The moon didn’t rise until much later this night, so the stars were 
bright and plentiful.

DAY 6: Camper Bay • Thrasher Cove

We decided to mix it up and get an early start this morning, so that we could 
relax for longer on our last evening. This was a really interesting day of hik-
ing - we spent the first few kilometers in the forest, and then cut to the beach 
to walk on the rock shelves visible at low tide. This took us past Owen Point, 
where we stopped to explore a couple of cool sea caves, as well as some spectac-
ular sea arches. The last leg from the arches to camp was all boulder hopping. 
It was pretty neat getting into the bay at last, as the whole time we’d been able 
to see some land and mountains in the distance, growing a bit closer each day, 
and suddenly we were in the cove we’d been seeing. It was pretty neat to be 
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able to watch our progress like that, and we all remarked on how far we really 
had come. As per our plan, we got to camp quite early and spent the afternoon 
making deep-fried pancakes. A group of sea otters was fishing and playing in 
the bay, and we also spent a fair bit of time watching them be adorable. Our 
last night on the trail was an early one, as we wanted to get going early again 
the next morning. I couldn’t believe the adventure was nearly over.

DAY 7: Thrasher Cove • Port Renfrew

After eating the last of our campfire oatmeal, we started hiking for the last 
time. Our day began with a huge set of ladders, but once they were done the 
trail didn’t level out much anyways. We continued to gain elevation for a cou-
ple more kilometers, and eventually reached the small rock pile we assumed 
marked the highest point on the trail. After some quick summit photos, we 
started walking down what we thought would be a steady decline, but which 
turned out to be more of an undulating route, featuring several more ladder 
sections. This was definitely the most strenuous day, but just when it was 
beginning to feel like slogging we began coming across people hiking in the 
opposite direction. They were only a few kilometers into their adventure! They 
were all very clean looking (this had been the first morning we all realized we 
smelled,) and were as excited about everything as we had been on our first day. 
This made me realize really just how much we had experienced in the past sev-
en days - the trail had definitely met and exceeded my expectations. Spurred 
on by the other hikers’ encouragement, we hustled the last few kilometers, and 
before I knew it we were at the kilometre 75 sign! Nathan and I decided to 
wait for everyone there and finish the last couple hundred meters all together, 
and as Gabe, Carly and Stephen came around the final bend we gave them 
high fives and spoonfuls of Nutella. We all headed down to the river, where 
we raised the buoy to signal the ferry driver to come pick us up. After signing 
out of the trail in Port Renfrew, we piled in the car and drove to Tim Hortons 
to get lunch before going back to Bamfield. When we got to the Northern 
trailhead, Nate and Lander were waiting for us at the truck, and they ended up 
coming back to Comox with us for what we all agreed was a very well earned 
pizza and beer night. It was an amazing journey, and words really don’t do it 
justice. I can’t thank Gabe, Carly, Stephen and Nathan enough for everything 
they did to make this happen, as well as being generally awesome and making 
this trip the incredible adventure that it was.
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Day 1: Friday

This story doesn’t start with an alarm clock; it starts with a mad rush from 
class. I switch out my school bag for my 60L backpacking pack, my jeans for 
nylon hiking pants, and my converse for waterproof hiking boots. I run across 
campus and jump the puddle in front of Walter Gage as Roland Burton’s 
blue jeep pulls up to the curve. Four of us stuff our bags into the trunk and 
squish into the back seat. Introductions are made and we excitedly discuss the 
upcoming weekend. Apprehension can be heard in everyone’s voices as the 
weather report calls for rain all weekend. But for now that is just a report on 
our phones, and where we are going phones don’t hold much weight.

Roland tells us the stories of every mountain, river, and gully we pass as we 
drive north, past Squamish, Whistler, and Pemberton. Our car is heading 
up to Phelix Creek and the Tolkien Range to spend the Thanksgiving long 
weekend hiking. 

After hours of driving, we pull off the road to fill up the car with gas and our 
stomach’s with McDonalds in Pemberton and then hit the road again. It is 
nearly dark and it begins to rain. The road narrows the further from civiliza-
tion we go, eventually into a single lane dirt logging road. It’s now pitch black 
and rain is coming down hard. We pull off the road and scramble to set up 
two tents as fast as we can, before the rain soaks everything. Then we snuggle 
into our sleeping bags and settle in for a night of ‘ninja camping’; camping 
somewhere where camping isn’t explicitly allowed or disallowed. 

Day 2: Saturday

I wake up to an elbow hitting me. Jonathan, whose sleeping bag was next to 
mine, is pulling on layer after layer. I grumble, as a quickly as possible pull my 
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sleeping bag off and wiggle into all of my clothes. Roland has a pot of water 
boiling and I pour some over my oatmeal and sit on a stump to eat breakfast. I 
look around; I am surrounded by mountains and trees that are just beginning 
to change color. I’m slightly disorientated, as we arrived in the dark and I had 
no reference from the night before. 

We take down the tents, repack our bags and jump back in the car. Then, un-
der Roland’s control, we hurtle up the dirt logging road to the trailhead. I am 
silently thankful that the car is four wheel drive and we don’t have to hike the 
5km to the trailhead. I also hold my seat, scared to death that one loose rock 
will slip under the car’s weight and we will hurtle into the creek.

It is, of course, raining when we reach the trail. So we throw on our rain jack-
ets and shoulder our packs full of food for the next three days, layers to keep 
warm, a sleeping bag and mat. To reach the trail, we need to cross a stream. In 
an attempt to keep our boots dry, we scuttle across a log bridge that the Pacific 
Northwestern rain has made sure to make as slippery as possible.

There is a little more logging road to walk before we enter a field. The brush 
towers of my head. The rain has stopped but the plants are covered and as I 
walk through the field, I am showered with every step. We clear the field and 
then the switchbacks start. A muddy path carves its way through evergreens, 
turning a hundred and eighty degrees every few meters. Mud wraps around 
my boots and pulls, trying to steal my shoes. It is slow going and we stop often 
to shed layers, take a drink of water, or replenish calories through a handful of 
granola or a cereal bar.

After about two hours of hiking, the switchbacks level and the trees clear but 
the visibility doesn’t improve. We are encompassed in fog so thick, it is hard to 
see the person hiking in front of me. But we trust the trail and continue, even-
tually coming to a simple metal bridge that crosses a stream. I take it slowly, 
the bridge is soaked in dew and my boots barely find grip. I step down on the 
other side of the bridge and am surprised to find myself on a beach; sand and 
all. We have reached Long Lake. We follow the beach around until our little 
blue hut at the foot of two mountains comes into sight. Gratefully we toss our 
bags on the ground, pull our wet socks out of our shoes and crack open lunch.

With only four people to warm the hut, the cold quickly creeps in and we 
head back out to warm up. We start scrambling, hiking with the use of your 
hands, up a mountain behind the cabin but it soon becomes obvious that our 
route won’t get us very far and we head back to the hut just in time to meet 
up with the second car-full of hikers to make it to the hut. Four of us grab 
our helmets and decide to scramble up a different peak, one we think is called 
Cabin Hill. It is far from a hill. We climb hard for an hour and it pays off. As 
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soon as we summit, the clouds clear for a few minutes and we are treated to 
a view of Long Lake, the hut, and Mt. Gandalf and Mt. Aragorn. The plan 
for tomorrow is to hike Mt. Gandalf and then walk across the ridge to Mt. 
Aragorn before returning to the cabin. While I’m excited by the prospect, I 
can’t help but notice the snow covered peak and vertical cliffs; it’s going to be 
a hard hike.

After soaking in the sun and the view, our little expedition heads back down 
to the cabin. The rest of the crew has arrived and everyone busied themselves 
by pulling out camping stoves and food for dinner. I warm up some soup over 
my burner and listen to people take turns on the hut’s old guitar. Before long 
the day’s hike sinks in and everyone heads to bed. The cabin has two floors, the 
second an open space that allows the sixteen of us to comfortably spread out. 
Instead, we huddle together in the corners to stay warm.

I pull off my jackets and slip into my sleeping bag, drawing it tight over my 
shoulders. Someone gets up to blow out the candles and smacks their head on 
the low crossbeams. Everyone chuckle’s fade into silence and before long the 
room is full of gentle breathing and loud snoring.

Day 3: Sunday

I reluctantly turn over in my sleeping bag and look out the window. Great, I 
think. I can’t  see anything out the little window. The fog is covering every-
thing. But there is little I can do about the weather so I climb down the ladder 
and warm up some more oatmeal before rushing to pack my bag for the long 
day ahead. I pack minimally, no need to carry extra weight up the mountain. 
Some pepperoni, cheese-sticks, and tortilla for lunch. My rain coat, extra lay-
ers, gloves, my helmet, and a hat all get shoved in the bag. As usual, I’m the 
last to leave the hut and meet the others out front.

Clemens Aldophs, the group leader, explains the plan for today. We are going 
to hike from the cabin up to Upper Lake. From here, we will begin our scram-
ble up Mt. Gandalf before crossing the col and summiting. Then we will ridge 
walk over to Mt. Aragorn and hike down to the hut. I should explain that we 
were staying in the Tolkien Range, a mountain range that VOC members of 
past named after the Lord of the Rings. 

The hike up to Upper Lake is easy and people tell bad Lord of the Ring’s jokes. 
After an hour, we reach the end of Upper Lake and on top of a rock we see Ro-
land, who had disappeared ahead of the group, dressed in a bright orange rain 
jacket and touque. He had been reborn as Roland the Orange, and he warned 
of the trials that lay ahead of us. “It looks like a rock garden from hell.” I share 
a glance with the hiker next to me, wondering how to interpret the warning. 
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Someone asked Roland if he was going to hike up Gandalf with us. “No, I 
have to go eat my avocado in the cabin.” Fair enough. Everyone else straps on 
their helmets and marches forwards.

The going is slow and the group soon breaks up into a faster group and a slow-
er one. I stay with the slower one and scramble up several hundred meters of 
rock with Tim Dixon, a fellow VOCer. The terrain changes from rocky to wet, 
alpine brush and back to a rocky jigsaw puzzle. It begins to rain. I constantly 
look down and then up, judging the distance we have covered and still have 
left to cover. It takes ages before I can see that we’ve made any progress. Even-
tually we reach the col. A col is the lowest point of a ridge between two peaks. 
Tim and I stop to let the others catch up and I pull on some extra layers. 
Everyone is excited when they see enough snow to start throwing snowballs at 
each other. We are still only about half way up, the steepest parts yet to come.

Climbing the ridge up to Mt. Gandalf is surreal. The ridge is five to ten me-
ters wide, covered in snow and short evergreens, and both sides drop straight 
down hundreds of meters. As Tim and I carefully pick our way up it begins to 
snow. I huddle behind a rock, shove some food into my mouth, and pull on 
my gloves and winter coat. After a nerve-racking hour of climbing, we reach 
the end of the ridge and are on the final stretch. It’s snowing so hard that the 
group has to stay in shouting distance of each other. If someone were to go 
further, it would be incredible hard to find them again. 

The way back from the ridge. Photo: Koby Michaels
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We meet up with the group that went ahead and they tell us they couldn’t 
find a way to the summit or to Mt. Aragorn. We group up and look for a 
new route. Twenty more minutes of scrambling up snowy rocks and across 
centimeters wide trails yields nothing and we decide to head back. But there 
is a problem, our path has been covered by fresh snow. Martin Carnogursky, 
staying calm, pulls out his GPS and we retrace our steps back to the ridge. We 
hike down to the col at a near run, trying to avoid being stuck in the worst 
of the snow. At the bottom, everyone take a breather and stops for lunch. We 
still have half the hike down to go but we’ve escaped from the steepest and 
snowiest part of Gandalf.

As we hike back down the snow turns to sleet and finally rain. I stumble back 
into the cabin, drop my dripping bag on to the floor and greedily pull off my 
drenched boots and socks. I’m convinced to go swimming in the lake so I strip 
off all my clothes and sprint into the water. I’ve never moved faster than after I 
dunk. I sprint back into the cabin and dive into my sleeping bag. I curse those 
who convinced me to go swimming but I know that it was worth it, it’s type II 
fun in it’s purest form. The VOC defines Type II fun as “something you don’t 
enjoy at the time, but will in retrospect and will probably do again (although 
maybe not until you’ve completely forgotten how miserable you were at the 
time).” I warm up, eventually, and my food tastes as if it had come fresh from 
the kitchen of a five star restaurant, even though the rice is crunchy and the 
pasta is watery.

Tonight is special, Clemens hauled up a box of wine and a bottle of rum 
to make Feuerzangenbowle, (say that five times fast) a German mulled wine 
made by pouring rum onto a sugar cone suspended above warm, spiced wine. 
Occasionally, the rum catches fire and everyone is treated to a fireworks dis-
play. The wine is finally finished and everyone grabs a mug (or bowl, for those 
who forgot their mugs) and enjoys the warm alcohol. Everyone sleeps well 
tonight.

Day 4: Monday

I’m woken by the hiss of air being pushed out of deflating sleeping mats. I 
make myself some, you guessed it, oatmeal, enjoying the warm sludge far less 
than I did on on the first day. Everyone packs their bags, now significantly 
lighter and wetter, and we head out. I hike most of the way down in silence, 
the closest hiker just out of my sight. It gives me time to enjoy the serenity of 
the backcountry. Serene as it can be as it dumps four centimeters of rain onto 
me. I reach the stream and don’t even bother crossing the bridge. I just trudge 
through the muddy creek, I’m so soaked I don’t even notice. 
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Everyone agrees to friend everyone else on Facebook and share pictures. I 
climb into the jeep and fade in out of sleep as we drive back towards Vancou-
ver through the heavy rain.

I’m not writing this to show off or brag about what I accomplished. I’m writ-
ing this to tell you that you can do it to. Some people on the trip had never 
been on a hike before and yet they survived and enjoyed the experience, ret-
rospectively at least. Sure, it sucks having wet socks and cold fingers and eat-
ing oatmeal for breakfast every morning but as soon as I had showered and 
crawled under my duvet, I started dreaming about heading back out to the 
wilderness. Smartphones, laptops, and Facebook are great, but it isn’t what we 
humans were built for. We were built to climb mountains, drink fresh water 
from mountain streams, and explore our beautiful planet. We were built to 
adventure, so go find one.
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“Anvil is steep, my neck is starting to hurt,” said Piotr Forysinski as we were 
approaching the East side of Anvil island.

Rewind to a week ago. In a conversation on another trip, turned out both of 
us have been up Leading Peak on Anvil by means of the ‘conventional’ trail 
that starts at the Bible Camp. Both of us wanted to try a more interesting, 
direct route. And both of us figured it’s likely to turn into a silly bushwack, but 
we wanted to try anyway. I thought there might be some fun scrambling in 
it. Piotr was hoping to find some decent quality rock. So we brought enough 
gear for exploratory climbing, loaded up the car and headed for Porteau Cove.

We launched shortly after 9am and after a 45 min paddle landed on the East 
side of Anvil. Eventually with the gear sorted, we walked into the forest. We 
choose to take the pair of twin ropes in case we hit a dead end and had to 
rappel down.

Going up steep grades over soft mossy terrain is a bit of a slog, but at least 
there was no real undergrowth to bushwack through, so progress felt reason-
able. And, if you ever fantasize about crashing your way through the forest like 
Godzilla, this is one place you can live it out- many trees are totally rotten and 
don’t take much convincing to rejoin the soil they once rose from.

Eventually, we got to the bottom of the lowest of the big rock faces that we 
saw from across the water. The rock was steep, and sort of climbable, but the 
base up to tree height was pretty slimy. Since it would take a while to get up 
something that probably was barely worth climbing, we opted to bypass that 
rock face. As it turned out, the trend was to continue throughout the day. 

Shortly after we scrambled up a steep dirt slope onto a ramp, where I remem-
ber Piotr speaking the ancient words of wisdom : “If this goes, it’ll be good, 
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if it doesn’t, not as good”. After some exploring and consulting photos taken 
earlier with our phones, we decided it doesn’t actually go. So back down we 
went, going under the rock face and onto the big ramp that we figured should 
take us to the base of the face below the summit.

The ramp started off as wide as a two lane road but got progressively steeper 
and narrower until we came to the crux of the route. The ramp essentially 
ended, and ahead of us was a rotten log beside the rock face, which you’d have 
to walk on to get to the next part, a steep gully full of loose rock and bush. 
Briefly trusting your life to a rotten half-log was sketchy, but it held, and we 
scrambled up into the gully.

After crawling up the gully while holding onto bushes, we reached a tree root 
full of loose rock that was surprisingly awkward to climb over. Once past that 
it flattened out into a wide ramp once again. It even had a miniature swamp. 
Thankfully without miniature alligators.

Walking further up, we still hadn’t found any rock that was promising enough 
to climb. Soon enough, with less than 100 m of elevation left, we hit another 
ramp that zig zagged up and to the right. The ramp eventually took us to a 
short scramble section just below the summit. It involved nice rock covered 
in moss that felt much nicer to pet than hold onto, and bushes that had no 
redeeming qualities at all, unless you decided that those new pants make you 
look like a sissy and some holes will improve your credibility.

Alternative Anvil route, view from water. Photo: Dmitri Oguz
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After a bit of that, we ended up on the summit, taking in the amazing 360 
view and soaking up the sun on the helipad.

Next, we descended down the conventional trail down to the saddle near the 
lake and headed down. Shortly after we came across the ‘other’ trail lead-
ing down. Since any references to it we found online were older, we figured 
the trail is likely overgrown, but there it was, clear and reasonably marked. 
While steep and gnarly looking, it saved us a lot of guess work about the route 
around the big slabs and bluffs and we didn’t need to rappel down anything. 
The trail took us a bit south from our destination, but the time saved was 
totally worth it.

With about 70 m of elevation left, we decided to cut north, back to the boats. 
Piotr’s GPS told us we have one km to go and we marched on towards our goal 
as daylight began to run short. With about 200 m left, we went down into a 
gully with a cliff on the left, and as I suspected, it cut off our forward progress. 
We were faced with either getting out of the gully and walking around, or 
swimming the remaining distance down the coast where our boats patiently 
awaited. We chose the latter - it seemed like the more fun option, and likely 
quicker as well.

We undressed, left the packs at the cove, and swam to the boats. I found the 
water bearable in short term but quite cold. Piotr may have been a polar bear 
in past lifetime and seemed right at home. We got to the boats, launched and 
retrieved the packs.

The crossing back in the dark was quite peaceful, and occasionally biolumi-
nescence sparkled around our paddles and bow wakes. Forty minutes later we 
were back at the boat ramp at Porteau Cove.

Did we get more or less what we expected? Pretty much. A classic type 2 fun 
bushwhack, with a beautiful view, one sketchy fun feature, some scrambling 
and an ocean swim to finish on a high note. In all, a fun day. And now we 
know a fun direct route up Anvil that does not start from Camp Jesus which 
is off-limits in the summer. But if doing it again, I’ll leave rock gear at home. 
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With the summer break soon drawing to a close, our group of three, Ryan 
Schaffrick, Erin Klomps, and myself, set out on our annual mountain epic. 
We had heard about Mount Assiniboine Provincial Park from a friend who’d 
visited several years earlier, and her enticing descriptions convinced us to see 
it for ourselves. Accessed only on foot or by helicopter, this BC gem is nestled 
between Banff and Kootenay National Parks. The plan was to spend eight days 
based at Lake Magog, the central area of the park that offers many day-hiking 
and scrambling opportunities. 

Our approach began with brief showers, a welcome change from the summer 
heat. We made our way through Sunshine Meadows, after taking a shuttle 
bus up to the ski area. The trail meandered through some heather flats and 
small lakes; an easy promenade to start off the trip. Before long, we reached 
Citadel Pass, the high point on the main route. From here, we descended into 
the trees, crossing steep avalanche slopes flanked by thick krummholz. Slowly, 
we climbed back into the alpine and to our first campsite at Og Lake; the 
unusual name taken from Norse folklore. There were few people on the trail; 
we later learned that most people choose to take a helicopter directly to the 
main alpine area, which seemed rather attractive after our tiring hike in. After 
a quiet night by the lake, we continued to Lake Magog and managed to set 
up our tent just as heavy rain began to pound the forest. After the clouds had 
had their turn, the sky cleared and gave us a glimpse of the surrounding peaks. 
Broad, sawtooth ridges surrounded our site, with Mt. Assiniboine towering 
over them in the background. Unfortunately, the sunny weather was short-
lived, and the trails turned to creeks on our way back from a short ramble to 
Wonder Pass, a viewpoint near the lake. We joined other hikers at the camp-
site, chatting and swapping stories over dinner.

The rain continued through the night, and the weather remained dreary for 
the next four days. During the short, cloudy breaks from the rain, we visited 
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other points of interest: Windy Ridge, Assiniboine Pass, and O’Brian Mead-
ows. During our hike up to Windy Ridge on the third day, we encountered 
sleet and the ridge’s namesake gusts. The ridge was ominously engulfed in 
clouds, which made for a daring ridge walk above cliffs that bordered the 
path. We sketched our way along an outcropping which led to a slightly taller 
tower that protruded from the main ridge. A brief break in the clouds gave us 
a glimpse of the Brewster Creek trail and the red roof of the Halfway Lodge 
to the northeast. 

We had been saving some of the more scenic outings for better conditions, 
but our sixth day brought more clouds. Nevertheless, we set out for the three 
smaller lakes near the camp: Sunburst, Cerulean, and Elizabeth. After mean-
dering past the lakes, we scrambled up to Chuck’s Ridge, an arm extending 
from Nub Peak, the small hill overlooking the surrounding alpine area. Dur-
ing lunch, a small patch of blue appeared in the sky, taunting us. A sucker 
hole, I thought to myself, don’t be fooled. But then many holes appeared , and 
the blue dots slowly connected and soon, to our delight, the sky was swept 
clear, and sunlight spilled into the park. After days of rain and grey, the three 
of us reveled in the evening alpenglow on top of Nub Peak. 

Settling down for some summit snacks, we enjoyed a panoramic view of our 
other day trip destinations from the peak’s central location. There was still a 
lot of moisture in the air, and the sun shining through it created ray-like light 
in the valleys. The park’s namesake summit, along with the surrounding gla-
ciers, was covered in a dusting of fall snow, alit in the evening sun. Although 
there wasn’t much time before sunset, we were paralyzed by the views, unable 

Erin Klomps looks towards Mitchell Meadows from Nub Peak. Photo: Ryan Schaffrick 
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to retreat back below the tree line. All of the other hikers had abandoned hope 
of clear weather, so we had the summit to ourselves, a nice crescendo to the 
trip. Ryan, with his trained photographer’s eye, captured some epic photos of 
the Assiniboine massif, with the three lakes we’d visited sprawled out below. 
We watched the peaks turn yellow, then orange, and then red, as the final 
minutes of sun hit the surrounding mountains. We switched out our shades 
for headlamps, and descended the long ridge from Nub Peak back to the 
campsite, stopping often to enjoy new views as the light changed. It was well 
past dark when we finally reached camp, still stoked on the awesome finish 
to the day. 

We woke up to a crisp, frosty morning, with a layer of fog blanketing the 
surface of Lake Magog, and the wildflowers and shrubs encased in ice and 
hinting at the approaching winter. After seven adventure-filled days, it was 
time to start the return hike. The sun coaxed us out of the tent and urged 
us to start the day. With our gear packed up and thawed out, we warmed up 
with a quick gaunter to Sunburst Lake, before joining up with the main trail 
back to Sunshine Village. It seemed our clear morning was just a gap between 
weather systems, because the clouds soon returned, although we were spared 
from rain. 

Ticking off the kilometers, we made our way to Citadel Pass. Switch-backing 
through avalanche paths, we trudged up the steep slope, zoned out and fo-
cused on the ascent. Then, Erin, who had taken the lead, suddenly turned 
around and frantically whispered something inaudible. I shrugged and con-

Erin Klomps beside the summit cairn of Nub Peak, 
with Mount Assiniboine in the background. Photo: Ryan Schaffrick 
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tinued up, when a brown furry head emerged from the grass, not eight meters 
in front of us. Acting on instinct, Ryan and I turned and hustled back to 
Erin. Realizing our foolish retreat might provoke the grizzly to give chase, we 
waited around the corner, mace ready, expecting the curious beast to come 
running after us. Thirty nervous minutes passed with no sign of Mr. Fuzzy, so 
we inched our way around the corner, shouting to make our presence known, 
something we should have been doing all along. After reaching the encounter 
point, we could see the bear 30 meters down the avalanche clearing happily 
digging away at some roots, thankfully paying no mind to us. Nevertheless, 
we were edgy for the rest of the ascent, and were relieved to finally reach the 
tree line and the pass shortly after. The rest of the trail was less eventful, and 
we soon crossed the provincial border, with Sunshine Village visible in the 
distance. Feeling energized, we changed our initial plans of staying the night 
at Howard Douglas Lake, a small campsite near the ski area, and chose instead 
to hike all the way back. We were looking forward to shedding our packs 
and catching the last shuttle bus down. After 29 long kilometers, we arrived 
to find Sunshine Village deserted, save for a few maintenance trucks. Our 
“last shuttle” had left an hour ago, and wouldn’t be returning until the next 
morning. So, we wearily continued down six klicks of logging road, my skier’s 
knees complaining. Finally, as dusk set it, we saw the lights of the base lodge 
shining like a light at the end of a tunnel. Tired but grinning, we reached our 
car and loaded our packs. Returning to spend the night in Banff, it was rather 
surreal to walk through the droves of tourists, who seemed to just be obstacles 
standing between dinner and us, after a week of near isolation. We settled in 
and chowed down on a flavorful, non-dehydrated meal, a welcome break after 
a week of trail food. Satisfied, we concluded another adventurous summer.

Ryan Schaffrick, Martin Carnogursky, and Erin Klomps
welcoming the arrival of clear weather on top of Nub Peak. Photo: Ryan Schaffrick 
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The Tantalus Mountains emerge to the west of the Sea to Sky Highway 
in formidably angled peaks, graced with permanent snow fields and modest 
glaciers which accentuate the dark jagged summits. They are best seen coming 
from Whistler, and though the average day-tripper could not name them, the 
Tantalus command respect from any onlooker who chooses to peer out their 
car window on the commute back to Vancouver.

There are many reasons behind the appeal of the Tantalus range. For me, it 
originated both from my memories as a young camper, gazing up at those 
peaks on the return drive from Paradise Valley, and from the accounts of my 
grandfather, geologist C.S. Ney, who wrote periodically for the Canadian Al-
pine Journal and was once also a VOC member. In “A Trip to the Tantalus 
Range,” written for the 1940 issue, my grandfather had described these moun-
tains as “a powerful ‘tantalus’ to any addict of the hills,” perched alluringly on 
the horizon like the boughs of fruit which teased the starving god of the same 
name in Greek lore. From the casual observer to the experienced mountaineer, 
the view of the Tantalus is a siren call.

I had not experienced the alpine before, not in the way that I did this week-
end. I was warned off of this trip by numerous members of the VOC during 
the pre-trip meeting at Tolmie Beach, among them Ian Johnston, who told 
me that the approach to the lake itself was like Grouse Grind and a half with 
a 35 lb pack. My memory can be advantageously selective when it comes to 
preparing for such excursions. I failed to mention to myself or the VOC that 
I hadn’t backpacked since high school, that I had never needed to be self-
sufficient in terms of gear, that when I said “I’m in shape” I meant running 
marginal distances on a clear track or obviously marked trails with nothing 
to carry except my own weight. To say the trip was “Beginner-friendly,” was 
a misnomer; Cora Skaien aptly rebranded the trip “Beginner-friendly” with a 
postscript of “Left to their own devices.” She also admitted that it was prob-

The Mountains are Calling
A novice’s account of the VOC Tantalus Trip

August 2th-4th, 2014
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ably one of the most disorganized pre-trip meetings the VOC had seen, for a 
trip that demanded a fair amount of preparation.

After a lot of email faff and a fair amount of frustration, rides were arranged 
and designated arrival times were loosely set out for our departure date of 
Saturday, August 2. I drove up with another new VOC member, Sam Raski, 
and much to my relief there was room for us to take the boat across. I wouldn’t 
have to face the infamous Tyrolean Traverse. I left that to some of the other 
VOC members and was satisfied to experience it vicariously through them. 
From what I heard, when it was not gruelingly tedious - it was just plain scary 
- but I suppose that’s what Andrew Cavers would call “Type II Fun.” Those 
doing the Tyrolean left Vancouver at around 8:30, the same time that Sam and 
I arrived at Sunwolf Resort in Squamish to meet the other car group taking 
the boat. After a careful crawl through the backroads Sam and I reconvened 
with Andrew, Jared Altman and Mirko Moeller on the banks of a murky but 
actively flowing Squamish River. We were ferried across in a fishing boat by 
Patrick, a local First Nations resident.

On the other side of the river, the bank was covered in small frogs. I chased 
them in playful glee to the amusement of a patient Mirko while we waited 
with the gear for the other members to make the crossing. We were on the 
trail just before 10:00 and began the steep scramble up towards the lake. It 
was a difficult ascent, even if I had been climbing without the pack. The un-
familiar shape and weight made agile maneuvers almost impossible for my 
inexperienced legs and I was grateful for the pair of borrowed trekking poles. 

Tyrolean Traverse, as seen from Squamish River. Photo: Sam Raski
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In the summer heat, sweat had begun to drip from my chin and I ascended in 
awkward lunges and thrusts which left me falling behind the others.

Writer and hiker Holly Keith once wrote that “To climb a mountain is to 
commit an imaginative act,” and “it doesn’t happen unless your mind takes 
your body there first.” She also wrote of the rewards of a hike, even the most 
trying ones. Today, I had no difficulty counting my rewards: the frogs on the 
bank; the rainbow hovering in the spray of the falls; the first view of the Black 
Tusk and Garibaldi from the trail; the glistening surface of Lake Lovely Water 
emerging from between the trees ahead.

Although my greeting of choice to fellow hikers and VOC members that I met 
along the way was some variation of “You go ahead, I’m much slower than you 
are,” I was filled with gratitude just to be there, sweating in the heat, working 
my way up into the alpine and watching the slight elevation gain show itself in 
the types of shrubs along the way. I didn’t arrive at the lake until about 3:00. 
Mirko and Jared had gone ahead, and other VOC hikers quickly overtook 
us. They had already set up camp and were lounging in perfect ease on the 
lakeshore dock, where I joined them for a dive into the pristine glacial water.
I was told that it was unlikely I would find space at the main campsite, so I left 
for the sand spit in my undies and a pair of Crocs. What I thought would be 
a lakeshore promenade was actually a nasty half hour scramble. Not far from 
the trailhead I was compelled to put on my clothes and boots; not long after 
that I found myself exhausted and thoroughly lost on a marked trail, feeling 
incredibly dumb and left alone to contemplate the irony of Harry Nilsson’s 
“One is the Loneliest Number” playing like an anthem in my aching head. 
I managed to retrace my steps before Elise Escaravage rescued me, somehow 
managing to leave my dignity intact. It was a valuable lesson in a relatively safe 
scenario to never take unfamiliar terrain for granted.

Leaving camp at around 7:00am on Sunday, tent mates Carly Peterson, Sebas-
tian Prass, Logan Buchy, along with Dillon Melamed and Elise joined Jared 
and Mirko from the main campsite and left for the ridge, aiming to scale up 
Iota, Pelops, and Niobe in time for supper on the lakeshore. A second group 
leaving from the sandspit passed Sam, Andrew and I on their way up to the 
ridge at about 8:45 not too far up from Niobe Meadows. Some discarded gear 
left on the rocks from one of the groups was further evidence that the glacier 
was stable, crevasses exposed, and that the ascent up the snow slope would 
yield to kick-steps. I was fortunate enough to do the kick-step part. The ascent 
is tedium, but coming down on late-day snow using the back of one’s heels 
and bracing casually on an ice axe is, as I remarked to my very patient guide, 
rather like “going for a walk” in a swinging, Charleston strut with snow spray-
ing up from your heels.
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That day left me feeling both incredibly alive and exhausted. Things that I 
could see came intuitively to Andrew and other VOC members were tech-
niques that I had to consciously weigh and consider. As I descended, I was 
reminded of a quote from Cheryl Strayed’s memoir WILD, an account of her 
trek along the Pacific Crest Trail:

I realized I didn’t know what a mountain was, or even if I was hiking up one 
mountain or a series of them glommed together…They were, I now realized, 
layered and complex, inexplicable and analogous to nothing.

A mountain was no longer a subject in the distance to be caught in my graph-
ite scribblings, not a subject for digital shots to be filed for later viewing or 
posted on Facebook and assigned as desktop backgrounds. It was not a pretty 
picture. It has now to me become a compilation of terrain types daring to be 
negotiated, each section presenting its own challenges and behaving differ-
ently depending on the degree of the slope, the quality of the rock, seasonal 
and diurnal changes to the snow and glaciation, and the presence of creeks or 
groundwater. These concerns of course are paired with the not-to-be-sniffed-
at hazards of loose, dry dirt under your boots or underbrush so thick that 
bushwhacking suddenly becomes tree-walking when the trail is too steep and 
overgrown to keep your feet on the ground. Not that I would know from 
experience; the approach to Pelops, following a narrow cascading waterfall, 
seemed like a Jurassic paradise from my perch atop Iota. I was disillusioned 
when Carly, a member of one of two groups who chose to hike the ridge, 
told me that they had given up trying to keep their feet on the trail and had 
resorted to stepping from bough to bough through the trees.

Some of the attending VOC hikers had discussed attempting the scramble up 
to Alpha, but the view of the approach and some cautionary tales from ACC 
members in camp confirmed that the Twins had been a better option. That is 
not to suggest that many who did the ridge won’t be tantalized by the prospect 
of longer, more difficult hikes from Lovely Water on a future VOC trip.

We were scheduled to meet Patrick on the river bank by 5:00 on Monday, 
and despite the heavy ache that had settled into my worn muscles, every part 
of me wanted to stay in the Tantalus. Those who had made camp at the main 
campsite left at 11:00, some of them wanting to arrive earlier at the Tyrolean. 
Jared and Mirko took a morning excursion up to the Russian Army Camp and 
caught up with us just before we reached the bank. We exchanged casual ban-
ter with some other hikers waiting for a boat ride (theirs came with cold beer) 
and one of them remarked on the patchwork that the bugs had made of my 
bare arms. Niobe Meadows had boasted three different types of flesh-biting 
bugs, but I had been so distracted by the heavily perfumed wildflowers and 
the challenges of the climb to Iota that I had disregarded the bloody smudges 
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and swollen bites forming along my limbs. When I later examined the blisters, 
pack sores, bites, snow burn, sun burn, cuts and bruises that were dappled 
across my body, I only had one thought: WORTH IT.

We had the jet boat driver from the other group wake up Patrick’s uncle from 
an afternoon snooze, and before too long we saw him coming across to fetch 
us. Not only did we get to watch a small black bear drink from the river on the 
opposite shore, but we were able to get to Squamish at about 5:30 for supper 
at the Shady Tree Pub. I had managed to bear the unfamiliar exertion of the 
trip remarkably well, but I was glad when I wasn’t the only one exclaiming 
over some part of my legs when we rose from the table. We were all tired from 
the heat and descent, but revived by cold drinks and friendly chatter, we made 
the long drive home.

Thoreau once wrote that every excursion should be taken “in the spirit of 
undying adventure, never to return – prepared to send back our embalmed 
hearts only as relics to our desolate kingdoms.” To leave the mountains behind 
me did not feel like a home-coming, and I was partly serious when I suggested 
to the group that we just keeping going to Garibaldi. I was left with the con-
ciliatory thought that returning to Vancouver was simply a brief, interruptive 
interval between adventures. I know that other VOC members were already 
setting their sights on Sky Pilot and other trips scheduled for the coming 
weeks. I listened to them, reassured by the knowledge that the mountains 
cannot keep us away for long.

First trail sighting of Lake Lovely Water. Photo: Kathryn Ney
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I was dying to escape the city when I signed up for the Brew Hut trip. Sat-
urday morning finally came around and, though already exhausted, I eagerly 
“popped out of the ground” at Burrard Station to meet with Roland Burton 
and company.

The drive up was smooth. We introduced each other, talked about Higgs Bos-
ons, different types of outdoorsy folk, and listened to many of Roland’s stories. 
We made a brief stop at Timmy’s, where the rest of the crew joined us. All 
together, the seven of us headed up to Brew for the weekend.

We had been warned that the trails would be rivers, but fortunately “rivers” 
was an overstatement by the time we started the hike in. Manageably muddy 
would be more appropriate, and only for the first section. Our company soon 
split into three: Roland, Yu Ning Hee, Rachel Baldwin, and Erica Acton; Stef-
fen Henkelmann and Sam Puddicombe; me. Being brilliant, I had decided to 
follow the trail markers to Brew Hut by myself, which I eventually realized 
was not the brightest idea as markers became scarcer in the (spectacular!) al-
pine meadows and lakes in the last leg of the trail. As this realization set, voices 
emerged from a relatively nearby trail marker and long and behold, I came 
across Roland, Erica, Yu Ning and Rachel. Needless to say, I gladly trailed 
alongside them for the remainder of the way.

Brew Hut (the third) sits at the top of a rocky ridge and is surrounded by 
lightly (and not so lightly) snow-dusted peaks. In one direction, Garibaldi 
and Whistler could be seen towering far away, and in the other, the Alcoholic 
Traverse stood soberly. We reached the hut just after 2pm, and were greeted 
by Steffen and Sam, who had reached the hut before us and were settling in. 

After unloading our packs, all but Roland ventured up Mt. Brew. At the 
top,we built snowmen, threw snow, and participated in other general buffoon-

(ad)Venture Up Brew
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ery (including an uncomfortable attempt to make a snow angel on hardened 
snow, a quick game of snow baseball, and some sledding down hills on our 
backs and stomachs).

We were welcomed back to a 
warm hut, since Roland had 
started a fire in our absence. It 
was still very light out, but not 
light out enough to hike up any 
of the other peaks, so we were 
tasked with chopping firewood 
and kindling for the evening 
(note that we used very little 
firewood). It was an easy and 
habitual task for some (namely, 
Sam), and quite a formidable 
task for others.

By the time we had chopped 
sufficient firewood, it was still 
far too light out and way too 
early for dinner. Steffen, Sam, 
and I decided to do a little bit 
of exploring. We quickly be-
came immersed in building a 
pretty awesome rock sculpture, 
which was precariously bal-
anced on just one rock.

We had too much Kraft dinner and the rest of the evening involved whisky, 
wine, questionable hot chocolate, a heated game of Hearts, many stories, and 
a quick check on the rock sculpture, which, to our surprise,  was still stand-
ing. At some point, it started to snow and eventually we headed for bed after 
deeming it sufficiently late.

While comfortable in sleeping bags, we read out stories from an old VOC 
journal featuring a guide to backcountry pooping and past VOC adventures. 
Snoring was heard, and I am not sure if anyone was actually awake till the end. 
Outside, it was still snowing.

The next morning revealed a notable amount of fresh snow. Another quick 
check on the rock sculpture showed that it had collapsed sometime during the 
night. Breakfast was slow and we never ended up finishing the left-over Kraft 

Chopping firewood 101. Photo: Yu Ning Hee

A precarious rock balancing act. 
Photo: Sam Puddicombe
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dinner. The sun peeked out, and we were treated to views of the surrounding 
mountains. We headed out and made our way through snow topped rock 
gardens and alpine meadow and encountered a pika. Brew Hut had been a 
great base.

The drive back was pretty quiet and uneventful, except that the logging road 
up to the trailhead had been partly blocked by boulders (though still passable 
when we were there). Roland had made some excellent date loaf, and we were 
mostly passed out for the ride home. There were brief mentions of Higgs 
Bosons.

Snow, sun, and a beautiful hike out. Photo: Steffen Henkelmann
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I threw up on my first VOC trip. But it turned out to be epic.

It was the Garibaldi Lake trip organized by Byron Wilson. We had a large par-
ty of over 40 people. I went to the washroom right after everybody set off, and 
when I came out, everybody else was out of sight, there was just Byron waiting 
for me. To catch up with the throng, we tried to speed up. With a seven-kilo 
backpack, I felt my body groaning in a minute. I suddenly remembered that 
although I was a good walker and relatively athletic among my peers back in 
my home country, I was never truly outdoors, facing these steep, unpaved 
mountain paths. I willed myself forward and soon the groaning turned to 
screaming. Byron was talking about the biological mechanism of coping with 
stress, his major, and asked me about Chinese politics...to encourage me on. 
But I was soon too out of breath to reply, my lips were sticky dry and my head 
started spinning. I was a little bit carsick on my way to the parking lot and my 
lightweight camera was swinging heavily on my neck. I started thinking that I 
will not be able to make the trip, perhaps I’m not cut out for outdoors at all, 
and I shouldn’t have come.

And so at one point I knelt down by the path and threw up all the breakfast 
and snacks I ate in the morning. Black patches flashed in my eyes but my head 
was clearing up. I somehow realized that the worst was over. 

When I got up, we were walking at a much easier pace. “We should walk at 
a pace that we could talk about philosophy.” Byron said. We ran into a few 
others that are far behind and we started walking, talking and exchanging 
snacks. Byron was expected at the meeting place at the fork and I felt guilty 
for being so slow. 

By and by, we came to the fork, met the others, had a small rest and set off 
again. Having a better grasp of my own power (or the lack of it), I gave up the 
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notion of catching up with the majority, and trailed behind at my own pace 
with a few others. And my lungs finally started to feel the cold fresh mountain 
air and my mind started to make sense of the stunning beauty around me. 
When we were drawing close to the lake, every turn was breathtaking. That 
felt exactly like the classic Canada, that everyone from anywhere in the world 
would have heard about.

We arrived at the lake in high noon. Lunch was most fulfilling. The sun baked 
and the glacier water chilled. People were swimming in the lake, leaving the 
sapphire water rippling away, the reflection of the sparkling glacier disturbed.

After the stop at Garibaldi Lake, we set off to Panorama Ridge. Philip LeBil-
lon was sweeping, and we chatted as lush forest turned into low alpine. After 
a little scramble, we were on top of the ridge, with the Garibaldi Lake and the 
Black Tusk in view. “You stomached the trip, like a lot of other people.” Byron 
said when he saw me. It’s so good to know that after such a painful start, you 
can actually made it to the end, and enjoy along the way.

The returning trip was way easier than going up. The prairie shone gold in the 
setting sun. Zack Wentz who was sweeping was really supportive. When we 
were back to the zigzagging path, a member ( shame that I forgot her name) 
walking with us was suddenly sick. Zack stayed behind with her and I walked 
along with Dave. 

The sun went out as we walked, and darkness fell. I brought a torch with me 
and the torch on my smartphone works well. I was a bit scared that we would 
wander off to another path in the dark, or run into some wild animal. But 
thankfully, it turned out fine. As a rookie it’s quite necessary to bring the basic 
supplies like torches and headlamps with you. We ran into Byron bringing 
more headlamps. Dave and I joined the people waiting outside the cars and 
it was another forty minutes or so before Zack & co. showed up. At first we 
whooped whenever people showed up from the dark, but after a few failed 
expectations, we just waited. When the last party finally emerged, everybody 
cheered.

Gwen Griffiths was my driver and we sped back with music playing.
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This August Line Lund and I took some coincident parental leave to go 
on an eight day backpacking trip through the Sierras with our infant daugh-
ter, Fenya (9 months old, at the time). We hiked from Mammoth Lakes to 
Yosemite Valley, without stopping in Tuolumne Meadows. About 80km and 
2150m elevation gain, with a highpoint of 3370m crossing over Donohue 
Pass. I was really happy with how the trip went. In short, Fenya loved it, so we 
did too. Probably she won’t remember it, but hopefully it will help form her 
personality somehow. I will certainly remember it, in any case, and it was great 
to spend so much one-on-one time with her.

We found it difficult to find good information on taking babies hiking the 
way we wanted to. Specifically, to experience more wilderness than car-camp-
ing, but not regarding the baby as extra weight while trying to break some sort 
of speed record; we wanted Fenya to have enough time to explore too. I hope 
that some people find this trip report inspirational, but especially I hope some 
people find it useful when they make the wilderness part of their own families 
from a young age. Once a child’s basic survival needs are met, I think all they 
really want is to spend time with their parents.

Day-to-day:

We did not plan to hike very long or far each day - we wanted Fenya to have 
plenty of time to roam around and try to eat dirt/pinecones/etc. Babies like 
routine/rhythm and Fenya fell into the rhythm of the trip by the second day.

We’d get up naturally with the sun in the morning, about 7 to 8am, eat break-
fast and take down camp. This took about two to three hours - when you have 
a baby, somebody needs to be constantly watching, so only one adult is avail-
able to do the work. By the time we were ready to go Fenya was almost ready 
for her morning nap. We’d pack her into the carrier and she would keenly 

Baby-Backpacking in the Sierras
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watch the terrain roll by and eventually drift off to sleep. After about an hour 
and a half, we would hear her start babbling happily when she woke up and 
started watching the terrain again. Then we had about half an hour of happi-
ness to find a good lunch spot - she might get grumpy if we pushed it too far. 
Usually, with our heavy packs, we were also keen to take a break by this time 
(although, normally, I would opt for more shorter breaks).

We’d try and find a nice bit of water Fenya could splash in for our extended 
lunch break, or at least a nice meadow she could roam in. During lunch she 
often had full attention from both of us, which she loved, but we were still 
able to perform all the tasks needed to keep the trip going - sterilizing water 
(we had a UV pen), eating our own lunch, maybe fixing the odd thing. Lunch 
would be about 2-3 hours.

After lunch Fenya usually protested going back in the carrier as she would 
be getting tired and needed her afternoon nap, but she always became happy 
again once we started hiking and soon fell asleep. Another few hours of hiking 
and it would be time to start looking for the evening campsite. Dinner and 
bedtime would soon follow.

The first few nights were a little rough - we were all recovering from a cold, 
and this meant Fenya woke up constantly. Also, the inside of the tent was very 
stimulating - she treated it like a bouncy castle, trampolining off the walls 
and bouncing (the equivalent of jumping, if you only know how to crawl) on 
the thermarests. She eventually started sleeping better and better, thank god. 
Although the scenery changed, the pattern didn’t; we covered about 10 km 
each day.

Splashing in Evelyn Lake. Photo: Line Veenstra
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The area:

We’d never been anywhere near this area before, but this was a fantastic loca-
tion choice for baby-hiking. We have Lena Rowat (our midwife, and general 
Coast Mountain Hardwoman friend) to thank for the suggestion, and I have 
Line (wife and mother) to thank for all the planning.

The trail is world-class. When the terrain is steep they blast in switchbacks and 
make rock steps. We never really had to navigate - there are well marked signs 
at every intersection - but it was useful to have the map to look for where we 
might pick up water. It was a pretty dry summer, and we were there in late 
August, but we found that basically none of the (marked) rivers had run dry.

The weather was fantastic. It rained only twice, once during the evening while 
cooking/setting up the tent and once while hiking. When it wasn’t raining the 
air was super-dry and everything dried almost instantly.

Finally, there were basically no mosquitoes. We’d done some overnight trips 
with Fenya in the alpine here on the Coast, and once the wind dies down, 
baby-camping becomes really difficult as you get totally swarmed. In the Sier-
ras, at least where we were, mosquitoes were almost non-existent (ok, maybe 
just a few on the Yosemite side, as we approached the valley). This makes basic 
tasks like feeding a baby way easier.

Diapers:

The big question, when baby-hiking, is “what about diapers?” Rightfully so. 
We have been doing cloth diapers so far, so we just continued that on the trip. 
We brought 4 covers, 3 night-time insert sets (much more absorbent), 12 
daytime inserts, and maybe 20 mini-wiping cloths. That’s enough for three 
days if everything goes normally, but clean diapers are lighter than dirty so we 
didn’t try to push it. We also brought a little collapsable washbasin. In the arid 

Romping in alpine meadows. Photo: Line Veenstra
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mountain air the diapers dried quite quickly, although when we were higher 
and the evenings cold we ended up hanging diapers from our packs.

The packs:

We brought a lot of stuff, especially food. The only thing I would do differ-
ently was food packing - we did a lot of freeze-dried (rather than dehydrated), 
which means more bulk, which means more (heavy) bear canisters - we had 
four! Also, we brought too much food in general - we did our standard 1 kg 
per person per day... this has worked great on long expeditions in the past 
where you’re working hard 12 hours a day... but with the little one there was 
way less time spent moving and way less calories burned. We forced it down, 
and still had at least 1/3 of our lunch food left over.

I don’t regret the decision not to do a food cache in Tuolumne Meadows, as 
most would do along this route, as I think it was a good one based on what 
we knew at the time and allowed us extra flexibility in case the trip turned out 
differently... but, if doing the trip again now that I have more baby-hiking 
experience, I would totally do a cache - it would have dropped 25 lbs of food 
and fuel from my pack. Kids grow up fast, though, so I guess very few have 
the opportunity to get really good at baby-hiking.

Other than food our equipment was pretty spartan - the standard single set 
of clothes and one of everything we needed to survive. I also brought a small 
tarp, which turned out to be very useful, as cooking dinner inside your tent 
if it rains is not an option with a baby. Also you aren’t allowed to in this park 
due to concerns about bears (not that we saw any signs of them until the Val-
ley). Line carried Fenya and Fenya’s supplies in a baby backpack, and I carried 
basically everything else.

Line’s pack ended up as 38.5 lbs (with average distribution between wet and 
dry diapers) and mine as 94.5 lbs. I broke my hip buckle tightening the belt 
after our very first rest break just a few hours into the trip, but had taken the 
replacement buckle out of the repair kit since I was trying to save weight and 
it had never broken before (having previously carried that very extra buckle on 
some 5 months worth of trips in the past). I rigged something up with Voile 
straps, but they required a lot of tension (read: crushing force) in order to sup-
port the load. A portion of my hip went numb and stayed that way; I’m still 
not sure if it recovered or it I just got used to it.

Training:

Line trained by hiking up the Grouse Grind with Fenya in her pack, and core 
exercises at home. I did one-legged squats with a heavy pack for strength, 
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and a lot of cycling for cardio (basically my normal training routine, with a 
bit more emphasis on weight). I like to try and put in as much weight as I 
can bear for the squats - high weight, few repetitions. I think I had it up to 
about 80 lbs or so. I also finally bought a wobble board and started doing one-
legged squats (no pack) on that; I think this really helped strengthen all the 
little muscles in my ankle, which was important as I basically did the trip in 
running shoes. I never feared for rolling an ankle, although there were a few 
incidents that I feel could have easily done so without the training.

Communication:

In this day and age, and with a baby, there are no good excuses for not having 
good communication. We bought a DeLorme inReach 2-way satellite text 
messenger, and it worked great. We used it in tracking mode all day while 
hiking and sent a couple of text messages (check-ins and weather reports) in 
the evening. We recharged it with a solar panel, but in retrospect I think we 
could have done the whole trip on batteries alone, if we were careful. We did 
later do a five day trip with tracking and no recharging and it was no problem.

Overall:

Baby hiking is great. You will soon find yourself with a brutally heavy pack, 
running around after your baby without any time to set up the tent, and with 
some of the most amazing memories and quality family time you could im-
agine. Really, all a child wants it to spend time with their family, and maybe 
go outside and play. On a long trip they get both, and you won’t have any 
distractions (except maybe navigation, the weather, food, water). But not any 
artificial seeming distractions like work or email.

The whole family near the end of the hike. 
Photo: Christian Veenstra
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Last weekend seemed liked the ideal time for a short escape from the city, 
just enough time to forget about the impending doom of finals. So a group 
of ten of us, new and experienced VOCers alike, set off on a day hike, leaving 
from downtown in the (relatively) early hours of Sunday morning. We made 
it to North Vancouver on transit hoping the rain would stop (it didn’t) and 
walked the fairly short distance from Lynn Valley Road to the trail (proving 
you don’t need your own vehicle to get to the great outdoors)! We set off as it 
was getting light and headed up to Lynn Peak. There had been a lot of rain the 
night before so we spent the morning hiking up a river in the rain so staying 
dry wasn’t really an option! We kept up a good pace to keep us warm (which 
definitely worked) and I even almost stopped noticing the rain. When we 
reached the top we were rewarded with a flurry of snow to give us a break from 
the rain – the first snow I’ve seen this year! The view from Lynn Peak lasted all 
of 30 seconds as the clouds momentarily cleared for us, so we could see how 
far we’d climbed. Then finally the sun appeared as we began our descent!

Lynn Peak & the Baden Powell
Trail to Deep Cove

•

Rachael Bashford

Sunshine on the Baden Powell Trail. Photo: Rachael Bashford
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We stopped for lunch at the bottom and, feeling slightly damp, set off on the 
Baden Powell Trail in the sunshine. This was a really lovely walk through the 
trees, made even better as the rain held off for the rest of the day. We stopped 
off at Lynn Valley Suspension Bridge which spans the very pretty Lynn Can-
yon, with all the water from the night before flowing beneath our feet. After 
a fairly in depth debate about where to find the best coffee on campus, we 
decided we’d better crack on if we were to make it to Deep Cove by dark. So 
we continued to follow the trail into the forest, completely leaving the city 
behind in the afternoon. We arrived at a viewpoint over Deep Cove just as the 
sun was beginning to set and paused to take in the beautiful scenery and wish 
we lived in the little houses on the bay. Being new to Vancouver, I still haven’t 
gotten used to living in such a beautiful area. From here it was a short descent 
to our final destination where we picked up the bus from Deep Cove back into 
the city as it was getting dark, fully making the most of our day.

Lynn Valley Suspension Bridge. Photo: Rachael Bashford
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A Newbie’s First Summit

•

Jory Wong
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(Top) Anne climbing along the large flake on Yak Chek. Photo: Marcin Mirski
(Bottom) Caro, Marie-Eve and Sam on our belay station after an exposed traverse on Mt. Sloan. 
Photo: Clemens Adolphs

Pg. 179: A 5.12a project atop the frigid waters of Grassi Lakes. Photo: Lia Dengler
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Abstract: This article describes how slushy mountain conditions (SMCs) be-
yond the melting point of snow results in desert climbing actions (DCAs) in 
well-stoked VOC specimens.
 
Winter Long Hike had been delayed once already when thirty of us arrived 
at the pre-trip meeting eager to spend a weekend building snow caves in the 
mountains. As stoked as we were, the forecast was instead for slush, rain, and 
melting. There would be no looking up at a perfect sky of stars from our quin-
zhees or igloos while living out the fantasy of being Inuit for a weekend. In 
short: Longhike ist im wahrsten Sinne des Wortes ins Wasser gefallen.

The room’s collective disappointment lasted for little more than 30 seconds 
before Steph Grothe brought up an alternative plan: “we could also go climb-
ing in the desert.” 

Murmurs began. People fiddled with their phones. Even before being put to 
a near-unanimous vote, the faff for a climbing trip to Vantage, Washington 
had started, the general mood having quickly changed to one of suspense: the 
thought of being anywhere remotely close to Vancouver and not buried under 
overcast and drizzle was hard to conjure, much less a desert. Tumbleweeds! 
Rattlesnakes! Coyotes and roadrunners!

We knew the bottleneck of the trip down would be the border, especially over 
spring break, as crowds of teenage Canadian Raudies made their way south. 
Accompanying in our car was Mirko Moeller, Sam Viavant, and Sherry Gu. 
Aware that no trip to the States would be complete without a border-booth 
interrogation, we were pleasantly met with a friendly “why are you so nerv-
ous?” Still, we were let through, but not before being sent into the offices to 
get ESTAs for the Germans. We hoped going inside would at least get us a 
washroom after the two-and-a-half hour border wait, but upon asking were 

The Effects of Drizzle and Slush 
on Winter Longhike

& the Resultant Trip to Vantage 

Jack Montpellier & Luisa Burhenne
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told to use the one at the gas station down the road instead. “It’ll be like the 
Taj Mahal compared to what you’ll find in ours,” said the desk clerk. The 
mystery remains. 

On leaving the border, Sam said something to me about a coat which trans-
lated in Jack’s head to “watch out for that cop.” Instantly, the car slowed back 
down below the speed limit. Prowling along 50 metres ahead in the right-
hand lane was an unmarked police Crown Vic. Sam’s coat had saved us a hefty 
American speeding ticket.

Needing supplies for three days of climbing and drinking in the desert, we 
rolled up to the WinCo, a Cosco-like box store that was already being rum-
maged through by other carloads of VOCers. We filled our carts with an array 
of different foods, reflecting our own tastes and diets. Naturally, Sam arrived at 
the checkout with a jumbo-cart filled above the brim with firewood, 8 bottles 
of wine, a ginormous sausage, flatbread, and a family-sized block of cheese. A 
grocery list could not be made more aptly suited for a long weekend with the 
VOC. We then struggled to fit everything into our already-overloaded car, to 
the point that leg space made way for bundles of wood and wine bottles galore 
were shoved into the size panels of each of the car’s four doors. 

We left the WinCo well past midnight, and arrived at Vantage no sooner than 
4:30am after a long drive through the mountains and arid hills below. Crawl-
ing through the small access road towards the climbing camp felt like being 
at the bottom of the ocean as the headlights illuminated a barren and sandy 
world on either side of the car. Not wanting to disrupt the many tents at the 
camp, we instead parked down the road and headed towards an empty area. 
A big pickup truck was the only other vehicle, and a trio of guys sat around a 
roaring fire. We began setting up our stuff nearby and greeted the three as we 
walked stuff over from our vehicle. While a variety of words could be used to 
describe them, “shitkickers” is perhaps the most accurate. Their replies were 
slurred from hours of drinking and things quickly went downhill from there:

“Why aren’t you guys camping with the other climbers?”

“The camp’s full.”

“No it isn’t.”

“Well, it looked full and we don’t want to wake anyone up.”

“Bullshit. There’s lot of space.”

“Is it a problem if we camp here?”
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“We’re gonna be shooting guns off towards where your tent is in the morn-
ing.”

Enough said. Three pieces of vital information were obtained: the trio were 
drunk, didn’t like us, and had guns. Thankfully, each and every other person 
we met at Vantage was as kind, encouraging, and generous as climbers are 
known to be. We made our way over to the climbing tents where we met Ross 
Campbell and Jim Richardson with others, fresh arrived from the road. We set 
up our tents and headed off to sleep, safely away from gunfire. 

The best part about arriving somewhere new at night is the surprise of seeing 
the surroundings come morning. Emerging from our tent we found ourselves 
ringed by basalt columns that other groups were already climbing on. Across 
the road was an arid desert basin dotted by tufts of sagebrush, as if plucked 
from the opening sequence of a classic American Western. All it needed was 
the voice of Tommy Lee Jones narrating, I was Sheriff of this county when I 
was just twenty-five years old…

After a lazy porridge breakfast we joined the others for a day of climbing. We 
arrived beneath the basalt columns and found some other VOCers. Jim was 
up on one of the routes and took a fast, clean fall. Once down he was beyond 
stoked: it was his first lead fall, and his enthusiasm quickly caught on. 

After watching some other beginners make their way up routes, it was my turn 
to rope up and climb. I had made my way up a few pitches at the Richmond 
Olympic Oval and in Cliffhanger, but had never laid hands on actual rock 
with the intention to climb more than a couple of metres at once. “You should 
try this one,” said Luisa as we stood beneath a 5.8 (Don Coyote) with a top 
rope ready to for the taking. It was vertical with holds perhaps 2cm in width 
coming straight out from the rock. Looking back, I remember it was one of 
the hardest routes I’ve ever climbed. The basalt gripped far different from the 
plastic, colour-coded holds, with nothing marked definitively as usable or not. 
Searching for colours with the eyes was replaced by feeling about for purchase 
with the hands. Once above 3 metres, each move was as exhilarating as it was 
terrifying, as there was nothing to say whether a particular hold was stable or 
desirable. What’s more, my skills were utterly basic, and in spots where an 
experienced climber would hang leisurely with outstretched arms, I found 
myself gripping tightly with biceps clenched, my energy draining fast. I didn’t 
fall on that route, because I didn’t dare to, pushing through to the top with all 
the strength I could muster. It was pure flailing, but I did it, and on getting 
down I felt incredible. 

We climbed some more routes and wandered around the lip of the basin with 
Frank Zimmerman and Sherry, finally arriving at the Sunshine Wall where 
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Luisa lead a couple of routes. She made it easy on the warm, chossy rocks. We 
could hear the echoes of gun blasts, suggesting our not-quite-friends from the 
night before had finally awoken and were following through with their plan 
to exercise their rights under the Second Amendment. No tent stood in their 
way.

That evening we stewed up our meals, still unable to believe the weather: 
though cool past sunset, a single day in the warmth of the desert after weeks 
and weeks of coastal overcast was revitalizing. I remember wanting to see so 
much more, knowing what we saw in Vantage was the northern extreme of an 
arid sprawl of landscapes that stretched across the Western United States and 
deep into Mexico. 

After dinner, we congregated with other VOCers around a bonfire. We arrived 
late with the debauchery well underway. I stood behind Lachlan Fleetwood 
who sat comfortably in a fireside camping chair as he passed up the plastic 
bladder from a 5 litre box of wine, calling it a goon bag, the proper Austral-
ian name for the thing. I took a long pour of the stuff and then passed it on, 
never touching it again yet still managing to wake up with the beginnings of a 
headache. It was no surprise that few of the thirstier goon baggers weren’t seen 
until well past noon the next morning. All around us other groups of climbers 
partied also. Up on the hills a group juggled fire, while those above the toilets 
cranked out trippy music and talked loudly about the peyote they’d taken. Yet 
another group set up a flood light beneath one of the nearby basalt columns 
to keep climbing into the night.

The next morning we climbed the columns near our tent. Sam enthusiasti-
cally taught me heaps about climbing as we got ready for the first few routes, 
going over more basics than I could ever remember, but with many pointers 
staying firmly in my mind. Sherry, who hated both heights and quitting, took 
thirty minutes on a 12 metre 5.9 route, utterly refusing to come down before 
touching the top rope anchor. She did it, and then climbed twice more that 
morning. After each climb she protested how she was done with climbing for 
the year, only to rope back up soon after to tackle another route.

Before heading home, we climbed a few last routes with Alfred Larsen gener-
ously letting Luisa use his rope, quickdraws, and anchors to lead. By the end 
of the first day the fear of climbing had melded into excitement and on the 
final routes the thrill of solving a puzzle with one’s body took shape. There was 
a crux on one route in particular that was a flat wall of rock, the only footholds 
being a tiny ledge. Against that wall one was pressed up against his or her 
chest, 2 metres below the anchor. Luisa had lead it and it was the first time I’d 
seen her pushing hard on that trip to get a bolt clipped. While following on 
top rope I remember being ready to give up as there was nowhere to go. The 
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holds simply ended. Below, Alfred and Tianna Sturdy gave encouragement, 
Tianna rocking a pair of sparkly gold climbing tights. “Sometimes things that 
don’t even seem like holds will be enough,” Alfred called up. “Think about 
how you shift your weight around.” Sure enough, he was right: the route was 
solvable by placing a foot with all of the body’s weight against a surface no 
thicker than two bank cards and then reaching up to a hidden jug above. The 
move stood in stark contrast to the exhaustive flailing from the day before, and 
while it took precision (at least for a beginner), the movement itself required 
very little brute strength. I understood then why climbing was such a won-
derful challenge, being much more than a raw expenditure of energy. Skill, 
strategy, and confidence mattered even more. 

As we left we mistakenly believed we would be prohibited from bringing fruits 
and vegetables through the border and set out on an eating frenzy during the 
car ride back. Over a span of fifteen minutes, the desert made way for the driz-
zle of the mountains and washing apples, tomatoes, and carrots was simply a 
matter of holding them out the window for thirty seconds as the rain whipped 
past. We passed through the border with our maximum allowable limit of 
wine, most of it Sam’s, who generously passed it around for all to share at 
beach fires over the following months. I brought back one bottle for myself, 
deliberately the cheapest I could find. It likewise met its fate around a fire, 
and like its goon bag relatives was unpalatably sweet, gave an awful hangover, 
and served as a great reminder from an amazing introduction to climbing. For 
once, we could all be glad the conditions up on Cypress Mountain had been 
too awful and rainy for igloos.
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Artem Babaian posted on the VOC message board:    

Hello VOCers,

    So in May I am going to be in Dresden for a while and there are some nice 
climbs in the area but they have this quirk that metal protection is not allowed. 
What this means is that one must use cord/slings and knots as your means for 
protecting a lead. I’ve never done this and while I understand the basic principals 
I can’t seem to force myself to climb on knots when metal is available (Cams/Nuts 
<3). I’ve been slowly buying some extra cord and practicing my knots to get profi-
cient but I am just kind of going by what seems right.
    Does anyone have any experience climbing in this style and willing to teach me/ 
want to experiment with me? I’m thinking before I leave if we go do some mixed 
metal/knot climbing to get used to placing soft protection and maybe falling on a 
few pieces (backed up of course) to build up a lead head in it. I don’t feel comfort-
able pushing any hard grades at the moment with this so some nice easy 5.6-5.8 
climbing would be good.
    Shoot me an email if you might be interested in this, I think it would be a really 
cool skill to learn and may be very versatile in the appropriate scenarios.
        Cheers,
         A 

T. Posted:
    Yer gunna die!

O. Posted:
    { Quote “Yer gunna die!” }
    Fer shure

Saxony Climbing
How I stopped worrying and learned to love knots

•

Artem Babaian & Katharina Rothe
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A. Posted:
    These might be good material for bulking up the knots.
    [Link lead to ‘Yer gunna die!’ t-shirts]

C. Posted:
                GLHF
…
Artem:
And so my girlfriend, Katharina Rothe, and I found ourselves in the German state 
of Saxony, amongst some of the most beautiful sandstone formations we’ve ever seen. 
Being on the far-side of the Iron Curtain, a rich traditional rock-climbing ethic 
developed in these parts (and neighbouring Bohemia) independent from Western 
influence. Strictly (and the Germans mean it!) no metal protection is allowed, 
instead knotted cord is used for passive placements or natural-protection (hour-
glasses, chock stones, chicken-heads…) are slung. There is little to no sport climbing 
and top-roping is frowned upon, one leads and the second follows. It didn’t seem 
too bad reading about it but, as we were about to find out, it is terrifying in person.

Staying with Kat’s sister in Dresden, we waited for the weather window to try out 
this style of climbing. Sunshine in the forecast, stoke high, we took a bus to the vil-
lage of Rosenthal-Bielatal, a 20 minute approach and we found ourselves steeped 
in a gorgeous sandstone crag. The rock is medium-grained sandstone, and you can 
feel sand linger on your hands after touching it. Chalk is not allowed, but you 
wouldn’t need it anyway with this rock. Kat “I could have never imagined to climb 

Taller rock formations in Bastei. Photo: Artem Babaian
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without chalk before (I love chalk) but it felt great!” The few bolts and placements 
we see are run out and very high (~10 m), since I had to lead these pitches I real-
ized that climbing here is committing, there are no half measures.

Katharina:
Opening our borrowed GDR guidebook, the German descriptions are scant, 
and I had trouble translating the German phrases into something useful. A 
few routes are marked with an ‘!’ meaning they are particularly dangerous. We 
settle on ‘Schroffer Stein Vorderer SO-Rinne,’ at Saxony grade III, to learn the 
rock. Artem racked up a combination of single overhand to double figure-8 
knots tied in static cord ranging from 5-11 mm, slings and a monkey-fist tied 
from 11 mm cord.

We both agree: The climbing was unreal; the rock had amazing friction and some 
of the most interesting features we have ever felt and started to love it. The tops of 
any features were eroded by the rain into perfect slopers with sharp underclings. We 
made our way up the first scramble pitch. Three pillars, fist-width apart, forming 
a right angle was the route in front of us. Climbing off the ledge there was a 15 m 
drop behind me and I jammed my way up. About half way up on the last pitch, 
I spotted a chock stone in the crack and slung it. My first piece of protection in 
Saxony. I ran it out to the end of the pitch. Kat followed bravely as I yelled, “just try 
it, but don’t fall” and we end up sitting at the little summit, basking in the warm 
sun and signing the summit log. I was happy. The climbing here feels liberating, 
the simplicity of the protection gives a sense of adventure and tradition. All the gear 
and technology I learned to depend on didn’t matter here; the best protection here 
was your ability to climb, but, as I found out, that’s not always enough.

Next we eyed two prominent pillars called ‘Little’ and ‘Large Hercules’, the moder-
ate classic of the area, recommended by everyone we asked. As I set up the first 10 m 
or so I reached what looked like protection. I grabbed a 6 mm cord tied into a loop 
with an overhand knot and wedged it in. I used a plastic spoon-handle to push it 
deeper into the wedge. As I set it and I was content, I felt rain drops on the back of 
my arm thinking to myself “It’s probably nothing, just a few drops, the weather has 
been gorgeous.” But as I looked at the knot, I caught myself and thought it might 
be best to back-off right here. Kat was relieved about my decision because EVERY-
ONE (almost in panic) left the rock, it’s a rule! And it was good. As I reached the 
ground the drizzle turned thunderstorm. We grabbed all of our stuff and ran into 
a nearby cavern. The locals gave us hope. If it would rain only for a short period of 
time, we might be able to climb again in an hour or so. But, the afternoon thun-
derstorm snuck up on us and we waited out the downpour for the next hour and 
a half. Bummed that we couldn’t climb we contemplated returning to Dresden.

We were here now though, might as well risk it and see how the weather holds up 
for tomorrow. Everyone else had left the forest by now. We hiked a little further and 
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decided to bivvy under an overhanging piece of sandstone (“Boofen”) hoping that 
we would not get fined for it… The next morning we woke up early and found a 
different spot to nap in the warm sun. As we took up the warmth of the sun, we 
knew that the rock was getting the same sun and drying up. In the late morning 
we went back to see what condition the rock was in. “It’s dry, it’s time to climb. 
Yeahhh!!!” But, wow, there was already an entire group of climbers in the area. We 
were a little amazed. They were at least around 60 years old and made it up the 
rocks as if it would be a nice stroll in a park.

I climbed up to my previous high point on Hercules -- I got my protection in and 
stared up at the route ahead of me. I could probably climb it, but it didn’t feel 
secure and I couldn’t bring myself to climb hard above this shitty knot in front me. 
I made three moves up, held, and couldn’t reach the next good hold. I was sweating 
and tried to push the thought of falling on that knot out of my mind. I down-
climbed, breathed and tried again. It wasn’t in me, and this was supposed to be 
moderate?! I finally decided to back off. It just wasn’t worth it right now.

In the meanwhile, a friendly, older gentleman passed by and started chatting 
with me. He is wondering why Artem took all these knots and “child heads” 
(also known as ‘monkey fist’…what?? that’s the German word for it!?! Seri-
ously!?!) with him, there is no way to place them anyways. Actually, there is 
nothing for protection on the first pitch except one spot that is pretty much 
useless, anyways. Well, that makes me feel a little nervous, but I’m confident 
that Artem knows what he is doing. The man wants to help us and starts 
explaining to me how it would be best for Artem to proceed up, as the route 
is everything but obvious. I was translating and tried to communicate with 
Artem, but it seemed that he couldn’t hear me very well due to the rock forma-
tions half way up. The local disappeared around the corner and suddenly, he 
was standing close to Artem who is just about to come back down. He truly 
wanted to help us with all means, apparently the second pitch is worth it.

As I climbed down to the lower ledge a local scrambled up to me and explained 
that I’m going off route. The route traverses far left and then goes up the face. He 
walked me through the line and assured me it’s great. I took a few minutes and 
decide to go for it!

I went back, placed the knot in the same sideways constriction and traversed left. It 
wasn’t too bad and I could mosey up the next few moves. As I climbed higher and 
higher I realized ‘I’m now high’. High enough that even if that knot does hold it 
doesn’t matter since it’s too far down to matter. I felt an intense wave of fear come 
over me. I was holding on here and I could make the next moves but there was 
little room for error. I let the fear pass over me like a thundercloud, I felt it ease up  
and I made the next moves. I reached the belay-bolt and was intensely relieved. I 
anchored in and spent the next minutes calming down as the stress dissipated. I 
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just wanted to get to the ground, I had no interest in continuing. I’ve had enough 
adventure, I wanted terra firma. I belayed up Kat, told her I wanted off this rock 
and she could see that I was in no condition to keep going. We rapped off, backing 
off again…

As soon as my feet touched the ground I regretted not having the courage to keep 
going. I could have probably kept going if I stuck it out. Well, lesson learned. The 
Saxony grade IV (~ 5.4) route was scarier than anything I’ve climbed before. 

We went around and found some easier scrambles/climbs. We climbed a little 
without rope (it’s pretty much what Artem did on lead anyways) and barefoot. 
It was amazing and focused me a lot; it was reassuring. We mellowed out for 
the rest of the day. Artem chatted up a local later again and he confirmed that 
he did the crux and that the next pitch had really good hourglasses and protec-
tion possibilities for five pieces of protection. It’s alright I thought to myself 
- only gives us a reason to come back.

We left humbled with this taste from ‘old world climbing’. We will go back for sure!

…
C. Posted
Yer did’n die!

The Large (left) and Little (right) Hercules pillars. Photo: Artem Babaian
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Participants: Amin Aziznia, Annie Maurer, Caitlin Schneider, Corey Kelly, 
Emmanuel Beraud, Ian Johnston, Magda Price, Ross Campbell, Shona Rob-
inson & Instructors: Alfred Larsen, Jon Leighton, Madeline Donald, Omid 
Javadi, Will Beattie

The Lead Ladder class consists of four evening sessions at UBC and one prac-
tical weekend in Squamish. The Saturday was spent single pitch climbing in 
the Smoke Bluffs. The Sunday was spent climbing multipitch routes...

Corey and Caitlin with Alfred on Cream of White Mice and Slot Machine:

Corey: We met Alfred behind Shelly, Alfred’s Delica (may she rest in peace), 
unaware of the epicness which awaited us in the Bulletheads South. After a 
gruelling (5 minute) approach, we stood at the base of Slot Machine, the stark 
beauty of which paled only in comparison to Alfred in the morning sunlight. 
Unable to contain my enthusiasm, I racked up and set off. 

Approximately 3 metres off the ground: sketchy brown tricam placement. This 
will be a good day. Unexpected 5.9+ crux move induces hangdogging. This 
will be a bad day. Crack commences. Barring one stuck foot, things continued 
smoothly to the top of the first pitch. Alfred and Caitlin joined me, and Cait-
lin set off up the second pitch. We became thankful that little communication 
was needed and rope tugs could be used, when a shirtless dude-bro started up 
the pitch behind us with a boombox in his backpack. We were graced with his 
presence and blaring music for several minutes until Caitlin passed the slabby, 
runout finish line and belayed us up on a bomber tree and bolt anchor. We 
finished our celebration just in time for Marc-Andre Leclerc and a friend to 
solo up behind us wearing feathered turbans (which I can only assume grant 
you mythical granite-crushing powers). 

Lead Ladder 2014
“The Lead Ladder is an instructional rock climbing course 

designed for those who aspire to lead climb traditionally 
protected single and multi-pitch routes.”
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Ian and Manu with Will on Calculus Crack:

Ian: On Sunday, Manu, Will (our instructor) and I climbed Calculus Crack. I 
was lucky enough to lead pitches 2, 4, and 6. Pitch two involved me learning 
to trust my gear a bit more after I fell on a 0.5 cam. Pitch 4 was a splitter hand 
crack that could only be described as excellent. Crack climbing is starting to 
grow on me, and climbing like that only provides more reasons to get better 
at trad. 

Manu: A big bravo and thanks to the instructors, and especially Jon, for the 
global organization and Will for criticizing/complimenting my placements on 
Sunday! Kudos to my partner Ian for leading this finger crack! I’m even more 
stoked about climbing than I was before this weekend. Like standing on a slab 
with one square centimeter of contact or being held by a micro nut, this is one 
fine climbing miracle!

Corey placing gear on Saturday. Photo: Will Beattie

Yours truly climbing pitch 4 of Calculus crack. Photo: Will Beattie
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Shona and Ross with Jon on Skywalker:

Pitch 1: 
Shona: I lead the first pitch, hauled myself off the ground onto some lovely 
unprotected slab, and panicked for a minute about a ground fall from a stag-
gering height of about 50 cm. As the task ahead sets in, I powered on toward 
a bolt and started sailing! 

Pitch 2: 
Ross: After faffing with the gear for a bit, I set off for my first lead of the day 
at my usual snail pace. Jon’s tips on how to climb the pitch were much ap-
preciated and slowly progress was made up the corner crack. Certainly I got 
plenty practice placing gear, the first third of the climb almost resembling top 
roping. This got me past the steeper section and beyond this foot holds are 
more forthcoming. Realising I’d run out of gear well before the top at this rate, 
I now forced myself to spread out the placements a little more sensibly. As I 
remember it, the hangdogging was greatly reduced from hereon in and when 
the chains revealed themselves just to my right they were gratefully received!

Amin and Annie with Madeline on Butt Light a.k.a. Butt Face:

Amin: At 7am in the morning, Annie and I re-grouped with Madeline and left 
toward Butt Face.  Butt Face is a forested slab above the Apron. Although it 
is not exactly spectacular, the grades and the Chief First Peak access has made 
it a popular route. I was really excited that I could climb the Chief in my first 
day of real trad climbing!

The plan was to hike up the Apron via its descent trail and start climbing 
Squamish Buttress via the Butt Light pitches to the first peak.  From there, 
we could hike back to the campground. Being a bit nervous in the morning, I 
made a huge mistake and left my camera in the car. Unfortunately, Annie also 
did not have a camera and neither did Madi. We had a full day of excitement 
ahead of us, but no camera to record any of it.

The hike to the top of Apron was fairly long and included passing some 
sketchy, exposed slabs. We reached the Broadway Ledge, about 10 metres 
right of Banana Peel’s finish and decided to start our day by climbing Boom-
stick Crack, a unique and very thin exfoliation flake across the steep-ish wall 
toward the Buttress. Anne led the first 5.7 pitch beautifully. Madi followed 
her, and at the end I climbed and cleaned the gear. Next pitch was a short 
5.5 which I led. It was a weird climb. Not many places to place gear, but at 
the same time not very difficult. I put two cams there, lost one of Madi’s nuts 
during the placement, and reached a tree belay. Everyone climbed that route 
easily and we regrouped again.
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After those two pitches, we continued a short hike and reached the base of 
Squamish Buttress. For the first pitch we had two options, a 5.10a or a 5.8. 
Obviously, we decided to climb 5.8 and Annie agreed to lead that. We set up 
everything and she started the climb. The climb started around a small roof 
then turned into a face climb past a bolt. She started climbing that roof and 
put her first quick draw on the bolt. While Annie was up there, she mentioned 
to us how slabby the face is and how she cannot find a good spot to place 
another gear. Maybe one minute after she clipped the bolt, I saw Annie falling 
on that slab. It was a bad fall of approximately 5 metres. Fortunately, she had 
the first quick draw clipped in that bolt. When the rope caught her, she was 
upside down on the ledge of the small roof. I was terrified, and so was Annie. 
Madi quickly jumped over the ledge and reached her, asking me to lower An-
nie to the ground. Both Annie and I were terrified. It was a bad fall.

We were lucky to have Madi with us, she was a hero. She calmed us down and 
made a lot of jokes. Annie was feeling a lot of pain in her ankle so we had to 
turn back because Annie could not climb anymore. We tried walking down a 
little bit, but Annie felt really uncomfortable to continue. We decided to call 
Search and Rescue (SAR). Our call to 911 was transferred to Squamish SAR, 
and in about an hour we saw a SAR helicopter coming and observing our 
situation on top of the Apron. After initial reconnaissance, the chopper came 
back and dropped two rescuers and a board to carry Annie. In the meantime, 
three other rescuers showed up to the scene. They hiked up the second peak 
and then down climbed to reach us. After evaluation of Annie’s situation, two 
rescuers carried Annie by the chopper to the Squamish hospital. It was about 
2:00pm; Madi and I decided to hike down to the campground and call it a 
day. Along with three other rescuers that were with us, we hiked down toward 
Memorial Ledge where we rappelled down to the Apron descent trail. Then 
we all hiked back to the Chief campground. 

When we informed the other instructors, Alfred went to the hospital to see 
Annie. It turns out that Annie’s ankle was broken from the fall. Luckily, her 
injury was not very serious and the next time I saw her she was as happy, en-
ergetic, and enthusiastic toward outdoor and climbing as before. She is a real 
VOCer at heart.
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Somewhere above the Lillooet valley a great tower of rock rises out of the 
glacier below, imposing itself upon the surrounding landscape. The group to 
which it belongs, the Manatees, is a remote place. It sees just a few visits a 
year, but those who make the trip leave with memories impressed – the NE 
buttress of the Wahoo Tower is not an image easily forgotten.  Two of those 
visitors were VOCers Nick Matwyuk and Lena Rowat, having passed through 
the group on skis in a previous winter.  Naturally, the idea of a summer return 
to climb the tower began to germinate.

When Nick proposed the trip, I had reservations. I’d never climbed with Nick 
or Lena before, nor with Olek Splawinski who was to be my partner, though I 
knew them to be pleasant, competent and fast by reputation. Alpine climbing 
was a relatively new endeavor for me, and I had little experience on glaciers, 
steep snow, or ice. I had no idea where the Manatee group was or what the 
terrain was like, and the trip was to be longer and more isolated than anything 
I had previously done. The poor access to the area meant information was 
scarce. The tower itself was 14 pitches long at 5.10a, doable in Squamish but 
potentially tough with the challenges of the alpine. In short, a whole lot of 
warning bells. But I was confident in my fitness and a strong climbing season 
in Squamish stoked my ambition. I agreed to join the group. If nothing else, 
a challenge in the mountains would be a pleasant, if temporary, respite from 
unemployment in the city. 

We packed for 8 days. From a logging road up the Lillooet valley, we would 
bushwhack into the alpine and hike into the Manatee group, most likely con-
suming two or three days. The forecast looked excellent, so our objective on 
Wahoo would come first, and then we would have a few days to rest and climb 
whichever of the less technical surrounding peaks caught our interest before 
hiking out.

Alpine Climbing 
in the Manatee Group

August 1st – 9th, 2014 
Will Beatie
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We lazily left Vancouver around 10am and drove until the road ran out. 
Throwing on the packs and reminding ourselves they would only get lighter, 
we began a dense and nasty bushwhack. Only three or four kilometers of sepa-
rated us from our creekside campsite for the evening, but we had braced for a 
slog.  A trip report from two years previous suggested the bush was passable, 
but growing fast.  They were correct.  After side hilling through an overgrown 
cut block where I spent as much time on my ass as on my feet, we swam 
through alders at the valley bottom.  Toiling at 1 km/h or less was quickly 
neutralizing our stoke.  Miraculously, the alders relented and gave way to an 
inexplicable 500m patch of open gravel.  Deliverance!  Spirits buoyed, we 
zoomed across the gravel, punched through the remaining bush and camped 
at Job creek. 

The next day began with the physical crux of the trip: getting into the alpine. 
After crossing a couple of creeks, we pointed it straight up, climbing through 
bush up an unnamed ridge one valley east of Polychrome.  Four hours later 
and 1000m higher, we emerged in the alpine and celebrated with a face plant 
in the first snow patch we saw.  Skating on scree led us down from the ridge 
and on to the Mosaic glacier, which we followed up to a col where the sur-
rounding mountain groups finally revealed themselves. Spectacular. Open 
fields of heather and grass, streams trickling down hillsides, tarns warming in 
the sun, and mountains all around.  Nick and Lena quickly began identifying 
the surrounding peaks from their previous trips: the Meager group, the Har-
rison Hut area, the Manatees themselves, Athelstan across the valley. For me, 
the feeling was different. Foreign mountains stretched in all directions with no 
signs of human life. I had been dropped into an invented landscape, infinite 
in expanse, mine to explore.

Our approach to the Manatee Group from the Lillooet River valley. 
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After spending the night high on the hillside, we dropped down into the 
Manatee creek drainage to begin our final approach to Wahoo. There were 
three creeks to cross, each one stronger than the last. We went from ‘rats, my 
boots got wet,’ to side-shuffling through shin deep flow, and finally to a hip-
deep torrent from which we retreated after Nick and I balked halfway across. 
The strong creek was fed by the Manatee glacier, so we followed up the river-
bank hoping to cross on the ice above.  As Nick and Lena hemmed and hawed 
about crossing the steep and nasty glacier toe, Olek veered hard right and 
ploughed straight through the lake at the glacier’s edge. A creative solution! 
After draining our boots, some easy travel through scree and forest brought us 
back into the alpine, close to the heart of the Manatee group.  

At the toe of the Sirenia Glacier, the group was keen to get out the crampons 
and enjoy some fast and unobstructed travel. We intended to follow the gla-
cier around the north side of Dolphin and Oluk mountains, camp at the base 
of Wahoo tower, and climb its NE buttress the next day. I took a breath and 
prepared to launch out of my comfort zone. The glacier ahead was steeper and 
more complex than anything I had been on. But as the rest of the group took 
off, hopping over the gaping crevasses without an apparent second thought, I 
resolved to do the same. Eventually the angle of the glacier and the prevalence 
of crevasses eased off. Approaching a shallow pass north of Dolphin, new 
snow began to cover the glacier. Conditions looked benign and we agreed to 
continue unroped. 

Crossing the pond that feeds Manatee Creek.  Photo: Olek Splawinski
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Shortly after the snow began, I punched both feet through a bridge. I don’t 
remember the feeling of falling through. I remember finding myself shoulder 
deep in a crevasse, hanging from my armpits in the snow. I remember mut-
tering ‘fuck,’ more confused than afraid. Most of all, I remember my legs 
dangling in space, the reality of the situation setting in. Lena turned around 
and told me not to move. With care, I stretched a leg out in front of me and 
a leg behind, finding I could just barely stem across to support some weight. 
Locating the crevasse walls in this way allowed Lena to drop to her stomach, 
approach the edge, and offer me a hand, while Olek removed my pack from 
behind. Once the pack was off Lena, pulled me out of the hole and on to 
solid ground.  No one had panicked; communication was curt and clear. The 
rescue was over less than a minute after it began. The hole I created had no 
visible bottom.

We roped up and attempted to proceed, but Nick put his foot through an-
other snow bridge almost immediately. The terrain ahead showed no signs of 
changing, so we turned around. After retreating onto bare ice the danger was 
gone and it was safe for me to unravel. I thought of the phone call I would 
have to make to my parents and cried behind my sunglasses.  

So, what to do now?  We were two days from civilization and reliant on each 
other for safe travel. I decided to swallow my fear and proceed with the trip. 
I would forget the accident for the time being, make deliberate and conserva-
tive decisions, and accept the inevitable exposure to further hazard for the 
remainder of the trip. At my request, the next day was safe and unambitious. 
We climbed the lovely Obelia Peak, hiking up to the southern false summit 
immediately from camp then scrambling through a kilometer of class 3 and 
4 ridgeline to gain the main summit in the north.  Obelia is set back from 

Crossing the Remora Glacier approaching Wahoo. Photo: Will Beattie
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the rest of the Manatee group and provided a view of the glacier path we had 
attempted the previous day. The snowfield where we turned around seemed 
featureless, but the remainder of the approach to Wahoo was littered with sag-
ging snowbridges.  Certainly that route was too treacherous to attempt again. 

The day after Obelia, we tore down camp and went to investigate the ap-
proach to Wahoo from the south side. Our map indicated that reaching the 
base of the tower from this route would require a steep descent from the 
Wahoo-Mermaid col, but lacking a better option, we just had to hope for the 
best. We quickly made our way from the Sirenia glacier onto the Manatee 
glacier and wrapped around the south side of Dolphin and Mermaid. This left 
us at the base of the standard route up snow on Wahoo’s south side. We hiked 
up to camp on a flat glacier bench just 300m below Wahoo’s summit and im-
mediately adjacent to the col. With time remaining in the day, we decided to 
climb the standard route on Wahoo to better view the col and to familiarize 
ourselves with the descent. Foreshortening made the snow seem steeper than it 
actually was, and the climb to the summit went easily. Atop Wahoo, we found 
a summit register (one of only three signs of prior human visits seen all trip) 
with only a dozen entries from three decades of climbers. From the summit we 
could see that the approach to the base of the route would require rappelling 
past a short section of steep ice from the Wahoo-Mermaid col, but the glacier 
below that looked manageable. We walked off of Wahoo, grabbed water for 
the following day and then rigged a rappel anchor before returning to camp 
for an early bedtime. If the weather looked promising the following morning 
we would make our attempt.

The NE buttress of Wahoo tower was first climbed in 1985 by a Bruce Fairely 
party. Bruce was then a law student, worn down by a summer of articling 
work and in need of an adventure. The party flew into the Manatee group, 
breaking the landing ski on their plane in a rough landing. After mending the 
ski and seeing their pilot off, they climbed the route (one member descending 
500m of snow and glacier in their climbing shoes after dropping their runners 
off the tower!), then had to slog out to the logging roads in a continuous push 
so that Bruce could be half-asleep at his desk at work that Monday morning. 
Some adventure! They named their route the Articling Blues Buttress, describ-
ing it as ‘a great mountaineering workout.’ After days of anticipation we were 
anxious to begin.

The fifth morning dawned and we were moving. Climbing 14 pitches of sel-
dom traveled rock with a nebulous route description takes time, and while we 
carried two sleeping bags and pads between the four of us we hoped not to 
use them. The high camp and pre-rigged rappel were instrumental in getting 
a quick start to the day.  We rappelled down the col and negotiated a short 
section of snow and crevasses to arrive at the base of the route. The final ob-
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stacle remaining was the moat 
separating the glacier from the 
wall. We had two options to 
begin, the original start and a 
different variation established 
a decade later. Our intention 
was to examine the moat next 
to the two possible starts and 
choose whichever looked easier, 
but both were surprisingly tame 
so Nick and Lena began on the 
original route while Olek and I 
tackled the direct start. The two 
paths climbed six pitches in par-
allel up opposing sides of a mas-
sive chimney before merging, 
allowing us to begin simultane-
ously, avoid endangering each 
other with rock fall, and stay 
within chatting distance. Not 
bad! While Olek and I enjoyed 
splendid climbing over the first 
three pitches of our variation, 
Nick and Lena had good rock 
and the pleasure of finding the 
shoes that were dropped off the 
tower from the first ascension-
ists in 1985, still looking good 
29 years later.

Climbing on the tower was a pleasant departure from the Squamish style I’d 
grown used to.  The rock on Wahoo is a fascinating speckle of white and grey, 
with glassy black feathers interspersed that shine like they’ve been polished.  
Continuous crack systems were rare, but the rock was nicely featured, allow-
ing a kind of gear-protected sport climbing. Over 14 pitches, I jammed maybe 
once.  Roomy ledges at perfect 30-40m intervals separated surprisingly steep 
sections of climbing.  While the ledges made for wonderful belay stances, they 
also made finding the correct start of the next pitch quite challenging.  I’m 
quite sure we climbed several variations to the original route, including two 
of Olek’s pitches at 5.10 R/X that are, to put it mildly, not recommended.  
Progress was generally smooth, and we were on our target pace until I made a 
series of blunders just a few pitches from the top. First, a major route-finding 
error from a ledge cost the group a precious hour and frayed Nick’s nerves 
after I sent him up a dangerous pitch to nowhere. Then it became apparent 

Our approximate routes up the Wahoo Tower.  Light: 
Articling Blues Buttress, 5.10a, TD.  Dark: Blues But-
tress Direct, 5.10a, TD+.  The upper deviation of the 
dark route is run out and scary, not recommended. 

Photo: Olek Splawinski
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that the clock on my camera hadn’t been adjusted for daylight savings time, 
and we were in fact an hour slower than we had thought. I had taken us from 
comfortably on pace to racing the sun almost instantly. As the group began 
to grow tetchy at the prospect of a night on the wall, I went up another pos-
sible pitch to look for promising rock above, mercifully finding a piton in the 
wall at a small ledge. This was the only piece of fixed gear we saw all day, and 
it let us know we were on the right track. Shortly thereafter we were on top, 
finishing just as the sun dipped behind the skyline. A quick summit photo, an 
easy descent in twilight, a gigantic meal of cheesy potatoes, and our 16 hour 
day was done.  

With Wahoo in the bag and food supplies running low, we took the next 
day to scramble a few nearby peaks then begin our trek back to the car. A 
short and pleasant scramble up the SE ridge of Mermaid Peak took us to the 
summit, and we had just enough time to follow the ridge north on snow and 
rock to summit Oluk Peak as well. Looking out on the previous day’s route 
up Wahoo was satisfying; it’s hard to believe that a line so imposing from far 
away can be so manageable from close.  We returned to camp four hours after 
we’d left, packed up, and began our walk out on the Manatee Glacier. Another 
night in a stunning alpine campsite, more wet and muddy creek crossings, a 
final tricky trip up the Mosaic glacier, and it was time to say goodbye to the 
mountains and re-enter the bush. With light packs and gravity on our side 
the bushwhack out was more civilized than the trip in, and soon enough we 
were back at the car, tired from eight long days in a row but otherwise happy 
and unscathed.   

I want to give thanks to Nick and Lena for leading the trip and to all group 
members for my rescue. 

I’m home now, and I’m not sure how to feel about this trip. It featured the 
best route I’ve ever climbed in the most beautiful area I’ve visited. But still, 
can I be happy with how it went? Can I be proud of my accomplishments on 
a trip that almost killed me? Just how bad of a decision was it to go unroped 
on the new snow? To tackle a trip with so much glacier travel in the first place? 
To enter terrain where inexperience forces me to rely on the judgment of oth-
ers? To join an ambitious trip with new partners? I’m still badly shaken by my 
fall – how will that affect me when I return to the mountains? The answers 
are not so clear.
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The Manatee Group as viewed from the summit of Obelia. Photo: Will Beattie
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A Wonderfully Rambly Outing to 
Mount Sloan

•

Caroline Jung (with input from all participants)

This trip was serendipitous in the best ways from start to finish with lots of 
bushwacking, facepalms, laughs and good company. It started with an email 
faff Caroline Jung started-since Marie-Eve Myrand-Lapierre and Ross Camp-
bell were leaving us to travel for a long while; we wanted to get a weekend in 
of scrambling and climbing. 

Being the indecisive crew (apparently that’s a Canadian thing?) we were, our 
discussions floated from the logistics of bringing a brush saw for logging roads 
to Ashlu, to gear that’d be needed for technical routes on Wedge. To add to the 
happy-go-lucky theme of the thread, we discussed how all of us were injured 
in one way or the other: Ian Johnston and Jim Richardson with busted knees, 
Clemens Adolphs and Marie-Eve with sprained ankles, and Caroline with 
metartarsalgia. It all amounted to over 70 emails for one weekend trip, but in 
the end we settled on Mount Sloan upon Marie-Eve’s suggestion.

The busted-knee guys were out, but in the end we filled up a modo van with 
Marie-Eve, Ross, Clemens, Sam Viavant, James Webster, Caroline, and Tom 
Moore. None of us had met Tom before picking him up (save for Sam, whose 
couch Tom crashed on-Tom was Sam’s friend Kate’s friend). He was stellar 
company, and we enjoyed his stories of tramping around NZ during his trav-
els. We wouldn’t be surprised though if there were moments on this trip where 
he must’ve thought we were a bunch of wahoos ;)

We drove up Saturday morning, along the Hurley River FSR. We parked at 
what we thought was the turnoff off of the logging road, and hiked for a short 
while before Caroline pointed out that what we’re following does not match 
the route description. We quickly realized that we were en route to Green 
Mountain, just south of Mount Sloan. We were supposed to go just one more 
valley over. We quickly walked back to the car, found the correct turnoff, and 
drove a fair bit over some water bars on the deactivated logging road. The 
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modo dealt with it pretty well. Eventually it got too much, and we hopped off 
not far from where no car would have been able to get up anyway.

The logging road, up to the end, was quite overgrown, but with just enough 
space between the tall brush for a human or two to get through without any 
trouble. It was hot and humid, so the extra plant coverage was appreciated. 
Fireweeds were in full bloom, further pretty-fying the scenery with its pink 
petals. Some of us messed around with making javelins out of them. It was 
smooth sailing (and lots of sweating) until we got to the end of the logging 
road. Then things took a turn for the bizarre.

Those of you that venture up to Mount Sloan, beware-the Matt Gunn’s guide-
book descriptions fall apart here.

At the end of the road, we began following a vague trail, following the creek 
on the North side as per Gunn’s descriptions. We found a bit of flagging here 
and there from time to time, but they soon disappeared and we found our-
selves hurling ourselves over logs, finding and losing animal tracks. Not hav-
ing a trail was not good for Marie-Eve’s ankle-we stopped a few times to help 
her tape it up, and she persisted through like the champ she is.

Eventually we came upon a waterfall, which was not mentioned in any route 
beta we had. Chuckling about how off-trail we were, we enjoyed the waterfall 
for a little while, then decided to cross the creek onto the south side. At this 
point, we basically gave up on trying to find a trail, at least up until the first 
lake. We pulled our way up roots and shrubs, walked on, under, over logs up 
to the first lake. The guys who went shirtless ended up accumulating pine nee-
dles on their backs, as the foliage would find their way into the space between 
the backpack and the back-this made for a funny sight when the packs came 
off, with pine needles glued onto the back by sweat and sap.

We eventually reached the decently-sized lake-and upon skirting around it, we 
finally found some flagging and something resembling a trail. At first, the trail 
was easy to follow, and we continued along another creek through some nice 
alpine flora. Soon enough though, we lost the trail again, and we chuckled 
some more at the situation. Some of the creeks in the description were dry, 
which made for some confusion as to when we were supposed to cross over to 
another one-but soon enough we found the lake we were supposed to camp 
by. To our surprise, there was a sandy beach, and we immediately stripped 
naked for a swim and washed off the sweat and pine needles on our skin while 
enjoying the cirque surrounding our private lake.

We then set up camp and went for a walk along the lakeshore. We stumbled 
upon really nice boulders to play on-some of them must have recently broken 
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off of the cliffs higher up, as some of them were immaculately clean. We heard 
rockslides throughout the night, coming from the other side of the valley, 
confirming our hypothesis(?).

After a relaxing evening with dinner, bouldering and some alcohol, we crashed 
and woke up not too early the next morning. We broke up into two groups, 
with Clemens, Sam, Marie-Eve and Caroline climbing the NE ridge, and 
James, Ross and Tom getting up the gulley system as per Scrambles directions. 
We planned to rendez-vous at the summit, and walk down together.
The scramblers had a straightforward and fun outing, making it to the sum-
mit in good time. The climbers, not so much (well, we still had fun, just 
not so straightforward-the microterrain got the best of us). So much that the 
scramblers got in a long nap at the top, waited and waited, but ended up going 
down before the climbers got there.

From the route description on Bivouac the climbing route sounded like it 
should take 4-5 hours. In all of the beta we found, climbers did this route as 
a day trip, parking at a different spot further down the valley and gaining the 
ridge immediately for a nice 4~5 hour ridge scramble with some low 5th class 
difficulties. We decided to just cut straight up from the lake we were camping 
by-and underestimated the microterrain we were about to encounter.

We began with a steep bushwack through some pleasant-smelling conifers 
(pine-fresh!), chuckling about the amount of tree-hugging we were doing 
on the trip. Eventually we got above them, and found some fine granite to 

Mountain bums. Photo: Caroline Jung
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scramble on. From then on, we were gifted with quality scrambling all the 
way, which made the route-finding hiccups totally okay. We did get rather 
baffled, rappelling and traversing over one ridge to another, wondering when 
we would reach the actual NE ridge. After a rappel into a dusty gulley with 
some ice left in it, we eventually found what we were looking for, and were 
treated to a view down the cliff on climber’s right. We listened to the rumbling 
of water and rock making its way through the snow field below. Majestic they 
are, mountains.

The rest of the way up also involved pleasant scrambling up and down local 
maxima, panoramic views and a little bit of roped climbing. We were all kind 
of dehydrated, as it was hot and sunny, and we did not pack enough water for 
a prolonged outing. It was a really special feeling, standing together on top of 
Sloan and enjoying a panoramic view of a mountain range we were exploring.

After a snack break, we set out to find the descent trail. This again proved to 
be rather interesting, as there were several gullies. After walking back and forth 
look, we found the correct one. We beelined down to the lake and found the 
rest of our group lounging at camp.

From then on, we packed up as quickly as possible. We wanted as much day-
light as possible if the way down was going to be as cryptic as the way up. 
Getting down to the first lake was uneventful, and we even managed to find a 
series of flagging tape supposedly marking a trail (a new ‘trail’, as we found out 
later). We were glad to have finally found a proper route down, though call-

Finally on the proper NE ridge, Caroline takes in the view. Photo: Clemens Adolphs
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ing it a trail would be a complete overstatement. It was rather a faint footpath 
thickly overgrown with hellish but pleasant-smelling nets of green. Navigat-
ing through required a keen set of eyes for finding the next flagging, assertive 
stomping and wading motions with our arms the entire time. We didn’t talk 
much, but we chuckled with each other a whole lot, despite constant whip-
ping from the branches.

We finally reached a creek crossing at the end of the logging road, and it was 
not an obvious one either. With one last laugh about how it was completely 
non-obvious where this trail starts, we escaped the forest just as the last hint 
of daylight withered away. We trudged down the logging road through the 
night, feeling the brush slither past us as we made our way through the dark 
green tunnel.

As we piled our tired bodies into the van, Ross suddenly exclaimed “so THAT’s 
what the X was for!” Confused, the rest of us asked him what he meant. He 
explained that the “trailhead” we chose to follow on the way up had had X 
marked on the ground, and he had thought “Oh, X marks the spot!”

Now, those of you who know and love Ross, just imagine him saying those 
exact works with that special way he speaks.

And in case that wasn’t clear, X did not mark the spot.-it meant ‘don’t go this 
way.’ But who cares, because the silly shenanigans and wonderful company 
made this the best trip I had this year, and I know that sentiment is shared 
with many of us. We were reminded again of the old magnificent fact that it’s 
the people that make the trip! :)
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At 9pm on a Friday night, after tossing around a few other ideas, Piotr 
Forysinski and I decided that the Markhor-Needle traverse sounds like a fun 
way to spend a day. By 7am the next morning we were on the way to the Co-
quihalla summit. I have done Needle Peak recently and think it’s a fantastic 
short scramble with quality rock, and only wish it was longer. A bit of research 
showed that indeed, it can be linked with the nearby Markhor peak via the 
ridge between the two. The reports we read mentioned two exposed cruxes 
along the route which made me a bit uneasy, but I was still totally stoked.
With rope and a bit of gear, I felt confident we could do it without getting 
into trouble, seeing as some groups have done it without any gear.

We started out around 9:30am from the salt sheds, up into the wet bush 
towards Markhor. There’s no trail up there, so we chose the path of least resist-
ance and became one with our inner forest bears. After about half an hour we 
saw a huge exposed slab, but my initial excitement was soon extinguished as 
we found it to be quite slippery and after a few minutes, back into the bush 
we went. An hour later, we got onto an increasingly clean scramble route and 
around noon we were standing on the Markhor summit. 

There we proceeded to have lunch, re-
lax, and look at the imposingly pointy 
Needle Peak that we were about to as-
cend. I changed into my shiny new five-
ten approach shoes and we started on 
the way down to the saddle. The descent 
follows a ridge and is basically a walk 
down slabs with long cracks. One par-
ticular crack was roughly same width as 
a typical human and Piotr found it best 
to use his butt as a contact point, while 

The Best Scramble-to-Suffer Ratio: 
Markhor to Needle Traverse

•

Dmitri Oguz

Dmitri at Markhor peak.
Photo: Piotr Forysinski
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I found it just plain awkward. The descent was otherwise fun and straightfor-
ward.  On the way down I became a believer in approach shoes as their grip 
on good rock is unbeatable. Eventually we were down into the saddle and 
heading up the ridge.

At the bump on the ridge we met 
up with another party. They were 
cautiously checking out crux #1, 
an exposed descent down a ridge 
that got progressively steeper and 
narrower towards the bottom. I 
ended up down scrambling it and 
Piotr opted to rappel. After much 
discussion, the other climbers de-
cided it was too much and turned 
around, calling it a day. The expo-
sure was exciting, but the rock was 
solid and confidence-inspiring. 
Next came some steep scrambling 
up to the next part of the ridge 
over some rock that turned out to 
be a bit crumbly. I found this part 
more “interesting” than the crux 
we just passed, but all in all quite Crux 1. Photo: Dmitri Oguz

Slab descent from Markhor. Photo: Dmitri Oguz
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reasonable. At that point I started eying what looked like a big blocky step in 
the distance which I could see no immediate way around, and I was certain 
it was crux #2.

After more ridge walking and fun scrambling we arrived at the block. Crux #2 
turned out to be a narrow, exposed route around the left side of the block I saw 
from afar. Since we had the gear and good spots to place it, on Piotr’s strong 
suggestion we roped up.  We made it up with no issues, but in hindsight, rope 
was a much safer option as some of the rock was more crumbly than you want 
it to be and a fall would likely be fatal.
After some route finding and more quality scrambling, we went up the final 
chimney to Needle Peak. It was glorious. There we again stopped to chill, 
change out gear and snack.

The down scramble from Needle Peak was enjoyable but pretty relaxing com-
pared to the ridge. On the way down there’s two huge boulders that I named 
the Devil’s Balls on an earlier trip, and upon hearing the name Piotr felt com-
pelled to climb them, which he did successfully.

The hike down to the car was pleasantly short and was followed by my tradi-
tional stop at Dairy Queen in Hope. A Blizzard always makes for a delicious 
end to a great day.

The trip took us just over 9 hours, at a pretty relaxed pace with several breaks 
to soak up the sun. We both figured it can be done in 8 hours without too 
much trouble.

So far, this has been the best ratio of quality scrambling to minimal amount 
of slog and suffering out of any trip I have done, and the views are fantastic.  
A great fun intermediate trip, though I would be hesitant to recommend it to 
a novice due to exposure and somewhat crumbly rock on the ridge between 
peaks. Looking back at 2014, this was one of my favorite trips.
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January 2014.

Little did we know, but Diego Ribas-Cadle and I were to spend the first week-
end of the year in Squamish…

After returning from an amazing four days of skiing, my stoke to slay more 
pow was through the roof. Soon after our return to civilization, I used my 
time at work to look up avi conditions and options for a nice day trip on Sun-
day. While the danger in the alpine was considerable, the lack of precipitation 
meant a nice day out in the sun. Quickly, I started an email thread to gather 
fellow skiers.

Soon Diego gave me a call to inform me of the rising freezing levels, it was 
going to be +5C around 1500m, and reminded me of our chat about rock 
climbing. It didn’t take him long to convince me that rock climbing in fact 
sounded like a great option. My stoke started to grow. It was easy to fill my 
car with five fellow climbers and it didn’t take a lot to convince Alfred Larsen 
to join us with a second carload. At the same time I heard that finding people 
to fill a 7 seat Modo van to Mt. Baker was hard – what a strange Winter…

So I found myself driving over the Lion’s Gate bridge at 8:30am heading 
towards Squamish. I must confess that I quite enjoy the late start of a good 
cragging day. During the ride, we realized, that between the five of us, we had 
four ropes and five racks. This somehow quickly translated into the idea to try 
some aid-climbing.

Upon arrival in Squamish, Artem Babaian and Kat Rothe went on to Krack 
rock and Diego, Sam Viavant and I planned to aid up Mosquito and join the 
two of them. During the gear-faff, Alfred and his companions, Elize, Jim, 
Luka and Tianna passed by and Sam decided to join them to go to Burgers 
and Fries.

Rock Climbing Season Never Ends!
 

•

Jens Vent-Schmidt
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In the meantime, Diego started leading the first pitch on aid and Alfred got 
stoked to try it as well. While Diego continued his quest upwards though, 
Alfred quickly decided that it was a stupid idea and went on to Burgers and 
Fries. I, on the other hand, followed Diego up. We enjoyed our two pitches of 
aiding, both lead by Diego and little did we know that when we topped out, 
almost 4 hours had passed. This was quite an eye-opener. Nevertheless, it was 
a great experience. Being new to the idea of trad climbing, those two pitches 
of aiding gave me great confidence in my cam-placements. Hanging your full 
weight off the double-zero feels quite amazing. And our last tri-cam was epic, 
too bad I thought about my camera too late.

After topping out, Diego and I joined the rest of the group at Burgers and 
Fries where each of us got three more leads in. Diego also got a chance to stack 
hexes. We were rewarded by a great sunset over Howe Sound. We met Artem 
and Kat back at the car and rounded the day with a good pint at the brew pub 
topped up with some samosas on the way home.

All in all, we had a great day and got super-stoked for a successful rock climb-
ing season 2014.
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Having grown up in view of Baker, I’ve always had a fixation with the moun-
tain. It loomed in the distance across Boundary Bay, hazy blue and dominat-
ing the southeastern horizon, a permanent fixture of my hometown’s Centen-
nial Beach. When young, the fact it was a volcano with a triangular summit 
made it all the more enticing and I remember being puzzled by the fact there 
wasn’t a visible crater that would glow in the evenings like something out of 
a cartoon. I’ve heard from others that as kids they feared its eruption, and 
anyone who has spent some time in the Vancouver area will have likely looked 
out on a clear day and seen its perfectly mountainlike form on the horizon. As 
soon as I began doing trips into the mountains with the VOC, Baker quickly 
became a goal. I waited a few years to build experience, and in the spring of 
2014 I decided it was time to make an attempt.

After mentioning the idea of a late-season Baker trip to a few other VOCers, 
I was approached by Andy Cavers at one of the club’s monthly barbecues. He 
had heard about my interest and enthusiastically offered to help bring any 
such expedition together, having made an attempt on the mountain before 
and being more knowledgeable about mountaineering generally. I had never 
organized a VOC trip before but asked to meet him for a beer the following 
week to go over details. He accepted, and over pints of pale ale at Calhoun’s 
we poured over a map, discussed route ideas and methodically went through 
a list of considerations and concerns.

The first order of business was to see whether the trip would be feasible. I had 
very little mountaineering experience beyond G1, a season of rock climbing, 
and some VOC scrambling adventures but had heard from others that Baker 
was an excellent mountaineering objective to cut one’s teeth on. It was also 
suggested there were a number of timeline options to consider, ranging from 
early season, where avalanche and hidden crevasses would be prominent haz-
ards, to late season, where the crevasses would be exposed but conditions icy 

Mount Baker via Coleman-Deming: 
Adventures on a Stratovolcanoe

•

Jack Montpellier
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and snow bridges fewer in number. The latter scenario made it seem as if the 
mountain would at least be showing its cards so to speak, and that these con-
ditions would be better for a group made up largely of others also seeking to 
gain mountaineering experience. Whether the trip was ultimately made easier 
or perhaps more hazardous because of our late-season arrival, I can’t say. The 
hard snow and ice proved to be excruciating challenges during the crux of our 
summit push, but were overcome through an excellent display of teamwork 
and energy.

The pre-trip meeting saw a high turnout and we decided to split into two 
groups: Andy’s ascending via the Easton Glacier and ours via Coleman-Dem-
ing. We set off on a Friday night and headed to the border in a convoy of cars, 
there being twelve of us heading up Coleman-Deming in total, the maximum 
allowed in the Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest. On the way we stopped for 
a late dinner at the Abbotsford White Spot where Ben Schulte disappointedly 
discovered the chain’s endless refills policy didn’t extend to the beer.

On arriving at the border, Ben had some issue with his US entry visa and we 
headed inside. Initially the customs agent gave us a hard time, being espe-
cially annoyed that we planned to camp “just anywhere” up on a glacier. Levi 
Graham defused the situation by sauntering into the station mid-snack and 
proceeded to chat up the guards about their night. By the end of five minutes 
he’d managed to switch the situation around and was grilling the officer about 
the identity of a US Homeland Security bureaucrat in a framed photo on the 
wall. The guard couldn’t wait for us to get back into our cars and continue on 
our way, as he made very clear.  

Once at the mountain we drove up the winding access road, well-stoked for 
the days ahead. At the time, gaining so much altitude in a vehicle felt like 
cheating. This belief would be quickly extinguished as we trudged for hours 
across the blinding snowfields of the mountain’s alpine. After a night of ninja-
camping in the parking lot we set off at a hearty pace in the morning, stopping 
to feed some whisky jacks and take in the incredible views over the Coleman 
glacier’s gnarled face from Heliotrope Ridge. Once alongside the glacier, the 
twelve of us divided into rope teams, each headed by one of our three most 
experienced teammates: Matt Kennedy with Dakotah Fozzard, Gabe Frame, 
and Carly Peterson; Laurent Roberge with Mirko Moeller, Tina Wang, and 
Luka Culibrk; Noah Besen with Ben Schulte, Levi Graham, and myself.

The ascent of the first glacial field went smoothly. Though the drop was pre-
cipitous, the snow was firm and crusty, giving our crampons good purchase 
and making it easy to place protection. The initial strides roped up were awk-
ward but we quickly adapted and established a confident pace, hammering in 
pickets after the first few switchbacks. Above, we encountered an expansive 
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bowl dominated by Colfax Peak above, an impressive tower that stood along-
side Baker’s summit. We contemplated camping in the bowl itself, but quickly 
decided against it. As Matt aptly pointed out, “if we camp here and you get up 
to take a shit at night and go through a crevasse, no one will ever find you.” It 
couldn’t have been said better.

We set up camp and got ready for an early dinner as the sun set, casting a 
beautiful golden light on the summit. Another party passed through the bowl 
and we watched as they made their way up like ants. It was only on seeing the 
tininess of humans on the far off slopes that the mountain’s true size became 
apparent. Their presence revealed detail and relief as well, as what appeared at 
first to be walls of snow were in fact expansive snowfields, brought into three 
dimensions by the microscopic party of climbers moving their way across.

As our pots simmered, we took time to review 2:1 and 3:1 pulley systems, 
self-arrest, and anchor building. Dakotah taught us how to walk in crampons 
without wasting energy, locking the knee at each step and proceeding me-
thodically. For the nerd in me it was reminiscent of Frank Herbert’s Dune, a 
science fiction classic featuring a culture of desert-dwellers who live harmoni-
ously with their inhospitable environment, adapting even the way they walk 
in their planet’s sand. The thought of being the mountain equivalent to them 
is perhaps what years of the VOC ethos and types 2 and 3 fun eventually 
shape people into, though that may simply be a figment of an overactive im-
agination. Either way, a camelback straw bears close resemblance to the same 
feature on a Freman’s stillsuit, and it’s fun to imagine when slogging through 
the wilderness for hours on end. Most importantly, the lock-stepping worked.  

Levi Graham and Noah Besen ascending the first glacial field. Photo: Jack Montpellier
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After dinner we watched Luka rappel into a small crevasse to rescue a pot lid 
(a valiant yet unsuccessful attempt) then turned in for four hours of sleep. The 
night was calm and the view of the stars incredible, right down to the haze 
of the Milky Way, with the distant lights of Abbotsford sprawled across the 
Fraser Valley to the north.

At two minutes past midnight, Gabe marched through camp calling everyone 
awake. It was a direct assault on faff, and it worked perfectly: soon we were 
each cooking a quick breakfast and assembling the last of our gear, with none 
of us trying to pull off “just a few more minutes” as an excuse to either our-
selves or the team. The only setback was Laurent’s stove bursting into flames, 
prompting him to hurl it off into the snow as it burned off the fuel. While 
losing good gear is unfortunate, we joked that it was a sacrifice for our sum-
mit push. Thankfully we had plenty of stoves for melting snow and MEC is 
always generous with returns (albeit possibly “store credit only” for something 
burned unrecognizably).

We set out trudging in silence, roped together and full of porridge. Someone 
called from behind suggesting we dim our headlamps. The moonlight against 
the snow was adequate, drenching what lay ahead and around us in perfect 
dull silver. So began a series of hours that edged on surreality as the lack of 
sleep, excitement, stress, impatience, silence, and frozen environment of the 
alpine blended together. Two hours after leaving camp this tranquility was 
shattered by a terrible crack-and-crumble noise of hundreds of tons of some-
thing collapsing nearby. I felt a surge of adrenaline and thought, what is that? 
and can it kill us? Noah called out to the group, “serac collapsing. Don’t worry, 
it’s way over there,” gesturing away from our path with his ice axe. Nearby, 
perhaps 100 metres from where we stood, a wall of ice loomed above. It was 
separated from us by a shallow basin, the icy debris piled at the bottom. In 
that moment, I loved that basin. Some small talk ensued and we carried on, 
the incident being a reminder of the unpredictable nature of the alpine as mass 
wasting and glacial retreat gradually tore the mountain to nothing.

Luka Culibrk attempting to rescue a pot lid. Photo: Jack Montpellier
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Ascending further, the peaceful surreality returned as snow field made way for 
snow field. We passed crevasses large enough to swallow commercial airliners 
and eventually arrived at the Pumice Ridge, a lateral moraine of crumbly vol-
canic rock, its soil covered in a layer of dust that made each step seem lunar. As 
we scrambled up, the lights of Bellingham became visible to the west. Beyond 
the ridge was a narrow snowfield that rose steeply for several hundred metres 
at its far end towards the summit. To the left of this wall was a precipitous 
bergschrund, while to the right the snowfield dropped off into a crevassed sec-
tion of the Easton glacier. The headlamps of Matt and Laurent’s teams were 
already visible making their way up ahead.

“Is that the Roman Headwall?” I asked.

“Yep,” said Noah. “That’s it.”

I knew the name from years ago when I first researched climbing Baker and 
knew from more recent readings that it would be the crux of our ascent. We 
had discussed setting protection on the headwall during dinner the night be-
fore and had enough pickets to do so, but as the headwall rose gently we 
decided to clear the easier sections unprotected and hammer in the pickets 
once on the steeper parts. As the grade increased, we bit our ice axes into hard 
packed snow, being careful that each step was solid. Knowing there were sev-
eral hundred metres below that lead to a nasty bergschrund I initially avoided 
looking down, but the view of the emerging dawn was irresistible. Far beyond 
we could see the Pacific and everything we had climbed since camp.

Near the top of the headwall patches of ice appeared across the snow and our 
route became increasingly difficult. Making things worse, I was exhausted and 
had a pounding headache, having run out of water an hour before with my 
emergency supply in a camelback buried deep in my pack. 20 metres from 
the top of the headwall we hit a section that was mostly ice and crap-quality 
snow mixed with rocks. Levi began to have trouble with his crampons. They 
were slipping, and like the rest of us, his muscles were exhausted from hours 
of pushing hard. He called back that he was uncertain he could make it up the 
next section without slipping. Noah took out a picket and began hammering, 
but it was no use: the snow was too solid and we had no ice screws. There was 
no immediate way of securing our team. Levi shifted onto his axe to rest and 
we did the same in hopes of securing ourselves against a fall, yet the blades of 
our axes hardly breached the surface; there was no way we would be able to 
arrest the momentum of a teammate. I remember looking back at Ben who 
looked tired and stressed. Still, he called up encouragement.

In hindsight, we should have detached from the rope. There was no benefit 
remaining linked together, as it was only endangering us all. We should have 
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had ice screws on hand, and we should have been testing the snow every few 
metres to ensure placing protection would be possible as the grade of the wall 
increased and the consequences of a fall grew in severity. We did none of these 
things. In those tense minutes the danger of our circumstances was apparent, 
yet still we did not considering detaching, focusing instead on keeping our 
team calm and encouraging Levi through the final icy section to the rocks. I 
could tell he was terrified but he remained focused the entire way up, pushing 
through his fatigue and conjuring the energy needed to make those final steps 
up the ice firm and secure. His perseverance and integrity in those critical 
moments remains the fondest memory I have from the trip, as it encapsulated 
how challenges in the outdoors can bring out the best in a person: pushing 
on, keeping calm, and doing what’s needed when quitting isn’t an option. At 
the same time, the memory is checkered by the fact we placed ourselves in a 
dangerous, foolish situation that could have seen us seriously injured or killed. 
At the time I was simply relieved to be past the ice safely and concerned about 
our descent of the section. Once safe we had a snack and some water, regained 
our strength and then set off up the final snow field towards the summit. Days 
later, I found myself irritable and angry at how things had unfolded on the 
headwall and how avoidable our predicament had been. Thank god we had 
been lucky.

The summit itself is an expansive, unremarkable snow field pierced by a small 
rocky tower called Grant Peak. We made our way to the top of it and col-
lapsed down to rest, taking in the incredible views as Baker’s shadow, long and 
triangular, cast its way to the horizon. In all directions, a sea of mountains. 
So many more to climb. “You could spend a lifetime climbing here and still 
not summit them all,” Luka said. This launched us into a discussion about 
how everything we could see beyond was truly an outdoorsperson’s paradise. 
We took pictures and had a snack, with Ben passing around congratulatory 
chocolate as we signed the summit’s log book. My body had no interest in the 
chocolate as a treat, savouring it only as sugary calories. Below the crater was 
visible, filled in with snow and ice except for a small vent stained yellow that 
exuded a plume of steam. The stink of sulfur passed in the odd gust of wind.
 

Baker’s early morning shadow. Photo Jack Montpellier
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As we left Grant Peak, we encountered some VOCers from Andy’s group who 
were making their way up from the Easton Glacier. They told us they had spo-
ken with a park warden who cautioned them about climbing today because 
of the icy conditions. The others from their group, they told us, were on their 
way up. I was keen to give thanks to Andy up on the mountain itself, but as 
our turn-around time had been reached, we wished the others good luck and 
continued on.

To mitigate our risk back down the headwall we built snow bollards and de-
scended a fixed line with our prusiks. As we made our way back to the Pumice 
Ridge, Matt dropped to the ground ahead of us, his leg piercing thigh-deep 
into a hidden crevasse. We watched as he pulled himself out, brushed off, 
and continued down the slope after a brief exchange with his teammates. The 
speed at which it happened was alarming, serving as a stark reminder of how 
something catastrophic can occur without the slightest warning.
 

On our way back to camp we encountered a group of ice climbers doing a 
photo shoot of a female teammate in a red evening gown near the large chunks 
of ice that had been calving from the serac hours earlier. We pointed out the 
danger of where they were standing, but they dismissed the warnings. Later, 
we watched in disbelief as they made their way across a snowfield un-roped, as 
if inviting a fall beneath the field’s wrinkled surface.

Laurent and Luka descending the Roman Headwall. Photo by Matt Kennedy
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Once at camp, Ben passed around whisky as we packed up and made the 
long trek back to the cars. The sun, reflecting off the snow, was scorching and 
even with sunblock I could feel my skin being burned. Levi had lathered on 
handfuls of zinc oxide sunscreen like an old-time mountaineer, and while we 
had joked about it earlier, hours in the sun made me wish I’d done the same.

At the cars we convened about safety and what to do better in the future, 
reflecting on how the day had unfolded. On one hand, the trip had been a 
success. We summited Baker and were greeted with an incredible sunrise that 
threw the mountain’s shadow far to the horizon. On top of that we bonded 
well, obtained heaps of experience, and had bagged the peak of a beautiful 
stratovolcano. On the other hand, we had remained roped high on an icy 
headwall and failed to have the protection on hand needed to secure ourselves. 
We had been lucky that nothing bad came of our errors. Luck, however, runs 
out and is never something to toy with when the stakes are so high. Looking 
back it adds up squarely to a Type 3 fun experience: one not enjoyed at the 
time and not thought back on fondly, but a damned good cautionary story 
to tell.

We were too tired for dinner together and instead pushed on back to Vancou-
ver. I collapsed into bed once home and slept straight through until arriving at 
work the next morning, limping, sunburned red, and pleasantly humbled to 
have made it up the most imposing peak visible on Vancouver’s skyline with 
a great group of VOCers.

Dakotah Fozzard and an impressive crevasse. Photo by Matt Kennedy
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The first I heard about Mt. Stuart was in an email from Steffi (Stephanie) 
Grothe. We had initially planned to go to the Bugaboos, but uncooperative 
weather had turned our sights elsewhere. I was too pre-occupied with my bet-
ter half, Kat, on the white sand beaches of Tofino to contribute to the discus-
sion Steph, Clemens Adolphs and Julien Renard were having about where to 
go for our ‘End of the Summer Alpine Adventure’. I just had completed my 
PhD transfer exam and was preoccupied with recharging from the slow burn 
of research in the sciences.

Upon my return to Vancouver I dropped Kat off, slept, and then picked up 
Clemens, Julien and Steffi in the morning. This was to be my first real alpine 
climbing trip, a dream of mine. We didn’t know the turmoil we would soon 
face, instead we were filled with the promise of endless granite and beauty as 
we set out on our adventure down the I-5 with smiles and laughter filling the 
car.

We stopped by an outdoor store in Seattle to stock up on last minute essen-
tials. Steffi bought the guidebook, Julien bought the topographic map and I 
figured since we were together I’ll share and save money. We set out for the 
Enchantment Range and greedily eyed the jewel of it all, the highest peak in 
the area and by all accounts a classic climb, the North Ridge of Mt. Stuart. I 
listened to every detail discussed in the car: our itinerary, approach, good bivy 
spots, hard pitches and so on. Everyone in the car was experienced in alpine 
climbing except for me, so I hung on their every words but often was dis-
tracted by driving. While I heard everything and felt informed, I hadn’t seen a 
map so the trails and landmarks didn’t really form a complete thought to me. 

We approached Mt. Stuart from the South, the direction the internet in-
formed me was correct. Julien questioned if this was the correct place so we 
pulled off into a red dusty parking lot and huddled over the guidebook on the 

Nameless Notch
- how we didn’t climb Mt. Stuart

•

Artem Babaian
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cars hood. We were on the wrong side of Stuart, about 100 km off the mark. 
A large loop around the range, through Leavenworth, brought us to the cor-
rect, North trailhead. 

Late in the day we made short work of the well-worn trail. We made our dusk 
camp along a lake amongst an evergreen grove. I felt more tired than I would 
have liked, the heavy pack and quick pace made me dig down to keep up. I 
figured I would eat well and get a good rest to replenish that energy for the 
next day, our big climb.

We woke early, the air felt electric with anticipation, smiles all around as we 
quickly got our things prepared. We didn’t have to pack water because we 
would fill up at a creek along the trail. Steffi was the first ready and went 
ahead to use the washroom. A minute later I was ready and yelled out to Ju-
lien and Clemens that I too would use the washroom and meet them there. I 
stepped out onto the trail, turned towards Mt. Stuart, beaming to myself, and 
marched Southwest down the trail. 

After about 300m or so I questioned if I missed the turn-off to the bathroom 
and figured I better back-track before I’d be too far away. I turned and hiked 
briskly back up the trail. I saw a turn off, took it and went down into a se-
cluded campsite. “No, this isn’t it.” I made it back to the trail and went back 
until I found another turn-off uphill, and went about 40m to find a pit toilet. 
“Well this is the toilet but I must have just missed Stephanie”, I reasoned.

A few minutes later I rejoined the trail but I didn’t see anyone in the magenta 
pre-dawn. I figured I’d best go back to camp; I found our camp deserted. I 
pulled out the map that Stephanie had printed out for me and went over the 
trail again: “Here we are along the lake, the trail Southwest leads to Mt. Stuart, 
there are no other trails which I could have gotten onto mistakenly.” Perplexed 
I set out onto the trail again thinking maybe the others were just up ahead at 
the creek filling up on water, that was our next stop. I bolted down the trail to 
catch-up, anxious to not keep everyone waiting. We needed the whole day to 
finish the climb before nightfall and the sun would rise soon.

Five minutes down the trail I went off-trail and bush-whacked before I found 
the stream and trail again but no Julien, no Clemens and no Stephanie. 
“Where could they have gone?” I quickly returned to our campsite -- no-one 
again. I went through all the possibilities. Our trail was a line, I was off of this 
line thrice, the only logical explanation I could come up with was that in the 
time I was off the main trail the others must have passed me, probably trying 
to save a few minutes. I got angry at the others and thought that was not re-
ally nice of them. I knew I was not as experienced and a slower hiker but they 
could have at least waited a few minutes. I felt disappointed and decided to 
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catch up.

I put on my game face and bolted down the trail again. I expected to see 
Julien cross armed, tapping his foot at a creek around every corner or hear 
Clemens and Stephanie banter in German about these inefficient Canadians. 
Weathered mountaineers waiting for some inexperienced crag rat to get his 
act together and slog on. I pressed forward, befuddled at my partners. Soon 
dawn broke and the forest was illuminated in a gentle orange glow. I contin-
ued on the trail as it skirted a marsh and then darted back into the forest. I 
soon found that again I was off the defined trail and in the middle of some 
god-awful bush. My progress slowed and my uncertainty built up about what 
was going on or why the hell they would have gone so far from the campsite 
instead of just fucking waiting for a few minutes. After a good 20 minutes of 
whacking, I found the trail again and decided if they wanted to go and climb 
Mt. Stuart so badly that they couldn’t wait a few damn minutes, I’d just hold 
down camp and do some hiking in the meanwhile. Bitter, I march back.

I strolled casually into camp to find three backpacks strewn about. “Hmmm...” 
I sat down and immediately Clemens strolled into camp, “There you are! 
We’ve been looking everywhere for you.”

“I’ve been looking for you guys, where did you go? I went to the bathroom 
and you were gone,” I replied.

“We were waiting at the bathroom and then when you didn’t show up we went 
back to camp and you were gone. We’ve spent the last two hours looking for 
you,” Clemens explained.

I was puzzled at how this could have occurred but I felt relieved at the same 
time; they weren’t jerks who left me behind, I was the jerk who ran off alone. 
“Hold on, you sit here. I have to go get Steph and Julien, they went ahead on 
the trail to see if they could catch up with you.” And Clemens ran off after 
them. As he got to the main trail he turned Northeast.

I pull out my map and look down at it, I follow with my finger the trail 
Southwest towards Mt. Stuart and then I look at the Northeast trail and how 
it wraps around the lake and ridge and forks back to approach Mt. Stuart from 
the other side of Goats Pass. A small detail I may have not been privy to.

“We thought you fell into a ditch somewhere and hit your head or some-
thing.” Looking up I saw Steph smiling at seeing me again.

“We must have woken up everyone in the area. We were yelling your name up 
and down this part of the trail for an hour,” Julien added.
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I smiled and explained my ridiculous mistake, apologizing in between every 
sentence. These weren’t the summit-crazed mountaineers my mind conjured; 
they were the friendly co-adventurers I had set out from Vancouver with.

“Next time that happens just get back to camp and sit down. No one is going 
to leave you behind.” Steph advised. It seemed so obvious when she said it, I’m 
embarrassed at myself to have thought otherwise.

“Well, Stuart might not go today but we can take a look at other options for 
today.” Julien chimed. Everyone smiled at the prospect of doing some climb-
ing and we decided to head out for a nearby peak.

Hiking down the correct trail this time, we bantered on in the warming day. 
The Enchantments lived up to their name. Every direction I looked I saw the 
memory of thousands of photos of granite peaks framed by pale blue skies and 
evergreens. I smiled to myself and took in the vista.

The trail degraded to a series of cairns over a boulder field and our progress 
slowed. By noon we were not where we wanted to be so we discussed alterna-
tive plans. We pulled out our crappy print-out maps after realizing the proper 
topographic map was left at camp along with the overnight bivvy gear. We 
were two ridges over from the campsite, in front of us we saw a notch with 
a surprisingly fun looking climb. It’s not anything compared to the peaks 
around us but it looked to be fun. I was super stoked to be doing a ‘First As-
cent’, even if it’s some obscure saddle in the middle of nowhere that no one is 
likely to touch again.

We scrambled up to the base and roped up. I roped up with Clemens, and 
Steph teamed up with Julien. We simul-climbed the lower easy terrain, learn-
ing the technique we had read about. Both climbers climb tied to one another 
with protection between them. It’s committing to climb with your partner 
tied below you. As the leader climbs and places protection he shouts out how 
much protection is in the rock. “One... Two... Three”, I shouted. 

As Clemens followed the route he removed the protection and subtracted 
from our count, “Removing. Two.”

The rule we set is that we must have at least 2 pieces of protection between us 
at all times. If the leader falls, he falls to the protection and is caught by the 
second. If the second falls, he falls until the leader is pulled off the rock and 
falls to the protection. It’s faster on easier terrain and saves time on long easy 
sections but you put a lot of trust in your partner when you’re leading. So we 
climbed, with the sound of the wilderness around us broken by our yelps of 
protection counts.
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 “Three. Four.”
 “Four. Three.”
 “Four.”
 “Three...”

After we completed a good chunk simul-climbing and switching leaders as 
gear ran out, we reached more difficult terrain and decided to belay. We con-
tinued going back and forth like this all through the notch. In the early even-
ing we reached the saddle to find Julien and Steph snoozing after finishing 
about an hour ahead of us.

We all shared smiles and talked about our way back. I started to feel the long 
day and I realized that I had been gulping down water all day and not eating 
all that much. I swallowed a granola bar almost whole and we decided to get 
going before it got dark.

We descended down the scrambly, bushy back-side of our Nameless Notch, 
rappelling some cliffs and down-climbing smaller drops. We discussed which 
way we wanted to go back. We could go back through the boulder field which 
would be tedious and even slower in the dark; likely we would get back to 
camp at 10 pm. Our alternative was to go up to Goat Pass, past the base of the 
Mt. Stuart route and then down the far side of the trail. The section of trail 
I hiked in the morning was much better than the boulder field, but the pass 
was an unknown.

Listening to Julien, Steph and Clemens discuss these options I mentioned 
in passing that I was feeling tired and I’d prefer to not gain any unnecessary 
elevation up a pass. I didn’t want to complain too much so I didn’t insist when 
they urged for the pass route. Going up to Goat Pass today meant we could 
scope out bivy spots for a super-early start to Mt. Stuart and figure out which 
approach was better. I sucked it up and figured I’d dig deep.

We dropped the elevation we spent the better part of the afternoon climbing, 
and headed towards the pass. The trail was great and packed well from travel at 
this point. We started gaining elevation up to the pass and started losing light, 
quick! I slogged forward, each step my pack increased in weight by some phys-
ical phenomenon I couldn’t understand. My pace slowed as did my thoughts.

I bonked. I laughed to myself that I knew exactly what just happened and that 
it was going to suck big time from here. ‘Hitting the wall’, is what runners call 
it. It’s the point at which your body has burned through all the stored carbo-
hydrates in your muscles and to keep running your body is forced to use fats 
as a primary energy source. It sucks because fats are converted to ATP, energy 
for our muscles, through a much slower process and it feels like you were hit 
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by a train, got up and had to keep going. I was half way up a mountain pass, 
far from camp, in the dark and bonked. The situation was not okay.

Every step became a battle of my will, of what I knew I had to do and my 
body screaming at me to stop and rest. I lumbered forward, all I wanted to 
do is stop. I got a granola bar from my pack and tried to eat it but it was so 
sweet that it was hard to keep down. It was almost completely dark. Steph and 
Julien had gone ahead, later I would find out this was to find the pass in the 
fading dusk light before complete black enveloped us. Clemens stayed a few 
meters ahead of me, encouraging me to keep moving forward. This helped 
more than I think he realized. He gave me some gummy squares with sugar 
and electrolytes to try and get something in me. I slowly sucked on the sweet 
candy with water. I could see his headlamp always a few meters ahead of me.

I couldn’t see much outside the bubble of my headlamp, it was so dark. Off in 
the distance I could see a flash of light from Steph and Julien’s lights, beckon-
ing. Looking up I saw snow falling from the black void and a cool wind chilled 
my hot body. At one point I sat down. I wanted to sleep very badly, I could 
just huddle under this large boulder out of the wind and nap, just a little bit. 
I sat down, closed my eyes and gave my body a moments rest.

“Don’t stop Artem. Whatever you do, don’t stop completely. Even if you’re 
slow keep going.” I heard Clemens yell out from just ahead. Deep down I 
knew he was right and I had to keep moving. I stood up and focused on going 
one step forward. “Go one step”, was the mantra I repeated to myself.

I started to feel better as we joined Stephanie and Julien at the pass. The carbs 
I had eaten were letting me think again and I kept eating. Steph eased my load 
by offering to take the rope off my back. I noted to myself how beautiful the 
landscape was around us. The pass is polished granite, like gentle grey ocean 
waves instantly petrified. Water and ice pool in the troughs and the wind 
howls over it all. Julien got a bearing using our poor map and we headed down 
the approximate trail on the far side of the pass.

We dropped elevation, the wind subsided and as we entered the greenery, the 
air felt warmer. We continued down a diagonal slope we thought might be 
the trail-ish. It was late, around 10 pm, when we hit the first cliffs. We had 
down-climbed and descended to a large forested ledge surrounded by cliffs 
of unknown height. We briefly discussed our options: bivy there or scramble 
back up and continue higher up to find the trail. We continued.

We crossed several innocent looking streams, each becoming frightening as we 
were realizing it was wet slab granite. I could feel the aches in my body of a 
long day’s exertion but I felt stronger than before the pass. We hit another cliff 
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system. We crossed three streams and if they were the ones on the map then 
we should have overshot the descent trail, so we turned back and crossed the 
streams again. Should we bivy? No. But each time we figured out where we 
had to go, we reached a dead end of cliffs instead.

Finally we said that we were lost 
and it’d be best to plant our-
selves down for the night and 
try again at first light. It was 1 
am already. We found a bunch 
of soft looking shrubs protect-
ed by some boulders and laid 
down for a bivy. We put down 
the rope as a mat and put on all 
the clothes we had, which wasn’t 
nearly enough. Steph and Julien 
hunkered down under some 
jackets. Clemens and I used our 
two emergency blankets length-
wise over both of us and snug-
gled. My winter-crag climbing 
experience made me bring two 
unopened hand warmers in my 
chalk bag pocket.

The biggest discrepancy between my report and the other participants’ experi-
ence was the quality of the bivy. The wind blew hard and often our blankets 
came apart and cold wind tore them up over the night. Underneath my rain 
shell I had one hand warmer on my hand and chest, another hand in my pant 
pocket near my crotch. There were times in the night when I felt like I was 
too warm because of this. My feet, which were further away, were not so lucky 
and I had lost feeling in my big toes by morning. I fell into a deep, warm and 
peaceful sleep, after a long hard day doing what I had always dreamed of, sort 
of.

I awoke smiling to myself, I felt like a shiny new penny. I got a good hearty 
laugh at us, partly because I was happy that there was light and we could 
get off that mountain and partly because we just got our asses kicked by the 
Nameless Notch climb we thought would be an ‘easy day’. Steph, Clemens 
and Julien had a cold night and were not as chipper, but I think a few con-
tagious laughs and jokes in and we knew it was going to be okay. The dark, 
frustrating mood of the night before was burned off by the new sun. I was 
genuinely and deeply happy to be there.

Brrrivvy. Photo: Stephanie Grothe
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We soon found the actual stream we thought we had passed before. One long 
rappel later we were in a gully off the rock. We could see a gentle slope down 
and the boulder field turn into the marsh which led up to the camp. We made 
quick work of the rest of the trail and collapsed into camp.

We ate like kings. Hot couscous with deli meats, cheese and (oh so dear) but-
ter. A quick dive into the cold glacier lake (I didn’t go in past my feet) and we 
crawled into our sleeping bags to be enclosed in real warmth. A few hours later 
the others went for a hike to a nearby lake while I held down the camp with 
a good book. That evening the weather tracked us down and it rained. This 
was my first time in the alpine, not particularly exciting to anyone but us but 
it was a fantastic experience and offered many real lessons for me to reflect on.

The weather was supposed to be only worse from there on, so we packed up 
and hiked out the next day. We cragged at nearby Leavenworth and tent-
camped at an RV camp, very un-alpinist like, enjoying the luxuries of civiliza-
tion (beer and chips). Before leaving, Steph somehow convinced Julien to go 
back into the Enchantments to climb another peak. None of us would be back 
here anytime soon and it was a unique opportunity to take, but that’s a story 
to ask them about.
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Act I: January (Artem Babaian)

Looking at Corey Kelly’s gray face, the colour matching the granite we found 
ourselves immersed in, I could tell everything was not okay. I regretted con-
vincing him that Angel’s Crest was totally something we could climb. Its 12 
dizzying pitches follow the arete of Sheriff’s Badge up approximately half a 
kilometer of the Squamish Chief. It was Corey’s third day traditional climb-
ing, the previous two having been in the weeks prior on the Malamute and 
Smoke Bluffs. I was the ‘experienced’ one, but laughably so. I learned the dark 
art of traditional climbing back in October at Long Hike and logged a dozen 
days or so on rock, mostly shaking like a leaf in the wind, up easy cracks and 
systematically plugging gear away with little confidence in each piece.

“Hey man, that was awesome, eh! How about you lead the next pitch and get 
your ‘lead head on’. It’s only supposed to be 5.7.”, I said trying to keep our 
morale high. I was wrong. It was actually the 6th pitch not 5th, a 5.10a finger 
crack. I had led the previous pitches to ‘get us going’, and was eager to get off 
the sharp end, my nerves worn dull by the technical and physical difficulty of 
the climb.

We had a rare January warm-spell to climb, with temperatures at a balmy 
15°C and so we chose Angel’s Crest because it seemed like the next logical 
progression for us. We had met in December through good mutual friends, 
who introduced Corey to me as “the guy that boulders hard.” Our friendship 
and partnership began then; we got out to trad climb soon after meeting and 
found it actually fun. Corey could face climb well, but struggled with cracks, 
and I would step up then. After the first days out we both wanted to try 
something bigger. I jokingly suggested Angel’s Crest soon after learning about 
its “Classic” status, thinking Corey would get scared off and suggest a more 
reasonable route like Diedre or Skywalker. I talked it up, saying how great the 

Angel’s Crest in Two Acts

•

Artem Babaian & Corey Kelly
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climb is supposed to be and how cool it would be 
to do it. To my surprise, Corey was excited to do 
it and said it was a ‘good idea.’ Surprise turned 
to excitement at the prospect of climbing the 
Chief which turned to a deep seated anxiousness 
in my gut in the days leading up to our attempt. 
I would study the topo over and over again, read 
different trip reports and escape routes. I wasn’t 
REALLY a rock climber, I was from Toronto. 
Even upon moving to Vancouver two years prior, 
I would ride past the Chief in awe that people 
could climb the daunting mountain face, what 
was I going to do there?

“Okay, give me a few minutes to get it together,” Corey said looking up and 
down the crack. He looked awful, like he had come down with the flu between 
the first and fifth pitch. I wasn’t sure if it was the height or ass-spanking cracks 
that wore him down, I projected. “I don’t think I can lead this.” Corey states.

“Maybe we should bail man,” I said with slight hesitation. Corey said nothing. 

“We should get off this man.” I repeated with more confidence.
 
“Yeah, we should.”
 
We organized ourselves, and discussed how we were going to escape. We had 
one 70 m rope, the escape to the gully was still a bit higher so we would reverse 
our pitches to get down. We rappelled down a short pitch to a better stance, 
with another party over us. They got annoyed at the delay we posed on them. 
We tried to keep it together and just get off this rock, back onto terra firma. 
We futzed around with the second rappel but ultimately got some webbing 
around a tree and rappelled down almost the full 35 m to a bolted anchor. Af-
ter Corey joined me at the anchor I pulled on the rope but it didn’t come, just 
stretched. I tried to flick the rope and pulled harder on the other strand but it 
didn’t go. We ended up prussiking up the rope, Corey using my knots, which 
were different than what he was used to and therefore frustrating. I could hear 
curses tumble out of him with each slide of the knots. I put on a smile, yell-
ing “you’re doing great! Just take it slow.” I prussicked up afterwards to join 
him on a ledge and he then went up the rest of the way with a Gri-Gri, with 
slightly more efficiency. After a long moment Corey returned and we pulled 
the ropes and rappelled. I got the all-clear from Corey below me and slid 
down the rope myself. I looked over and saw the tails of the ropes hanging in 
the air a few meters above the ground, Corey grinning ear to ear looking up at 
me. I slid down, my weight stretching the rope above me, sinking down lower 

Everything was not ok.
Photo: Artem Babaian
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towards the deck, until my belay tube hit the knot at the end of the rope. My 
feet were hanging 3 inches from the ground.

“That was fun man, we’ll get it next time!” The weight of the climb lifted off of 
us and we walked off with the happiness of making it back intact.

Act II: October (Corey Kelly)

This time felt different from its inception. With most of the season behind us, 
we knew we were ready. We’d taken every opportunity over the prior months 
to plug gear, get our hands into cracks, and practise our multi-pitch skills until 
there was some semblance of efficiency in our actions. We mentioned Angel’s 
Crest often, and the bitterness from our failure was quickly replaced with ex-
citement at the prospect of going back. By the end of the summer, it was only 
a question of finding a weather window with our schedules synched up. We 
got our chance on October 7th. Artem suggested doing some shorter lines, or 
perhaps cragging for the day, but I knew it was because he was waiting for me 
to say I was ready to go back. I was ready to go back.

We were at the base of the route by 0800. Having previously done the techni-
cal 10b start, we thought that the tree climb would be a fun way to start the 
day. I led up the tree and scramble, and set up to belay Artem up the first 
proper pitch: the Angel Crack. I remembered how bad this pitch felt last time, 
when I had flailed the entire length of the crack. Artem quickly dispatched 
the pitch, commenting that even the crux move at the end felt easy this time. 
I followed, agreeing that the pitch felt not only easier, but much more enjoy-
able. I then got to lead the bolted 10b corner, which was dripping and icy on 
our previous attempt. This, too, felt fun and not at all terrifying. Despite being 
immediately more successful and comfortable than our previous attempt, we 
tried to contain our optimism. After all, we were just getting started.

The next 5 pitches went so smoothly that I remember very little of it, other 
than the fantastic views we saw as we slowly worked our way up this iconic 
crest. We hit our stride, with Artem easily leading another two 10a pitches, 
and me leading my first 10a on gear (a crack, no less!). We arrived at the Acro-
phobes estimating that it couldn’t have been much later than noon. I worked 
my way across this epic ridge, thrilled by the exposure. I regretted not having 
a camera, although I know that no picture could do this justice. It’s a bit of a 
stretch to call this section “climbing”, but it is certainly  the most impressive 
place I’ve been on the end of a rope. Artem’s following was interrupted by 
something shiny triggering his dirtbag senses. After a lot of faff, it turned out 
to be a pair of sunglasses and a biner. After the rappel off the back of the Acro-
phobes, we grabbed a quick snack, gathered ourselves, and set off on the final 
push. We couldn’t help but be optimistic at this point. This was happening.
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The remaining climbing was highly varied and I definitely started to feel my 
lack of endurance setting in. Artem lead an incredibly exposed and strange 
corner pitch, and I lead the following whaleback section. I didn’t realise just 
how much I’d run it out until Artem’s head popped over the crest behind 
me, and seeing the single cam dangling in the almost 12m between us, yelled 
“REALLY?!” 

I would honestly say that the final two pitches concisely summarize our pro-
gression as climbers over this season. The 10a/b, slightly overhanging crack for 
Artem and his building mastery of all things splitter. The ease with which he 
climbed this astounded me as I barely managed to haul my boulderer body 
up behind him. I’d heard about the final pitch, but could not have possibly 
prepared myself for that type of exposure. Had I tried this pitch earlier in the 
season, I likely would have been scared away from multipitch trad indefinitely. 
The moves coming out of the crawl-space and into the chimney were terrify-
ing in the best kind of way. You don’t get that kind of view without first put-
ting at least ten pitches behind you. I hesitated only briefly before spanning 
the gap, and squirming my way through the chimney to the summit above. A 
bit of pack-hauling faff ensued, but before long we were both standing atop 
the Chief ’s second peak, grinning, victorious.
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“What the hell am I doing here?” This feeling of uncertainty, disbelief, of 
surreal adventure leading up to this moment and of the impending challenge 
leading away from it, has become an addiction since I joined the VOC. So 
when I found myself thinking this on the moonlit glaciers of Mount Rainier 
it was not the precursor to panic that it used to be, but instead an ecstatic 
fix for a fiending junkie. This moment was the culmination to date of all my 
backpacking, climbing and survival skills; but it was also the start, my foray 
into true mountaineering.  This was not the first time I’d had this feeling on 
our trip, nor would it be the last.

We’d got our climbing permits several months in advance, beginning the in-
ternet faff and initiating the stoke. We’re actually going to climb Mount Rain-
ier! In the week before leaving we spent a night and day up on Mount Baker’s 
Coleman Glacier brushing up on skills learned in Glacier School. Finally we 
left Vancouver, stopping only for REI and gas, arriving in the small town of 
Ashford, Washington, around cloudy sunset. We camped on Forest Service 
land that night, imagining the Mountain’s white and grey slopes. We’re actu-
ally here! In the morning we stopped by Whittaker Mountaineering to rent 
boots, which surprisingly felt better than my hiking boots (and way better 
than VOC boots.) Then it was off to Paradise, where we would start our climb.

We saw the mountain through the clouds for the first time driving the wind-
ing road to Paradise. “What the hell am I doing, trying to climb this moun-
tain?” The size and power of Mount Rainier are hard to comprehend until you 
see them in person. At 14,411 feet (4,392 m), it is the most heavily glaciated 
peak in the lower 48 states with 36 square miles of glacier and permanent 
snowfield. Earlier in the season an avalanche killed six climbers on its slopes. 
This would be a true challenge for us novice mountaineers.

How Mount Rainier Defeated Us

•

Matt Kennedy
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After the customary bout of parking lot faff, we packed our bags full of pointy 
things, got our wilderness permit and were off to attempt the Disappointment 
Cleaver route. About half of the first leg of our hike was through the insanely 
beautiful meadows of Paradise, where throngs of visitors snapped photos of 
the mountain looming 9,000 feet above. Where the wildflowers met snow we 
tightened our packs and made one last check that we had all our gear. The 
Muir Snowfield was a congestion of climbers, day hikers, guide-taught moun-
taineering courses and a few skiers. People were sliding down the slopes in eve-
ry way possible: on trash bags, tubes, sleeping mats and even a car windshield 
sun reflector. Several impressive rock slides and a rock fall-induced avalanche 
gave me pause. Were they threats from the mountain? Warnings, maybe? Or 
simply realities of taking on the mountain. What the hell am I doing here?

The crowds had thinned out by the time we got to Camp Muir at 10,100 feet. 
Here an assortment of buildings house climbers, rangers and guided parties, 
and a smattering of tents hold overflow. Luckily, we only had to share the gen-
eral use hut with two other people that night. I scrambled up a nearby ridge 
to take some photos, write and contemplate the challenge ahead. I felt I could 
see the glaciers oozing slowly and ceaselessly down the mountain. Because of 
weather concerns, we decided to make the summit push the next morning 
without using our extra day to acclimatize. Gear faff, dinner and melting snow 
took longer than we intended and we wriggled into our sleeping bags around 
21:00. 

After two hours of rolling around and pretending to sleep we got up at 23:00. 
In the dark of midnight we silently ate cold oatmeal, slipped on harnesses 
and roped up. We were hiking by 00:05, trying our best to stay ahead of the 
train of headlamps that marked the guided group behind us. Despite this, I 
was glad the guides had flagged out the entire route and that previous parties 
had created a trench for us to follow, as I imagined route-finding through the 
darkness would have been very difficult. 

It felt like the next six hours were a dream, continued from my restless sleep. 
The crunch of crampons on hard snow, the plunge of ice axes, the clink of 
carabiners; sounds seemed to echo in the bubble of light from my headlamp, 
but no further. The gleam of stars on snow, the darkness where the mountain 
towered above, the half moon rising over a sea of clouds and Little Tacoma; 
sights seemed as if they were shot in 24 frames per second and projected into 
my eyes. The guides had put fixed lines in several places and an aluminum 
ladder spanned one larger crevasse. I still wasn’t sure what I was doing on the 
mountain as I stared down at the darkness below me while I crossed this lad-
der, but it didn’t matter; I was having a blast.
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As the sun rose over peaks wrapped 
in cloud I felt myself waking from 
the dream, and I began to climb 
with more purpose. We were on 
a mission. Unfortunately, one of 
my teammates had been quietly 
suffering from the increasingly 
bad effects of altitude sickness for 
over 2,000 vertical feet. The sun 
was getting hot when we stopped 
for a meeting. We had reached 
our turnaround time, though the 
crater rim was within a stone’s 
throw. There was little debate, 
though, as our team mate was 
breathless at rest, dry-heaving and 
had nearly fainted. What the hell 
were we doing there, over 14,000 
feet? This mountain could crush 
us and continue on through the 
eons without looking back. We 
turned around at 07:00, just 300 
vertical feet below the true sum-
mit. It wouldn’t be the truth if I 

said I wasn’t disappointed, but I know we made the right choice. As Ed Vies-
turs wisely said, “It’s a round trip. Getting to the summit is optional, getting 
down is mandatory.” 

Myself wondering what I’m doing here. 
Photo: Anon.

On the Ingraham Flats. Photo: Matt Kennedy
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The descent gave us plenty of time to appreciate the mountain in daylight. 
Climbing down the Disappointment Cleaver itself, I felt myself becoming 
used to crampons on rock, and hopping over crevasses didn’t seem as intimi-
dating as it had in the darkness. Crossing back over the ladder seemed even 
more ridiculous in the light. I remembered seeing a photo of climbers on 
Everest crossing a similar ladder bridge when I was younger and thinking I’d 
never do something that crazy. The snow was blinding white and the glaciers 
were blue, blue ice. Periodic rock fall around us kept us moving as quickly as 
we could. Thankfully, towards the end of our descent to Muir our sick partner 
was doing much better, though they were still not fully enjoying the trek. 

We arrived back at Camp Muir after noon. I spent the afternoon lazing in the 
sun, filling out a Junior Ranger booklet and watching day hikers make ant 
tracks up the Snowfield. A helicopter ferried materials to and from Muir all 
afternoon for the construction of a new pit toilet. We were in bed by 18:00.

The next morning we rose early to watch the sunrise from the ridge next to 
Muir before heading down through the sea of clouds, back to the concrete 
world. In the distance Mount Hood, Mount Adams and Mount St. Helens 
looked impressive, glowing red in the early sun. Mount Rainier had defeated 
us and I was feeling humbled. Despite this, it was the rugged beauty and the 
awesome challenge that we came for; the summit was simply another point 
from which to appreciate these things. Since I had held my first ice ax last 
summer, the flowing glaciers, huge, gaping crevasses, cliffs of loose rock didn’t 
seem to hold the same fear for me. No, not the same sheer terror, but changed, 
into an awesome, respectful fear. Now, sitting in the city, I fiend again for that 
feeling of uncertainty, disbelief, of surreal adventure and impending challenge. 
I’m sure this addiction will soon find me back on blue glacial ice asking “what 
the hell am I doing here?”

We’re just small people on a big mountain. Photo: Matt Kennedy
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New route! A new route! In the alpine! Serious fucking business. A first, of 
hopefully many, for me. My time withering away in the confines of a party 
hostel in La Paz, Bolivia has suddenly become completely justified. I’d spent 
many days hopelessly searching for a climbing partner, but apparently La 
Paz is not a climbing destination. All the gringos come here for the tourist 
highlights and whilst calling themselves travelers, none have the true spirit of 
adventure. The “Death Road,” the salt flats, and for some god-only-knows rea-
son the jungle are the principal attractions. And sadly the very few local climb-
ers I’ve found are preoccupied with silly things like jobs or guiding muppets. 
The nearby Huayna Potosi gets absolutely destroyed by paying clients who 
have never seen a mountain before just because it is the “easiest” 6,000 meter 
peak in the world. The few willing to venture out always target Huayna, the 
towering Illimani, or the Condoriri group, whilst hundreds, nay thousands, of 
mountains remained unclimbed.

Such is the case of the gorgeous black pyramid of Wara Warani. Standing at 
5,542 meters in the Jankho Loya area, it has not received a repeat ascent since 
1975, to the best of my knowledge. Even the route taken by the first ascent 
party remains unknown and the only recorded mention of this occurrence is 
half a sentence in a paragraph of an American Alpine Journal article. They 
climbed the East face, nada mas. Extensive research and chatting with locals 
seemed to indicate that, in fact, that was the only action the peak had ever 
seen.

Alaxpacha Warawara Thaki

•

Artem Bylinskii

The gorgeous black pyramid of Wara Warani. Photo: Artem Bylinskii
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By shear luck, I’d encountered a local climbing dirtbag by the name of Juve-
nal Condori Vallejo at a bouldering cave. He is quite strong and has received 
mention by the Piolet D’Or for climbing the south face of Illimani in 2013. 
We went rock climbing together at the sport crag of Peñas where I met two of 
his friends, Bolivian Rodrigo Lobo Villaroel and Belgian Davide Vitale. The 
latter had attempted Wara Warani twice before only to encounter failure, and 
was itching to get back. I’d previously seen it on an image on the excellent site 
boliviaclimbinginfo.org and was enthralled, but despaired as I thought no one 
would be interested in such a venture. Thus a plan was born.

Fast forward a week later and I was on the cable-car (an absolutely genius 
mode of city transportation) heading to the upper city of La Paz called El 
Alto, carrying with me all my mountaineering gear as there had been no com-
munication beyond, “meet in Peñas on Thursday.” The plan was to figure it all 
out there. The problem being that in Peñas (a nice little village and a climbing 
area) I had no idea where to look for my friends. Somehow they assumed that 
I knew to meet at the climber hangout (a church with a climber for a padre). 
I didn’t know this place existed yet. Much aimless waiting and wandering 
around finally led me to the only campesino with a cellphone. A call was 
made, the place located, and the plan back on track, all just as it started to hail 
– great. The rest of the evening was spent organizing gear and food.

The next morning we were greeted with beautiful blue skies and sunshine, 
mmm… mm. We called a taxi to deliver us to the end of the road where the 
trail head was, with only one backtrack to pick up a left-behind rope. We 
made quick work of the approach past a village of five houses and along a 
conveniently graded water canal. We arrived at Laguna Wara Warani in mid-
afternoon to the sounds of an approaching storm. This was quite possibly the 
most beautiful lake I have ever seen – a small turquoise glacial pool filtering 
through a moraine into a large dark blue body of water, with a distinct colour 
border near the shore. Tracing possible lines on the virgin West face of the 
peak we were about to climb whilst munching on a cold pasta dinner ate up 
the rest of the daylight. Sadly, by then, we had already eaten all of our llama 
ch’arki (the original jerky).

Oversleeping our midnight alarm, we were up by 0:45 and moving by 2:00. 
A quick trudge around the lake and up scary, steep, and frozen ash brought 
us to the base of our route. We geared up and started climbing by 3:00. We 
simul-soloed the first section of connecting snow ramps for about 100 meters 
until the rope had to come out. I took the first lead and anchored off one 
picket. Shitty anchors would be the standard for the day. A 60 meter pitch of 
nice crusty 50 degree snow brought me to a little rock buttress. Rock may be 
an over-exaggeration – super-choss would be more correct. As I was fiddling 
around to construct the anchor, my partner Davide just walked on up to me, 
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took the gear and lead off the next pitch, this time off a single nut.

Perhaps 15 m of easy class 4 rock put him back on a snow traverse for another 
45 m where another one-picket anchor was used. As I seconded on up to him, 
we decided that switching gear over without actually ever placing any was a 
waste of time, so we would lead in blocks and thus Davide took off. At this 
point it became evident that we brought too much rock gear, way too many 
screws (we didn’t place a single one), and not enough pickets by a long shot 
– we only had two. The snow never reaching more than 50 degrees and being 
quite consolidated, we could have simul-climbed most of the lower face. As it 
was, we did pitch after pitch of 60 m from one picket to the other with noth-
ing in between. That was unnerving. Under the nice crust was typical Andean 
sugar and the pickets were not exceptionally solid. Taking a 120 meter factor 2 
fall on a single shitty picket isn’t a 120 meter factor 2 fall but a roped-up plum-
met to the bottom of the face. Nonetheless, we remained roped up with hopes 
of finding at least a marginal rock gear along the way. One very questionable 
piton got placed in all of Davide’s 5 pitches. Not to discredit him, because, as 
I mentioned, the rock was super-choss. One of the anchors was slung horn, 
which proceeded to asplode from a single swift strike of the hand.

Keeping pace with the other rope team, me and Davide switched leads just 
as dawn broke. After one more 60 m pitch of snow of deteriorating quality 
and increasing in steepness to 60 degrees, I decided that we should continue 
by simul-climbing. Thankfully slightly better rock started appearing which 
gladly accepted tricams. All hail the tricam, the greatest piece of protection for 
the alpine! It is lighter, can be used actively or passively, and bites significantly 
better in iced-up cracks. Around three rope-lengths later, I reached a short 15 
m section of M4 climbing. Finally, I got to scratch my tools on some rock and 
swing at some thin rotten ice. Bliss! This put me on a ridge feature which I 
belayed off another single picket, a tool, and my bodyweight.

Davide then traversed this ridge and below some serious choss that Juvenal 
was leading. Seeing all the crumbling rock, we decided we’d go around the 
buttress to see if we could find a more appealing way. Such a way presented 
itself in the form of a wide 65 degree snow couloir. Increasingly sugary snow 
and another exciting 10m section of M4 brought me to the next belay. At this 
point Davide was feeling a bit tired and had quite cold hands, but soldiered 
on.

The next pitch would prove to be the crux of the route. The first 20 meters 
were steep chest-deep sugar on top of rock with no real purchase. It threatened 
to swing me straight through the thick crust into nothingness, which would 
then come off in large chunks and try to take out my feet. All of this with no 
gear until the somewhat decent anchor of a slung horn and #2 camalot. That 
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got the adrenaline pumping. I then reached some rock and slung another 
horn. The next 40 m were mostly on rock with small intermittent snow patch-
es with climbing up to about 5.6. I continued with my crampons and single 
tool on a purcell prussik. I hooked the tool into some crack as extra protection 
and climbed with my hands until a good stance where I could move the tool. 
I would have to give this section an R rating as I placed maybe four pieces, all 
tricams from 0.5 to 2, which appeared decent, but the rock was always suspect 
and liable to explode. For the anchor, I found an exceptional wide crack that 
took my #5 and #6 large sheet metal tricams – indispensable gear I am glad 
we brought.

The next pitch was equally exciting and the second best on the route. A now 
slushy 10 meter snow traverse gave way to a neat chest-height mantle move 
between two large boulders. A knee was used. Twenty meters of questionable 
snow/ice/rock mixture brought me onto the ridge crest for 30 more meters of 
5.6R climbing. This put us within one rope-length of the summit. I anchored 
off a couple of screws that the first rope team left for us, belayed Davide, and 
posed for some photos from our teammates on the summit.

A slushy walk along the ridge and a couple of class 4 moves put us on the 
summit of Wara Warani. A quick body-belay brought up my partner. We had 
made it! But as the old adage goes, getting to the top is the secondary objec-
tive. The primary is getting down. I believe a new route isn’t truly established 
until you can write about it from the safety of your home, or in this case, a 
cramped internet cafe. The climb had taken us 8.5 hours to complete and it 
was now 11:30, which meant midday sun was wreaking havoc on the snow 
slopes we had climbed. Considering how bad the rock was on our way up and 
anything that was held together melting out quickly, compounded with the 
risk of wet avalanches meant we could not descend the same face and would 
have to find another way down.

On the summit of Wara Warani. Photo: Artem Bylinskii
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Being a perfect pyramid, there are no easy routes off the mountain. After 
some obligatory summit shots, we decided to try descending the NE ridge 
as it would take us much less time to get onto the glacier which we could 
take back to the lake. This quickly posed problems with a subsidiary summit 
which forced us onto the east face. Fifty meters of incredibly sketchy choss 
downclimbing took us to a cliff into one of the gullies of the impressive east 
face. Luckily a massive flake was solid enough for a rappel anchor. Sixty meters 
lower we were able to cross over into the next gully into which we were able 
to downclimb. The rest appeared to be an easy snow couloir that was about 40 
degrees. It proved to be a miserable wallow in isothermal mush... At least we 
were descending it and not climbing it.

All things considered, the descent 
was fairly straightforward and re-
quired only one rappel. Quite fewer 
than expected. Now all we had to 
do was circumnavigate the moun-
tain, punch through a col, and de-
scend the glacier back to the lake 
and camp. Sounds easy right? Well, 
a storm rolled in. Thunder, hail, all 
that fun. And for extra satisfaction 
the snow on the glacier was quite 
similar to that in the gully but not as 
consistently crappy. There were lay-
ers of crust at different depths that 
sometimes would hold our weight 
and sometimes wouldn’t. Every step 
had you plunging through to a differ-
ent depth, which was incredibly an-
noying. You just can’t get used to it. 

Trying to get out was futile – with no substance around, you would just sink 
deeper as you withered. Growls, moans, and tears were shed. At least rounding 
the mountain blocked away the piercing hail and wind.

Though miserable, the descent was relatively safe and spirits were high as we 
got off the mountain. We made it back to camp by 16:30. It was late enough 
that we would not be able to get a car back to to Peñas anyways and Davide’s 
feet were hurting (he is missing all but one of his toes, good on him to keep 
climbing), so we decided to spend the night. The next day being the national 
elections, and Juvenal and Rodrigo being Bolivians, they decided to hike out 
then and there with hopes to get a ride. They didn’t, and spent the night at 
the trailhead.

Down the super-slush of one of the East face 
gullies. Photo: Artem Bylinskii
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Davide and I simply went to sleep and woke up the next morning to breakfast 
of random leftovers of pasta, mashed potatoes, and honey. The advantage of 
spending the night was that we got to dry out all of our stuff, bask in the 
glory of our route in that daylight, and hike out in the sun. But the whole 
country was shut down for the elections and that meant not a single person 
was supposed to work, drive, or drink. That meant we would still be unable to 
get a car to Peñas and would have to walk back. Not a big deal, what’s a true 
adventure without a ludicrous 30 km slog? That’s two whole units of slog. Of 
course the time was well consumed by listening to the Enormocast. My boots 
still being soaked from the previous day’s slush-fest, I made the whole walk in 
my flip-flops, which by now had been worn paper-thin, allowing me to feel 
every single rock along the dirt track. Especially the little sharp one that went 
straight through and into my foot. Regardless, we made it back to the village 
by sunset and enjoyed a refreshing BEvERage with some drunk locals, even 
though neither should have been present on election day.

As such, we opened the West face and established a new route on this incred-
ible mountain. I am dumbfounded by that no one has climbed it in forty 
years as it is clearly visible from the Altiplano, has an imposing and striking 
shape, and enjoys very easy access. In Aymara, Wara Warani means “place 
of stars”. We thereby decided to dub the route Alaxpacha Warawara Thaki, 
which, roughly translated, means “attain the sky, by the route of stars.” And it 
is exactly how I feel as I am starting to reach my goals as an alpinist.

And thus, we present the world with Alaxpacha Warawara Thaki (D+ 65° 5.6 
M4 R 600m), Wara Warani (5542 m), Cordillera Real, Bolivia.

Alaxpacha Warawara Thaki (D+ 65° 5.6 M4 R 600m), Wara Warani (5542 m), 
Cordillera Real, Bolivia. 
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Line of descent down the East Face. 
Photo courtesy of boliviaclimbinginfo.org
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Day 1 - Andrew 

It helped things along that we’d picked our campsite directly adjacent to Smith 
Rock. In the middle of the trails winding between the bivvy area and cooking 
area, there is a big artificial boulder with a great view of sunrise from the top. 
There’s a small crag nearby called Rope de Dope, and we spent our whole day 
there - which was really about half the day since we’d all gotten up at noon 
mildly hungover after a marathon drive ending at 5 AM. The day ended with 
watching Sam Viavant, and Clemens Adolphs finishing off a multipitch route 
while narrowly avoiding darkness, with Caroline Jung running up the descent 
trail with a headlamp to guide them. 

Into the Blackness: 
Katie & Andrew’s Monkeyface Marathon 

(also, Smith Rocks Remembrance Day Trip)

Katie Cullen & Andrew Cavers

Katie Cullen rappels down the Monkey spire. Photo: Nathan Starzynski
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While Matt Kennedy and Noah Besen were eating sandwiches on a ridge, a 
man with a metal detector came over to talk to them. He’d been roving around 
and found something buried, and discovered to his disappointment that it was 
just a big jar filled entirely with pot. Since pot had been legalized in Oregon 
the day before, he figured Matt and Noah could find something to do with it. 
They brought it back to camp that night, and various VOC members began 
disposing of it thanks entirely to their civically-minded spirit, and it was all 
but empty when we left for Vancouver a few days later. 

Day 2 - Katie

We got up a bit earlier that day, and beelined it over to the bigger areas of 
Smith Rock. Some people came into the crag at about noon, talking about 
how windy it was at the campsite and what a mess it was making of the tents. 
I belatedly realized that I hadn’t staked down my tent at 5 AM on the first 
night and hadn’t really thought about it after that, and began a long sprint 
back to the campsite. 

The campsite was pretty clear, but salted lightly with mid-sized trees, and by 
this time maybe one third of the tents had ended up tangled in said trees. 
Mine had gotten caught on the few branches remaining on an old stump 
about two feet away from where I’d put it down, and the fly filled with wind 
like a sail in full tilt. I tackled it, staked it down, and after several minutes 
could comfortably stand up and let go of the tent. “Good,” I said to myself. 

Just then two tents gamboled across the field as if they were racing. They flew 
a good twenty feet before one slammed into a tree like an oversized Gore-Tex 
tumbleweed. The other collided with a stationary tent and the two rolled 
slightly before settling a foot or two from where they’d started. 

I cursed in a manner inappropriate to any retelling, snatched up my remaining 
rope strands and stakes, and ran over to the other tents before the next breeze 
could take them up like kites. One got leashed to the tree it had befriended, 
and hung and rattled there trying to escape while I dealt with the other. The 
other one had crashed into a tent whose owner had presciently loaded down 
with several good-sized rocks, and although it had swayed a fair bit it hadn’t 
really budged. I tied down this second one to stakes and rocks, and left it after 
I was satisfied that it wouldn’t go anywhere.

Then I went back to the crag and climbed some things.

Day 3 - Andrew

We got an early-ish start at around 7am so that we could get to Monkeyface 
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before any potential crowds. Nathan came along with us, so that he could 
perch on a plateau near the hiking trail roughly level with the Monkey Spire’s 
‘head’ and take great pictures of people with his high-def camera. We nodded 
at Clemens and Marcin Mirski as we walked by them; they were heading up 
a different side of the Monkey and would converge with us at the bolt ladder 
on the third pitch. They would be joined in several hours by Leon Ruocco 
and Danika Wheeler, climbing up behind them. Down where we intended to 
start, we found Sam, Caroline, Matt, Dakota Fozzard, and Noah already mak-
ing preparations. Caroline and Sam were starting up first, so Katie made tea 
and coffee in the interim. After a few hours, we were joined at the bottom by a 
VOC Okanagan team of two more climbers, eager to start heading up behind 
us. Eventually, at maybe 10am, Katie started up the crack, sewing it up with 
gear as she went. It didn’t take long for her to reach the top, but with Matt and 
Dakota still at the second belay we weren’t able to go anywhere for some time. 
Eventually, the way cleared and I made my way up. We swapped gear on the 
ledge, and Katie went on to lead the next pitch, to the base of the bolt ladder. 

Time went by. Eventually the other two climbers joined me on the ledge. 
We made polite conversation for some time, and after maybe an hour or two 
the other climbers courteously began jumping up and down in order to keep 
warm, as we were in the shade and Katie needed me on belay since she wasn’t 
able to anchor in yet. I think their names were Jonah and Rachel. 

After another hour or so, Jonah finally said, “Look, I really have to pee. It’d 
be easier to do that on the next anchor station up. Could you please ask your 
partner to anchor in and bring you up?”

“Sure. Katie!”

No answer. 

“KATIE! KAAATIEEE!!”

“WHAT!”

“CAN WE COME UP?”

“WHAT?!”

“CAN! WE! COME! UP!”

Silence for maybe three or four seconds. 

“NO!”
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Next to me, Jonah sighed in polite frustration. Eventually the sun hit us and 
they didn’t need to jump up and down quite so often. Finally Jonah said, 
“Look, could you please just ask her how many climbers there are on that 
ledge? I can’t believe they can’t fit us in too.”

“Fair enough. KATIE! HOW MANY PEOPLE ON THE LEDGE!”

“SEVEN!”

Next to me, Jonah muttered curses, and unzipped his fly to pee down the 
least-used aspect of the pitch. 

But eventually the gridlock gave out and the climb continued. It was about 
2pm when I arrived at the third ledge, where we shared space with Leon and 
Danika to watch the people ahead of us climb. The third pitch is pretty fea-
tureless, so some kind souls plugged in a bolt every meter or so leading up to 
a cave that forms the Monkey’s ‘mouth’. Climbers hook sling ladders to the 
bolts and personal anchors to pull themselves up, bolt by bolt. Katie and I 
made conversation about ebola, then e.coli, and eventually began composing 
a song based on the tune of one by Rusted Root, which we entitled ‘On Belay.’ 
We managed to compose a couple verses before the pitch cleared.

Finally, after Katie had spent about 5 hours on the ledge and I around 3, it was 
our turn on the bolt ladder. I led the pitch, and was treated to not only a beau-
tiful sunset from inside the Monkey’s mouth as I belayed up Katie, but also to 
the occasional delighted screams of other VOCers as they rappelled off the top 
of the Monkey into thin air, with nothing to support their weight other than 
their rope. The sun was pretty much down by the time we were ready to lead 
the next pitch, and behind Jonah and Rachel there was another team pulling 
themselves up the bolt ladder. They were lugging up a haul bag behind them 
filled with bivy bags, a stove, a small stereo, and some candles--it appeared 
to be date in the monkey’s mouth. We made it onto the top and enjoyed our 
own unique version of the view: a starlit black vista stretching over the plains 
to the little lights of the towns beyond. I watched the lights of the cars move, 
and remembered nights leaving Squamish to see one or two lonely headlamps 
at or near the peak of the Chief. 

All that was left then was the rappel, which I wouldn’t mind doing again to 
see what it’s like in the day. One by one, I watched the group members as 
they disappeared into the utter blackness beneath us. The rock was overhung 
but on occasion I could see the beams of their headlamps weaving back and 
forth across the nearby cliff faces as they swayed. Going down was a perfectly 
nonchalant experience compared to the screaming vertigo I suppose the other 
climbers got when they went over in the light. The vague and subjective sil-
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houettes formed by the beam of my headlamp outlined the craggy and over-
hanging form of the spire we’d just climbed, and far beneath I could see three 
headlamps all crowded together almost into one entity, like the light at the 
end of the tunnel. 

When I came off the rope it had been about thirteen hours since we’d left 
camp. Nathan, who had been waiting on the plateau for 13 hours straight 
because he is amazing, came over to greet us and help us carry our things. I 
turned back to look at the Monkey as we crested a nearby ridge, and imme-
diately regretted that my phone didn’t have the lens to be able to capture its 
shape, edged in the darkness by moonlight. 

“You know,” I said, “I wasn’t able to see it in the day. But I can see the monkey 
shape it makes, now. And we would have climbed straight up the face, there...”

“I think it looks like a particular element of the male anatomy,” said Katie, 
grinning. 

“KATIE IT DOESN’T LOOK LIKE A--uh, I guess it does kind of look like a 
particular element of the male anatomy...” She was right, after all.

The problem was that she always did this. Last time I’d been with her, we’d 
gone up Baker via the Easton route. There’s this beautiful line of seracs that 
you go right by which look about eighty feet tall. They’re carved by erosion 
forces the same way rock is, but far faster since they’re softer and prone to 
melting. They form the most beautiful and bizarre shapes as they fall apart: 
Two pillars precariously holding up an ice block ceiling in a manner resem-
bling stonehenge, one a spire vaguely reminiscent of that tower in Seattle, 
several more that looked almost as if God’s four year old kid had wandered 

Matt Kennedy rappels down the Monkey spire. Photo: Nathan Starzynski
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over and played in the glacier with a couple of buckets and a shovel for a while. 
All of them look as if they should have, by any laws of physics imaginable, 
collapsed already rather than persisted on. Each of them roughly the size of a 
building. As we were hiking down the approach trail, stealing glances back, 
I’d started nattering about how beautiful they were, at the way the shapes 
captured and held patterns of weather and temperature like memory, at their 
apparent geometric impossibility, and beside me Katie had added, “Yeah, and 
I think that one on the right looks like a set of giant male genitalia.” 

And I’d hated admitting it, but she was right then as well. It’s yet another tru-
ism I’ve become aware of thanks to my time with the VOC: life is fragile and 
temporary, there is a tremendous joy in exploration and adventure, we exist in 
a world that has existed for eons before us and will in some state exist for eons 
afterwards, our civilization is endangering an unstable equilibrium that our 
society depends on to thrive or to even exist at all, and pretty much all moun-
tain spires resemble gigantic penises. It’s a horrible truth about the world that 
I can’t unsee now. Thanks Katie.

We made it to the other side of the ridge, and the parking lot and campsite 
across the valley became visible. After a few minutes, I saw small figures run-
ning to one of the cars. Its headlamps began to flicker on and off in spastic 
urgency.

“ANDREW!” It was Sam. “ANDREW! ARE YOU! OKAY!”

“YES!” I called back. I heard him say to the others at more normal volumes 
something like, “All right then, they’re fine,” and the car lights flicked back off. 
I guess it shouldn’t usually take 13 hours to climb 4 pitches. 

We found that the others had already eaten and were partying in the warm 
washrooms. There were a couple of shower rooms which were hygienic 
enough, and thanks to the growing cold, about half the VOCers were crowded 
into each one, sharing alcohol, stories, and Clemens’ cell ringtone, which he 
made himself after he lost the original one he liked to use.

Day 4 

We drove back. 
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There needs to be more stoke about the Mt. Rexford/Nesakwatch Spire area 
so I’ll try to pump it up with this trip report.

After posting this trip on the message board there was some interest and an 
awesome group got assembled. In the end it was Julien Renard, Jannu Casa-
nova-Moreno, Lena Rowat, and I who went up Friday night to camp at the 
trailhead. Piotr Forysinski and Nick Gobin came in Saturday morning while 
Steph Grothe and Amin Aziznia came in Saturday evening.

Saturday Jannu and Julien did the NW Ridge of the North Nesakwatch Spire 
and enchained it with the South Spire (including the cool offwidth summit 
block). Lena and I tried to do Mike Spagnut’s direct start to the West Buttress 
of the South Spire. Going off of an older topo we exited too early and ducked 
out of the big flake. The new topo shows it going to the top of the flake. I 
lead the pitch deviating from it and it followed an exfoliating flake and then a 
lichen filled crack which was pretty tough. At this point Nick Gobin and Piotr 
(climbing up Rexford via the ridge) watched as I struggled up this pitch. After 
that though was a seriously cool #3 sized crack which goes up the big shaded 
area (green line). After that pitch it was easy to link into the regular West But-
tress route which is phenomenal. There are some cool cracks and a killer 10b 
offwidth with roof followed by another nice crack.

Gobin, Piotr, Lena and I met up at the bottom of the climb and went to bathe 
in the creek. We all took turns soaking in the cold water, getting some funny 
pictures. Once back at our bivy slab we had troubles with our stoves (MSR 
Whisperlights) due to the heat. The check valve in the fuel intake spout assem-
bly was stuck. Gobin got his out by pumping up the pressure and shooting it 
at his head (just missing his eye) and into his soup. Luckily it didn’t fly into the 
abyss. I got mine out with a leatherman. Anyways, funny thing to experience 
but something to think about when your stove doesn’t work and it’s hot out. 

Mt. Rexford : Nesakwatch Spires
July 12th-14th, 2014

•

Nick Matwyuk
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After dinner we all headed up to a nearby summit to soak in the views which 
are world class. Later on Amin and Steph showed up to complete our gang.
The next day Piotr and Gobin went up the SW ridge of the North Spire. Their 
line looked awesome with a great crack to start. They even talked about a nice 
offwidth as well. I’ll have to go back and do that sometime. Amin, Steph, 
Julien, Jannu went up Mt. Rexford via the West Ridge. Lena and I attempted 
Frog Face but got turned around due to dirtiness. There was a rap sling there 
so Lena top roped the pitch and then we moved on. She had spotted a cool 
new line up a chimney so we went to check it out. Here is a description of that 
route and one we had done last year in the same area.

A – the Buckle/Frimer is a 3-4 pitch 5.9 somewhere nondescript over left of 
the main face up to the ridge line. Last year, going by the pink line on the 
original topo we climbed the first pitch of it and then messing around for 
another pitch or two to get onto the shoulder. This is shown as a red line on 
my picture. The first pitch is really varied and cool. There is a layback flake, 
offwidth, and an overhang to deal with. 5.9 seems right for it. After that, it is 
wandering with variations possible. The line shown in blue on my picture is 
what we did this year. It is the next chimney up from the red line. There are 
twin cracks in the back of it and it is super cruisy 5.8. As you work your way 
up it becomes vertical and there is a roof to pull. Then this #3 sized crack ap-
pears on the wall and you can top out with it to a nice belay ledge. From there 
it is the meat of the route, a #3 sized corner crack that is 5.9ish but burly and 
then there is a roof (10a/b) as well which has a sweet finger crack in the wall 
to help out. After pulling the roof is a small ramp leading to a cool #.75 sized 
crack that has a positive edge for laybacking. That was seriously the best pitch 
I’ve lead in the alpine. From there we went up one more pitch straight up 
which is the same as the last bit of the pink line in the original topo.

After that, people went home while Lena and I stayed an extra night. It was 
pretty buggy with less wind. There was even a brief thunderstorm that night 
as well. On Monday it was getting hot and buggy as well so we declined on 
the SW ridge and went for Rexford instead. This included 3 pitches on the 
headwall, the upper two being two different variations. Really cool climbing 
(~5.9) including a crack which has you on an arete that is exposed so pretty 
cool positioning.

So yeah, pretty cool stuff to be on. We were really only touching the surface 
though because the best route is supposedly Dairyland and it looks great. The 
5.9 dihedral start looks killer and so does the final crack.

Also, there are some single pitch climbs in the col between the North and 
South spires. They are accessed right from the ground and top roping is pos-
sible. There is an awesome 5.11 crack which is fun. To the right of that is a up 
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and right trending crack which starts from fingers and goes all the way to a 
small vertical offwidth section (~5.9), super fun!

Cheeky climbers. Photo: Piotr Forysinski
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With: Todd Mackenzie, Erica Lay, Knut Kitching, Tianna Sturdy, Alfred 
Larsen, Ted Angus and Ian Dusome

Todd and I were thinking about climbing Mt. Stuart that weekend, but 
when we saw on the message board that some people were heading to the Mt. 
Rexford area, we decided to join them instead. It was a good decision: great 
times with awesome climbing, good rock, nice company, excellent weather 
and plenty of mosquitoes smooshed.

We started on Saturday morning at 6am with my 89 Honda Civic (Goldie) 
and Ian’s Truck (Gertrude). Goldie could not cross the water bars on Nesak-
watch FSR, but Gertrude gladly shuttled us up all the way to the Mt. Rexford 
trailhead, and even further. Having hiked that road a year before to climb the 
NE Buttress of Slesse, I knew how painful it could be and we were happy not 
to be on foot this time. We left the car around 11am and hiked up the unre-
lentingly steep trail, soon crossing a boulder field, and reaching the flat camp-
ing boulder 3 to 4 hours later. The views from here were spectacular. Todd and 
I kept looking towards Mt. Slesse hoping to see the pocket glacier slide, but it 
did not happen (it apparently let loose the following weekend). The massive 
camping boulder would likely fit 25 VOCers, but there were also plenty of 
tent sites nearby. We were all pretty tired from the hike in, but as it was only 
4pm, Todd and I, and Ted and Ian, went to climb something. Todd and I 
climbed Nick Matwyuk’s “blue line” (10.b) that leads up to the ridge between 
the North and South Nesakwatch Spires. Todd linked most of the climbing in 
one long 50 meter pitch.  I found it very hard, dirty and unpleasant, but Todd 
enjoyed it and said that I probably need to work on my jamming technique. 
He could be right. Ted and Ian climbed the Direct West Buttress of the South 
Spire (5.9) and seemed to move quite slowly, returning to camp just after 
sunset.  At some point, Ted mumbled something about how climbers like to 
sand-bag each other and no reason was given for their lack of speed.

Nesakwatch Spires
August 2nd-4th, 2014 

•

Veronika Schmitt
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The next morning, we all got up pretty early, except for Ian and Ted, who 
woke up after everyone had already gone climbing for the day. Everybody was 
planning to do an enchainment from North Spire to South Spire and Mt. 
Rexford. Knut, Erica, Alfred and Tianna headed to the North Ridge of the 
North Spire (low 5th) and Todd and I went to climb the SW Buttress of the 
North Spire (5.9). The route was great and the crux pitch had a nice off-width 
flake, which felt surprisingly easy. On top, we met Erica and Knut who were 
just having lunch. We soon continued, scrambling along the ridge connect-
ing the two spires, and reached the summit boulder after just one easy pitch. 
Ted and Ian, with a combination of simul-climbing and soloing, had now 
caught up and the four of us ascended the off-width summit boulder together. 
While the guys soloed up the boulder (Ian also soloed down), Todd wedged 
himself into the off-width at the top and used his body to belay me up. We 
soon made our way down towards the gully between South Spire and Mt. 
Rexford. We rapelled Ian’s rope, but it became stuck when we tried to pull it.  
Not our problem, haha!  At the col between the South Spire and Rexford, we 
took some time to look at the route up Mt. Rexford. It looked loose and not 
very aesthetic and so we decided to finish the enchainment here with just two 
summits. Erica and Knut made the same decision a bit later, while Ian and 
Ted continued up Rexford on loose rock un-roped, and reached camp just an 
hour later than us. They said it wasn’t as bad as it looked, but those guys are a 
bit crazy. Alfred and Tianna had gone up the first Spire and taken the scramble 
route down between the two Spires. After dinner, we all retreated into our 
tents except for Knut and Erica, who retreated under their tarp (bad idea). The 
mosquitoes were quite annoying when preparing dinner, but we were able to 
enjoy sunset in solitude from within our tent mesh.

The next morning, Todd and I headed towards the Direct West Buttress of 
the South Spire (the route Ian and Ted had climbed the first day and taken 
reasonably long) around 9.30am.  After we left, Ted and Ian had a good laugh 
and explained to the others that the second pitch of the route was a long and 
hard flaring off-width. The route is not at all the grade of 5.9 as reported in the 
Becky guidebook. Although Todd onsighted this pitch, progress was slow and 
there was a lot of grunting (he predominantly makes faces while climbing but 
rarely grunts). It probably didn’t help that he was dragging his pack up below 
him on a leash. I myself had an even harder time and was only able to climb a 
small fraction of it and resorted to pulling on the rope for the rest. After I was 
up, I was overcome with the urge to puke and only started up the next pitch 
after a good and well-earned 20 minute break. Todd likened the off-width to 
an easier version of Pipeline, which he climbed a few weeks prior, and required 
a wide variety of wide crack technique, including heel-toe jams, chicken wings 
and arm-bars. The rest of the climb was stellar, although I dropped my camera 
on the 5th pitch and could not find it on the way down. I was a bit sad because 
of all the nice pictures I took (of Todd). We made it back to camp at around 
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3pm and packed up quickly. Everybody except Ted and Ian had left already. 
While Alfred and Tianna had slept in, Knut had problems with his back, so 
none of them had climbed that day. Ted and Ian came back from Dairyland 
(11a) when we were about to leave at 4pm. They caught up/overtook us on 
the way down only an hour later. We were all glad to see Gertrude waiting to 
shuttle us down the unpleasant dirt road in just 15 min.

It was a very nice long weekend with excellent alpine climbing on good rock 
and a superb camp atop of a large flat boulder with all the routes in full view 
above us.

The crux of the direct west buttress. Photo: Todd Mackenzie
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Participants: Marie-Eve Myrand-Lapierre, Levi Graham, Caroline Jung, 
Rodrigo Samayoa, Andrew Cavers, Ailsa Naismith, Natalie Makepeace, Paul 
Wiegele, Jack Montpellier, Luisa Burhenne, Clemens Adolphs

Let’s be honest, we don’t really need an excuse to go out and have fun in the 
mountains. But if there’s a special occasion to give everything an official flair, 
then who would mind? As it happens, Saint-Jean-Baptiste Day is Quebec’s 
national holiday, and Marie-Eve Myrand-Lapierre decided to have a proper 
celebration on the preceding weekend. The plan was to scramble Tricouni 
on one day, go cragging in Squamish the other day, and prepare authentic 
Poutine (a classy dish consisting of French fries, gravy, and cheese curds) some 
time in between.

During the pre-trip meeting, we decided that the only proper way to acquire 
gravy was to make it ourselves. Caroline Jung invited us to a pre-trip dinner 
at her place on Friday evening, which with some additional email faff quickly 
turned into a proper potluck.

Speaking of faff, the car situation kept changing throughout the week, with 
Natalie Makepeace and her car joining us last minute, and multiple concur-
rent email threads complicating the situation. But as usual, it all worked out 
in the end and I was picked up 5 minutes early in Natalie’s car. I only knew it 
was a 4WD, so I assumed it to be some big sturdy Jeep/SUV/Truck thing, but 
to my surprise it was rather compact. This of course then added considerably 
to the faff as we had to strap a few backpacks to the roof via Voile-Straps. We 
had also agreed to take Jim Richardson’s overnight pack to Squamish with us, 
so we had 6 packs in a 5 person car. Did I mention that it was faffy? Well, it 
wasn’t too bad that we arrived late at Rodrigo Samayoa’s place, since he slept 
in and was somewhat late anyways. Late enough for Caroline and me to run 
to Main St. and get some fresh coffee and the famous JJ Bean muffins (ap-

St. Jean Baptiste Day
Scrambling and Climbing, June 21st-22nd

•

Clemens Adolphs
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parently they’re so famous that the muffin alone has a facebook fan page), so 
all was well, and finally we were on our way. We met up with the folks from 
Andrew Caver’s and Jack Montpellier’s cars at the usual Tim Hortons. Then 
we entered the Squamish Valley Road and a maze of logging roads.

We managed to get lost twice. First when we thought we had driven too far 
but hadn’t actually done so. Then again when we did indeed drive too far. To-
wards the end, the exhaust pipe of Natalie’s exhaust detached when she went 
a bit too enthusiastically over a steep water bar. We decided to stop the car 
approach there and then, and luckily Caroline was able to reattach the car’s 
dangly bits. Andrew’s car had stopped quite a bit earlier. I guess he was a bit 
more concerned about the well-being of his vehicle than Natalie was. Luckily 
we had Jack and his sturdy high-clearance car, so he could shuttle some people 
while the rest of us waited around, applied sunscreen and engaged in various 
other faff.

Finally we were all together and started the logging road approach, which 
quickly turned into a somewhat muddy affair. Not minding the mud, we 
enjoyed great company and perfect weather on the way in. We made it up to 
the lake in no time, where we stopped for lunch.

At the lake, we discovered that Ailsa Naismith didn’t bring sunglasses to what 
turned out to be a very sunny day - snowblindness can set in quite rapidly. 
At first, Andrew offered to lend her his sunglasses for the day while staying 
behind in the shade, but Caroline had a better idea:

Once everyone was sorted out, refreshed 
and replenished, we set off towards the 
summit of Tricouni. This involved a bit of 
route finding through the meadows and 
over a stream. Afterwards we managed to go 
up the steep side (instead of the easy side) 
of a waterfall which increased the fun. As 
we all were happily slogging and scrambling 
along, we noted that time was running a bit 
short, so we weren’t sure if we’d even make 
the summit. We decided to give it a go. It 
was the day of the summer solstice anyway, 
so we’d have plenty of daylight. We decid-
ed on a turnaround time of 4:30. We also 
thought that at least those without prior ex-
perience in snow travel should spend a few 
minutes playing around with their ice axes 
and practise self-arrest.

Ailsa rockin’ her emergency sunglasses 
in style.

Photo: Clemens Adolphs
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Well, we made it to a point pretty close to the summit by that time, so we de-
cided to just push on anyway, and in no time we were all on the top, enjoying 
the gorgeous views and posing for pictures.

The way down went fast enough, 
with lots of butt-sliding and a 
bit of bouldering. Well, only I 
bouldered. I also managed to 
forget my gaiters, so my feet 
were thoroughly soaked from 
the snow. At some point I lost 
sensation in my left foot, and I 
had to warm them up with my 
hands for a while. At least the 
outside temperatures were very 
mild, so I wasn’t too concerned 
about frost bite.
 
Once back at the cars we quick-
ly drove to the Chief camp-
ground where we ran into folks 
from the Lead Ladder climb-
ing course, who all were stoked 
about their day and about the 

En route to the summit. Photo: Clemens Adolphs

Clemens samples the bouldering, 
Ailsa samples the boulder. Photo: Caroline Jung
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routes they’d be climbing the next day. At that time we were all quite raven-
ous, so each batch of freshly fried poutine was devoured in no time. A fair bit 
of Quebecois fruit beer was consumed as well and the evening went on for 
quite some time, but at eventually the fatigue took over. In line with the light-
hearted nature of the trip, Caroline brought a massive 8-person tent that the 
bulk of the trip’s participants shared. I had other plans, though, since there’s 
this “secret” spot at [redacted, because it’s secret] where I intended to camp 
under the stars. Caroline had never been there and was keen to see this secret 
spot, so she excused herself from the 8-person tent as well. When we arrived 
at the spot, we also found the entire posse of the lead ladder, who built a little 
tent city there.

Waking up in the morning was fun: We first got woken up by a crew for a 
photo shooting with Dean Potter who were scouting out a possible location, 
and loudly exclaimed their bewilderment with a few “Holy Fucks”. Then one 
by one the lead ladder students emerged from their tents and got on their way. 
Caroline and I decided to use the morning to climb something on the Mala-
mute while the party tent was still sleeping. After a quick breakfast, and wak-
ing up Natalie, who had slept in her car, we hiked back and rappelled down 
to the approach of High Mountain Woody, a Top 100 5.9 climb. My ankle 
was still feeling a bit funky from a fall earlier this season, so I was more than 
happy to let Caroline take the lead. Opting for the harder but more direct and 
aesthetic line, she took a good whipper onto a solid cam, but that wasn’t nearly 
enough to diminish her good spirit. Now taking the slightly easier route, she 
was up the 45m pitch in no time, and I was following up this extremely enjoy-
able climb. We suspected that by now the others would probably have been 
up and left for Area 44, so we decided it was no use hiking back just yet and 
instead set up a top rope on another very enjoyable 5.10a finger crack.

Boy were we ever wrong. By the time we figured it’d be nice to have lunch at 
the campground, the party tent was just about to wake up and have breakfast. 
After much additional faff, we all squeezed into the cars and drove to Area 44 
to end the day with some nice sport climbing. Everyone was busy climbing, 
so there aren’t that many pictures from this. Let’s just say: Area 44 has tons of 
loose rock, especially at the Marble Wall and the gully. Let’s also say that “The 
Rifle” is a weird climb with holds that feel a bit insecure for 5.10a, and that 
Rocky Horror (10a in the old, 10b in the new edition of Squamish Select) 
is an absolutely insanely fun climb, with “in your face” tricky and physical 
sections interspersed with good spots to rest body and mind. Both, Caroline 
and I led it, and for me it was the absolute highlight of the day. After that, I 
was happy just lounging around and basking in the sun. The somewhat faffy 
nature of our trip concluded when Nat couldn’t find her backpack and lots of 
hiking around the crags ensued, but in the end all was well.
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An uneventful drive back on the Sea-to-Sky concluded this tremendously en-
joyable trip with beautiful mountains, exciting climbing and a great crowd of 
lovely people.

Je suis Québécois. Photo: Clemens Adolphs
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Climb Towards the Sun - A VOC rope team climbs Mount Baker’s Roman Wall at sunrise. 
Photo: Matt Kennedy

Pg. 261: ‘The Cobra Strikes’. Photo: Matt Kennedy





(Top) Glacier walk. Photo: Nathan Starzynski
(Bottom) Steffen skinning up Peregrine West Col. Photo: Tobias Klenze
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There are few trips where you have the chance to grow your stoke for more 
than a month. This was one of them.

On March 20th, Sam McKoy posted a traverse of the Misty Icefields on the 
VOC message board that would happen in May 2014. He offered to bring a 
bunch of “newbs” to this trip instead of his usual network of friends. Newb, in 
this case, refers to people with backcountry skiing and glacier travel experience 
who have not been on long traverses. The idea was that Sam would do most of 
the initial planning, but the route finding would be done alternating between 
the team members. Spending most of my time on the message board, I saw 
this trip immediately and replied.

The crew was assembled shortly after and after some bailing and reshuffling, 
consisted of Annie Maurer, Cassandra Elphinstone, Frank Zimmermann, Jens 
Vent-Schmidt, Jeremy Leal and Sam McKoy. Many emails regarding plan-
ning and advanced lessons on “how to pack your pack” were exchanged as the 
date of our traverse came closer. Jeremy had organized the water-taxi across 
Pitt Lake and the truck-ride to the snowline – no slogging involved. What a 
luxury.

Saturday before the departure, Frank, Jeremy and I met in my backyard to 
practise crevasse-rescue skills and to compare the contents of our food ra-
tions. It was around that time when we received an email that the water-taxi 
had broken down and we didn’t have a way to access the Misty. Sam was still 
doing the Neve at this time and we had no idea where we would be going in 
two days. We put some effort into planning alternate routes, and were waiting 
for Sam to come back and chip in his ideas. He did have a backup planned 
out, ready with Google Earth file and exit strategies, so we decided to go for 
that one. The idea was to combine a bunch of known traverses and cross the 
northern half of Garibaldi Park. Hiking up towards Mt. Currie, doing the 

Traversing North Garibaldi on Skis

•

Jens Vent-Schmidt
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Wedge-Currie in reverse, hopping over the Spearhead towards the McBride 
and then heading out via the northern leg of the Tuwasus horseshoe.

We had an early start and met at 8am in Pemberton. The stoke seemed to be 
through the roof, as both cars happened to meet each other around Whis-
tler way too early. We enjoyed some extended repacking-faff at a gas station 
and still arrived 10 minutes before the planned time. On the way up to the 
trailhead, we were greeted by a mother bear with her two cubs. I was quite 
excited, since those were the first bears I’ve seen in the wild. At the trailhead, 
we splurged in some more packing and eating faff, took a last look at the cars 
(read: civilization) and headed up onto our adventure. 

Extended hiking in ski boots – even after two winters in Canada this is an idea 
that I’ve only heard about, but now I got to enjoy it myself. I guess the first 
hour or two were still quite entertaining, since we must have looked really out 
of place with our big, heavy packs and the skis, while finding our way through 
the trees and across boulders. 

After that, the oddness became old and I was really looking forward to the 
snow, which meant the end to the mosquitoes; only Frank had bothered to 
carry bug-spray. We made good progress and reached skinnable snow shortly 
after lunch. As soon as we poked out of the trees, some clouds and rain ap-
peared much to the disappointment of Sam but those were only transient. 
We had great views and dry skies for the most part of the day. The sidehilling 
and wayfinding proved to take a bit longer than anticipated and we decided 
to set up camp around 5pm, one valley before Mystery creek – our original 
plan. This decision was celebrated with good food and amazing sunset views 
over the Sea-to-Sky. Another novelty for me was the distinct lack of Whiskey 
on this trip.

Jeremy somewhat out of place. Photo: Jens Vent-Schmidt
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The next morning, I woke up early and jumped out of the bed to have break-
fast in the first rays of the sun. It seemed like I was the keenest, but I learned 
over the days that my bed was the least comfortable. While my tent-partner 
Jeremy was resting upon his throne-like Big Agnes, I slept on a cold ¾ prolite 
and my backpack. That’s what I get for being stingy about every gram. Around 
two hours  later, everyone had peeled out of their beds and packed together 
their packs and we were back on our skis. Annie and Cassandra were leading 
today’s route. The frozen crust provided easy and fast travel but the sidehilling 
and use of ski crampons was a new challenge to some of the team members. 
We regrouped on the top of an unnamed col and the slope down to Mystery 
Creek provided some amazing corn-snow turns. The way from Mystery Creek 
to Mystery Glacier happened to be a lot more challenging than anticipated 
and we took our dear time to sidehill across steep slopes. We got rewarded by 
some sun-bathing and foot-drying at a lake, before we headed up the glacier. 
On the way down, Annie and I witnessed a new badass ski move by another 
member of our team who started with a faceplant and got pulled over by the 
backpack into a full front-flip. This was foreseeable and I’m still a bit sad that 
I didn’t take a video. The rest of the ski down onto Weart Glacier was accom-
panied by breathtaking views and easy skiing. We set up camp close to a lake 
and didn’t have to bother melting snow. I chose to build the dump-hole with 
a great view onto Mt. Weart and the Owls which was especially hilarious, 
because everyone decided to defaff in full frontal view.

Day 3 was started with another shout-out to blue bird and everyone hap-
pily tumbled out of bed to eat breakfast in the morning sun. Soon after, we 
found ourselves crossing Weart Glacier guided by Jeremy and myself. We ap-
parently lurched quite a bit and learned that it can be prevented by picking a 
point in the distance as reference point instead of chatting along and looking 
at the snow. Some discussions were had about the names of the mountains 
surrounding us, but eventually we figured out how to best use the map and 
compass and successfully identified all the peaks. John Clarke called glaciers 
the highways of the mountains and he was right. We quickly ended up on 
the other side beside Lesser Wedge and the Spearhead Range appeared in our 
visual field. A bunch of pictures and route discussions later, we were ready 
to descent 1000 m to Billygoat Lake. This descent was heinous for everyone 
and brutal for Cassandra who has just started skiing a year ago. Extended 
tree skiing on heavy slush got all of us quite tired and we were happy about a 
long break at the side of the lake. We decided not to go up all the way to the 
Spearhead, but only ascend to a small lake at the foot of Tremor glacier. We set 
up camp and built a large snow-wall just in case the weather turned for worse.
On day four, we quickly headed up towards Tremor glacier and the Spearhead 
Traverse. After ascending the wrong valley, we crossed a moraine and were 
back on track. We had a short lunch break on the glacier and soaked up the 
views – it was the last ones for while. The clouds came fast and engulfed us as 
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soon as we appeared on the ridge. It was difficult to decide what to do; this was 
already the fourth day of our trip, civilization was only a short distance away 
and the weather for the last days might be disgusting. So we decided to do 
what every person would do and continued our trip. Sam skilfully navigated 
us through the whiteout; apparently he had done the whiteout-Spearhead be-
fore. This was my first time skiing without seeing anything and the experience 
was interesting. One doesn’t know where the snow ends and the air starts, 
so a little bit of vertigo is normal. I still tried to get some turns in, which 
turned out to be a dumb idea, because I sort of twisted my knee and had trou-
bles with it for the rest of the trip. We continued over the Spearhead traverse 
and descended down the Naden glacier towards the MacBride traverse. After 
about two hours of skiing unknown glaciated terrain in a whiteout, we finally 
were below the clouds and enjoyed a bit of valley-skinning in the rain. We set 
up tents and disappeared to sleep as soon as possible.

The morning was accompanied by more rain and wet snow, so we decided 
to ignore the first wake-up chat and read/sleep/lie for some more time. It 
was then when I got really jealous of Jeremy’s luxury sleeping arrangement; I 
was cold. Lucky enough, the rain turned into snow and stopped completely 
around 9:30am. We quickly broke down camp and headed out towards Mt. 
Nivalis. Few meters beside camp, we stumbled upon a very fresh cougar-track 
with quite large paw-prints, but we didn’t see the animal. Annie and Cas-
sandra guided us over a steep moraine to the ridge separating us from Nivalis. 
The clouds came in and out during the day, but it wouldn’t be fair to call it 
a whiteout. We made good time, but still decided we wanted to navigate Ni-
valis glacier with better sight. It was one of the cruxes and no-one of us had 
been there before. The ski down to treeline was pleasant and we found a good 
campsite close to running water. As soon as we set up camp, the clouds disap-
peared and awe-inspiring views onto the rugged Nivalis glacier opened up. We 
discussed the potential route for the next day and spent the rest of the evening 
with dinner, chocolate and playing contact.

When we woke up, we were surprised by blue skies and quickly got ready to 
hop over the Nivalis glacier and the ridge. We didn’t calculate the clouds rising 
up from the valley, so we were surprised by short-whiteouts on the way up. 
Funny enough, the clouds always surrounded us just when we got ready to 
take a group picture with the glacier. Jeremy guided us over the steep moraine 
towards the glacier and I took over for the actual crossing. Route finding was 
straight forward and it was the first time I had to do that on a glacier, good 
practice. We circumnavigated some crevasses, but the glacier was tamer than 
anticipated. When we reached the ridge, we had some amazing views of Mt. 
Nivalis and the Misty traverse came into sight. We started the ski down to the 
large south side of Nivalis glacier which was supposed to be an easy ski. Sam 
went first and got surprised by the appearance of an unanticipated crux. The 
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glacier had retreated a lot more than anticipated, and a short steep ski section 
on sun-exposed snow separated us from it. As soon as Sam entered the slope, 
he triggered half of the hill. I took a place on the side of the hill, covered by a 
large rock above me and directed the traffic, so everyone skied down one by 
one. Waiting for everyone to go down was quite exciting, since I saw plenty 
of natural avalanches coming down to my left and right. Jeremy went just 
before me and triggered the other half and I only saw a slide moving down 
before he skied on top of the debris. I went down last and everyone gathered 
at the bottom on the long and flat glacier. We skied to the end of the glacier 
and held a little pow-wow about the plans for the day. The decision was to 
continue up to the ridge underneath Flood Creek to reduce the time of the 
ski out the next day. It was around 4pm and we decided that the snow on the 
steep hill was about to get harder again. Skinning up was interesting to say the 
least. We walked very spaced out and slipping off the skinning track triggered 
small wet slides. We passed a lot of avalanche debris, which gave us good rest 
positions, as it had already slid. The skin up turned out to be quite strenuous 
and steep and we all were quite happy to have reached the ridge, especially 
now as the snow hardened out and felt less sketchy. We continued skinning till 
we reached an unnamed bump, which allowed us to set up the most amazing 
camp ever. 360 degree views of beautiful mountains.

Jeremy thankfully woke us up at sunrise on the last day and we had an amaz-
ingly faffy and worthwhile morning. The sun slowly emerged over the ridge 
and started warming us up. I ran around in my sleeping bag (aka banana cos-
tume) because I saved on clothing weight since I carried my bag anyways. We 
had tea and warm breakfast and I did an alpine-Yoga sun salutation as soon as 
the sun was fully up. After the sun got warm enough, we packed our gear and 

The group on Nivalis col. Photo: Sam McKoy
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started the ski out led by Frank. Skiing down the ridge was mostly uneventful 
except once the side we skied decided to be over and to turn into a drop. Sam 
somehow managed to get stuck and struggled in a hole while bootpacking 
back up to the ridge. We continued to ski along the ridge and down through 
the trees. In some sections, the snow changed from crust to slow slush, which 
made the skiing quite interesting. We soon reached the logging road and got 
rewarded by another 1.5 km of snow, which greatly reduced the slog out. The 
final 6 km on the slogging road passed fast, there was just enough alder to 
prevent us from getting bored, but not enough to turn it into proper suffering. 
When we reached the car, Sam wondered that there wasn’t enough suffering 
and got worried that something will happen to the cars (spoiler alert: every-
thing went smoothly).

Sam and Annie went to get the second car that was parked at our alternate 
exit road and Jeremy, Frank and I went for a dip in Tsuwasus creek in the 
meantime. So good to have water running around your body after 7 days in 
the snow. Frank couldn’t be bothered to put his pants back on, so he went for 
a wild-west casino style barrel suit made from his sleeping pad. This turned 
out especially entertaining when we got a hitchhiker to join our car. The other 
group from whom we had the second car left a sixer of beer and some chips in 
the trunk. For some mystical reasons, the beer was still cold and it was just so 
darn tasty. Filled with those goodies and considering our clothing, we decided 
to not go for a burger at Mile One and went straight back to the trailhead at 
Mt. Currie to pick up our cars. They were fine, except a horde of mice had 
decided to celebrate a big bagel party in my car and to thank me with a lot of 
pellety left-overs. After some more beers that had waited in Jeremy’s and my 
car, we distributed the five of us over the three cars we had and returned back 
home to Vancouver.

All in all, I had an amazing trip of purely type 1 fun, though some of us might 
have occasionally entered short sections of type 2. Again, big thanks to Sam 
for making this trip possible to all of us and to introduce us to this kind of 
long trip. This wasn’t the last traverse I have done.

Jens doing the Banana-Breakdance. Photo: Annie Maurer
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It was decided by Sam Johnson that a group of six VOCers would attempt a 
Neve Traverse by ski with a summit of Mt. Garibaldi in April this year. It was 
slated as a weekend trip, but turned into a bit of an epic fueled by jellybeans 
and Australian slang that thoroughly expanded the hours of what I would 
traditionally define as a weekend. 

We had all at least taken G1, and a few of us had previously done the trav-
erse. The day we were planning to practice rope skills there was torrential 
downpour, so we took refuge under the Cambie St. Bridge at 2nd Ave and 
simulated our rescues there. There were a few curious onlookers, wondering 
what was going on. As I was lying face down on my ice axe in a garden I was 
thinking, “you can’t self-arrest at all on these ornamental pebbles.”

The day came around and we left Vancouver at 5pm but the usual faff ensued 
as Marie-Eve Lapierre was trying to get her Masters thesis submitted to her 
professor on time, which I think is totally admirable. We didn’t get onto the 
trail at Diamondhead until 10pm, which put us to Elfin Lakes and asleep at 
about 2am. Ross Campbell tried and failed to take off his skins a few times 
along the ridge, and kept having to put them back on, which led to a lot of 
disgruntled swearing that permeated outward into the pristine wilderness. 
This should be a good time to mention that I can’t actually ski well. I had only 
skied once in the last 15 years, and that was a tele trip up Hollyburn a few 
weeks prior to check on my skills. I was assured by the team that the skiing on 
the Neve was of the mellow variety. 

We had a late start on Saturday (8am) due to the late arrival to the Elfin Hut, 
got past the avalanche paths with some minor difficulties, and then up onto 
the actual Neve itself. There was some confusion on where would be a good 
place to set camp, but we settled on a high flat spot just east of the Tent at 
N49.85375 W122.98608 and dug in a large pit with high walls which was 

The Attack of the Pit People
aka the Jellybean Neve Traverse

•

Mike Cancilla
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big enough for all six. Little did we know that Jim Richardson had his own 
plans and had dug his own snow pit about 50m east of us. He informed us 
that we were ‘pit people’, that we all smelled and he preferred to sleep in his 
own pit dug to his own personal specifications. Did I mention it was possible 
Jim was descending into madness at this point? He was quoting, ‘NICE ONE 
BRUVA’ from ‘Human Traffic’ and it was getting less and less intelligible the 
longer the day went on. Soon we were all into it, the madness was spreading. 
Search it on YouTube if you would like to know what that sounds like. 

We had grand plans to have an alpine start Sunday morning to have time to 
summit Mt. Garibaldi, but instead we awoke at 6am and left camp around 
7am. At this point I was beginning to realize that our late starts were begin-
ning to compound, which all began with our late start Friday evening, which 
was a good lesson for me to learn. We decided to still check out the North 
Face of Garibaldi, as it was shaded and the snow was in great shape. There 
were a few other parties in the area, who informed us that the snow quality 
was bomber and we should go for it. Five of us summited, all bootpacking 
the summit with ice axes. I turned around about 100m below the summit as 
the height was beginning to scare me, and I knew I would have a harder time 
walking down the kicked steps than going up. I thought I’d play it safe, and 
getting stuck on the top of Garibaldi wasn’t appealing to me. 

For the four teammates walking down, it turns out it was quite a lot harder 
reversing down than going up. It also took a lot longer. Mirko Moeller stayed 
behind until we were all off and then skied out. By this point it was about 
2pm. 

The Pit People camp at the highpoint on the Neve. Photo: Marie-Eve Myrand-Lapierre
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Once we were all off the mountain, the ski down to Garibaldi Lake was in-
credible. There were crevasses around the Sharkfin that were quite obvious, 
but we followed the tracks of previous parties and didn’t feel the need to rope 
up at any time.  I had never experienced being on any snow that vast before, 
especially on skis. It felt like being on a ski run that was 5 football fields wide. 
It was amazing. And with the skins off edging was much easier and my skiing 
wasn’t really too bad, I was having a blast. 

We made it to Garibaldi Lake and crossed the lake as the sun set, this was 
another highlight for me, it was so peaceful and beautiful. It was much easier 
to leave the skins off and ski across the lake in ‘classic’  Nordic style.

However, the Lake is longer than you think it could be and by the end we 
had a bit of a death march going as we were all quite tired. We skied to the 
zombie chant of, “Pit people, pit people, smell like shit and look like seagulls.” 
By the time we all got across the Lake it was dusk, and getting a little lost in 
the woods in the dark around Lesser Garibaldi and Barrier Lake ate up more 
time. We didn’t want to end up skiing down the barrier, so we were overcom-
pensating and trying to get off the lakes and into the trees too early I think. 
We finally found the beginning of the switchbacks around midnight Sunday.
I wasn’t liking the idea of descending the switchbacks in the dark with my 
shoddy skiing technique, but I sure wasn’t going to bootpack 10km, so I 
strapped on my helmet and just went for it. My headlamp was working like 
crap, the trail was mostly hard ice, and every time I carved, I was hyper aware 
that catching a ski on a stump or tree on the side of the trail would be quite 
awful. I developed a technique that every time I saw a switchback coming, I 

The group skiing with glacier peaks on right. Photo: Marie-Eve Myrand-Lapierre
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would just fall over rather than trying to control my speed. This is a terrible 
technique and I don’t recommend it. 

The snow started turning into mud at around 6km to go, but in my relentless 
zombie fury I tried to ski it anyway, in the end I gave up and starting to walk 
at around 4.5km. I’m sure I really did look like a zombie pit person when 
I stumbled into the rubble creek parking lot at approximately 2am and lay 
down beside the van. 

In the end we made it back to Vancouver around 5am Monday morning, a 
successful ‘weekend’ traverse of the Neve. It took me about a week to recover, 
and I had lots of people at work wondering why I was so sunburnt in strange 
areas on my face (behind the ears, under my chin, in between my nostrils etc). 
I also had to speak at a podium at a conference in Vancouver on Tuesday, and 
I had the pinkest nose imaginable. Looking back on the trip, I would do a 
few things differently, but I’m still convinced that the best stories come out of 
some solid suffering and Type II fun.
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The day started bright and early, with my pack readied the night before and 
my lovingly prepared sandwiches, avy gear, and flask of rum ready by the door. 
This being my first VOC trip other than Longhike (which according to repu-
table sources “doesn’t count”), I felt the pressure to not contribute to any faff.

The notion of an incident-free getaway was quickly dispelled by the time I 
reached Sam Vivant’s house exactly on time, only to receive a panicked call 
from fellow driver and faffer extraordinaire Erin Coates, who informed me 
that she had lost the keys to her Thule somewhere in the ill-remembered haze 
of the previous twelve hours. And so it was. Rides were shuffled, logistics 
sorted, and finally I felt the hit of my longed-after double double as we pulled 
into Squamish.

Arriving at the trailhead after making the mistake of following Erin’s car and 
speeding past the turnoff (by this point she had resigned to referring to herself 
as “Queen of Faff”), we proceeded to engage in a lengthy debate as to the 
merits of skiing vs. snowshoeing in what looked to be a meager early season 
snowpack. Feeling rather silly, I constructed my best A-frame and shouldered 
my pack, trudging up the barely snow-covered logging road in heavy alpine-
touring boots. Erin opted for snowshoes, the only choice available given the 
rather ironic situation of having her skis locked in the Thule. So close and yet 
so far…

Some hours later, nearing Brew Lake, the skier’s efforts were rewarded with 
more snow and skinnable terrain. A beautiful high-pressure system meant 
there was not a cloud in the sky when we finally reached the safety and warmth 
of Brew Hut, just in time for a quick polka courtesy of Brody Granger’s ques-
tionable, but appreciated, judgment in packing in a full-size accordion.

As the day wore on, a summit party formed with the intent of reaching nearby 

Brew Hut Debacle 
Lives Up to Its Name

•

Dylan Heerema
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Mt. Brew exactly in time for what promised to be an epic sunset. The colours 
faded through to a stunning purple and orange alpenglow as we reached the 
peak. Celebratory high-fives all round! The mood of the party became increas-
ingly elated as we each attempted to capture the light of the sunset filtered 
through the bottle of whisky inevitably brought along for this moment.

The rest of the evening was passed in drink and song, and finally we settled 
into bed, tired, happy and a little drunk. Unbeknownst to the party, disas-
ter was about to strike, but not in the expected form of avalanche or injury. 
As Sam, Brody, and myself (hereafter considering ourselves brother-in-arms) 
drifted off to sleep, we were suddenly and violently awoken by a spray of mys-
terious and foul-smelling liquid. Brody, who had made the unfortunate choice 
of sleeping with his head where Sam and I had our feet, quickly deduced the 
source of the disturbance. One of our fellow revelers, who shall remain un-
named, had imbibed past the point recommended by the alpine responsibility 
code; unable to reach the exit, he had proceeded to vomit upon the closest 
available surface, which was the three of us and our gear.

After a period of disbelief, the inhabitants of the hut sprang into action (with 
the exception of those who “couldn’t even right now”), and before too long 
the loft was cleaned as best as could be managed. Our slumber continued, 
punctuated now and then by the sounds of a distressed stomach emanating 
up from the ground floor, where our friend had been quarantined. The next 
day dawned bright and clear, and we geared up for the ski down. Several first-
time tele skiers were among the group, and spirits were high but progress slow 
through the wind crust below the hut. Not blessed with patience for faffing 

Setting off in the hopes of actually using those skis! Photo: Dylan Heerema
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about, and with alpine gear to speed my descent, I quickly abandoned the 
group to revel in my first backcountry turns of the season.

Arriving back at the trailhead, and knowing that a long wait for the rest of 
the party was likely, I happened upon the advance advance group (who knew 
snowshoers could beat skiers down?). As the chill of the afternoon settled in, 
we started a fire, sharing the remnants of our lunches and tales of adventures 
past. Finally the tired but satisfied skiers emerged, gear and people were shut-
tled about, and we were on our way, ready to feel the hit of a double double 
and the warmth of a cozy bed. A fine weekend was had by all, and the memo-
ries of the previous night’s incident only served to justify the name of this 
annual expedition: the Brew Hut Debacle.

A majestic instrument in a majestic setting. Photo: Dylan Heerema
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Participants: Christian Veenstra, Nick Matwyuk, and Lena Rowat

After completing the first one-day ski traverse of the Tantalus Range last sea-
son, I have been anxious to get out there and do another new long traverse 
in a short amount of time. A new baby (7 months old) has generally limited 
the time I wish to spend out on skis... so what better way to make the most 
of what time I get to spend skiing than to cover as much ground as possible?

I made numerous grand plans and drew a lot of lines on maps, but as the sea-
son wore on and the snow kept refusing to fall, I realized that most ideas were 
not really going to fly this year. Once May began to pass by without a single 
sunny weekend, I basically wrote off the season...but kept training and re-
molding my boot liners just in case. Then, in the last week of May, it seemed 
I might have an opening. The bridge over Barr Creek on the VOC’s work-
in-progress trail to the Harrison Hut (the construction of which I’ve been 
organizing, with the help of a series of access grants from MEC) was found 
to have been damaged by snow over the winter - I might be able to head up 
on Saturday, fix the bridge, and ski out on Sunday (which, although the 1st of 
June, is clearly still ski season). Things began to fall into place - on Wednesday 
I proposed the idea to my friend/supervisor/ace-of-all-trades Jeff Mottershead. 
By Thursday he’d completed a design and Friday at lunch he had bought the 
parts; Nick Matwyuk and Lena Rowat were keen to join, and I was keen both 
to have the rad company and the help carrying to ~80lb of steel and tools to 
Barr Creek (see page 359).

After little sleep on Friday night (very little for Jeff, as he welded the last of 
the bridge materials together) we stashed Nick and Lena’s vehicle on the Roe 
Creek FSR and were heading up the Sea-to-Sky. I realized during the drive 
that this was actually my first overnight trip away from my new daughter 
(although we have done an overnight backcountry trip with her already). A 

Harrison to Brew
 The first speed traverse of the Pemberton Icecap 

and Squamish-Cheakamus Divide
June 1st, 2014

Christian Veenstra
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little after noon we were hiking with heavy packs, and a little more than 5 
hours later, we began repairing the bridge, which took a little under 4 hours. 
Lena had already left the menfolk to get some sleep; as soon as the bridge was 
finished Nick and I left Jeff to duct tape his feet and run to the hut. Rolling 
into bed a little before midnight I was relieved to hear him finally stumble 
through the door, and thought it was considerable of him to be so quiet while 
eating dinner. Little did I know about his ordeal... His own trip report for the 
evening, included in this journal, makes for a very interesting read.

We got up at 3:30 am, and Jeff told us of his harrowing attempts at find-
ing the hut without a working headlamp while we ate a quick breakfast and 
packed our stuff. Jeff would be a hero and carry all the tools back to the car 
(we carried our own overnight gear) and we were clear of the hut a little after 
4 am. Making good time up and over the Pemberton Icecap on a fast crust, we 
crossed the whole thing to the toe of the Squamish Glacier in 4h 15m. On the 
downhill sections I could barely keep up with Lena, who was dodging (well-
filled) crevasses on a graby crust with her 3-pin tele bindings (3-pin only - no 
springaling heel throw) at mach 10. Well, my GPS clocked a max speed of 
about 45 km/h - but she was going faster than me.

With the fast-travel crust fading quickly, we started working our way around 
volcanic plugs above the Callaghan Valley. Shortly before we started climbing 
up toward Ring Peak, Lena hinted she’d rather take a “more leisurely” route 
and finish over Cypress, rather than going all the way to the VOC’s Brew Hut. 
So, after skiing the first ~8 hours together, we decided to split up - I would ski 
at an accelerated pace to do the slightly longer route, Lena and Nick would 
stick together, and we’d just let the cards fall where they may in terms of me 
finding a ride back home. I think that this actually worked out perfectly - I 
had already gotten my stoke up for doing the trip solo before Nick and Lena 

Lena screaming down the Squamish in her signature party skirt and 3-pin bindings. 
Photo: Christian Veenstra
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decided to join me, though I really like hanging out with them. This let me 
have an awesome trip with the two of them (Pemberton Icecap), and still get 
in a great solo trip (Squamish-Cheakamus Divide). It just happened both trips 
were on the same day (and same weekend as the bridge-fixing trip - so 3 great 
trips, really).

Now alone, I started the slog up around Ring Peak and onward to Banner 
Pass. At 1000 vertical metres combined, it would be the last big climb of 
the day. Pulling up onto the flat expanse of Powder Mountain (which used 
to be called Boiler Plate Mountain - a much better description) I could see 
numerous snowmobile tracks, some of them quite recent. In the winter this 
whole area is covered in sleds, so the only good time to ski it is late spring. As 
I crested the icecap, I watched in awe at Mt. Cayley, as it appeared slowly over 
the horizon. I began to realize just how little effort I’d put into route-finding 
ahead of time on this now “familiar” terrain (having been there once before 
a few years ago). Also how I was starting to run out of food. I took the high 
route out onto the Alcoholic Divide and was very happy to find the lake by 
Mt. Fee, which offered easy water - the previous lakes near the edge of Powder 
Mountain were well-buried and I did not slow down to look for them. Past 
Fee, I was actually on more familiar terrain, and made good time to the con-
necting ridge to Brew. That ridge seemed to have a lot more ups and downs 
than I remembered from my previous visits...

Behind the Callaghan Valley. Photo: Christian Veenstra
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16 hours and 40 minutes after leaving the VOC’s Harrison Hut, I stepped 
into our Brew Hut (it should be noted that this is not the longest time spent 
getting to Brew III - a beginner party in Dec 2006 took 17.5 h on the Roe 
Creek route due to extreme trailbreaking. See “A BREWtal Adventure,” VOCJ 
06-07). A couple quick phone calls, pit stop at the outhouse, and logbook 
signing later I was skiing down the Roe Creek ski route, and then carrying 
my skis down the logging road to the car. I reached it about 10 minutes be-
fore Nick and Lena, and we got to the highway about 5 minutes before Jeff 
who was returning from Harrison with my car. Perfect timing, somehow. I’ve 
waited longer for people to buy their breakfast on the drive up. 

Day 1 (fixing the bridge and to the Harrison Hut): +1310 m, -530 m

Day 2 (Pemberton Icecap / Squamish-Cheakamus Divide): + 4120 m (by 
altimeter, 4600 m by GPS), - 5120 m, ~80 km. 19:02 hut to car, 16:40 hut 
to hut.

Mt. Cayley, with Fee in the distance. Photo: Christian Veenstra

Elevation profile. Credit: Christian Veenstra
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The route. Credit: Christian Veenstra, GoogleMaps
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The seed for this trip was planted five years ago. Maya Goldstein and I were 
cycling up the east side of Harrison Lake, a majestic turquoise jewel (VOCJ 
52). It was a beautiful spring weekend, and we kept on admiring the snow-
capped mountains of the Chehalis Range, on the other side of the lake. But 
my eyes were drawn to another mountain, at the opposite end of the lake, 
easily visible despite being 60 km away. This is the story of how I finally made 
it back, to stand at the top of that pointy white giant, the same one which had 
appeared so far and out of reach.

I woke up at the ungodly hour of 5:30am, picked up four sleepy friends, 
dashed off east and up a bumpy logging road. With five people and their 
heavy backpacks, our car was even lower than usual, and a few of the potholes 
caused it to bottom out. We were lucky to have Piotr Forysinski and Steph-
anie Grothe (RIP) with us, who had intimate knowledge of the route. They 
had spent two days in the area last year in a vain search for Mt. Breakenridge, 
which consisted of lots of bushwhacking, crossing of raging rivers with skis 
strapped to their packs, and precious little snow.

This time it was all smooth. We began hiking up the gravel road with our skis 
strapped to our packs. We reached snow much sooner than expected, and 
Ignacio Rozada continued hiking with his sandals despite hiking through shin 
deep snow and sloppy quicksand, which Piotr suggested might be a new form 
of matter. Skinning through the forest was easy, and we made good use of the 
shady trees to hide from the strong sun. It’s a curious thing that I feel like I 
spend half my life searching for sun and the other half hiding from it.

Marcin Mirski carried up some tequila to celebrate the impending end of 
Ignacio’s bachelor life, and even before setting up camp, the lime snow tequila 
salt shots began. In truth, I much preferred my snow with just lime to the one 
with the added tequila. It’s really a disgusting drink - sorry, Ignacio! Despite 

Mt. Breakenridge: 
The Mountain at the End of the Lake
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the jokes about pole dancing (Marcin and Piotr are Polish), there was precious 
little dancing on this trip, thank god!

From camp we could clearly see Mt. Breakenridge, where we’d be heading 
on the second day; a very pointy mountain from that angle. We dug a comfy 
snow kitchen, and had a luxurious dinner. Even Piotr wasn’t able to finish his 
rations, an unheard of event. Sleep came easily and early, one of the (many) 
bonuses of a weekend in the mountains. Despite warnings about a possible 
chainsaw starting up in the neighbouring tent, I heard nothing, and 6am 
came way too soon.

Mt. Breakenridge; view from camp. Photo: Gili Rosenberg

Piotr, Steph, Ignacio and Marcin enjoying dinner at our snow camp 
en route to Mt. Breakenridge. Photo: Gili Rosenberg
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After a cold breakfast in our sleeping bags, we skied the death crust down to a 
small lake, and began climbing up a wooden ridge. The snow was very icy and 
it was hard to get an edge in. I was a bit worried we’d slide down the icy slopes, 
out of control, and indeed Steph went for a short slide, but I caught her and 
lowered her into a tree well. A few more sections like that, and we emerged 
from the trees, the full length of Harrison Lake right at our feet.

We followed the ridge towards the looming Mt. Breakenridge, which still 
looked awfully pointy, but a snow ramp on the left side began emerging, giv-
ing us hope that we might actually make it up the beast. The final slope was 
steep and icy, we traversed the supposedly “knife edged ridge” (based on the 
guidebook) which didn’t seem so narrow, although the drop off the side was 
considerable. Standing on the summit indeed felt like we were on the top of 
the world, just like that well chewed cliché, especially having 60 km of flat 
lake to look at, and the Chehalis beyond, a range I have yet to begin exploring.

After a break to enjoy the scenery and location, we skied down the headwall. I 
thought the most enjoyable part was skiing along the ridge. The unbelievable 
alpine scenery was flying by like a movie, just better. We briefly put on our 
skins to climb up another small summit, and then skied a long fall line ski 
back to camp. We hit the slope almost perfectly, not too hard and not too soft, 
and with the beautiful lake below I’m pretty sure I skied down while yelping 
with joy. From the small lake below camp we found a much better ramp to 
lead us back to camp, where Ignacio prepared a late but tasty lunch of quesa-
dillas with refried beans. With great company, food, views and warm sun, it 
felt wrong to be leaving.

We packed up our belongings and skied out. When we arrived to the car, we 
found that one of the front tires had gone flat. It was a miracle that our spare 
tire actually had any air in it, since I hadn’t checked it for years. Soon enough 
we were crawling down the logging road at 30 km/h, fully aware that another 
flat tire would mean an extremely long walk. After driving 60 km on gravel 
and 140 km on paved road, we finally arrived back to Vancouver; more than 
four hours after leaving the trailhead. Even the vegetarians in the car were 
prepared to eat a horse by that time, but it turns out that at 1am precious few 
restaurants in Vancouver are open. Piotr led us to his favourite cheap pizza 
on Commercial, where we got our fill for a scant $6, and headed back home, 
finally hitting the sack after 2am. I was a bit of a zombie the next day, due to 
the late night and slow drive, or perhaps just due to the memories of that jade 
lake and the snowy mountains beyond...
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•

Ian Johnston

Wanting to get some skiing in the time between Christmas and the start of 
school, I started asking around about plans at the Bob Turner slide show at the 
start of December. After many emails, Caroline Jung, Clemens Adolphs, Jens 
Vent-Schmidt, Jeremy Leal, and myself all seemed keen on going somewhere 
with snow. Several options were tossed about and we eventually settled on go-
ing to Keith’s Hut. All systems were go for four days of powder slaying.

I arrived in Vancouver on the morning of the 26th from Christmas in Calgary 
to bad news. Ru (Jens’s fiancée) was sick, so Jens had to bail. A couple options 
were discussed, but in the end Jens generously loaned us his Rav4 for the trip. 
After picking up Caroline, we were on the highway by 7pm. Along the way, 
we stopped in Whistler to pick up Jeremy and grab burgers at Splitz. It was 
now 8:40pm. Driving on through the falling snow, we made it to the Cerise 
Creek trailhead at 10pm.

Getting ready for a very comfortable night. Photo: Caroline Jung
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We were faced with a choice: skin up to the hut (in the snow), or set up the 
tents (in the snow), or sleep in the car (out of the snow). Being the extremely 
lazy individual that I am, I pushed for sleeping in the car. After converting the 
car to sleep mode, by which I mean not really (see photo), we settled in and 
got cozy. Real cozy. We couldn’t figure out how to get the seats to fold down 
completely, so we shoved our gear in an attempt to make a flat platform. We 
weren’t successful, but we all just really wanted to sleep, so we laid our bodies 
down head to feet in an awkward half-spooning stack. Jeremy opted to cuddle 
with Ian’s legs, while Clemens had to latch onto Caroline’s shins to keep from 
rolling off against the door. As we attempted to sleep, any move we made had 
a domino effect on one another. At one point, someone had to get out from 
the middle to pee, and all of us peed in solidarity. Basically, we didn’t sleep. At 
least we were laughing hysterically.

The next morning, we cruised up to the hut, had lunch, napped, played chess, 
and dried socks. After eating our fill, we took a well-beaten skin track up the 
NW ridge until we found a good place to ski off the SE side back to the hut. 
The snow was boot top and dry, making for excellent skiing. Everyone was 
grinning ear-to-ear by the time we were back at the hut. People were beyond 
happy to have another 3 days of skiing here.

On the way down our run we stopped to dig a fairly thorough pit. Unfor-
tunately, there were a couple of layers present that gave clean, planar shears 
– not confidence inspiring. Subsequent pits throughout the trip, on different 

Jeremy enjoying snow that is as good as it gets. 
Photo: Caroline Jung

Caroline with free heels and a free soul. 
Photo: Clemens Adolphs
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aspects, all had these suspect layers. The results from the pits, and discussions 
with other parties at the hut had us skiing trees and well supported slopes for 
the whole four days. Normally, a bit annoying, but the skiing on these slopes 
was exceptional. I’ll let Caroline and Clemens’ photos do most of the talking 
here.

After skiing, the next challenge was eating dinner. I won’t dwell on the details, 
but it would definitely suffice to say that we ate well. Highlights include Jer-
emy bring up 1 kg of winegums, 0.5 kg of chocolate, and Caroline’s red curry 
noodle bowl. Jens, who had already loaned us his car, had also given us a bottle 
of wine and an apple pie.

At the end of the four days, we made the easy ski out to the car. There we had 
more chocolate waiting (courtesy of Clemens). In the four days, we did tons 
of vertical, smiled almost all the time, and rarely crossed tracks; things were 
acceptable.1

Beta:

The hut is about 2-3 hours in via Cerise Creek. The skiing above the hut is best 
suited for intermediate and above skiers, though there are a few beginner runs. 
Avalanche knowledge is definitely needed- there are plenty of sucker tracks 
that one could follow blindly. The hut is super nice, but busy. Be prepared to 
tent, and keep your group small. For maps, we used John Baldwin’s Duffey 
Lake map.

1 but the hot tub could have been a tad hotter.
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Tobi: Spending New Years in a remote hut amidst beautiful mountains; 
the idea got me stoked as soon as I heard it. It also inspired some worrisome 
thoughts: What if I could not make it on this, my first non-beginner friendly 
VOC trip? What if all the experienced people went ahead without me and left 
me hanging in dangerous avalanche terrain? What if the hut was full and we 
had to sleep outside without a tent, at subarctic temperatures?

It all turned out to be OK: the hike in was hard, but we made it; although not 
beginner friendly, the entire group looked out for each other; and the hut was 
full enough to provide warmth but still had plenty of spots. The temperatures 
outside were also not nearly as cool as to cause distress, leading to one indi-
vidual in our group stripping to the naked skin (and subsequently catching a 
rather persistent cold).

While I was occupied for the first two days teaching a rather brave beginner 
the first steps in skiing, the others went to more challenging terrain near Per-
egrine and Frodo. On the final day of the year, I joined them to ski around 
Upper Lake. It might be the fact that I am new to skiing in the backcountry, 
but that was without doubt the best and most powdery skiing of my life.

Back in the hut, we chatted around the tables, enjoyed our warm meals and 
welcoming a group that skinned in for 14 hours, I quietly rejoiced in the fact 
that I was not the only one who struggled to get to the best place in the world 
to celebrate a new year.

Ian: My part of the story starts on January first. After a bit of last minute 
ride organization, I found myself driving up to Phelix with Tom Herbert and 
Fiona Slade. After a brief stop at Mount Currie Coffee, we found ourselves 
faffing at the trailhead. Rumors of the hut being beyond full and an already 
full parking area had us somewhat concerned about getting a spot in the hut 

Phelix New Year’s 2015

•

Tobias Klenze & Ian Johnston
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(Also, I really didn’t want to carry up a tent). The concern was elevated to 
DEFCON5 when two large SUVs full of non-VOCers wanting to also stay at 
the hut pulled up just after us. The concern was alleviated somewhat when one 
of the drivers of the SUVs elected to drive as high as possible and promptly 
get his car precariously stuck on a rockslide. Rumor has it that the towing fees 
were close to $800. 

The logging road was nicely covered with snow and only the water bars pre-
sented any obstacle. It was a nice change from the hours of bootpacking that 
earlier trips this season had consisted of. Fiona, missing 1 ACL and still re-
covering from major reconstructive surgery (a non-recommend weight saving 
strategy), was having a bit of trouble with the water bars, so I grabbed her and 
Tom’s overnight gear and boogied up to the hut. With the non-VOCers an 
unknown distance behind, I hoped that I could still get a spot in the hut. My 
fears were unfounded, however, when I meet up with Tobias and his party 
coming down (see above), who confirmed that the hut had plenty of space. 
Before long, I was at the hut and able to make dinner for Tom and Fiona, who 
arrived a short while later.

The next day, Derry, Brodie, 
Isabel, Sam and I explored the 
slopes around Peregrine. We 
first tried the classic run from 
Peregrine-Frodo col. To our 
disappointment, we found 
the slope to very wind ham-
mered and very not fun to ski. 
The next run took us through 
the trees to where we found 
good snow. A third brought 
us down a pillow line right 
under the face of Peregrin. 
The fourth and final run was 
the ultra-classic Return of The 
King, which was unfortunate-
ly crusty and tracked out. On 
the way down, a moment of 
inattention resulted in me ski-
ing into a creek. It wasn’t too 
bad apart from the half hour 
needed to de-ice my skis. 
That evening, Tom cooked 
delicious pasta, and the non-
VOCers set off fireworks.

A crew of people skiing on the Aragon Glacier. 
Photo: Derry Lapin
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The next day was the ski out day. After a lazy morning drinking copious 
amounts of espresso made on the machine that Isabel brought up to the hut, 
a large group of people headed down to the cars. The ski down could be de-
scribed as technical, and high commitment. Plenty of rock dodging and slide 
slipping was needed. Victory beers, and later Splitz Burgers, concluded a very 
excellent three days of skiing. 

Fireworks above the hut. Photo: Derry Lapin
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Some say the world will end in ice, some say in fire. 
From what I’ve tasted of earthly vice, I hold with those who favour ice. 

(Robert Frost, butchered by myself for relevance).

As I sat atop a chilly bin, somewhere on the flanks of the North Ghost River, 
hacking at an onion popsicle with frozen fingers and smoke-filled eyes, I could 
all but wipe the grin off my numb mug - what a spectacular place!

Benjamin Franklin famously said that guests, like fish, begin to smell after 
three days. If that statement holds true, then after a week of crashing at Alfred 
Larsen’s family condo in Calgary, I must have smelled truly awful! The won-
derful hospitality and copious amounts of food on tap were softening me to 
no end, and although we got out climbing most days, and despite the fact that 
I felt fairly ill at the time, I knew that this luxurious lifestyle had to end, fast.

It was with that revelation that I decided to rendezvous with the “official” 
Nephew of Icicles gang (Julien Renard, Caitlin Schneider and Chris Lazatin) 
and hurl my flu infested meat popsicle self into the world of winter camping. 
Chris#2 was of course stoked to be sharing his tent with an Ebola patient, but 
I assured him that I’d try to keep my bodily fluids to a record minimum. After 
our first day climbing en masse at Bear Spirit (Alfred even brought snowpants 
this time!), we made our way out of the valley in the dark and proceeded to 
drive around, and around, and then to mix it up around some more, until 
finally finding a suitable piece of snow-covered dirt on which to set up camp. 
Ah, the logistical joys of winter ninja car-accessible camping. Chris#2, our 
group chef, proceeded to consume much of a bag of crisps before calling it a 
night. Culinary legend that man is.  

As I still felt like ass, I decided to quarantine myself in Canmore the next day 
while the others went off to play on the ice; so this day is a blank with regards 

Nephew of Icicles

•

Chris Sillars
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to actual climbing happenings. But I had an excellent day getting kicked out 
of various establishments for sleeping in “inappropriate” places, and drinking 
hot chocolate. Come to think about it, those two pastimes happen to sum up 
my overall Rockies experience quite nicely. 

We regrouped and made camp that night in close proximity to hot showers; 
and as the mercury continued to drop I proceeded to spend hours under a 
steady stream of hot water whilst drinking hot chocolate simultaneously. This 
was entirely justified and not in any way luxurious. It was cold, OK? Alfred 
had managed to once again contact the elusive Ian Dusome, and with Tianna 
Sturdy having arrived the day before from Vancouver, we all excitedly made 
plans to take a convoy into the North Ghost river valley the following day; a 
supposed mecca for close proximity ice climbing. 

I was stoked - here the true adventure began. Ian forded and forged the way 
up the valley with hilarious lack of concern for his truck’s well-being (losing 
his bumper in the process). Julien carried the rear in Chris#2’s 4-runner, and 
Chris#2 laughed nervously as disconcerting noises and bellowing smoke ac-
companied each river crossing. 

On arrival we immediately kitted up and made our way up the Valley of the 
Birds to make the most of what daylight we had left. We managed to squeeze 
in a good couple of climbs whose names and grades I cannot recall (as is often 
the way with ice climbing), before night fell and things got rather cold. 

Arriving back at camp in the dark, 
we desperately tried to get a fire 
started and cook dinner in order 
to help stave off the -25oC or so 
temperature that had crept up on 
us. Everything was frozen, and it 
seemed I lacked foresight on nu-
merous levels, by purchasing a large 
proportion of liquid-oriented food 
stuffs along with bringing my shitty 
pocket rocket propane stove. This 
made preparing and eating food, in 
general, rather difficult. Oh yeah, 
and then I’m pretty sure everyone’s 
stoves simultaneously burst into 
flames at some point while Caitlin 
dropped most of her dinner on the 
ground, or at least that’s how I re-
member it. I was worried that this 

The elusive Canadian Ice Unicorn (sponsored 
by Grivel). Photo: Chris Sillars
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would be the norm for the remainder of our time here. Worst of all my hum-
mus had frozen solid. Tragic.

We each split into groups for the following days with separate objectives, in 
order to minimise reliance on Ian’s rope-gunning prowess. 

I managed to convince Ian (it wasn’t hard) that I was ready for my first ice 
lead, and we decided on Albatross, WI3, up the Valley of the Birds. The thing 
about water ice (and I guess any mountainous terrain), is that from a distance 
the feat of ascent seems intimidatingly hard. When up close, however, a level 
of confidence builds to calm the nerves and the obstacle seems more gentle. 
Once on the route, however, everything reverts back to feeling intimidatingly 
scary; focus and steady breathing become crucial as you repeat the ice climb-
ing mantra over and over in your head: I cannot fall, I cannot fall. I didn’t fall. 
What a rush!

I’m pretty sure all of us made it up This House of Sky at some point during 
our stay in the Ghost - a spectacular quick succession 8-9 pitch route up a 
valley, with a large quantity of short but stellar ice steps (around WI3). It was 
by far my most memorable day, as Ian and I soloed up all the WI3 steps and 
made our way up to the ridgeline via a WI4 and a longer WI3 pitch. Unfor-
tunately we forgot our teddy bear for when it was time to gain the ridge, and 
therefore had no possible way of determining how windy it was (teddy bear 
+ avalanche probe + duct tape; if the bear loses his head on exposure, then it’s 
probably too windy).The descent involved some interesting down climbing on 
powder covered slab, and a rappel off less than ideal rock. 

Our last day was spent ice cragging at the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly  just 
down river from our camp. Most of the ice was sopping wet, but Ian picked 

Alfred Larson soloing an ice-step up the Coire 
Dubh. A welcome alpine mission to compli-
ment days of cragging. Photo: Chris Sillars

 Ian and I soloed the lower half of ‘House of 
Sky’, saving hours in the process. The fast pace 
set by Ian (pictured) was hard to match with 

any sort of grace. Photo: Chris Sillars
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out a line on the far left with a wicked mixed stemming move towards the top-  
out. Kevin Martin (who had joined us that day) eyed up a sweet mixed line 
also on the far left, and lead it with ease. The rest of us played around on both 
lines for the remainder of the day, and at some point I drank hot chocolate out 
of a v-thread in a crystal clear frozen eddy down below… good times. 

With food and fuel running low, we packed up camp the following day and 
headed down the valley towards our entry point.

After 5 days in the Ghost and 2 weeks of climbing, I’d decided to try and make 
my way back to Vancouver via thumb and towel. The others were keen to 
squeeze in an afternoon in the South Ghost but I was conscious about making 
it back before university started, and so with that, we went our separate ways 
and I began the cold frustrating epic that is hitch-hiking in a Canadian winter. 
The going was slow; no-one seemed to be willing to pick up frozen self from 
the side of the road, perhaps partially due to donning hut booties and a face-
mask in an attempt to hide from the elements. And those that eventually 
did were only ever “heading to the next town over”. I managed to make it 
to Golden by nightfall via the assistance of cute blond girl, a weird Christian 
dude, a cool godmother of Vancouver friend lady, an intense brooding couple, 
and a veritable Uncle Sam. It was here that a literal road block at Rogers Pass 
saw me trapped in this cold oversized truck-stop of a town. With no way to 

 Ian Dusome mixed stemming on a left 
line at GBU in the Ghost. 

Photo: Chris Sillars

My first lead climb on ice: Albatross WI3. It was 
steeper than the photo implies... at least it felt that 

way. Photo: Ian Dusome
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continue and no vacant accommodation, I hauled ass into what I thought was 
a 24 hour McDonalds, and set up in vagrant central. After being given vari-
ous bullshit reasons by the manager for not being able to nap in the corner 
stall, I was thrown out into the cold and faced and an interesting night out. 
My back-up accommodation plan ended up taking the form of a poorly made 
playground Teepee (next to a travel-lodge), which was riddled with holes.

Feeling particularly vulnerable, I set up camp and made an effort to get some 
sleep. Sleep was broken around an hour later by loud drunk voices outside 
the Teepee; it was when I hear the words “dude there’s someone in that tent, 
quick, block the other exit” that I made the panicked half-awake decision 
to run for it. Sprinting across the snow covered field in bare feet and stripy 
poly-pro, I jumped over the playground fence straight into a burdock bush 
and continued running down the road. It was at this point that I began to 
feel an inkling of regret for not catching a lift back with the others. I went 
door knocking in search of a phone, but surprise surprise, no one was willing 
to help out a weird, softly whispering, polypro seed-covered dude. Typical. I 
finally found a room around the back of the Travelodge with lights on and 
movement inside. After knocking, I was greeted by this half naked drunk girl 
and her boyfriend who were thoroughly confused when I tried to explain my 
situation; the girl however seemed to be utterly intent on pulling every last 
seedling off my clothes. Regardless of coherency or lack thereof, they let me 
use their phone to call the cops. 

I hid out on the balcony until the cops showed up and started questioning the 
guys, who it turned out had been making trouble earlier in the night. While 
their attention was occupied, I slunk by my accommodation and rescued my 
things before promptly retreating to the Husky across the road, where I spent 
the rest of the night again trying not to get kicked out for being a smelly 
vagrant. 

The rest of the Journey the following day was uneventful, and I finally made 
it to Vancouver by 10 pm on Saturday via ex-mountain guide Bill, a nice 
tattooed lady, and smokes-like-a-chimney Tim. Such a mission. I didn’t get 
molested, though, which is always a plus, I guess. Cheers Julien, Ian, Caitlin, 
Alfred, Chris L, Tianna, and Kevin for a righteous time! (oh, and Alfred’s fam-
ily for putting up with me as well).
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On Saturday, March 22nd, 2014, a VOC crew departed for Phelix Hut from 
Vancouver for a skiing overnight hut trip.

The group departed Vancouver and got on the highway around 8am. As the 
car headed north and approached Pemberton the sky started to clear up, 
changing from from the rainy conditions we had had all the way from Van-
couver until the coffee break at Squamish.  As we arrived at the parking lot 
it was fair weather sunny sky – it seems that we were on a great escape to 
“somewhere nice”!

The group started skinning after parking at 12:15pm. The first part was a 
gentle uphill slope which traversed and meandered across the mountain. Next 
there were switchbacks, after which we approached a logging road with shal-
low, low-lying plant branches covering the trail. Then the slope became more 
mellow with ups and downs as well as minor dips. The plants were rather 
well-spaced, which left a good amount of room for the trail. The snow cover 
also became less icy and softer with the gradual elevation gain. The group took 
a lunch break at a viewpoint, which was more exposed to the scenery of the 
surrounding mountains.

All along the trail we were able to hear bird calls as well as the creeks under-
neath the snow cover. These early spring signals added to the dynamics of the 
icy and snowy mountain environment. This also meant that the snow might 
be thin at times and the water body below the snow exposed on the hiking 
trail, which reminded us to be cautious of the unstable ground near flow-
ing water. We soon entered a trail named “Pacific Creek Trail” that led us to 
the lake in front of Phelix Hut. The forest-covered trail was steeper and had 
multiple switchbacks which made skinning up challenging as our skis glided 
downward. The forest canopy was dense and the trail was less spacious. Tech-
niques like kick-turns and side-steps came in handy in such terrain. This part 

Phelix Trip Report
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Jane Wang
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took the majority of the time to complete and around sunset we made it to the 
open lake area and unloaded at the hut.

The hut has a large capacity and had about three to four groups staying in it 
including ours. I was told to mention some interesting phenomena that took 
place when people were cooking - it seemed like curry was a popular choice 
among our group. The intense scent of both Thai and Indian curry spices 
spread throughout the hut space which later resulted in continuous coughing 
sounds. But the dishes themselves were great!

The next day we decided to skin up to the local Cabin Hill. Considering the 
steepness of the slope, we traversed, and gradually made it to the top. The 
snow cover was thick and powdery which made skiing down very fun. As we 
approached the top, the excitement also built up as I saw the limitless end to 
the sky with no other mountain barriers. At the top, the far mountain ranges 
were exposed and it was a beautiful perspective.

Around 12:30pm, after a lunch break in the hut, we were ready to depart. The 
first part downhill was in dense forest and decent skiing skills were required 
to deal with the narrow path and sharp turns. When we were in the forest we 
heard a loud noise from a distant mountain. It was an avalanche. From far 
away, we could still see the big mass of snow rolling down and powder in the 
air. It was quite a breath-taking event! But we were told that there was a low 
possibility for avalanche hazard on our trail.

After about 6 hours, we made it back to the parking lot at the end of the 
trail. It was still daylight around 7pm - sweet long summer days to come! We 
started heading back to Vancouver and that was the end for the fun trip with 
spectacular weather and views. Thanks for an amazing trip everyone and look-
ing forward to more sun!



                      Land & Water



Pg. 299:  (Top) Caitlin surfing Little Pink on the Clearwater. Photo: Good Samaritan
 (Bottom) Seablush on a beach. Photo: Cora Skaien

(Top) The winding way up towards Cypress Peak for Glacier School G1. Photo: Nathan Starzynski
(Bottom) Indian Arm Kayaking. Photo: Koby Michaels
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There is only one good reason to wake up before sunrise on a Saturday and 
it is to go kayaking. I drag myself out of bed as the alarm drills its way into 
my sleep and get a rush of adrenaline when I see the time; I’m being picked 
up in twenty minutes. I scramble together the rest of my poorly packed gear, 
throwing things into open trash bags, and for the thousandth time, I check 
that my flashlight works. I grab my bags and head to meet the others at the 
street corner across from my residence. We all throw our gear into the back 
and head towards Deep Cove.

As we turn the last corner towards the put-in sight, the trees open up and the 
North Shore Mountains peak out from their early morning cloud cover. We 
park and throw our gear onto the curb. Our fifteen kayaks are lined up in two 
neat rows on the grass like pick-up sticks before a game. Everyone wrestlers the 
“water-proof” hatches open and begins stuffing trash bags full of food, tents, 
dry (for now) clothes, and sleeping bags. When we are all sufficiently frus-
trated, and the hatches full and sealed, we gather around Cora, our trip leader, 
for an overview. We are starting our adventure at Deep Cove, an inlet on the 
east side of North Vancouver. From here, we will paddle eighteen kilometers 
north, up Indian Arm, a stretch of ocean nestled between mountains, to our 
campsite at Granite Falls. Cora introduces those of us on the trip with rescue 
experience and goes over basic safety. Then we haul the now leaden kayaks to 
the water and set off.

Homework, midterms, and anxieties are forgotten as the we get into the 
rhythm of paddling. The group sticks close together at first, motor boats speed 
by and much of the group is new to sea kayaking. I paddle from tandem kayak 
to tandem kayak, giving tips on paddle strokes and technique. Most people 
think kayaking is all about the arms: but a stroke’s power should come from 
your core muscle as you twist your upper body, leading with the shoulders. 
Believe it or not, you shouldn’t use your arms at all, they tired much to quickly 

Paddling Indian Arm:
A Study Break
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Koby Michaels
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and with a two days of paddling ahead, everyone needed to conserve energy. 

The wind is at our backs and we paddle with the tide so in no time we stop at 
a rocky beach with a sign that says Camp Jubilee on it. We haul the kayaks out 
of the water and greedily grab our lunches. Everyone is silent as people chow 
down on sandwiches, enjoy the now motorboat free view of the ocean and 
mountains, and enjoy as sensation returns to their cramped legs.

As we pull our boats back into the water and snap our skirts back over the 
cockpits, a sea plane roars over head. Normally, it would break the serenity of 
being in the wild, but somehow it fits. It flies low and weaves it’s way through 
the narrow valley. Maybe it is because it, too, is a creature of the water, it’s 
pontoons obvious as it passes over our flotilla of brightly colored boats.

We spent the second half of our day spotting seals and paddling up the east 
side of Indian Arm. The final stretch of paddling takes us along Croker Island. 
It’s rocky cliffs rise steeply and level off into a dense forest of evergreens. I 
slowly maneuver my boat along side, paddling quietly as I approach a pod of 
seals basking in the last of the day’s sun. 

Our campsite lies above a rocky beach, the immense Granite Falls thunders 
behind us. We pull our now less-than-dry gear out of our less-than-waterproof 
hatches and set up camp. Our little tent city pops up in minutes. A few of 
us venture back out in our kayaks, heading further up Indian Arm into an 
estuary. Seals surround our boats and the water is now fresh. Eventually the 
current and dying light push us back to camp. Everyone pulls out their stoves 
and we feast, passing around chips, salsa, brownies, and smores. The last light 
fades behind the mountains and the stars appear, one by one. It is a magnifi-
cent display, much of the light pollution blocked by the mountains that hug 
our campsite. One by one, we head into our tents, crawl into our sleeping 
bags, and collapse into sleep.

I’m woken by the thundering waterfall the next morning. As usual, it is a mad 
rush to eat your instant oatmeal, take apart your tents, and stuff the gear back 
into the kayaks. Everyone takes much less care to keep the gear dry as every-
thing is already soaked. The rush pays off as we get on the water on time. We 
paddle towards the far side of Crocker Island. We scout some cliffs, discussing 
the possibility of coming back sometime to rock-climb to the top and dive 
into the water. Eventually the conversation dies down and we paddle in si-
lence, enjoying the quite splashing and meditation that comes with kayaking. 
We stop at the same beach for lunch and some of the group crosses the chan-
nel to check out an abandoned power station. Then we push off for the last 
time, paddling back towards Vancouver and real life. We round the last corner 
and the mountains are replaced with buildings, seals by motorboats. The shore 
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is now covered in vacation homes and cars can be heard in the distance. For 
the first time all weekend, thoughts of homework, classes, midterms, and re-
sponsibilities creep back into our minds. 

We aren’t quite ready to be adults in the real world once more. Someone starts 
a water fight and in seconds everyone is making and breaking allegiances, 
using paddles and bilge pumps to soak each other in sea water. But we can’t  
avoid the inevitable forever, eventually we beach and have to unpack, throw-
ing our now drenched gear back into truck beds and roof racks.

With midterms closing in, a weekend away from UBC is what every student 
and professor needs. Kayak and camping allows for much needed relaxation, 
recovery, and reflection before the all-nighters and cram sessions start. Get 
outside and enjoy beautiful British Columbia, it will help much more than 
spending the weekend worrying about the piles of work that are about to bury 
you.

The head of the estuary. Photo: Koby Michaels 
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Some destinations have a way of sticking in your head until you finally get 
there. I first saw Destruction Island on a road trip through Washington a cou-
ple years back and meant to go back and paddle there ever since. It is a pretty 
small objective for the seven hour drive to get to the put-in, so not the easiest 
to justify, and other points of interest on the Olympic Peninsula always took 
precedence in the past. But this time, a perfect opportunity came up: a trip to 
the Peninsula with a couple of other paddling buddies who had to leave a day 
early - leaving me with enough time to check this one off my list on my own.

The ominously named Destruction Island is a small-ish flat-topped island 
roughly 5 km from the coast of Washington, in open water. Its modern name 
is either a reference to three shipwrecks that happened on the island and its 
long north-reaching reef, or the two explorer ship landing parties that got 
massacred by local natives. In either case, the morbid history made it that 
much more curious of a destination. On top of the island is a now-decommis-
sioned lighthouse, which I always found super neat.

I spent about an hour the night before on recon, trying to find the best beach 
to launch. It turned out that despite the multitude of beaches on the map, 
the pickings were pretty slim, as most are either far from the island or are just 
an overlook with no actual beach access. I settled on Ruby Beach which only 
adds maybe 1 km to the trip and has reasonable beach access via a wide trail 
down to the water.

I launched into mild surf just after 7am. As a welcoming gift, the ocean threw 
me a 5-footer that broke on top of me but didn’t send me back to shore, and I 
was through the surf zone. Seas were calm for the crossing, even though in the 
back of my mind I was concerned about the landing on return to shore, as the 
launch spot had a lot of submerged rocks.

Beacon Amidst Destruction

•

Dmitri Oguz
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After an hour long crossing, I arrived at the destination, which at first looked 
like a pretty typical island. I started going around it clockwise looking for 
some sort of a harbor or dock that would have serviced the lighthouse while 
it was operational, and eventually found it - or what’s left of it, which was no 
real use to me as the dock itself was long gone.

I paddled through some natural channels in the rock to the closest spot to the 
base of the “bridge” between the top of the island and where the dock used to 
be. The area is a massive seal colony. Seals everywhere. The most seals I have 
ever seen in one place, and I have seen many seal colonies. The channel I pad-
dled up was no exception, and I could see the seals swimming around under 
my boat in clear shallow water. That in itself made my day.

The bridge looked precarious. I am not sure if the bent shape of it is the way 
it was built, but with some visibly cracked beams, I would guess not. But my 
half-educated guess was that if it was a meant to carry a rail cart ten times my 
weight, I shouldn’t make it collapse (hopefully…). I gave it a trial shake and it 
didn’t fall over, so I walked up it to the end.

At the end of the bridge, a bush greeted me. I asked the bush to move over so 
I could pass, but bushes don’t talk and this one was no different. So I ducked 
and crawled following a miniature clearing left over the rails, where the afore-
mentioned bush had not yet spread its domain. But one day I am sure it will. 
Alternating between crawling, walking bent down and poking my head up to 

Approaching the island. Photo: Dmitri Oguz
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make sure I was still going the right way, I reached the lighthouse. On a hot 
day, in full paddling gear, I was sweating like a bastard, but also very glad for 
my helmet.

A neat old abandoned lighthouse and surrounding buildings emerged from 
the shrubbery and I rejoiced - mission accomplished. I wandered about, took 
some photos and eventually followed the rails back into the bush. Once again 
I was glad I was wearing a dry-top well past its prime, and a wetsuit that was 
ready for scrap, not a $1,000 dry-suit like some people I know.

After a successful retreat to my boat which was patiently waiting for me on 
top of the rocks, I launched back into the water. I got to add a sea otter to 
the already-good list of marine life I saw on the island. In a typical sea-otter 
fashion, it took about three times longer to decide whether I was a possible 
threat than a seal would. No wonder they were almost hunted to extinction.

For landing I picked a spot a bit to the right, away from rocks. I figured I’d 
rather sweat for 10 minutes more carrying the boat than risk hitting a sub-
merged rock during a surf landing gone-sideways (and upside down). The surf 
had actually mellowed out since when I had set out, so it was even less of an 
issue than I had figured.

It was a great trip and I’m glad I managed to check it off my list, although I 
still think the bridge was pretty sketchy.

My boat on the beach, waiting for my return. Photo: Dmitri Oguz
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A Night in a Gas Station 

It all started at a gas station. Not the ideal place to start a two week vacation 
in Hawaii, but this is how it went. Gili Rosenberg and I left Vancouver a few 
hours prior to our arrival to the dreamy gas station, exhausted, drained and 
just plain tired. Flying with bicycles is always a hassle, and after we checked-in 
the two huge boxes, we felt so much lighter. We had to think about all the 
advantages of traveling by bicycle, but as usual it was well worth it.

A few hours later we landed at the tiny Kona airport, and we soon realized 
that our plan to spend the night at the airport would not fly, as they close the 
airport at midnight, and they basically kicked us out. So we caught a cab to 
the nearest gas station that was open 24/7, which also turned out to be the 
favourite hangout for Kona’s drunk youth. After a few hours spent trying to 
sleep on hard concrete benches, we moved to a field near the station, where 
we got a much better sleep. Not exactly the best introduction to Hawaii, but 
from there things could only pick up, and they sure did.

But before setting off, we still had one more obstacle - the bike boxes. We 
desperately needed them for the way back, since we were told that cardboard 
bike boxes are hard to find on the Big Island. Eventually a worker at the gas 
station did us a favour and stored them, and promised us that he’ll be there 
for sure in two weeks, as he was the only one with a key. We had to go with 
that and hope for the best.

Exotic Fruit Paradise

We had only ridden a few kilometers, and we already had to make our first 
stop. We came across a small market, where papayas were sold, seven for $2, 
as well as rambutan, a fruit that is red and spiky from the outside, and a gooey 

Flowing with the Lava on the 
Big Island, Hawaii

•

Maya Goldstein
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and delicious white on the inside. We stocked up and started feeling much 
better, maybe going to Hawaii wasn’t that big of a mistake after all? It took us 
a few more hours to realize that actually we wouldn’t need to buy that much 
fruit at all. All we had to do was to keep our eyes peeled, and we’d find more 
than enough fruit growing on trees on the side of the road, for free.

We didn’t even buy mangoes once, since there were plenty on the side of the 
road. At one stage there were so many mangoes that we had to make ourselves 
a cruel rule - no more stopping for mangoes, every other fruit was OK, but we 
just wouldn’t get anywhere if we were to stop at every single mango tree. Our 
road side fruit hunting also included guavas, papayas, passion fruit, macada-
mia nuts and one of the best discoveries - lychees! We must have just landed in 
the peak of lychee season, because they were everywhere. A person we met told 
us that every fruit, plant, bird, or other animal that was introduced to Hawaii 
loved it and stayed. And seriously, what’s not to like?

Campgrounds, Wild Camping and Warm Showers

Interestingly our vacation to Hawaii was one of the cheapest, as we only paid 
for accommodation twice which came to the grand total of $20. Most nights 
we either wild camped on the beach, or stayed in a county campground. The 
rumor was that one needs a permit in order to camp in those campgrounds, 
and you must arrange it in advance, which of course does not go hand-in-
hand with our spontaneous way of cycle touring.

However, after conversing with a few locals we soon realized that those per-
mits are only needed in theory. All the locals we spoke to told us that they 
never bother getting a permit, there was nowhere to get it at the campgrounds, 
and regardless, no one ever came to check. Most of the campgrounds were 
well maintained and in picturesque locations. It seems that a few people have 
turned those camping spots into their homes, by building a small shack or just 
sleeping in one of the shelters.

When there were no free campgrounds nearby, we just made the nearest beach 
our home for the night. Our first day took us to the beautiful Keei Beach, 
which after sunset became our own private beach, and after it got dark the 
full moon became our guardian angel. We also spent one night at “Black Sand 
Beach” which was chock a block full of tourists during the day. The main at-
traction there besides the black sand are the sea turtles, which sometimes come 
to rest on the shore. There was one turtle there, and people got very close to 
it and it was quite disturbing. Just as it was getting dark and we were the only 
people left on the beach, another turtle appeared from the water to rest on 
the beach.
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In Kapa’au we stayed with Warm Showers hosts Yvonne and Jack. Over the 
years they’ve hosted many cyclists, both in Minnesota where they are origi-
nally from and now in Hawaii, where they retired to last year. We spent many 
hours talking over bowls of lychee, courtesy of the next door neighbour who 
had an overflowing lychee tree. Jack cooked a tasty dinner one evening and we 
had breakfast on the porch overlooking the ocean. The next evening Gili made 
a yummy pizza and we celebrated with Ben & Jerry’s Half Baked ice cream, 
always a good choice.

Lava, Lava, Lava

The Big Island of Hawaii is less than one million years old and was created 
from eruptions of volcanoes below the ocean. Now two impressive volcanoes 
of over 4,000 meters add more attractions to the small Big Island. A long 
climb from sea level to 1227 meters brought us to the area of Volcano. We 
took a short walk from the campground, at night, to view the dark orange 
steaming lava coming out from the crater of the active Kilauea Volcano. After 
a day of exploring Volcano National Park, we had to descend right back to 
sea level, losing all the elevation we had gained. It was a very wet ride as it was 
pouring rain all the way. However halfway we found the nicest farmers’ mar-
ket so far at Kea’au, and five big papayas for a dollar lifted our spirits.

We eventually found ourselves at “the end of the road” surrounded by “end of 
the world” scenery. This is where the lava took over the road and you cannot 
continue any farther in that direction. This happened quite recently and until 
a few months ago you could actually see the lava flowing into the ocean. Now, 

Gili Rosenberg cycling by the dramatic Hawaiian ocean. Photo: Maya Goldstein
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it’s a sea of hardened, black lava, and a few people have already decided to re-
build their homes. Currently, the lava is flowing nearby in the trees and could 
go either way. If it ends up flowing towards Hilo, the biggest town on the Big 
Island, they would have to evacuate everyone. However, given the speed of the 
lava, they should have plenty of time. We spent two nights camping on the 
hardened lava, after we managed to find a small patch of black sand for our 
tent. It was a surreal experience waking up in the morning, surrounded by a 
black sea of rock.

One of the highlights of the trip was snorkeling and swimming with sea tur-
tles. While in some places in the world you need to pay for a snorkeling trip to 
take you to a place where you can maybe find sea turtles, here we just stepped 
into the water and almost every time discovered at least one sea turtle to swim 
around with. They are such gentle creatures, and when you see them in the 
water it looks like they are flying. We concluded that being a cycle tourer is 
pretty much like being a turtle, you move very slowly and carry your whole 
house with you.

A Mistake? Definitely Not!

Before we left for Hawaii a friend told us that we were making a “big mistake” 
by only going to the Big Island and not doing some island hopping and visit-
ing another island such as Maui. We tried to explain to him that we only have 
two weeks and since we were traveling by bicycle it would give us enough time 
to enjoy the Big Island without feeling rushed. He said that we’ll be sorry, 
because the Big Island has only two sand beaches and the rest is rock.

Well, first of all we were definitely not sorry for devoting all of our time to the 
Big Island. It is so diverse and was never boring to ride - we cycled through 
rain forest, by sandy beaches, along the dramatic, rocky shoreline, by lava 
fields, on the edge of the volcanoes and through a hot and dry desert. We kept 
picking fruit, and ate fresh fish such as the local Poke Bowl, raw sashimi ahi 
tuna on rice, which was heavenly.

The weather also kept us on our toes - while it was mostly warm and pleasant 
to ride, a hard rain sometimes started with no advance warning, but usually it 
only lasted for a short while. Luckily most of the rain fell at night, and while 
we were cozy in our small tent we could hear the rain hitting the roof.

While it’s true that most of the Big Island shoreline is rocky it also gives it a 
dramatic feel. The ocean is rough and powerful in that area. We crossed many 
bridges, where we could see far below us figures of surfers waiting to catch the 
next big wave. We saw where the rivers meet the ocean and form beautiful 
waterfalls.
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Since the Big Island is so sparsely populated we hardly ever encountered heavy 
traffic. There was definitely more traffic near Kona, Hilo and Waimea, but 
most of the time it was just us. Whenever possible we took detours and smaller 
roads where we discovered beautiful beaches and small communities.

The last two days took us to the sandy beaches of the Big Island, and they defi-
nitely exist. We spent a few hours on Beach 69, a beautiful long sandy beach 
with turquoise water, colourful fish and sea turtles. We also started seeing 
tourists. There is no doubt that the rocky side attracts less people, and most of 
the resorts are concentrated near Kona. Before that we mostly met locals and 
retired hippies who live there year round. Traveling by bike, yet again, allowed 
us to get off the beaten track, to know the place and people really well, the 
changes in climate and temperatures, culture and atmosphere.

On Friday afternoon we returned to the infamous gas station where it all start-
ed. Our boxes were indeed waiting for us and while we packed, a happy hippie 
was talking non-stop, lecturing us on how people should be more friendly on 
the Big Island, because if not, what would happen to the “Big Aloha”?

Although we were already sleeping by the time the plane took off, we said our 
“Big Aloha” to the Big Island in our hearts and Mahalo (Thank you) as well. 
Mahalo for another great trip and a wonderful place to explore on bikes. After 
a short six hours of sleep we landed in “Sunny, sunny, sunny Vancouver” and 
rode our bikes home, straight from the airport. It only took a day or two for 
us to start wondering if this trip actually happened, or perhaps it was just a 
big dream...
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Chapter I: The calm before the storm

It’s Friday evening before the long weekend. A crew of fearless people comes 
together yet again to pack The Raft in preparation for three days of white 
water rafting and floating through endless beautiful canyons. But what was 
planned to be a calm weekend would turn out to be legen… wait for it… 
dary!

We met at Piotr’s place and I brought Annika with me, who would be on 
the raft for the first time. Caitlin arrived just after we finished some small 
improvements to the raft and stocked up on our supplies. After Skyler pulled 
in, we loaded the raft onto the truck, packed our stuff and took off to Lytton 
where the Thompson meets the mighty Fraser River. After dinner in Hope, we 
had a quick brainstorming session where we decided to run the Fraser from 
Lillooet back to Lytton the next day, which should be a nice float. We arrived 
at the confluence of the rivers rather late in the evening and set up camp on 
a nice sandbank.

The only downsides to this lovely location were the half-hourly trains, the 
squeaking, rusty sign swaying in the wind which kept us awake for some time, 
and the pile of sand that slowly blew into our tents. The next morning we got 
up early and started the car faff by loading everything from the Jetta, a.k.a. 
‘Schorsch’, into Piotr’s ‘Trucky Truck’. After we arrived in Lillooet we quickly 
scouted the Seton River and decided that this would be a nice way to start. 
Guided by Skyler, we found a perfect put-in, assembled the raft, and “set sail”.
With Piotr steering, we went hard forward over the green water towards the 
first exciting wave train. We maneuvered around a few rocks and managed not 
to hit the BC Hydro research raft. We plowed through nice holes, over waves 
and around a giant bolder, which was obviously part of a collapsed bridge. It 
all finished with a nice wave train before we floated into the big, brown Fraser. 

Team Bad Idea Defeats the Legend
July 8th, 2014

•

Christoph Schilling
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The run was amazing; it was what we would call high fun at low death rate by 
the end of the weekend. Annika’s smile definitely proved the fun we had. We 
were floating fast until the wind turned up and made life a bit less enjoyable 
on the raft. There was not much to do, except for defending the raft from 
logs and smaller pieces of wood drifting down the river, and maybe having 
some beer… After lunch Piotr insisted on some swimming and rescue exer-
cises while Skyler was keen for sand slope running on the walls of the canyon. 
By the time we reached the take-out we were quite cold and decided that this 
was enough floating for one weekend.

Piotr, Skyler and I took Schorsch who was ‘just around zee corner’ and went 
off to get Trucky Truck and have a look at the Bridge River, which flows into 
the Fraser in Lillooet. We picked up Annika and Caitlin about 2 hours later 
and loaded the raft. We reached the campground in Lillooet at around 10 pm 
and even though we didn’t actually exert ourselves much during the day, our 
lack of sleep forced us to hit the hay pretty fast.

Chapter II: The Voice of Reason

The next day started with something at which we would become better and 
better over the course of the weekend: climbing into Trucky Truck through 
the windows. Since we didn’t remove the pontoons from the raft, we could not 
open the doors of the truck and thus had to climb in through the windows 
– some more graceful than others, and to be honest, I didn’t ever get good at 
doing this.

The plan was clear for the day – we wanted to raft the Bridge River. We 
scouted a bit of it the day before and continued to do so today in order to find 
a put-in. After all five of us getting in and out through the windows several 
times, we arrived at the Coliseum, a scenic bend in the Bridge River. The scen-
ery was amazing but we didn’t like what we saw on the river. Boulders strewn 
across the river, a huge hole and just a narrow passage through all that sh..t. 
We could have attempted to thread the line, but the consequences of failing 
would have been very serious. Running the river seemed like a ‘Bad Idea’… 
and luckily we had Caity, the conscience, and the Voice of Reason, with us. 
After a long discussion we decided to skip this one and instead have a look at 
the Bridge River Rapids.

Chapter III: The Bridge River Rapids

Skyler, who had lived in Lillooet for a while, had heard about these legendary 
rapids, and we were keen to take a look. We followed the pavilion road above 
the brown Fraser and saw riffles and a lot of boily water, but ‘nothing to be 
particularly concerned about’. The Fraser was running very high – it was mid-
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May after all. We found a nice put-in shortly above the ‘rapids,’ but before 
driving down to the river Piotr looked at us and repeated one question three 
times: ‘Did we miss anything???’ The Bridge River Rapids are known to be 
the biggest on the Fraser. Though all of us negated at the time maybe we had 
actually missed ‘something’… a sense of scale.

We drove down, unloaded the raft, and as it was already past noon we had a 
quick lunch. We packed the raft light since it was a short run, probably only 
about 15 clicks. We were once again ready for mellower rafting, hopefully 
with a bit more action this time.

Piotr was once again steering with the oars, Skyler and I took places in the 
front, and Annika and Caitlin sat behind us. Piotr pushed us in and we started 
paddling. Skyler pointed at something far away up ahead and said: ‘See that 
little thing splashing a bit of water? We should hit it!’ No sooner said than 
done!

We got closer to the ‘little thing’ and it got bigger. First it turned into a 3 foot 
wave, piling up and breaking down, and then we saw the 5 foot trough in 
front of it. I remember some words, which rhymed with truck and pit, and 
then there was just one thing to do: ‘hard forward!!’ We went down into the 
trough just as the wave was starting to pile up. The brown wall in front of us 
got bigger and bigger, finally broke and unleashed a fury of water covering the 
raft and all of us with it. No paddling, no shouting, just holding on. Once I 
could see again, I looked around and counted our crewmates. We were still 
five and Skyler looked at us and admitted what, especially Annika, didn’t want 
to hear. ‘I’m a bit scared now…’ But there was no time to think and no going 
back! The riffles became huge wave trains with holes all around, and the boily 
water was full of whirlpools 6 feet wide and 3 feet deep, big enough to suck 
down a 30 foot long log for about a minute.

There was just one command, ‘hard forward!’. Piotr did an amazing job on 
the oars getting us around the whirlpools, which opened up everywhere, even 
right below the raft. The ones that caught us spun the raft around in 360s and 
made us hold on to the raft. It felt like something wanted to sink us, push and 
pull us down… We were dragged towards another giant wave but before we 
could react a hole next to it sucked us in and turned us sideways just before 
we hit the wave. The masses of water pulled the oars out of Piotr’s hands and 
we were in a position we were the most afraid of: parallel to the wave. I can 
still see Skyler looking down on me with big eyes and instinctively leaning 
backwards. It felt rather vertical and we were lucky the wave was not breaking 
at that point. Coming down on the other side, Piotr regained control with the 
oars again, pointed us towards the next waves and we continued paddling. We 
plowed over and managed to maneuver around another hole. Things calmed 
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down for a minute but we could already see the final row of waves. No rest 
– just hard paddling to give as much steering-ability as possible. Towards the 
end of the rapids a current pulled us to the right and flushed us out of the 
wave train into the calm water we were paddling the day before. The take-out 
was in sight, and was an easy spot to reach. By the time we got there, we were 
exhausted, humbled and fascinated. That was what we would from that time 
on call high fun at high death risk. We were all sure that swimming the Bridge 
River Rapids were never an option, and thankfully we had Piotr at the oars.

We finished the day with a short run on Cayoosh Creek to the same take-out. 
It was early in the evening when we were back at the campground, enjoyed our 
first beer of the day, sat together and toasted to white water and the Mighty 
Fraser. We did another run on the Seton the next day to have a bit more fun 
at low death risk, and then drove home over the Duffy to scout the upper 
Cayoosh whilst enjoying the beautiful drive.

Chapter IV: Hindsight

All in all, maybe another Bad Idea… albeit incredibly satisfying… but what 
did we miss? The sheer magnitude and power of the Mighty Fraser running 
at 7000 cubic meters per second is hard to appreciate from a distance, and all 
its features are dwarfed by the width of the river itself. The hydrodynamics 
of the Bridge River Rapids are also extremely complex, with giant swirls and 
boils scattered throughout all the wave trains, making it particularly challeng-
ing to navigate, despite the waves themselves not being of exceptionally large 
stature. This, of course, is not the case at lower water levels, when the Bridge 

Group selfie after defeating the legend; from left to right: Caitlin Schneider, Piotr Forysinski, 
Skyler Des Roches, Christoph Schilling, Annika Lennarz; Fraser River, Lillooet. 

Photo: Christoph Schilling
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River Rapids aren’t flooded out, and the waves are much bigger. Going down 
the Rapids at low to normal water levels in our raft would truly be a Bad Idea.
The Bridge River Rapids are a fascinating feature of a fascinating river, and 
beautifully demonstrate the immense power and magic of big water. We all 
felt humbled by the experience of making our way through them in the most 
intimate fashion – on a human powered craft.

What else did we miss? There was one more thing, a short sentence in the 
Wikipedia entry about the Bridge River Rapids:

“The rapids are among the fiercest on the Fraser and are generally considered im-
passable to canoes and river-rafting expeditions…”

‘Sure!’
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The Khyber Pass connects Afghanistan, Pakistan and India and, being part 
of the silk road, is one of the oldest known passes in the world. This trip didn’t 
take place in that pass. 

The Khyber Pass (in Whistler) is an area off the Whistler Peak to skiers (bikers) 
left and apparently a very popular place for winter out-of-bounds skiers to get 
super lost and get either helicopter rescued or forced to spend a cold night at 
Cheakamus Lake before slogging out.

Luckily for us there is an awesome mountain bike trail that descends from 
the pass, threading through the cliff bands and gullies that so thwart winter 
travelers. Also it is lucky to be hard enough to get to that the regular Whistler 
biking throngs don’t quite make it out and ruin it. Marius Muja has appar-
ently been plotting to ride this trail for quite some time, and I was just lucky 
enough to get roped into the adventure. Descending from near the peak of 
Whistler to the valley floor on a mountain bike is no joke, as 1500m is a mas-
sive amount of elevation for a mountain bike, with none of that white stuff 
to cover boulders, stumps, roots, rocks etc. I think it probably is the longest 
downhill mountain bike trail in the Sea to Sky Corridor, but I am open to 
be proved wrong (because that would mean someone would have to tell me 
about a longer trail, which I would then have to go ride)! 

With the awesome weekend weather in August, we thought this was a great 
time to go check it out. We had a relatively casual morning; the plan was to 
use the resort’s gondola to gain a significant chunk of elevation, get off at 
Round House and hike-a-bike the logging roads from there to the pass (slack 
country)! We did some runs in the bike park in the morning, riding some fun 
classics like Ninja Cougar, Una Moss, Too Tight, and Angry Pirate. The dirt 
was great but the roots were very wet, which tends to want to grab your front 
wheel and pull you off the trail. We were riding this steep, unmarked trail off 

Khyber Pass (BC) via Mountain 
Bike – Summer “Slack” Country

•

Mike Cancilla
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of Crank It Up when a root grabbed Marius’s front wheel and he had a me-
dium speed face collision with a tree (see picture for dramatic re-enactment). 
Then, with a new amount of determination he tackled the next steep part and 
immediately crashed again, and got his body wedged between two trees. He 
looked like a rotisserie roast as he was flailing his limbs trying to get unstuck, 
and this was before we were even on the trail that we came to ride! He was all 
good, for which I was grateful, and I checked my ego at the door and walked 
the sections which caused his crashes. 

Around 3pm we figured it was time to leave the bike park behind and start 
our hike. It was pretty uneventful, we just slogged out from Round House on 
a logging road around the bottom of Whistler bowl. We eventually located the 
trail, had lunch, and also found the Stu Hut. The Stu Hut is a pretty run down 
shack at the top of the Khyber Area that doesn’t seem to have much men-
tion anywhere. It’s unfortunate it hasn’t seen more upkeep. We descended via 
the Khyber Pass (steep and technical and fun!), Upper Babylon (some crazy 
things, and a part where you can either air a huge death drop or lower your 
bike on a fixed line and scramble down after it), Babylon by Bike (Awesome!), 
Duncan’s (a trail built in memorial of trail builder Duncan Mackenzie, who 
was killed by an avalanche in 2011), and AMPM. 

Riding Duncan’s was especially cool. Since riding the trail, I’ve been doing 
research into his life. He actually flagged the route for this trail before his 
death, and then his friends built the trail he designed as a memory for him. 
The trail was pristine, and must have taken hundreds of hours of work. What 
a beautiful life he must have lived to have touched so many people that they 
were willing to put all of the work into building his trail as a memorial to him. 
What a perfect memorial that riders can now experience joy on a daily basis, 
riding a line he chose, and feel what he must have wanted us to feel as he was 
bushwacking through the forest in 2011, envisioning something more. I feel 
a connection with him and his art, and I didn’t even know him. I think that’s 
a beautiful thing.

Finishing the day overlooking Whistler. Photo: Marius Muja
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Fourteen nautical miles up Pitt Lake, and twenty one kilometers up the Pitt 
River FSR, in the midst of the Great Woods, deep in a narrow canyon, on the very 
bank of the mythical Pitt River, lies a hot pool of paradise. It is called the Pitt River 
Hot Springs.

Piotr had successfully made it to the Pitt River Hot Springs once before, through a 
long and arduous self-propelled (and somewhat sado-masochistic) process of bikes, 
canoes and kayaks.  He promised himself that the next time he went, it would be 
by the simplest means possible.  Thus the premise of this trip was set.

We were planning to motor quickly across the lake by raft, bike up the flat and 
beautiful logging road in leisurely fashion, and have a long soak in the hot springs. 
Piece of cake. Well, not quite. 

Doing things the easiest way possible is just plain too boring.

Here is what transpired instead.

Krista Cawley, Julien Renard and I stacked our bikes onto Krista’s car and 
headed to Piotr’s place on a rainy, pre-dawn Saturday morning. Raft faff, com-
mence. OK, we were ready to motor across Pitt Lake in style. We had brought 
two outboard motors in the truck. The bigger motor started up with a little 
coaxing, despite having been dropped to the bottom of the ocean… a mere 
twice. It was now secured to the raft frame with a sturdy length of marine 
rope, just in case it decided to play some tricks again.

We loaded up the raft with four people, four bikes, four people’s gear, and 
about a godzillion straps to hold it all together.

“We’d like to pay for parking two cars overnight, and launching an, ehm, 

Soaking in Style
As told by Caitlin Schneider, Voice of Reason

with minor edits by

Piotr Forysinski, FaffMaster 
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thing with two big pontoons and a motor, ehm, over there by the boat ramp.”

The Grant Narrows Provincial Park caretaker took an inquisitive look at the 
Voile-strap brandishing, wetsuit-clad person in front of him, and then a quick 
glance through the window at the boat ramp.

“That’ll be $20… [you guys are going to die]”

And thus we set off, moving along at a speedy 4.5 knots. We were loaded such 
that the floor-boards were inundated by our bow-wave, causing a bit of drag. 
No, the 10 HP motor did not make the raft plane, just like the 4.5 HP motor 
had not made the raft plane. Maybe 20 HP will do it..? 100?

Three hours of listening to the drone of the (4-stroke!!) motor later, after ad-
miring the fresh snow on the mountains, after looking at all the canyoning 
prospects of the different waterfall systems, and after drooling over endless 
bushy and mossy rock faces, we arrived at the far end of the lake. We motored 
around a log boom to the lake-end dock, and pulled up on the ramp to begin 
the next round of changeover – this time into bike mode.

However, not just any bike mode. We couldn’t just leave the poor RainCat all 
alone at the end of Pitt Lake. No, the RainCat would be coming with us to 
the hot springs. And then bringing all of us, and all of our bikes, back down 
the Pitt River to Pitt Lake.

We became a local attraction immediately upon setting foot on dry land.

“You guys are doing *what*??”

“It’s going to be dark in an hour… d’you guys know where you’re going?”

“Have you done this before?”

“Where’s your truck?”

“The road’s in terrible shape. Your wheels are too small!”

“How about the wildlife? You’re *camping* (!?) out there ??”

“The river is very dangerous.”

“You guys are going to die.”

The degrees of concern about our well-being and sanity varied across our 
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friendly interrogators, but a few things about the locals were invariant – they 
were all driving big muddy trucks, all wearing camo, and all drinking Bud-
weiser. One very friendly couple explicitly offered to pull our trailer behind 
their truck, and when we declined politely, they offered us shelter at their 
house by the KM 5 marker on the road. Before they left, they very kindly gave 
us a couple cans of Budweiser. A bit like a man lined up for the gallows being 
given his last drink.

We attached the tow-bar and wheels to the raft, and stashed the outboard in a 
shed by the dock. It was completely dark by the time we finally rolled out onto 
the road with our sizeable contraption in tow. The road is two-wheel-drive 
friendly, but the recent rain had turned it into a pothole maze. Not so much 
of a problem for a bike, but it made Piotr’s life more interesting as he tried to 
dodge them in the dark while hauling the raft.  There was also some concern 
about the durability of the “great-find-in-the-free-bin” trailer wheels.

The going was slow but steady, and we all had to help push the raft a few times 
to get it up the odd hill. We would have liked to scout the river, but in the dark 
and in the patchy fog which had set in we could barely see a few feet ahead. 
This left us with only a few glimpses of the dark water, and some gurgling 
sounds of it rushing by over unknown terrain.

Finally out of the mist, the 21KM sign reflecting bright, just a few hundred 
meters to go to the hot springs! And then we were there; it was 8pm. But 
where was there? A bridge over the Pitt River indicated we were in the right 
spot, so we dumped our stuff, grabbed our food and cooking paraphernalia, 
and headed down to find the springs on foot. A few false spurs off the trail 
later, we found ourselves at the top of a cliff with some fixed lines. A seriously 
vertical, wet, slippery cliff. But at the bottom of this cold, mossy, slippery cliff, 
we found glory, warmth, and the wondrous miracle of hot water randomly 
spouting from rock itself. Seriously, how amazing is that?

Needless to say, we stripped down and dove in. It was euphoric. Ahhhhh-
hhh….

A sand-filled sock provided some amount of control over the hot water inflow 
into our pool, and the million dollar spot was deemed to be the seat right next 
to the hot water intake. We bickered about the correct use of the sand-filled 
sock, and reveled in our adventure. We cooked dinner and enjoyed it, all while 
in the comfort of our very own hot pool. Life was good; beer made it better. 

Around 11ish, we finally decided we had turned into prunes, and headed back 
up the fixed lines to make camp. We didn’t find a better spot in the dark, so 
we camped by the road.
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It poured all night. Not just a drizzle; a downpour. Morning brought a slight 
slack in the torrent, but we decided that eating eggs and bacon was required 
to make it all better. When is bacon not bacon? When you trust things found 
in your fridge. It was some other kind of pork… mostly fat, but delicious.

Time to pack up and launch. Problem one: the river is about 10 meters down, 
and the banks are near vertical. Solution: some rope and a Munter hitch. Over 
the bridge embankment the frame went. Julien and Krista guided it from 
the bottom as Piotr lowered it down; I supervised. We attached everything 
on – pontoons, bikes, gear. All this much to the amusement of another couple 
of local guys wearing camo, who had pulled up on the bridge and were now 
watching us from above, sipping Budweiser, and idling their big muddy truck.

“You guys are … <we didn’t hear the rest over the rushing water>.”

Ready to launch! Problem two: By this time we were cold, real cold. Solution: 
Go back to the hot springs! We paddled the raft upriver to the springs, and 
jumped back into the pool of paradise. Oh it felt nice, and we revived the feel-
ing in our toes, at least for a little bit. It was pretty awesome to have the raft 
tied up right next to the hot springs.

By then it was noon. We had to reluctantly bid a final farewell to warm wet-
ness, and embrace cold wetness instead as we started the next section of our 
adventure: rafting the Pitt River. We weren’t quite sure what to expect, al-
though satellite imagery indicated that the undertaking was somewhat rea-
sonable, and we knew that somebody had taken a jet-boat up the river to the 
hot springs in the past. Was it going to be a shallow log-choked disaster, or 
maybe a wild, flooded, raging, log-choked disaster? What we got was neither, 
but a somewhat shallow, slightly wood choked “technical-float”. There were a 
tonne of channel splits. Every few minutes the question was asked… Left or 
Right? Center Left? Or Right Right?  We mostly picked correctly – being able 
to stand up and scout from the raft whilst underway is a beautiful thing. The 
raft was fully loaded and front heavy, so steering was somewhat interesting. 
The 360 manoeuvre was the most popular of the day, and we perfected its im-
plementation. The total count was about 50 or so. We hit a few shallow spots 
that required us to get out and push, wading in the ice-cold water in our thin 
neoprene booties. We had estimated about three hours for the descent – it 
couldn’t take us longer to go down than it did to get up, right? Well, we finally 
hit the lake around 4 pm. Home free! Sorta.

We got the oars out, and paddled around to the dock. There we put on more 
clothing (everything that we had!), found some food, mounted the motor, 
and pushed off. It was now dark, and a bit foggy. We were floating in the lake, 
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surrounded yet again by the mysterious unknown. Now, all we needed was the 
motor to start. But it didn’t want to.

Piotr valiantly tried to coax it to life. Then the starter decided that it had really 
had enough of this, and wouldn’t retract the pull cord any more. Oh dear. The 
rest of us sat in silence as Piotr cursed and coaxed the motor, helping the start-
er rewind the cord after each pull. Should we get the oars out? Should we bike 
back to the houses at kilometer five? Maybe they would give us more beer.

Aha! The choke had not engaged! The button had become disconnected from 
its lever inside the motor, and had only been pretending to engage the choke. 
A few more tense pulls on the cord and the motor came to life. Crisis averted. 
We were on our way. Problem three: logs. They were everywhere, and it was 
pitch black. Our headlamps only illuminated a pitiful few meters in front of 
the raft. Through a stroke of serendipity, we had forgotten to latch the motor 
down. When we hit our first huge log, it went under the raft and pushed the 
propeller out of the water rather than trying to rip the motor off the raft. I 
guess the motor was tired of getting fished off the bottom, and had learned 
to protect itself from these silly humans. We used better dodging commands 
after that incident, but still hit few minor wooden floating objects before the 
night was done.

Adventure continues down river. Photo: Piotr Forysinski
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Using the GPS and buoys for navigation, we motored back towards the cars. 
The stars came out for a bit and were dazzlingly beautiful. The Big Dipper 
looked down upon us as we sliced through the dark, calm waters of Pitt Lake. 
It was somehow soothing to steer the raft through the darkness, pointing to-
wards the blinking buoys, hoping not to hit another log.

Finally, we got to shore and unpacked one last time. We loaded the raft frame 
up onto Trucky Truck with some difficulty (“Hold on guys, let’s put this thing 
down for a second… I’m going to die here!”), and headed home, with a short 
stop at Timmy’s to attempt to raise our body temperatures. Even in about five 
layers of fleece, wool, neoprene and gore-tex, we were all frozen solid.

In the end I don’t think that this was the easiest way to get to the hot springs, 
but maybe it was the most varied in methods of transport. We used the raft in 
all of its intended modes, and very successfully at that. And we aced yet an-
other “technical put-in”. We also didn’t die; in fact we didn’t even come close 
to being scared to death by danger. This was my first time in a hot spring, and 
by the time we got there, it was the most glorious thing I could have imagined. 
Now, I think I would like to go back… but perhaps to try a different ‘easiest 
way possible’.
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They say when you fall off your horse, you have to get up and get back on. 
When you fall on your skis, you get up, dust off the snow and keep skiing. So 
I guess when you swim out of your kayak, you have to get back in.

A while back, I wrote an article about my very unpleasant swim on the Upper 
Seymour (VOCJ 55). This December was the first time that I was able to get 
back on the river. Why did it take me that long? Well, it’s not the most popular 
run and levels can be a bit tricky. But it is a great run in a really spectacular 
valley. 

We (two kayaking buddies of mine and another guy who was very familiar 
with the river) decided that water levels were right. Even though it was close 
to freezing and snow was covering everything, it was a good idea. Snow coated 
every tiny tree branch close to the river. There were icicles hanging down into 
the Seymour and the views up the valley made you feel like you were paddling 
through a winter wonderland. It was totally amazing to be both in the snow 
and on the river. 

The only other time I had been on this river was the time that I swam. I don’t 
remember much of the run before swimming, and while swimming I mostly 
remember just trying to breathe. So as I came around each corner, I tried to 
think about the events of the previous trip. “Was this where it started? 

Was this the rock I got stuck behind?” I also tried to just enjoy myself. Inter-
estingly, I was not worried about swimming this time. With the weather as 
cold as it was, swimming was really not an option. We neared the end of the 
run, and I finally spotted a landmark that I remembered very clearly. I realized 
that I had swum at least from there to the end of the run. I virtually swam all 
the fun parts. The end of the run consists of four nice drops, which are quite 
entertaining and enjoyable in your boat. But even with the water level lower 

A Return to the Upper Seymour

•

Caitlin Schneider
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than when I had swum, the drops did not look swimmer friendly. I guess I was 
lucky to escape with minimal injuries.

We ran the last drop without a hitch--going under the bridge that marks the 
end of the upper run and the beginning of the much more challenging canyon 
section--and climbed up the stairs out of the river. I had made it. I had sur-
vived, stayed upright and even enjoyed myself. I recalled the cascade of small, 
seemingly harmless events that preceeded the worst swim I’d ever taken. What 
was so different this time? Nothing really, but we were a small and competent 
group. We took our time and we had fun. 

I guess I feel better now, knowing that I can run that section of river without 
horrible things happening. It was strange to match my fragmented memories 
with what I saw on the river, and to see how big the rapids I swam really were. 
Most of all I can finally put that chapter to rest, and just run the river like any 
other...

But then again, maybe not. A week after we ran the Upper Seymour, down-
pours on the North Shore caused a rock slide. This slide moved a house-sized 
boulder into the river just past the take out for the upper run. This caused the 
river to backup, almost flooding its banks. The bridge is going to be removed 
altogether, and those last four interesting drops no longer exist. The world 
works in mysterious ways sometimes.

A beautiful, snowy view on the Upper Seymour. Photo: Caitlin Schneider
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The Land is Torotoro National park in Bolivia – an incredible place that is 
somehow still off the gringo-trail. There is plenty of sightseeing and hiking: 
strange rock formations, waterfalls, caves, and vast semi-arid landscapes com-
plete with dinosaur footprints. There is the massive cave system of Umajalanta 
of which only 7 km has been explored. I ventured down the first few hundred 
meters and it was spectacular!

But the real gem of Torotoro is the canyoning. It is beyond words and beyond 
belief. Rivers cut deep through the limestone plateau. Deep. The further they 
go, the deeper they get. But the plateau stays level. By the end they are an in-
credible 450 meters deep with sheer vertical walls! The rock climbing wouldn’t 
be too shabby if anyone bothered to develop or even attempt it.

The usual scarcity of information caused me to stumble me upon the French 
website descente-canyons.com with three known descended canyons from 
the 1990’s: Condor-Mayu Sucusuma, Khala Uta, and Torotoro Sucusuma.  
I chose the latter due to ease of access – the creek runs through the town of 
Torotoro itself.

Appropriately, a thunderstorm rolled through as I rolled into the park. This 
turned the water totally murky, and I was unable to tell how deep it was. I 
read it wrong almost 100% of the time and would disappear over my head at 
times that I thought it was boot-deep and would buckle my knees jumping 
into apparent pools that proved to be no deeper than a vershok. Stubbed toes 
were on par for the game.

I started out at a bright and early-ish 8:00 and was in the creek within 30 
seconds of leaving my hostel. About an hour of casual boulder hopping slowly 
heightened the walls around me.  My smile was almost as deep as the canyon; 
I was awestruck by the alternate reality I was entering. The narrow granite 

Land Before Time

•

Artem Bylinskii
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slots and caverns I am accustomed to were replaced by wide limestone gorges, 
the trees and bushes by cacti and weeds. Such distraction brought me to the 
first rappel.

It was somewhat bolted (one eyelet). I took that as a good sign for what lay 
ahead. As far as I knew it had been descended once by some Frenchmen in 
1998. Who knows what would be left by now. Given how shear and commit-
ting the walls were, I told myself I would not go past the point of no return. 
I would not go past any rappel or downclimb that I couldn’t reverse. This one 
still seemed tame enough that I could scramble up the side. I geared up (in 
the heat of the day I continued carrying the wetsuit in my pack) and rigged 
the rap.

About 20 meters down, it ended 
with an obligatory swim. The rope 
coiled, I trudged along for about an-
other half-hour until I came across 
the second rappel. No rap station 
could be found anywhere. I con-
vinced myself (perhaps delusion-
ally) I would manage to climb back 
up.  Slinging a flake for the 10 m 
rap again ended with an obligatory 
swim. Some downscrambles and 
another half-hour brought me to an 
impasse.

The canyon narrowed and steepened dramatically. The torrent of water con-
centrated on one side of a massive boulder. The other side appeared to be an 
overhanging 30 m rappel. Below was a long and narrow pool with vertical 
walls and nothing to stand on to pull and coil the rope. Then it all raged past 
a corner and down into the unknown. I found old holes for studs for a rappel, 
but the studs had been ripped out by years of unrelenting currents. I managed 
to fiddle a 0.25 tricam into a grimy pocket.  That is not enough for a rappel 
anchor, especially one that would potentially endure jugging. A slightly better 
tricam could be placed on the side of the current, but jugging through that 
would be equally hopeless.

The main unknown was what lay around the bend. If the bolts were equally 
ripped out and no gear could be placed, I would be hosed. With no defini-

Limestone canyon in Torotoro National 
park.  Photo: Artem Bylinskii
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tive beta or a bolting kit, that was not a chance I was not willing to take. I 
scrambled up the left wall of the canyon to try to scope out the continuation. 
Fruitless. Faced with the option to retrace my steps all the way back to town, 
I looked for a weakness on the opposite side of the canyon. Some confused 
tourists waved to me which indicated the presence of an escape trail.

A relative weakness existed not too far back. It was prickly. Oh so prickly. 
Every plant I’ve encountered in South America seems to have thorny stalks, 
thorny branches, and thorny leaves. Combine it with low 5th terrain and shit 
gets serious. Loose rock, dirt, and a paddle to spank you harder. You grab a 
hold to feel your skin pierced by the prickliest of prickles, and all you can do 
is squeeze harder as your feet are blowing out. Pleasant to say the least. About 
80 vertical meters of pleasant. Solo.

Eventually, I made the climb out and found the trail, which turned out to 
descend into the canyon on the other side of the narrowing. I swam upstream 
into a spectacular cave with a waterfall bursting in through a hole in the top. 
Climbing and squirming through some slots, I wanted to see what else I had 
missed. Mantling up a chockstone out of the last slot, it started moving. Did I 
ever not want to end up like Aron Ralston (the guy from 127 Hours). Alone, 
in a canyon, out of sight, having left only vague trip details, and all my kit 
left aground before the swim, pinned. Not here, not now, please. Balancing 
the rock up with one hand, I pulled a desperate splits move to get my leg 
onto some slippery foothold. Then a knee bar. Then I let go of the rock and it 
crashed back into the cave below. Whew.

I looked around and recognized the 
top of the pour-over that I could see 
from scouting. Lo and behold! There 
was an intact rap anchor. I would 
have made it out of there after all. 
Reversing the downclimb into the 
cave was a little more challenging, 
but manageable. Reunited with my 
knife and other affairs, I continued 
down the canyon. As a hiking trail 
had descended into the canyon here, 
the next section all the way to the 
famous El Virgen waterfalls was just 
causal boulder hopping and scram-

Mayu-Condor Sucusuma canyon.  
Photo: Artem Bylinskii
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bling. By now it was getting late in the day.  I looked for the trail back out, 
but managed to miss it.

As the terrain got more difficult, traces of human visitors disappeared, until an 
obligatory rappel presented itself. I was directly below the horseshoe observa-
tion deck at the lip of the canyon and this would be my turn-around point. It 
was already 16:00 with darkness falling at 18:00. I had been on the move for 8 
hours with no food. There would be no escape trail further down the canyon. 
Some scouting revealed a second rappel further down to the confluence with 
the Mayu-Condor Sucusuma canyon. The lower section past the confluence 
apparently takes almost another full day and is the deepest part of the canyon. 
This I was not prepared to commit to alone and at night. I backtracked to El 
Virgen and found the staircase out of the canyon.

I ran over to the horseshoe deck and further appreciated how deep the canyon 
is. Bushwhacking a bit further along the lip, I enjoyed a splendid sunset right 
above the confluence. Many condors perched on a nearby tree enjoyed the 
view of a tired adventurer, hoping he would relinquish life for a dinnertime 
feast. The twilight 3 km hike back to town took about 40 minutes. I was 
greeted by the worried hostel owner and scrumptious dinner.

The canyoning potential in the area is incredible! The Mayu-Condor looks 
equally spectacular and the part to Sucusuma challenging and half a kilometer 
deep. The Khala Uta takes two days and is certainly more committing, and in-
credibly appealing. I would later run into a Bolivian mountain guide that says 
that he and his friends have descended all of them, but that such information 
is simply not recorded anywhere. He mentioned that one valley over contains 
many more canyons of similar stature and that there are several multi-day 
descents yet to be attempted. He knows of many more canyons all over the 
country and shows that people are still more knowledgeable and helpful than 
the internet. I am more than stoked to come back to Bolivia to develop and 
popularize the sport of canyoning! Beware.
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(Top) Glacier School. Photo: Clemens Adolphs
(Bottom) Glacier School, G1. Photo: Dhavan Vora
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Lesson 1: The Alpine Start
 
On the morning of September 5th, 2014, 55 or so VOCers keen to learn 
about glacier travel could be found winding their way up towards Cypress 
Peak for Glacier School, G1. Alpine starts, (starting really early in the morn-
ing) are an important part of glacier travel, as you want to be doing the major-
ity of your travel before the sun has been out for long, so that snow bridges 
will hopefully be frozen solid and avalanche risk will be minimized. To prac-
tice for this, and also as the trip was running on the same weekend as the 
Gran Fondo, we were picked up on campus at 4:45am (not a true alpine start 
I realize, but still really early).
 

14 Lessons from Glacier School G1

•

Katie Cullen

Self-arresting with feeling. Photo: Nathan Starzynski
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The approach from the trailhead to the alpine meadow where we were camp-
ing, just below the glacier, only took a couple of hours, but our group was so 
big that I couldn’t see either the end or the beginning of the line of hikers. 
Every once in a while, Sam Viavant would appear, tell us where to go, and 
then sprint off again, and eventually we came over a ridge and found the small 
VOC tent village.
 
Lesson 2: Pooping in a Bag
 
As we were assembling tents and eating lunch, Caitlin Schneider talked about 
pooping. Because of the temperature, altitude, and lack of vegetation on gla-
ciers and in the alpine, if you poop, it’s going to stay there for awhile, contami-
nating the water and generally being bad, so the pack it in, pack it out rule 
applies. Poop bags were distributed, and a brief demonstration of bag pooping 
techniques was given.
 
Lesson 3: Tying In
 
We divided into groups, then scrambled up the last couple hundred meters 
of the rocky slope to the glacier. Before heading out onto it though, we were 
shown how to rope up. There were nine of us in total: seven students, and two 
instructors, Fisal Elstone and Shahbaz Tabyanian. We divided into teams of 
four and five, and started the rope faff. The first time around this turned out 
to be a fairly complicated process, but by the next day it made much more 
sense and went a lot more smoothly.  Once we’d spaced ourselves out evenly 
on the rope, we tied in either with a figure eight on a bight (simple, but diffi-
cult to untie with gloves on) or an alpine butterfly, which I was iffy on at first, 
but which we all spent some time developing a muscle memory for over the 
weekend. After tying in, we learnt that you also attach a prussic to the rope, in 
order to be able to belay your partner in and/or more easily transfer the rope 
to an anchor.
 
Lesson 4: Walking
 
When we were all tied in and ready, we set off with the instructors in the lead 
of each group, pointing out the terrain features you either want to follow or 
avoid. Being so late in the summer, pretty much all the crevasses were exposed, 
but you still want to try to walk on the ridges and avoid stepping in the small 
gullies in the snow, as these are more likely to be where the surface will fall 
through. We also learnt the 2-point technique, making sure you have at least 
two points of contact with the snow at all times between your feet and the axe. 
At first it felt a bit awkward to walk this way, but by the end of the weekend 
I’d gotten more used to it, and realized that it really does help with stability. 
We also crampon-ed up, which with the slope’s angle wasn’t completely neces-
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sary, but was good practice. Fisal explained the many dangers of crampon use 
– mainly tripping on the snow/your feet/a sling and falling, then potentially 
either impaling yourself or breaking an ankle trying to self-arrest. They are 
super useful though, and as long as you don’t fall, make walking on steep ice 
way easier.
 
Lesson 5: Self-Arrest
 
We made for the middle of the glacier, where a steeper slope lead into a valley 
with a long run-out – a good safe place to practice self-arresting. I wanted to 
be extra slidey, so I took off my harness and put on my gortex pants and jacket. 
Shabazh smoothed out a snow slide for us, and both him and Fisal explained 
and demonstrated the technique to us, then it was our turn. It was super fun! 
We stayed there for about an hour and practiced starting from all different 
orientations, pushing each other down the hill to get extra speed. After we’d 
kind of gotten the hang of it, the ante was upped, and the self-arrester was 
tied into the rope with two other people, who would sprint downhill away 
from them as they tried to arrest the “fall”. This proved to be exactly as chal-
lenging as you’d think it would be – most of us had no hope at all, and I’m 
pretty sure only Shebahz and Nathan Starzynski were able to stop the runners 
consistently. Apparently this is much harder than self-arresting an actual fall 
is, but it gave a cool and rather sobering perspective at how hard this could be 
in a real situation.
 
Lesson 6: Snow/Ice Anchors
 
Once we’d all had a chance to try out a couple of roped self-arrests, we moved 
on to building anchors. It was great to spend a lot of time on this, because 
although the anchors we were building were really secure, it takes a bit of 
getting used to trusting your life to snow. It may be because of this mental ob-
stacle that the word ‘bomber’ seems to be used so much in glacier travel – I’m 
pretty sure it was the only adjective used to describe any anchor all weekend. 
We built T-slots and snow bollards, used pickets, and tested all of them by 
reaming on the attached ropes as hard as we could – Luka Culibrk even took a 
mock lead fall onto his picket – and everything held. I’ve gotten super used to 
trusting bolt anchors, gear anchors, and even V-threads, and seeing this really 
did help me on my way to trusting snow anchors as well.
 
After a while spent building anchors, we went through a hypothetical crevasse 
rescue using both a 2:1 and 3:1 pulley system. However, by this time the sun 
had gone down behind the peak, and I was pretty cold, tired and hungry, so 
I didn’t really get much out of it, although it was slightly less confusing than 
it had been in dry school on campus the week before. Fisal noticed that we 
were all looking pretty glassy-eyed though, and assured us that we’d be doing 
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rescues all of the following day, so with that in mind we packed up and headed 
back down to camp.

 

Lesson 7: ‘Mulling’ it Over
 
At camp that night, the traditional Glacier School wine was mulled. Around 
16 liters were carried up by the group that went up in the dark on Friday night 
(thanks to those who carried it!), as well as a huge pot to cook it in. Caitlin 
Schneider, Clemens Aldophs, and Steph Grothe combined 3 whisper light’s 
to make a super burner, and then lovingly chopped up the fruit and spices to 
mull the wine. It was delicious, and as each batch neared completion everyone 
would crowd around them with their cups held out – picture that scene in 
Oliver Twist. We also sang a lovely acapella rendition of Bohemian Rhapsody. 
It was pretty cool, being in the alpine with 50 or so other people, drinking 
wine and singing Queen songs.
 
Lesson 8: Early to Rise, Early to Bed, Early to Rise
 
Soon after the sun set and the wine ran out, I realized that I was exhausted 
after the 4am start and the full day of learning, so I headed off to bed. I was 

Saved from the crevasse! Photo: Nathan Starzynski
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glad I did that, as Caitlin was doing a 7 am wakeup call the next morning so 
that we could head up to the glacier at 8:00 am. Nathan, as usual, woke up for 
the sunrise at 6:00 am, tried to convince me to come watch it, and I, as usual, 
mumbled at him and went back to sleep until my alarm at 6:45 am. After a 
quick breakfast, we all met up with our groups and once again scrambled up 
to the glacier.
 
Lesson 9: Walking Gently
 
On the way up on the second morning, Shebahz challenged us all to try to 
walk carefully over the loose rocks and avoid making any fall as we headed for 
the glacier. He told us that in the alpine, this could very easily lead to anything 
from rolled ankles to crushed bones to slides. This was illustrated well later 
that day, when we saw some people moving along the rocks at the edge of the 
glacier set off a car-sized boulder which thundered right through the middle 
of their group, thankfully not hitting anyone but serving as a good lesson in 
gentleness.
 
Lesson 10: Crevasse Jumping
 
After roping up again, we took a slightly different path across the glacier, 
which brought us over a small crevasse. I was in the front of my rope team, 
and chose to cross it by taking a big step over the meter or so of black snow 
that marked it, but Luka, leading his rope team, decided to cross a bit further 
to my right, where he had to clear it with a small leap. We learnt that before 
doing anything like this, you want to confer with your team about when 
you’re going to jump, so that everyone is ready to arrest if necessary and that 
you have the right amount of slack. Luka made it without issue though, and 
the rest of his team was able to do it as well.
 
Lesson 11: Mechanical Advantage Systems
 
We walked to a nice flat area, then un-roped and once again went through a 
demonstration of the 3:1 pulley system. This time however, I was much more 
awake, and realized that it actually wasn’t that complicated. Greg Dennis and 
I then worked together on a mock rescue, going from catching the fall, to 
building a temporary anchor to which you can transfer the weight of the 
fallen climber, to then moving this to a more bomber anchor (conveniently, 
the snow gremlins had come in and made us two pre-built T-slots with which 
to do this). Once this is done, pulleys and prussiks are used to set up a 3:1 
pulley system, with the mechanical advantage everyone can work together to 
pull the fallen climber out of the crevasse. After working through it with Greg, 
I felt much more confident in the process, and went through a mock rescue by 
myself as well too just to make sure that I had the whole process nailed down.
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 Lesson 12: Real Crevasses!
 
We had a couple hours left on the glacier still, so we moved towards a crevasse 
to try a rescue in a more realistic situation. I was feeling pretty good about 
my rope systems after all the practice earlier, so I volunteered to be the “fallen 
climber.” The crevasse was small, but very pretty, and it was neat to get lowered 
a few meters into it. Over the 20 or so minutes that it took them to get me 
out however I realized that in a real situation this might really be quite scary, 
unlike this bright, open crevasse on a sunny day with a backup rope, I’d be in 
a dark, cold hole, hoping that my team’s anchor will hold and they’ll be able 
to get me out. It was a cool experience though, and I’m really glad I got to do 
it, as I feel like it’s not often when in a crevasse that you just get to appreciate 
it for it’s beauty.
 
Lesson 13: Down Climbing/Route Finding 101
 
We ended up only having time for one mock crevasse rescue, then thanked 
Shebahz and Fisal, and headed back down to camp pack up and head out. 
We were one of the last groups off the glacier, so we quickly threw our stuff 
together and set off at the back of the pack heading to the road. As I was 
heading down, I saw a line of people going right, and Leslie McDonnell on 
her own heading to the left, so I figured that rather than call to her and let 
her know everyone else is going a different way, I would try and catch up with 
her and tell her. Unfortunately, by the time I caught up, we were at a place 
where the only option was to cross the river above a medium sized waterfall, 
or scramble all the way back up to the top and start again. We opted for the 
shorter, slightly scarier path, and made it across safely. It took us awhile to 
traverse back to the actual trail, however, and Nathan and Caitlin noticed us 
back at the top and waited for us. We all ended up catching up to the back 
of the group in the end though, and I learnt an important lesson about route 
finding and how not to do it.
 
Lesson 14: Leaving the Mountains Is Hard
 
When we got to the bottom, Nathan and I went to where our driver’s car had 
been parked, only to realize that it was gone. We figured this would be fine, 
and that there’d be some new spots open in other cars, but through a series of 
miscommunications, some cars had left without full loads – we were rideless. 
Luckily, as we were all discussing how to cram the remaining cars, 3 other hik-
ers coming down at the same time as us offered us a ride. We got in their car 
and made it about 200m down the road before stopping again, as the Modo 
van had bottomed out on the logging road and punctured a hole in it’s oil 
tank. Really though, I think we all just didn’t want to leave the mountains.
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In Conclusion:
 
Overall, this was a super trip! I learnt a ton, had loads of fun, and got to spend 
a beautiful weekend with some awesome people in the mountains. Thanks 
especially to Jens Vent-Schmidt for organizing this, even though he couldn’t 
actually make it, Caitlin for making sure we all made it up and down alive, 
and the rest of the execs who helped out with this for doing lots of logistical 
things that I’m not aware of. Also thanks to Fisal and Shebahz for all of your 
great instruction, tips, and encouragement (and of course to all the other in-
structors as well)! I feel much more confident in my basic knowledge, and am 
planning on getting out on a few more trips in the coming year in order to 
keep learning and gaining more experience in glacier travel.
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Objective: Practice mountaineering skills by crossing the Stonecrop Glacier 
to summit Slalok Mountain, then descend to cross the Matier Glacier. If time, 
explore a route on Matier Mountain.

Disclaimer: distances, angles, and sizes of things are in relation to how I per-
ceive them (in a terrified state), and may have been perceived differently by 
others.

I have always had a passion for exploring the mountains and have had a burn-
ing desire to acquire more skills to explore mountainous areas more thor-
oughly. I have had a few setbacks with time, the first being three partially torn 
tendons in my right shoulder in February 2012, accompanied with a loose 
segment of vertebrae, chronic issues with a broken navicular bone (broken 
around year 2000) in my right foot which often flared up and re-tearing of 
two ligaments in my right ankle about once every two years. This last year, 
I was diagnosed with a connective tissue disorder, Ehlers-Danlos syndrome, 
which provides me with the lovely opportunity to experience super stretchy 
connective tissue (ligaments and tendons) which are prone to tear, not heal 
properly, and re-tear repeatedly, as well as a tendency to bleed continuously 
when cut, have super tight muscles which try to hold my bones in place since 
my connective tissue has a hard time, and immune system deficiencies. De-
spite all of these setbacks, I have been determined to overcome them and build 
my strength with physio exercises and mental motivation.

Sixteen months ago, I took ‘Intro to Mountaineering’, organized by Omid 
Javadi, and was excited to finally get exposed to the skills I would need to ex-
plore as I wished. Self-arresting without a pack on came naturally and I found 
the activity quite fun. The rope teams and the logistics of keeping the rope 
relatively tight both in front of and behind me also seemed quite obvious. At 
the time, setting up pulley systems did not come naturally and required a lot 

How I Learned My Limitations in 
Mountaineering : Glacier School 2

•

Cora Skaien
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of time and practice, and my t-slot anchor was even worse! Four months later, 
I participated in Glacier School 1 (G1) and discovered that what I had learned 
in Intro to Mountaineering had stuck, as my pulley systems and anchors, 
although not perfect, were substantially more effective and efficient. I also self-
arrested with a pack on which aggravated my loose segment of vertebrae, and 
I was in self-arrest for about 45 minutes while my partner tried to build an an-
chor to release me from my self-arrest, while a ‘hurt’ Julien Renard simulated 
an unconscious crevasse patient. Unfortunately, these 45 minutes of tugging 
threw my back and I was out for a few weeks to recover. Since then, I have 
been doing planks and other core exercises nightly to increase my strength and 
abilities, and despite a recent flare-up in my foot from the accessory navicular 
bone, I felt ready for Glacier School 2 (G2).

Many people were not able to make the pre-trip meeting and others dropped 
out in the days that followed, leaving seven people: Art Petrenko, Cameron 
Bathgate, Manfred Keller, Frank Zimmerman, myself, and our two wonderful 
instructors Neil Mackenzie and Nick Matwyuk. At the pre-trip meeting it was 
a common theme that many of us feared we may not be experienced enough 
to attend the trip, but Neil assured us that we could make the trip as we liked 
and therefore could gauge the skill level and accommodate that. One member 
had never done G1 or Intro to Mountaineering before, while the rest of us had 
at least done G1. It was deemed that this was okay. We discussed gear, I asked 
if my hiking boots would be adequate for this trip or if I needed proper moun-
taineering boots (to which I was informed my sturdy hiking boots should be 
fine), and we were on our way! 

Cam, Manfred, Neil and I were to form one rope team (Rope Team #1) and 
we headed up Friday evening to sleep in the parking lot and hike up early 
while Art, Frank, and Nick (Rope Team #2) drove up Saturday morning and 
meet us at Joffre Lakes. When the first rope team got to the lakes, we spent 
two hours practicing anchors while we waited for the other group to arrive. 
Around 10:45am we began to scramble up towards the base of  the Stonecrop 
Glacier, which involved a lot of steep scrambling and being well-acquainted 
with our hands on rocks. Cam lead us most of the way up, making great 
navigation decisions along the way. When we reached the base of the glacier, 
we needed to get over the first bit of ice and snow to reach the better access 
point to the glacier where Nick was waiting. We got our crampons on and 
Neil made a route over to Nick, placing ice screws along the way. We were to 
follow once Neil was secure, with three metres of rope in between each of us 
and with myself following last to remove the screws as we went. On this first 
portion many of us learned for the first time that our crampons were FAR too 
loose and I had about five centimetres between my toes and the front of the 
crampons when placed on steep ice, making these first five minutes difficult 
and a little frightening.
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Once we reached the place where we wanted to access the glacier, we divided 
into our two rope teams. Rope Team #2 set out first on the glacier and we 
waited a few dozen metres before Rope Team  1 followed, with Cam in front, 
myself in second place, Manfred in third, and Neil at the rear. Once Cam and 
I were both on the Glacier and Manfred took his first few steps, we heard from 
Rope Team #2 “RRROOOCCCKKK!” As we looked, a medium-black-bear-
sized rock pummelled down towards us from about 70 meters up. The rock 
came faster and faster while bouncing, and looked (at least to myself and I 
am certain everyone else) like it was coming straight at me, and subsequently 
Manfred and Neil behind me. The ice was steeper than I would have liked, 
thus causing me to rely solely on my (now adjusted) crampons to hold me in 
place, and I was trying to figure out which way to jump when I realized “this 
is how I die.” I stood waiting for the boulder, like a bouncing football, to 
become predictable, right up until it was 15 to 20 m away and about to skip 
over the last crevasse that stood between us and its course. By this stage, Rope 
Team #2 was out of harm’s way and I was sure our team was about to be struck 
and thrown to our deaths. Suddenly, the boulder hit the lip of the crevasse, 
bouncing backwards and down inside. Phew. Crisis averted. 

(Nick’s input regarding the incident: “this first rockfall was on a less steep por-
tion of ice than others we encountered and was caused by a stationary rock on 
the ice that melted out to start moving.”)

We continued on our way, with Cam leading us expertly around crevasses and 
up the slope, and Art leading Rope Team #2 up a different, but also excellent 
path. We made it to the base of the summit of Slalok, and were faced with two 
options. Option 1: go up the ever increasing steep ice slope, or scramble up 
the steep rock. Rope Team #1 decided that since we were on Glacier School, 
we should probably take the ice slope as opposed to the scrambling route. 
Rope Team #2 continued the snack break we were all having on the rocks 
beneath the scrambling route. When choosing our route up, we noticed a 
very distinct brown smear that descended to us from the top of the mountain 
where rocks regularly slid down. We decided to stay well to the left of this 
smear to protect ourselves from rockfall.

Cam lead the way up, armed with two pickets and two ice screws to place as 
we went. Cam was about 40 to 50 m up the route with about 12 m of rope 
between each of us. The slope was getting steeper and we were at the point of 
using the front points of our crampons with our ice axes as ice tools to make 
our way up the slope. Suddenly, we heard a deep rumbling noise. Looking 
up, we saw a rock coming off the mountain. Instead of it following along the 
brown smear, it came straight towards us. Cam yelled “ROCK!” and I tucked 
my face in for protection, feeling the impact on my thigh of a medium-sized 
rock and then a second impact on my right shoulder (right on top of one of 
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my previously torn tendons) of a smaller rock. I stayed hunched, clinging to 
my axe as pain shot up and down my leg. When the debris had cleared, we 
assessed the damage: Cam had been hit on the foot but was luckily wearing 
thick mountaineering boots. Neither Manfred nor Neil had been struck. 

As we debated what to do, chunks of ice began falling from above, hitting each 
of my hands. We decided to get off of the ice as quickly as possible, as the sun 
was heating up the slope and causing it to release debris. At this stage, Rope 
Team #2 had decided not to follow on our route and to instead scramble up 
the nearby rocks. 

Our team continued going up the ice slope. After a few steps Cam slipped and 
began sliding down towards me. As I looked up, I saw an arm-length metal 
object with a leash fall from his body and slide past, thinking “oh shit, he 
dropped his ice axe. It is all up to me now.”

I dove down into self-arrest and began kicking my crampons into the ice to get 
stability. As I pushed into plank position to get the ice axe embedded further, 
a searing pain shot through my back around my loose segment of vertebrae 
-- although I had been doing nightly planks without pain for months, I had 
not been doing them with a 16 kg pack on. The weight was too much. At this 
point, I thought again, “this is how we die, because I cannot stop the fall.”

Suddenly, Cam stopped beside me, his ice axe in hand and embedded in the 
ice at the same height as mine. As it turned out, it had thankfully not been 
his ice axe that fell but rather a picket. After his 12 meter slide and my realiza-
tion of my own limitations (which at least distracted me from the pain in my 
thigh), Cam and I were shaken while Manfred and Neil called up from below, 
“is everything okay up there?” I felt like everything was most certainly NOT 
okay as now I was on edge and on the verge of a panic attack, wondering 
whether I could really do this. I called down “I don’t want to be here,” but had 
no choice. We continued on.

Cam lead the way again once getting his picket back, and the ice gradually 
became steeper and steeper. Neil said it could not have been more than 45 
degrees, but it sure felt significantly steeper. Cam placed a picket immediately 
before crossing a crevasse and then eventually  placed his first ice screw. While 
he was placing his second ice screw, I was now on the most vertical portion of 
the ice. As I did not have proper mountaineering boots, my toes bent in and 
in order to keep the front spikes of my crampons in the ice, I had to lean my 
knees further. Otherwise, the angle would change and the crampons would 
slide out downhill. My calves were burning as Cam placed the third ice screw 
and we continued on, everyone else seeming unphased. 
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As we went further, Neil recommended that Cam place his last picket. Cam 
spent a few solid minutes trying to get it off of his pack, losing a glove in the 
process and confirming that he could not, in fact, get the picket out of his bag. 
At this stage, we were about one third of our way up the slope, meaning that 
once Neil passed the last ice screw there would be no more protection for the 
rest of the slope.

At some point between the second and third ice screw, one or two of my 
three points of contact (two crampons plus an ice axe held in my right arm) 
would slip, and after four times of this happening I had a major panic attack, 
complete with hyperventilation, excessive crying and embarrassing sobbing. 
It took me a solid five to ten minutes to control my breathing as I continued 
up the slope, convinced that I was going to slide off the mountain and get us 
all killed. 

Once we passed our last piece of protection, my belief that I would get us 
killed tripled and I was crying the rest of the way up, slipping ten centimetres 
every second step, cursing my hiking boots, and experiencing searing pain in 
my right shoulder, convinced I had re-torn my tendons. About three quarters 
of the way up I decided that I had to trust my left hand with the ice axe, as 
I could not physically lift my right arm enough through the intense pain. I 
wish I had done it sooner because my left hand was more than capable. Doing 
so, my crying and whining reduced marginally. Everyone shouted support as 
I moved five to ten centimetres with each step, very slowly, up the ice slope. 
Neil kept yelling, “only ten more metres!” to which I looked up and thought, 
“f$&#! you, you liar!” with several dozen metres left to go. 

Finally, when I was ten metres from the top and Cam had moved onto a 
flatter section, he slipped and fell. My illogical brain thought, “I can’t worry 
about this now, he has 20 meters to stop himself before it is my concern,” and 
I just kept moving as fast as I could up the slope. Luckily, Cam self-arrested 
instantly and we all made it to the base of the final scramble to the summit. 
Manfred came up completely relaxed and casual, followed by Neil, while I 
dried up my tears and removed globs of salt off of my eye lashes. 

We removed our crampons and scrambled to the Slalok Mountain summit 
where we took celebratory photos. We then went back to the ledge beneath 
the summit where we had left our bags and snacked, waiting for others. At the 
time I rolled up my pants to discover that my painless and frozen knees were 
completely and hopelessly ravaged. Writing this five days later, I still have not 
regained full feeling in my knees and they are utterly infected.

Nick’s input regarding my rope team’s ascent: “I don’t fault Neil for heading 
up where he did or for having Cam start in the lead. They appeared to be out-
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side of the rock fall zone, but apparently not. They were not underneath rocks 
but they had traversed the crest for some distance before dropping down the 
slope. It was only because of what happened that I changed my route. Other-
wise, I would have gone up the same way. My rock route was pretty good and 
by 5.8 lead standards was really just a one-move-wonder on a solid section of 
rock. I didn’t feel I was in danger, especially as I was not climbing with a pack.”

About an hour and fifteen minutes after we had summited, there were still no 
signs of Rope Team #2 and we began to get nervous about their well-being. It 
was now 7:30pm and the sun was to set around 8:20pm. We realized that our 
initial plan of descending Slalok and crossing the Matier Glacier that evening 
was highly unrealistic and we had to consider camping on the ledge system we 
were currently on. A few minutes later we briefly saw Frank on top of Slalok, 
indicating that the other rope team was safe. It was, however, another half an 
hour before we saw Art and Nick. It seems that their scrambling route proved 
to be difficult, complete with a 5.8 pitch that Nick led without protection 
(and without his backpack) to then belay people up. The decision was unani-
mous to sleep where we were given the time and skill-level of the group.

We cooked dinner and went to sleep. In the middle of the night I was woken 
by a pesky rat trying to get at the food in my bag. After trying for 30 to 45 
minutes to chase him away, Manfred and I brought our bags into the tent to 
prevent the rat from getting our food. Unfortunately, he got into Nick’s food 
which Nick had buried under rocks. I am still not sure of the best solution 
to protect food from rats in an alpine environment, with nowhere to hang 
anything up.

The next day we set out with me in the lead to descend to the Matier Glacier. 
Frank was in the lead of Rope Team #2. Our team arrived at a crevasse system 
that created a box without a lid and thus my rope team went the long way 
around to avoid a snow bridge that I did not trust. We learned later that Frank 
attempted to cross the bridge and had his foot punch through the snow. Art 
followed and tried the same route, with his whole leg plunging through the 
snow. Nick, seeing where this pattern was going, opted to avoid Frank’s route 
and took a separate path, safely avoiding the snow bridge.

Nick’s clarification regarding the incidents: “as for the snow bridge Frank 
crossed, it was on flat terrain that would have been easy to self-arrest on. After 
notifying him of the potential dangers, he still seemed keen to try. As there 
were no major consequences, I let him and Art go. I certainly wasn’t going to 
follow even if they had made it across safely.”

We descended to a pile of rocks that we had to scramble down for about 150 
meters so we could then emerge onto the Matier Glacier. There were a number 
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of crevasses and a fairly steep route to get to the flat portion of the glacier, so 
Nick belayed Neil while he set protection along a descent route. Nick then 
belayed the rest of us while we descended, avoiding crevasses. He then cleaned 
the route while Neil belayed. We got back into our rope teams, this time with 
Manfred in the lead of Rope Team #1, and he lead us confidently across the 
Matier Glacier and through the crevasse field. We passed many beautiful cre-
vasses along the way.

We exited the glacier on the other side, had lunch, put our glacier gear away, 
and began to descend the steep, loose scramble route, complete with down-
climbing sections. Although I felt like the day before was merely a dream and 
did not occur, as soon as steep slopes with loose rock appeared my panic attack 
fully returned, informing me “you gonna die!” despite the safer nature of the 
section. As a result, my descent was slow and mixed with the pain in my knees 
and broken foot which had haunted me all summer when going downhill. 
Manfred, Frank, and Cam were hundreds of metres ahead of us but Neil and 
Nick stayed behind with Art and myself as we navigated our way down slowly. 
Eventually, we made it to Upper Joffre Lake and then reached the cars around 
8:30pm to head home.

Nick said it was very unlikely for us to have had any of the three events occur 
(including the large boulder that plummeted down the glacier, the small and 
medium sized rocks that rained on me soon after, and having a teammate slip 

Crossing Matier Glacier. Photo: Cora Skaien
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and fall 12 m before successfully self-arresting,) and we had all three in the 
span of about two or three hours. The whole way up the ice slope I had kept 
saying to myself, “I don’t want to be here, I don’t want to do this ever again!” 
Yet I now find myself thinking, “maybe if I had proper mountaineering boots, 
had used my left arm more and strengthened my core even more, I could do 
that again!” 

I have learned that I have a limitation of self-arresting with a heavy pack on 
and this is definitely something I need to strengthen for the safety of the whole 
rope team I am connected to. I also cannot wait for my consultation with a 
surgeon regarding the removal of my accessory navicular bone, which causes 
blood flow issues to the foot and severe pain. I also realize that I need to har-
ness my fear of heights more before embarking onto steep ice slopes, as though 
the fear comes and goes, it’s debilitating when it hits. I am super grateful for 
the amazing support that everyone provided me, and the expert guidance that 
Nick and Neil provided for us on our journey. 

Will I go on another trip? I will first gauge how steep things get, and with 
time, I hope to try something similar in the future.
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Renovators: Caitlin Schneider, Roland Burton, Dave Burton, Rueben 
Schulz, Ross Campbell, Cassandra Elphinstone, Jeff Mottershead, Devlin 
Mottershead with help from Mike Cancilla.

After many of my other summer plans had fallen through, I was pretty deter-
mined to get up to the Harrison Hut for a week of hard work and beautiful 
scenery.  I had never even been past the first clearcut on the trail, so I wanted 
to contribute to this project. I had never built a hut, but I hoped that I would 
be able to help renovate and learn in the process. 

Jeff Mottershead said he wanted to fly up on the helicopter with his six year 
old son, Devlin, and that there would be a spare seat for me! I would get to 
ride up in the helicopter. Although many other people may see helicopters as 
everyday transport, I have never been in one and was super excited! 

Jeff planned to install the new-and-improved Barr Creek Bridge. Mike Cancil-
la was driving the bridge up on a huge flatbed truck. I rode up in the big truck 
and kept Mike company. The truck was huge but I don’t think we caused too 

much of a traffic jam on the sea 
to sky. In Pemberton, we drove 
to the airport and checked in 
with Blackcomb Aviation.  We 
then drove out the logging road 
to wait for pick-up.  The huge 
truck had stiff suspension, so 
every little rock had us bounc-
ing around the cab.  We found 
the Horned Van at a nice clear-
ing, parked the truck and sat to 
wait for the helicopter.

Harrison Hut Renovations
August 23rd to September 1st, 2014

•

Caitlin Schneider

The bridge on the truck in Pemberton. 
Photo: Mike Cancilla
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Helicopters are strange creatures, like huge awkward dragonflies.  Thankfully, 
we had radio with the helicopter as it tried to fly past us to a different two-
wheel drive parking area. The pilot, Chris, examined the bridge and we dis-
cussed the plan. We got the helicopter safety talk, which included how to exit 
the heli if it were to end up on its side, and how to avoid decapitation by the 
rotors. Devlin’s eyes were quite wide at this point.

We loaded all the gear into the machine, hopped in and put on our earmuff/ra-
dios.  It is a strange sensation to lift smoothly from the ground in a helicopter. 
One second we heard the rotors hit full speed and the next we were free from 
the ground, defying gravity and all that! One of the coolest things was to see 
the landslide devastation from the air.  We also circled around where the Barr 

Creek bridge was to be dropped 
and then headed to the hut.  This 
was my first view of the area and it 
was amazing. Peaks, glaciers, little 
lakes and complicated moraines, 
surrounded us.  There were people 
at the hut waiting for us! Roland 
and his carload had beat us up 
there. After circling a few times to 
find a good spot to land, we final-
ly landed and the rotors spun to a 
stop.  The others joined us at the 
landing and helped to unload and 
carry everything back to the hut.

Jeff ran off at this point to the Barr Creek Bridge area to meet the bridge when 
it was dropped off. We sorted through the massive amount of food and waited 
for the other loads.

A side note about food, which was to become a major point of constant dis-
cussion for the rest of the trip. Originally, Roland had made up a menu of 
basic food for five people for five days. Reuben decided it was bland and added 
his own items to it. Although I had been told there would be enough food for 
me, I had a fear of starving, so I brought more food. As we were unpacking, we 
realized we probably had enough food to have a banquet every day for a while. 
Some highlights included the 12 boxes of mac and cheese, too many cans of 
‘kippers’, two kilos of milk powder and a huge bag of porridge. In the end, we 
probably had enough food to feed seven people for seven days, which meant 
that for the rest of trip we ate and ate and ate. Meals resembled something that 
would make Hobbits proud; breakfast, second breakfast, elevensies, lunch, 
afternoon tea, afternoon snack, dinner...

Our Helicopter, finally on the ground near 
Harrison. Photo: Caitlin Schneider
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We started work right away. In fact, the hut door was already painted by the 
time we landed. Tyvek comes first. We got out the roll and started covering 
the front and back of the hut.

The Bridge

The first three days, I hiked down to Barr Creek with Jeff and Devlin, to install 
the new bridge.  Jeff had a huge number of tools with him. At first I thought 
he must be nuts to have brought all this stuff! However, in the end I think that 
we used every single tool, and required each one to get the job done. 

Jeff set up a handline and put Devlin in a harness so he could walk across the 
bridge without having his hand held and without fear that he would trip and 
be washed away downstream.

The first thing was to disassemble the 
bridge so it could be installed.  I was 
handed the torque wrench and the spud 
wrench and told to go at it. We started 
with the expansion joint furthest from 
the hut. As I took things apart, Jeff put 
them back together in place. This also 
involved hoisting the old bridge and 
putting the pieces underneath. Tools: 
small chain hoist and slings. Everything 
had to be attached to the handline, the 
bridge pieces and tools, so that they 
didn’t end up swimming downriver. In 
the end, I think we only lost one nut 
(my fault) and a washer or two.  

Work begins at once! Photo: Rueben Schulz

Devlin controlling the chain wrench. 
Photo: Caitlin Schneider
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Getting the first few pieces in place went slowly, but then it got easier and 
faster. By the end of the first day we had installed the first span and disassem-
bled the rest. Good progress,  Jeff said. Devlin and I started back to the hut, 
and Jeff finished up some things. We got back to the hut a bit ahead of Jeff and 
I got started with the others putting up the siding on the front and back sides. 
The second span of the bridge was completed on the second day, it was a bit 
easier since the rocks in the stream allowed us to access the underside of the 
bridge, though installing around the repair work made things a bit more in-
teresting. With Devlin manning the chain winch and Jeff making huge holes 
with the hammer drill, we were finished by about 5pm and back to the hut 
by 7pm. 

The last day involved removing the old bridge parts, i.e. breaking off the old 
bolts by bending them back and forth with a wrench.  In this, I was useful, 
but learned that putting your whole weight against the bolt and then having 
the wrench side off does not end well for your knuckles. Oh well. There is a 
bumper sticker on the Horned Van that says, ‘I busted my knuckles at Pick 
a Part.’ I need a sticker that says, ‘I busted my knuckles on the Barr Creek 
Bridge.’

Lowering the bridge in place and putting the final nuts on was nice. The 
bridge had been successfully installed. Wahoo! We took some victory pictures 
and headed back to the hut to see how things were going. 

The Hut

We fell into a groove pretty quickly, with Roland getting up around 6:00-
6:30am and making the first round of porridge. We woke up more slowly 
and wandered down to eat the first meal of the day. We generally worked 
until 6:00pm and someone made dinner. Whoever made dinner got to choose 
what to make. Then, back to work until it was too dark to see. We were bad at 
hitting nails, and good at hitting our fingers so trying to do this by headlamp 
was just asking for trouble. 

The new and complete, Barr Creek Bridge. Photo: Jeff Mottershead
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Having a 6-year-old around did cause some funny discussions. In talking 
about the new outhouse, there was some talk about the infamous ‘shit beaver’. 
The ‘shit beaver’ is some animal that eats outhouses and their contents, and 
scatters used toilet paper all over the place. We think it is a marmot. After re-
ferring to this ‘shit beaver’ several times, we all realized that maybe using such 
words in front of Devlin might not be the best. Jeff then had to ask Devlin if 
he understood that using the phrase ‘shit beaver’ in his first grade class would 
not be appropriate. After a long pause, he said he did. I guess time and his 
teacher will tell us. 

So Devlin, being 6 and all, walks a bit slower than the average person, which 
leaves me plenty of time to eat the blueberries, or are they black huckleberries, 
anyway they turn your tongue and apparently your whole mouth blue and 
purple. So tasty!

By the time I got involved with the hut, some of the hard part of the siding 
installation was finished, the oddly shaped ends with their peaked tops, doors 
and windows meant a lot of cutting shapes in steel with tin snips. Some things 
had also been learned. For example, punching holes in steel was way easier to 
do before you had it propped up against the wall and were standing on a shak-
ing aluminum ladder. Also, we needed another ladder, and a tall one. Rueben 
used the 4 spare 16 ft 2x4’s ‘dunnage’ from the bridge to construct the mother 
of all ladders. Tall enough to reach the peak of the roof from the side of the 
hut, sturdy enough to not feel like you were going to die at any moment, the 
thing took 4 people to move when we needed to switch it from one side of the 
hut to the other. Needless to say we tried to avoid this at all costs. 

How to move a ladder that weighs more than you do. Photo: Roland Burton
So the siding was installed on the bottom of the hut first. Cassandra had the 
idea of installing a guide 2x4 along the bottom to make sure the sheets were 
straight and to hold them up while screwing them on. This made the sheets 
on the bottom relatively easy and fast to install. But how were we going to get 
top metal sheets on the hut? They were too high to reach from the ground and 
if all the people on the ladders were holding them, then it would be hard to 
screw them in place at the same time. I am not sure how we decided this was 
the best way, but somewhat inspired by Roland and his ladder ‘jumping’, we 
settled into a technique that went a bit like this...

1) Get the wooden ladder in place next where the sheet was to be installed. 
Rueben climbs up ladder. 
2) Place the aluminum ladder where the sheet was going to go. 
Caitlin climbs up ladder.
3) Place bench under ladders. 
Ross and Dave or Cassandra manoeuvre sheet into place.
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4) Lift sheet until it touches the aluminum ladder.
5) Ready? Up! With each shove of the sheet upwards, Caitlin would push the 
ladder away from the roof, allowing the sheet to move upwards slightly. But 
then it would be pinned back in place as the ladder came back in place against 
the hut, keeping it from decapitating those on the bench.
6) Make sure the sheets line up and put screws in place.
7) Move the ladders over and repeat.

This actually worked, and wasn’t the worst system ever. By the time Rueben 
and I had gotten all the screws in place, the next sheet was pre-punched and 
ready to go.  

While we were jumping ladders all over the hut, Jeff was digging the big-
gest outhouse hole Ross (who has emptied the Brew outhouse) had ever seen. 
Using Devlin as some sort of height gauge. It will take many, many years to 
fill.  He and Roland constructed the outhouse and fortified it against the shit 
beavers.

Everything takes longer than you think. Everything. Time flies when you are 
working and the sun always sets too soon. Maybe it was our inexperience, (ac-
tually I am pretty sure it was), as we got faster over the days, but by the time it 
was Wednesday, our scheduled time to leave was tomorrow, we weren’t done, 
in fact we had about 2 more days of work to do.

A note about tools. With sometimes 7 people trying to work at the same time, 
we were a bit short on tools, and the ones we had seemed to like to explode 
sometimes. To punch holes there were two punches, one of which broke half 
way through the trip; we then resorted to using nails. To drive the punch or 
nails, you had two options, hammer or hatchet, but we eventually ended up 
using some nice rocks. To drive the screws, we had an awesome hand drill, 
and a small ratchet that started shedding parts and eventually wouldn’t hold 
on to a screw at all. We replaced it with vise grips holding the bit.  We were 
constantly looking for tools and borrowing them from others, trading the #1 
snips for the #2 snips, the hammer for the hatchet, the drill for the ratchet, 
depending on who needed them more.  At some point Roland decided it was 
better to get up before us all, and work on the outhouse by headlamp. This was 
partially to make sure he had all the tools to himself.

Back to the trip. After some discussion over dinner on Wednesday, it was 
decided that Jeff and Devlin would leave as planned, and Cassandra (instead 
of me) would go with them as she needed to get back to town.  The rest of us 
would stay and try to get the work done. 
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And then there were 5. We worked hard and tried to work fast, and ate more 
food. We still had a ton of food to eat, and the kippers, but I didn’t count 
those as food per se. 

Friday morning dawned. The roof was finished, but the gable edge for the 
front and back were still left and were very difficult to install. The difficulties 
of getting straight flat sheets of steel to conform to a curved hut had been 
tackled, but seriously, getting a long, L-shaped piece of steel to fit a curved hut 
was really getting the best of us. It didn’t want to bend right, we had cut it to 
allow the bending but it still didn’t want to lie flat. We cut it some more and it 
turned into this weird steel zig-zag. We groaned. Roland told us it looked like 
shit. It did look like shit. I tried to fix it again. It still kind of looks like shit, 
but you know, it adds character to the hut right?  

It took us most of the morning to get the first four lower pieces up. And then 
about 1.5 hours to get the first of the upper pieces up. Roland wanted to leave 
by 2pm to hike to the logging road. He and Dave left by 2pm. 

And then there were 3. Ross, Rueben and I tackled the 3 upper pieces of the 
gable edge things. The first one took too long. We discussed the options; leav-
ing the work undone and hiking to meet Roland, getting the work done and 
staying the night, hiking out all the way tomorrow, or trying to get the work 
done and hiking out to meet Roland, with some hiking done by headlamp. 

The almost finished new outhouse. Photo: Rueben Schulz
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I pushed to get the work done, and we busted our butts to do it. We got faster 
and were finally done by 5pm. In the mean time, the 3rd person, since only 
two could be up the ladders, cleaned up the hut and packed up the gear. We 
also fixed the door! Oh yeah, did I mention, that after a week of glorious 
sunny weather, it was finally pissing rain?

We also had to nail the old outhouse shut and move The Decider, the book 
that has resided in the old outhouse, providing both entertainment and maybe 
spare toilet paper to many an outhouse user for some time now. 

By 5:45pm, we were crossing the stream and on our way, bidding a sad (at 
least for me) farewell to our home for the past week.  The hut gleamed, an 
armoured oasis in a wild and beautiful place.  

We stopped briefly to admire the Barr Creek Bridge, and pick up some of the 
old bridge parts, some heavy hunks of metal.  The headlamps came out just 
past Pika creek and we arrived on the logging road to find Roland and Dave 
tucked in their tent away from the rain.  We couldn’t be bothered to cook food 
in the rain and curled up to sleep. 

In the night, Ross and Rueben had two creatures visit them.  The first was a 
little shit beaver, aka the pack rat, which had come into their vestibule and 
decided to eat the leather off the ankle of Rueben’s boot. After chasing it away, 
they settled into an uneasy sleep, to be awoken by Ross’s cry of pain, an enor-
mous ant had decided to latch on to his neck. After being stunned by a blow 
from a headlamp, the ant took a pair of tweezers to remove it. 

We woke up, ate breakfast and cleared camp.  The rain was kind enough to 
hold off until we had started to hike again. How generous. We hiked at a nice 
slow and steady pace, with me trying to find all the berries within reach to eat. 
At the end of the second clearcut, we saw familiar faces! The VOC trail work 
party had made it! It was really funny to see them, for one workhike to pass 

The finished, beautiful, Harrison Hut. Photo: Rueben Schulz
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off to another, a passing of the baton or something like that. We were able to 
give them some beta as to where the trail could use the most work, and in turn 
they told us some stories that involved the engine falling out of the Horned 
Van and Jeff, Devlin and Cassandra on a bus to Vancouver. We would only 
hear the rest of that story once back in Vancouver. 

The Jeep was a welcome sight, thankfully free of its old and distressed piece 
of pumpkin pie, but still bearing some seriously distressed bananas that only 
Roland would eat.  

Taking off wet hiking boots and putting on dry socks is one of the more won-
derful feelings at the end of a trip like this, and we drove back to Pemberton 
while munching on the cookies Ross had left in the car. We did pass some 
people trying to find the hot springs, and getting lost in the maze of logging 
roads.  Hot springs looked to be a popular place that weekend.

There had been a running joke in the hut, that we would stop at One Mile 
in Pemberton, an upstanding restaurant or something, while being dressed in 
the grubbiest clothes possible. I had never been there, so we decided to stop to 
grab some food, even if we were slightly cleaner than we once had been.  We 
walked into what looked like a burger joint, only to be told we would have 
to wait about 25 minutes for our food. We walked out and drove to Splitz in 
Whistler, which took us about 25 minutes. 

Getting back home was really odd for me. This was probably the longest 
camping trip I had been on, and part of me was craving the solitude of home 
and the fluffiness of my bed.  But when I got there, I realized everything was 
too big and too quiet. I missed the constant chatter and companionship, the 
questionable singing around the table at night, the discussions of shit beavers, 
Jeff’s stories from his roller coaster mechanic days, talks about what we were 
going to do the next day and what we were going to eat. I boiled water by 
pushing a button. Where was the Coleman stove that needed to be coaxed 
to life? Where were my friends to share my tea bag with? Who had made the 
milk from powder? 

These feelings wear off eventually and life goes back to normal, but the won-
derful memories remain. I spent as much time on the ladder as I could, par-
tially so I could get the best views of the mountains and glaciers around the 
hut.  I can’t wait to go back. 
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Barr Creek is the Pemberton Icecap’s last line of defence against being in-
fested with VOCers coming up to the Harrison Hut and beyond. I have had 
several struggles with Barr Creek, so I’ll first give a little history. 

The first part of the trail had in previous years been scouted, flagged and 
brushed. Barr Creek was first reached by the VOC during Christian Veenstra’s 
beginner-friendly Harrison Hut debacle. In 2013, Veenstra decided that it 
would be good to boost morale and bushwhack all the way to the hut. To 
ensure that the experience was sufficiently tangy for the people he brought, he 
led the thing in November. The experience as a whole was as heinous as one 
would expect, with the party arriving soaked and exhausted in the middle of 
the night. At the time, the crossing of Barr Creek had been the least of their 
worries. It was basically dry, and they simply walked across it.

The following summer, trail crews were beginning flag areas to Harrison Hut. 
Barr Creek was now filled with fast-flowing water and could be crossed either 
by wearing caulk boots or by au-chevaling a slimy log that had water flowing 
over it. The au-cheval approach generated wet feet and wet pants. Veenstra 
was pretty sure that someone was going to die on it if the crossing wasn’t 
improved.

The first step in building a foot-bed was getting approval from the powers that 
be. A Lil’wat cultural technician was called to verify that we weren’t causing 
cultural wreckage. The cultural technician’s name was Arnie. He had already 
approved the first part of the trail, but his superiors said that he needed to be 
flown in to the hut and then picked up by helicopter again after walking the 
top half of the trail. He also needed a guide. Since I was already heading up 
there to spend a week clearing deadfall, I agreed to accompany him. 

We also snuck in a “bridge” delivery. Veenstra had found some godforsaken 

Shame & Redemption at the 
Barr Creek Bridge

•

Jeff Mottershead
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painter’s scaffoldings with a 24-foot span and a 500-pound rating. They would 
go across Barr Creek, with a large boulder in the middle of the creek support-
ing the centre of the span.

There were lots of things that sucked about this idea. A 24-foot span will easily 
hold 500 pounds of snow, as it is only 20 pounds per foot. The rocks holding 
up the ends of the scaffolding were undercut and ready to fall over by erosion, 
and the span was much longer than it had to be. One 30-foot span on solid 
anchors would have worked just a bit upstream, but since the longest span the 
scaffolding came in was 24 feet, we were using two 24-foot spans instead. I 
stated my misgivings but agreed to install the bridge anyway. The bridge was 
going to be installed regardless, and it should be installed sooner than later.

The first part of the flight plan was to take Arnie and me up. Then the painter’s 
scaffolding was to be flown to Barr Creek while we were hiking back. Finally, 
Arnie and I were to be collected at the now-isolated logging road that sepa-
rated the upper, underdeveloped route from the fairly well-progressed lower 
route. The first leg of the flight plan went as planned.

Crossing Barr Creek with the cultural technician was an interesting experi-
ence. He didn’t have caulk boots. Apparently the chain of communication 
went like this:

VOC to cultural technician’s boss: Tell Arnie to bring caulk boots. It’s not like the 
lower trail that is mostly clear; there are wet, slippery logs everywhere.

Cultural technician’s boss to cultural technician: They say to bring caulk 
boots, for no good reason.

Given the information he was presented with, Arnie’s choice to not bring 
caulk boots probably made sense to him at the time, but we were really wish-
ing he had them for crossing Barr Creek. I gave a good example of how to au-
cheval across, but Arnie didn’t like the look of it. Instead, he tried to tight-rope 
across using a log as a balance beam. It went about as poorly as one might have 
expected. The grand finale was Arnie throwing the balance beam and drop-
ping chest-first onto the log before grovelling across. 

Once we finished the hike down to the logging road, we waited for the heli-
copter. It eventually arrived and took Arnie away and me back to the hut. 
That is when we got the bad news: the helicopter had considerable difficulty 
flying the painter’s scaffoldings. To prevent the load from flapping around, the 
helicopter placed a 100-lb weight under it. The helicopter placed the load at 
Harrison Hut so that it could land with it. This quashed any plans to install 
the scaffolding this time, as it would take more people to move it than just me. 
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That turned out to be okay—I would be busy the whole week chainsawing the 
large number of deadfall across where the trail was supposed to go. 

A crew including Ignacio Rozada came by a couple weeks later and brought 
the scaffolding down to the bridge. They tied it in place across the creek. I 
came by the next week with my beefy Hilti and a bunch of mortar. The instal-
lation wasn’t the greatest in many ways. The anchor-points on the scaffolding 
were intentionally sloppy to allow mounting to non-perfect scaffolding. The 
scaffolding is supposed to be supported by boards from below, according to 
the sticker on the side, but I didn’t have any lumber, so it was wobbly. I did 
the best I could with what I had, but it did not take too long before there were 
complaints about the crossing being too scary. 

Next time out, I brought materials for building railings. The supports would 
be a 1-inch aluminum post with three 3/8-inch stainless Redi-Rod cross brac-
es. I did the fabrication and packed a drill, batteries, mortar, and all the metal. 
The pack was 97 pounds, and it was weighted terribly. There was no way I 
could pack it so that it wasn’t totally lopsided. I ended up heading up with a 
pack where the centre-of-mass was above my right shoulder. This was a hei-
nous ordeal, and it ended up taking 11 hours to get to the bridge site. The next 
day I assembled everything drilled and mortared in place. 

The next time I was at Barr Creek, I went with a larger VOC trip instead of 
going solo. It went well—Nick Matwyuk felled a couple trees, and we skinned 
them and installed them as railings. We also wedged the scaffolding such that 
it was no longer super-wobbly.

Over the course of the winter one of the spans of scaffolding was crushed 
by snow. It was fairly miraculous that there wasn’t more damage than that. 
I discussed with Veenstra how to repair it. He suggested that I go with him 
as he did a speed traverse and drive his car back after fixing the bridge. I was 
already booked for hanging with my son on Wednesday, so I didn’t start until 
Thursday night after I had brushed some small teeth.

I’d finished the design and engineering calculations by 2:40 am. A little before 
6:00 am I went out to purchase everything I’d need before work. After work I 
began cutting and welding, and I finished around 4:40 am. I went home and 
packed until Veenstra picked me up.

Because Nick, Lena Rowat, and Veenstra were doing this farcical traverse, they 
wanted to be in bed early. My responsibility was to go fast enough so as not 
to slow them down, without unloading onto them. I more or less did, but it 
totally mangled me. I was in pretty rough shape by the time I got to the hut: 
blistered, sore and stupidly tired.
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Everyone except Lena walked over the log jam to avoid the broken bridge 
section. She was a couple minutes behind and just bounced across the broken 
bridge. The thing was bending all over the place and walking off the rock on 
which it balanced. I yelled for her to stop, but she just said, “It’s fine. We went 
across last week with heavier packs” and continued bouncing across. That was 
pretty zany.

It only took us three hours to repair the bridge despite my crippling tiredness. 
As we finished, I bummed some duct tape and started repairing my feet. At 
that point the others went to the hut to get to bed. As he was leaving, Nick 
asked if I had a headlamp, and I assured him that I did.

After I taped my feet, I started following very slowly. No one was depending 
on me to go fast, and I was enjoying stumbling along. This happy period 
lasted about twenty minutes before things started going to hell.

First, there started to be more and more snow. It had been very hot, and the 
snow was completely isothermal. I would without warning break through and 
end up to my waist or my armpits, time after time. I landed in water and filled 
up my boots a few times, which didn’t help my feet.

It then started to get dark. I pulled out my headlamp, and it died five minutes 
later. I would turn it off and then on for a few seconds when it was time to 
find the next marker.
The next nail in my coffin was the markers. At some point a perverted rodent 
had started picking all the reflective stuff off the markers and eating the glue. I 
hope it died of glue poisoning, but it’s probably still alive, thinking about the 
next way it can screw everyone.

As the snow conditions worsened, I resorted to crawling. I couldn’t stand up 
at all without dropping through. How the hell did the rest of them make it? 
For one thing, they’re not as fat as me. But I could also make out pole prints. 
They had ski poles, which was a key difference. I then had a horrible thought: 
“Wait a minute. I had poles.”

I really couldn’t think of where I’d lost them, so I just went forward. I figured 
I was probably closer to the hut than to my poles and I’d likely not be able to 
find them anyways.

I crawled along, my fingers swelling to ridiculous proportions. I had to do eve-
rything I could to get to the hut. If I wasn’t there when Veenstra woke up, he’d 
probably ruin his trip by looking for me. If I was off the path, rescue might be 
called, and the summary on the news would be terrible.
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“Search and Rescue located a stranded hiker crawling through the snow wearing 
shorts and a T-shirt. He had no poles and no batteries in his headlamp. He had 
no means of starting a fire and a bunch of tools totally irrelevant to survival in his 
pack. When asked for comment, Whistler Search and Rescue stated that he must be 
far stupider than anyone they’ve ever rescued.”

Things got progressively worse as I approached the hut. I was falling through 
snow even despite crawling, and I was getting busted up on the boulders be-
neath. My feet were disintegrating in the water, and my headlamp was com-
pletely useless. The rest of them had put the skis on, as it had gotten to be too 
much. However, they had poles and weren’t chubbalicious. I crawled along 
feeling the skin tracks from there on. When I arrived at the hut, I was a wreck. 
I was starving but unable to contend with trying to cook without lights. I 
scrawled a note telling the rest of them to make me food when they got up 
and that I was mangled, and then I fell asleep. It didn’t take them too long to 
wake up and shower me with pity. They cooked food for me before taking off 
to do the traverse. I went to bed again.

I was up again in a few hours, about 6:30 am. I think my internal panic but-
ton had gone off because of the snow situation. I got up and headed out to try 
to get through the snow while there was still a little crust on it. It did help. I 
still fell through and had to crawl some, but it wasn’t nearly as heinous as it 
had been on the way up.

I discovered my poles at the bridge. This was nice. I tried to carry on, but I 
was just too tired. My left eye was spouting an uncontrollable stream of tears, I 
couldn’t focus, and my eyes were twitching. I fell asleep on the trail until 3:30 
pm and let the bugs do their thing.

When I got up, the race was on to get my mangled self plus all the tools and 
leftover hardware to the car before dark.

The duct tape on my feet had disintegrated by the time I arrived, and the feet 
underneath weren’t so happy either. By some miracle I arrived at the meet-
up point at the same time as everyone else. While I definitely had the least 
amount of impressiveness of anyone on the trip, I’m confident that I out-
suffered the rest. 

Epilogue:
When we were approaching my house at around 2:00 am, Veenstra’s brakes explod-
ed, and we came squealing to a stop. There was brake fluid pouring out the back. 
This was a nice garnish to everything else. We unlocked the breaks by throwing the 
vehicle into reverse, making it to my place in 4-low.
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I wake as we pull into the Pemberton McDonald’s. I’ve been fading in and 
out of sleep since we left Vancouver three hours ago. The sad part is that it’s 
only 8:00 am. We all climb out of the old, but steadfast Subaru and stretch our 
cramped legs. As I shiver into the early morning chill, two more cars pull up. 
The rest of our workhike crew has arrived. After a little bit of faffing (define 
by the VOC as “wasting time by doing absolutely nothing…technically you 
have to waste the time of others on your trip; just wasting your own time is 
not sufficient,”) we climb back into our respective cars and hit the road again.

The road quickly goes from paved to gravel, and then from gravel to a narrow 
logging road. We follow the winding, climbing, and rocky road 30km up a 
mountain. As we drive, the rain turns to slush, and then all the sudden it is 
snowing big, heavy and wet flakes. Everyone in the car excitedly chatters about 
seeing snow for the first time this season. I’m less impressed; If there is this 
much snow at the bottom of the hike, how much is there at the top? I’d find 
out soon enough.

We reach the trailhead, which is partially hidden under the heavy snow, and 
unpack. This trip is unlike any other VOC trip I’ve been on; it is a workhike. 
In 2010, one of the three largest landslides in documented Canadian history 
took out the trail to the VOC’s Harrison Hut. Since then, the VOC, lead by 
Christian Veenstra and Jeff Mottershead, have been rebuilding a trail to the 
hut. The trail is mostly complete, but some work remains to be done. Specifi-
cally, steep parts of the trail need to be reinforced and steel needs to be hauled 
up to complete a bridge. After even more faffing, the group of eighteen splits 
into smaller groups, some who will be working on the trail, while others will 
hike straight to the bridge.

My official job title is Pack-Mule; my job: to haul the large steel shoulders and 
knuckles 11.8km to the bridge. I’m instructed to hike there, as fast as I can. 

Harrison Hut Workhike
October 25th-26th, 2014 

•

Koby Michaels
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Do not stop to dig trail, do not pass go, do not collect $200. I got the easy job, 
I think to myself. Wrong. So I rearrange my overnight gear, food, and extra 
layers to make room in my pack for the steel and start on the trail with Zac 
Zabawa and Nick Hindley, fellow Pack-Mules.

Two things become immediately clear to me. One: my bag is really heavy. It’s 
too heavy. Two: there is snow, a lot of snow, and isn’t stopping anytime soon. 
But the excitement of being in the mountains and the stunning beauty of the 
British Columbia woods eclipses these thoughts, and we hike.

The trail starts off gentle, slowly gaining elevation. Here, the trail is well main-
tained and our boots only occasionally slip in the mud and snow. After an 
hour, we reach a lookout where supposedly you can see the landslide across 
the valley. We can’t make out anything, the snow is falling too heavily. Even 
without the view, the break is welcome. We all pant into the fresh, cold moun-
tain air. But we have to keep going, so we struggle back into our packs and 
keep hiking.

The snow clears enough to just make out the mountains across the valleys as 
we reach the first clear cut. Unfortunately, I’m too worried about where I’m 
putting my feet amongst the snow covered logs to appreciate the view. Zac, 
who is leading, steps onto a fallen log to cross a small ravine and slips, fall-
ing into the snow below. The three of us laugh as he fails to stand up under 
the weight of his pack. He has to take it off, stand up, and then keep going. 
I take my turn to cross the log and fall off too; it’s less funny this time. I claw 
through the snow and stand up.

The next few hours are monotonous. Our group of three hikes along the 
snowy trail that becomes less and less defined, and more and more muddy. 
We fall more often, grabbing whatever we can to avoid sliding down the steep 
slopes. We stop every hour to give our shoulders, backs, and legs a rest. Dur-
ing these, we silently snack or estimate how much farther it is to the bridge. 
Our morale is falling, especially when we work out that each of us is carrying 
somewhere between 9 and 15 kilos of steel and our bags are close to 30 kilos. 
They are heavy; really, really heavy. There is nothing to do but keep hiking so 
that’s what we do.

Then, finally, after five or six hours of back-breaking hiking I hear a stream. 
We have to be close, that must be it. I’m wrong. So wrong. It’s a tiny stream 
that we can step over. But, as soon as we are out of earshot of the first stream, 
I hear another.

“We have to be close, this one must be it.” I’m wrong. So wrong. It’s another 
tiny stream. The cycle repeats for hours. I hear a stream, I claim we must be 
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close, we aren’t close.

“I don’t know how much further I can go.” Despite the heavy snow and being 
soaked through, I’m sweating through my four layers. 

“We can drop the steal,” Zac suggests. It’s tempting, as tempting as licking the 
frosting off a fresh cake before it is to be served, but I can’t drop it, not yet. 
So we hike on.

After all this hiking, we have made progress. We reach a sign, I’m not sure how 
I feel about it. The sign shows a map; we’ve hiked 7.8km and have another 
4.8km to the hut. I’m thrilled, we are close(ish), but I’m also devastated, we 
are still kilometers away from the bridge. 

After the sign, we come across steel chains that have been bolted into rock. 
We lower ourselves to a mostly empty river bed with the chains, cross a small 
stream, and the haul ourselves up the opposite back with a matching set of 
chains. Then we continue to trudge through the mud and snow.

The trail here is minimal. At places, all we have to follow is the footprints of 
the group in front of us, a group which went ahead to prepare the bridge for 
our steel pieces. We slip and slide, falling repeatedly just to clamber back to 
our feet and fall five minutes later. I am so close to defeat, so close to giving 
up. But seeing Zac and Nick walking beside me, their packs stuffed with steel 
like mine, hearing their panting, watching their slowing steps, pushes me on-
wards. 

The trail is marked with reflective orange squares, nailed to trees. Every time 
I look up and see an orange spot instead of the bridge I curse those damned 
squares. We are all angry now. We swear at the snow when we slip, swear at the 
trees when we trip over their roots. The sound of running whatever has been 
teasing us for hours, but there is still no sign of the promised bridge.

I collapse into the snow. It’s our sixth or seventh break; I can’t go any further. 
I’m too tired to take the steel out of my pack, too tired to get up. I close my 
eyes and resign myself to defeat, to sleep, when I hear a branch break.

“Mother___...,” someone in the trio exclaims. Through the snow, the hooded 
silhouettes of two hikers can be seen. It’s the bridge-work crew. They tell us it’s 
500m to the bridge, then another 1.8km to the hut. Just over 2k to dinner, a 
wood burning stove and sleep. With a new surge of energy, I jump (well, more 
like drunkenly attempt to stand) to my feet and head up the trail.

It’s the longest 500m of my life. It takes half an hour but then, through the 
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snow-covered pines, the bridge appears. It’s the most beautiful sight of my 
life. It’s slick, steel curves are majestically covered in snow, the evening light 
glistening off of it’s hard edges. I cross the bridge, fall to my knees, dig the steel 
out of my bag, raise it over my head and let out an animalistic roar of victory. 
I’m being literal here, not figurative. I raised my steel trophy and screamed.

As we take yet another break at the foot of the bridge, the rest of the crew 
catches up to us. I re-shoulder my pack; it’s weightless. My steps are larger, 
lighter, stronger. I fly through the snow and the trees for about five minutes 
and then exhaustion catches back up to me and I fall behind.

The last part of the trail is the steepest and the snow reaches above my knee. 
That’s saying something as I’m 6’4” (1.93 meters).

The sun sends its last rays through the trees before we all dig out our head-
lamps. At this point I’m crawling up the snow; I fall face first and don’t even 
care. I just bury my head and keep crawling. And all I see is the reflection of 
those damned orange squares and no hut. I’m not going to make it.

The second most beautiful sight of my life lies in front of me. My headlamp 
illuminates the doorway of a small, metal cabin. I’ve made it. Stumbling over 
the threshold of the hut and into the dry and warm cabin, I drop my bag and 
pull down my snow covered hood. Nine hours of hiking and I’m finally home. 
The rest of the night is a blur. There is cooking and dinner and some whisky 
that I’m too tired to raise to my lips. I crawl into my sleeping bag and am lost 
to sleep.

I step outside and am breathless. I can’t describe the snowy landscape with it’s 
towering peaks. The early morning sun illuminates the snow and mountains. 
I apologize for the cliché, but it’s truly magical; it’s otherworldly. The hut sits 
in solidarity, just above the tree-line, in a bowl surrounded by peaks. To the 
side, an outhouse rises phallically from a pile of snow. There is nothing but 
snow, trees, sky, and the mountains. Neither pictures nor words can capture 
the scene, it is something that simply has to be experienced.

We hike fast. Quickly, the snow melts and we are left to hike in a muddy, 
slushy, slippery mix. We fall, we slip but it doesn’t matter, we are moving 
down. Every step hurts, reminding me of the ordeal of the day before. But the 
sky is clear and we are greeted with spectacular view after spectacular view. It 
is worth it, I think.

In five hours, we reach the Subaru and greedily change into dry clothes. The 
car is running, but faffing about leads Zac to shut it off until we are all ready 
to go. We finally all pile in and Zac turns the key and, nothing. The car won’t 
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start; the battery is dead. 

We decide to try and start the automatic car by pushing it down the hill. We 
spend ten minutes pushing the car in a hundred point turn down the hill. It 
still wont start. I grab my sleeping bag, curl into the back seat to wait. Zac, 
ever tough, heads back up the trail to find someone to give us a jumpstart. 
Eventually he returns, we get started and start the long drive back to Vancou-
ver.

I didn’t think I would make it up to the hut. I wasn’t sure I could make it 
down the next day. I pushed myself harder than I ever have before. I accom-
plished more than what I thought possible. And for that I am proud, but that’s 
not the point. Anyone could have done what I did. Anyone could have pushed 
themselves to their limits and beyond, been outside their comfort zone, and 
survived to tell the tale. The important thing is to push yourself. Whether than 
means a walk around Stanley Park or carrying 100 kilos of steel 20 kilometers 
up a mountain, just push yourself. See how far you can go, then keep going.

Zac said something that will stick with me. He said adventure is not knowing 
the outcome. It’s a saying he picked up from veteran mountain guide Wesley 
Bunch. I didn’t know the outcome when I put my bag on at the trailhead. I 
had an adventure. So should you, it won’t disappoint. Go into the unknown 
and see what happens; you don’t always need to know what is next to find 
success.
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The original outhouse at the Harrison Hut was built 30 years ago and it 
needed replacing. It was built among huge glacier boulders, and there was no 
soil suitable for digging a pit. It had been repeatedly invaded by marmots, aka 
“shit beavers”, which dug around in the poop and the used toilet paper, scat-
tering it around. It was time for a replacement. 

The FMCBC offers a Member Club Grant Fund each year. We applied for 
money to build the outhouse, and they very kindly supplied us with $1 270. 
The outhouse was going to happen!

Nobody in the Club offered any experience with building outhouses, so I of-
fered to build it. We had three important decisions to make, and they were 
decided as follows:

Harrison Outhouse

•

Roland Burton
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First, one group wanted to have the outhouse very tall so that it would stick 
out of the snow, despite there being no reasonable un-mechanized way to get 
to the outhouse in the winter, and we didn’t expect a lot of helicopter traffic. 
I did not think that this was a very good idea because a tall outhouse, such as 
the one we built at our Phelix Hut, is extremely heavy and difficult to move, 
and you do have to move it once the pit becomes full. It’s more expensive to 
build, heavier to transport, and heavier to fly in. So the one we built is only 
around 9 1/2 ft high. We did not have a specific place to build it, but we 
wanted it close enough to the hut that it would be used, where it would not 
drain into any streams, and where there would be ground suitable for digging 
a pit. It remains to be seen what the snow accumulation is like at our site.

Second, we investigated the “move the poop, not the outhouse” solution to 
the problem of what to do once it becomes full. We found something called 
a “luggable loo”. It consists of a plastic toilet seat which can be attached to a 
standard 20 litre plastic pail. Some arithmetic suggested that a pail might hold 
around 100 person/days before the pail needed to be emptied, and the pails 
when full are light enough to be carried several hundred metres from the hut 
and dumped among the trees. The outhouse would then provide privacy and 
nothing more. Some discussion about diverting urine ensued and we con-
cluded that our female members would prefer to not pee beside the outhouse, 
even though this would avoid hauling buckets of pee unnecessarily. We were 
undecided which way to go when it came time to build the outhouse so I 
pre-fabbed with two options: (A) the so-called traditional “long drop” which 
requires digging a pit below the outhouse, and when the pit becomes full, the 
outhouse must be moved, and (B) the “luggable” alternative, where the out-
house need never be moved, but we might have several full buckets of poop 
standing around waiting for somebody to empty them. We tried the luggable 
apparatus and we found it attracted perfectly terrifying flies and then nobody 
wanted to go near it. And the seats weren’t very comfortable. The hut is not 
maintained on a regular basis and random people, not knowing any better, are 
likely to dump the pails into the drinking water stream. Finally, Jeff Motter-
shed offered to dig us a “25 year hole”, so we went for the traditional option.

Third, we were undecided about whether to paint the outhouse pink. The 
gable on the Phelix outhouse is pink because that was the only colour I had 
available at the time, but it seems satisfactory. But we were afraid that the 
FMCBC would be outraged by a pink outhouse and we figured they deserved 
a bit of respect as they were paying the bills. Anyway, I couldn’t find industrial 
strength mistint in pink. So we got some industrial-strength mistint, grey, not 
pink, and the results don’t look too shabby. Just to frustrate the shit beaver, we 
wrapped a 36 inch sheet of aluminium around the bottom of the outhouse, 
which should stop all but the tallest shit beavers from eating it.
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The outhouse was prefabbed and painted in my back yard in Vancouver. 
Transporting it to Pemberton (and beyond), looked expensive until Piotr, who 
planned to drive his jeep up to Pemberton to attend Ignacio’s wedding, kindly 
offered to drive up with the prefabbed outhouse strapped to his roof. The 
helicopter pilot suggested that we could save the ferrying charges if we were 
willing to have it flown in whenever it was convenient for him, but apparently 
it was never convenient for him, so we split the ferry charges with ourselves, 
flying in the Barr Creek Bridge and the hut reno supplies and the outhouse, 
on several trips.

The cost of the outhouse, paid for out of the FMCBC grant, looked some-
thing like this: 

Materials   $350
Jeep  $150
Helicopter $770  

Total  $1 270 supplied by the FMCBC grant.
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I come from a previous generation, so first I’ll tell you folks how it used to 
be done. Planning ahead for a Christmas trip, around September or October, 
we’d start thinking about where we wanted to spend the holidays, and who 
we wanted to spend them with. We’d drive, then hike, to the cabin where we 
planned to spend the holidays, grab an axe and a crosscut saw, and start look-
ing for dead trees. We’d cut these into human-haulable pieces and drag them 
back to the cabin, and if we felt like it, cut them into stove-size chunks. Then 
we’d go home to wait for winter to arrive. Our only cost was gas, plus wear on 
the cars, and gas wasn’t very expensive. As far as environmental impact goes, 
not much.

Now it’s 2014 and Brew Hut has been using firewood for nine years. We have 
been burning the remains of the previous Brew Hut. This has cleaned up the 
previous hut site and provided a lot of really nice warmth. But the previous 
hut is pretty well all gone now. We talked a bit about picking up dead trees 
near the present hut, dragging them down from Mt Brew, and even hauled 
some, under generally atrocious weather conditions, and even burned some. 
But it was hard to get people to invest the time and energy, so now we do 
it with Money. We do need firewood if we want to keep the Hut Beginner 
Friendly, suitable for people who might not be very waterproof and who fall 
a lot when skiing. And the heater prevents the hut from dissolving in moldy 
claminess.

A truckload of wood, and we’re not quite sure how big a truckload is, was 
delivered for us, for around $800. A helicopter flew it to the hut, in ten sling 
loads for around $5400. All we had to do is be there to load the nets, unload 
the nets, stack the wood. We hope that doing this every five years is sustain-
able, to the extent that we can ever plan that far ahead.  

We left Vancouver at 2pm on a Friday and drove to Squamish. We dropped 

Gathering Firewood

•

Roland Burton
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into the police station in Squamish to request our fall partying Long Hike liq-
uor permit, then off to the Squamish Airport to chat with the helicopter folks 
for a while, before getting four nets. The nets are used for hauling the rounds 
of firewood; we don’t load wood into the helicopter; it would be slow and 
would damage the upholstery. Soon we have Party A loading nets and weigh-
ing loads; the helicopter lifts 400 kg and it’s up to Party A to prepare right-
sized loads. Party B has an easier job, unloading the nets, trying to stack the 
rounds of wood and performing something like the Whistler cheese-rolling 
contest, with rounds of wood. There are a few things to keep in mind about 
safety around helicopters.  As long as the helicopter is up in the air, you can’t 
walk into a rapidly rotating blade, but you don’t want to get hit in the head by 
a swinging net-load of wood, either. The helicopter seemed to be trying to put 
loads on me, perhaps because I had a bright orange jacket, so I was apparently 
a target. One load hit the hut and damaged the sheet metal siding somewhat; 
we should bring up a tube of caulking. The wind was a bit gusty, and it’s good 
to remember that the wind is what is holding the helicopter up, so this messes 
with precision. For the final run there were two partial slingloads, and the pi-
lot tried to fly up with both, but half way up he didn’t have enough lift, so he 
put them both down in the meadows, then picked up one and flew it up, then 
went back for the other one. Anyways, we got our truckload of wood up to the 
hut, and it’s sitting in the sun, drying. We also flew out two broken windows, 
some heavy tools left from construction, old paint cans, trashed metal roofing, 
plexiglas, and other garbage. The hut is now in good shape for the winter with 
an emptied outhouse, new windows installed last year, and a load of firewood 
that may last for five years. The cheque is in the mail.

For those who choose to think about these things, I emailed Blackcomb Heli-
copter to ask some questions, and here’s the answers. The helicopter was a 
Eurocopter Astar B2, and in 2.5 hours of flying time it used up 470 litres of 
Jet A fuel, which is similar to kerosene. As it didn’t refuel while flying for us, 
this means it lost 0.81 × 470 = 381 kg of weight, and could have picked up 
that much more weight towards the end. If it really lifts 400 kg of firewood per 
load and it flew ten loads for us, then we got 4 metric tons of wood delivered. 
It would have taken some serious work with a hand saw to get us that much 
wood.

How much non-renewable carbon dioxide did we put into the atmosphere 
from burning the helicopter fuel?  I get 381kg × 0.84 × 44/12 =  1173 kg.  

Finally, in 2005 we paid only $4200 to fly in the materials to build Brew.  It’s 
now 2014 and we have now spent an additional $5400, flying in firewood.
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I was very lucky to have the opportunity to travel to Alexandra Fiord, Elles-
mere Island (north of the magnetic north pole) to work as a field assistant at 
an International Tundra Experiment (ITEX) site. We studied the effects of 
warming treatments on the phenology of the tundra plants. What I wrote on 
one of the last days on Ellesmere Island helps to convey what a unique and 
spectacular place it is.

“Words cannot capture the beauty of my surroundings at this moment. I have 
learned and experienced more than I could have ever imagined three months 
ago. The summer began with a week-long ski traverse of the northern half 
of Garibaldi Park. Shortly after this traverse, I boarded a plane headed for 
Alexandra Fiord, Ellesmere Island. We flew to Ottawa and from there up to 
Resolute Bay, the base for high arctic camps. After a few days in Resolute wait-
ing for clear weather and adjusting to twenty four hours of daylight, five of us 
boarded a Twin Otter and flew into Alexandra Fiord. 

The Seasons, Ellesmere Island

•

Cassandra Elphinstone

Sphinx Island. Photo: Cassandra Elphinstone
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When we arrive it is winter. The plane heads back to Resolute, leaving us alone 
on the sea ice, surrounded by snow coated mountains. In awe, we take in the 
silence and beauty of the fiord. The next few weeks saw winter morphing into 
spring. As the snow melts in the lowlands we watch as the shrubs peek out 
of the snow. We count the Ring and Bearded Seals sitting by their breathing 
holes and watch a polar bear slowly cross the sea ice in front of our camp. 

Spring is here! The sea ice begins 
to disappear, the plants extend 
their small leaves toward the sun, 
and we have our first encounter 
with mosquitoes.  Snow Geese, 
Snow Buntings, Red Knots, Jae-
gers and Sandpipers begin to 
search for nesting grounds on 
the tundra and carefully lead us 
away from their nests if we get 
too close. The glaciers melt faster 
now and fill the rivers with ice 

cold water. I take my first shower in a month after bathing in the streams and 
it feels amazing! A plane comes to drop off some fresh supplies after nearly a 
month. We feast on fresh food and read mail, catching up on news from the 
rest of the world. The small plants grow buds and wait patiently for slightly 
warmer temperatures.

The flower buds break open and paint the lowlands in brilliant colours. Sum-
mer has arrived! We hike up a nearby mountain and look down on our camp 
and the lowlands. The sea ice is gone now except for the occasional iceberg 
that floats by. It rains occasionally with the extra humidity in the air. Each day, 
we encounter fascinating things that seem almost unreal. While brushing our 

An arctic hare. Photo: Cassandra Elphinstone

Above: Looking out over the Fjord
Right: Glacier Lake. 

Photos: Cassandra Elphinstone
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teeth, we stare up at an upside down rainbow. I learn something new every 
day, be it about cooking, maintaining camp, speaking over the radio to Reso-
lute, or simply how to identify a new plant or animal species.  In the evenings, 
while walking along the lowlands, Jaegers dive at my head warning me not to 
get too close to their nests.

It is getting colder now! The leaves begin to turn bright reds and yellows as 
summer changes to autumn. We hike to the base of the glacier and mark its 
slow retreat. I am shocked to see how far the glacier’s base is from the stick 
placed at its base back in 1994, the year I was born.  It brings back memories 
of the first glaciers I ever saw in the Rockies many years ago on a road trip 
with my parents. I was shocked then to see how far they had retreated in such 
a short time. I feel lucky to see these magnificent sheets of ice but at the same 
time I am sad to think they may not exist in the future. 

Soon, hints of winter begin to appear again. All four seasons had come and 
gone. Light dustings of snow have fallen on the peaks surrounding the low-
lands. The plants begin to show signs of senescence. The sun dips lower in the 
sky every day reminding us that eventually it will set and not show itself for 
the entire winter.  The winds and storms are stronger now.  I am reminded of 
how beautiful and at the same time dangerous nature can be. Soon we will 
head south and return to Vancouver and the heat of summer.”
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EDITORIAL:
RE: Sex in a Cold Tent

Last year, I offered to write “Sex in a Cold Tent”, and now I have to deliver. So 
here’s what you get. First of all, sex is something you do, like hiking. It is not 
something you are a spectator for, like professional hockey. So if you want to 
find out what it’s like in a cold tent, try it. Don’t expect me to do it for you. 
I’m not really an expert, and any experience I may have had, you won’t hear 
about it here.  

- Roland Burton



•

“It is wonderful to feel the grandness of Canada in the 
raw, not because she is Canada but because she’s 

something sublime that you were born into, some 
great rugged power that you are a part of.”

- Emily Carr

•
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